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EXTRACT FROM  PREFACE TO FIRST
EDITION
the present book deals with subjects in the borderland be-
tween, several allied sciences (notably physics and chemistry)
and the exclusively practical sides of their application. It "is
hoped that the student will be helped to understand some-
thing of the applications of t those- heat engines which work
on the internal combustion principle, and the engineer to a
fuller realization of the scientific principles concerned in the
design and working of gas, oil and petrol engines. In order
to economize space, and since it has been amply dealt with
by many other writers, little is said of the historical side of
the subject. The introduction, into the theoretical treatment
of the subject, of the principle of the now recognized variability
of specific heats with temperature has involved the breaking
of much new ground, and it is impossible to expect complete
success in avoiding mistakes and slips in the calculations. I
shall therefore be very glad to have brought to my notice any
corrections that may be necessary.
In writing this book so many original papers and treatises
have had to be consulted that it is not easy to make the
requisite and proper acknowledgments. First, however, it
is a pleasure to acknowledge my great indebtedness to
Professor Perry, to whom, as a student many years ago,
and on numerous occasions since, my thanks are due for
guidance, counsel and help generously given. I have also to
thank Mr. Dugald Clerk and Professor Hopkinson for
copies of their papers. I am indebted also to Mr. J. T. H.
Buirell, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., for checking the mathematical
calculations and for working out the examples. For the
illustrative matter I have to thank the Institutions, Firms and
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 individuals mentioned in the following list, but chiefly my
friend Mr. F. Strickland and Messrs. Chas. Griffin & Co. foi
permission to reproduce certain illustrations from their " Petrol
Motors and Motor Cars." Finally I tender my thanks to the
Editors of The Engineer and Engineering for permission to
reproduce certain parts of articles contributed to their columns.
H. E. W,
chelsea.
13//i August 1908
PREFACE TO SECOND  EDITION
sikce the Pirst Edition of this book was printed there
been many important developments in the internal combustion
engine.    Thero  has been a considerable extension of its nsts
at sea, a very  largely increased employment on land,	a
most notable development for service in the air. Moreover, the
recent work of the B.A. Gaseous Explosions Committee lias
provided a reaul basis for a modern theory of the engine.
chaxiges in theory and practice have necessitated corresponding
changes in the book ; the new matter to be added has led to
some compression in the "old, so that the length might be
within bounds : much has been rewritten. In this work I
have received. ' the valuable assistance of Mr. H. E. Piggot-t,
M.A., formerly scholar of Clare College, Cambridge, and now
Head of the Mathematical Department of the R.N. College,
Dartmouth, a/n.d of Mr. W. E. Hogg, A.R.C.S., Assoc.MJnst.
CJE. ; to both, of them my thanks are due.
At the end of each chapter will be found some problems
for solution, drawn chiefly from the examination papers set
at Cambridge, at the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, a,nd by the Board of Education and other
Government Departments. These have been arranged by
Mr. Piggott, a/nd his solutions of them are given at the end
of the book.
H. E. W.
2Sth Jfebruary 1915
vfi
PREFACE TO FOURTH EDITION
Is this new edition it has been possible to include some
aecount of the notable advances made in internal combustion
engine theory and practice as a result of tke intense stimulus
of the War. Much of it arose from the growth of aviation.
This has necessitated some compression in the older matter,
so that the size of the book should be kept suitable to its
purpose.
The author takes this opportunity to thank many friends
for useful suggestions, and in particular Mr. W. J. Stem,
B.Sc., A.B.C.S., of the Air Ministry laboratory, for assistance
especially with the sections relating to the gas turMne and
to carburation prolblems*
I. E. W.
gobikg-on-thames
March 1922
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USEFUL  CONSTANTS
length, area and volume
*
1 centimetre = 0-3937 inch.
1 inch = 2-540 cm.
1 sq. cm. '= 0-1550 sq. in.
1 sq. in. == 6-452 sq. cm.
1 cu. metre = 35-31 cu. ft.
1 imperial gallon = 4-546 litres « 10 Ib. of water.
1 U.S.A. gallon « 3-785 litres.
weight and pbessure
1 kg. = 2-205 Ib.
17=32-2 ft. per sec. per sec.—981 cm. per sec. per sec.
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enebgy
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1 C.H.U. = 1,400 ft. Ib.
1 B.Th.U. =778 ft. Ib.
1 calorie = 3,087 ft. Ib. = 2-205 C.H.U.
power
1 watt = 1 volt. X 1 ampere «= 107    ergs,   per sec. == 1  Joule
per sec.
1 K.W. = l-3i H..P. = 0-239 calorics per sec.
1 H.P. = 0-746 K.W. » 76-04 kg. m. per sec.
1 metric H.P, = 0-986 English H.P. ^ 75 kg. m. per sec.
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other constants
1 eu. ft. of water = 62-3 Ib.
1 cu. ft. of air (N.T.P.) = 0-0807 Ib.
1 radian ==57-3 deg.
loge x = 2-3026 X logto #*
e = 2-7183.
Absolute zero = -273° C. = - 459° F.
Approximate atomic weights : O,  16 ; H,  1; C, 12; N,  14.
Average composition of air, 23 per cent, of oxygen by weight or
21 per cent, by volume, remainder almost entirely nitrogen.
MOLECULAR WEIGHTS OF GASES

Gas 
Formula 
Molecular
Wc-ight 
Carbon dioxide    	 
C02 
44.00 
Carbon monoxide      ....
Ethylene   	
Methane    	     	
Oxygen      	 
CO
C2H4
CH4
CX 
28-00
28-03
10-03
32-00 
Water vapour      	
Hydrogen        	 
H20
Hfl 
18-02
2-010 
Nitrogen    	 
Ns 
28-02 



CHAPTER  I
Elementary
history of internal combustion engine-—usb of compression	
comparative economy.
1. Heat Engines.—Heat engines are machines which receive
heat and turn some portion of it into mechanical work. They
are of two kinds—
 (1)	Steam Engines
 (2)	Internal Combustion Engines,
In steam engines the heat is applied to the boiler which
generates steam. The fcteam passes through the afceam pipe
into the engine, and when it gets there it makes the engine
do work.
The internal combustion engine works in a different way
altogether. The heat is actually produced by combustion of
fuel inside the cylinder of the engine. Whereas the steam engine
illustrates external combustion, gas, oil and petrol engines
are called internal combustion engines. A gun isalnouform
of internal combustion engine ia which a certain part of the
heat given out on explosion is converted into kinetic energy in
the projectile.
2. History of the Internal Combustion Engine,—The first
internal combustion engine was made by Huyghonn in the
year 1680. It was very different to any engine made now. It
did not work on gas or oil or petrol, but used gunpowder as Its
fuel Gunpowder was exploded in a hollow cylindrical vessel
while the piston was at the top, and the air was driven forcibly
out. The partial vacuum so caused, tended to pull the piston
*	B
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down, and this force could be applied by means of a cord and
pulley to raise a weight or to do work by some other suitable
mechanism. This engine was not a practical success, nor were
any later engines working with gunpowder as fuel. In the
year 1820 the first engine that could really be called a "gas
engine " was made. Its inventor was the Rev. W. Cecil, who
by an ingenious arrangement exploded in the working cylinder
hydrogen gas mixed with air, the principle being the same as
that of the Huyghens gunpowder engine. This also was not a
practical success, though a step forward.
- 8. Lenoir Engine.—The first engines that could be put to
practical use were made by Lenoir in 18.60. He used the ideas
of many people who had previously been working at the
subject, but he grasped the matter more thoroughly and much
more constructively. Many hundreds of his engines were made.
His plan was to draw into the cylinder a mixed charge of air
and gas. This he did by causing the connecting rod to pull
the piston upwards, then when the piston was half way up the
cylinder he ignited, by an electric spark, the gaseous mixture
which had been drawn in. The gas could not escape by the
inlet pipe, as that contained a non-return valve. So the full
effect of the explosion was felt by the piston, which was forced
if;	upwards causing the connecting rod to do work. When the
{     fi	piston reached the top of its stroke the outlet valve was opened.
«i	Then since the connecting rod was fastened to a crank which
I     |f	turned a fly-wheel, the energy of the latter made the piston
;_     1	descend and drive the burnt products out of the cylinder.    It
! |	then began to rise again, drawing in a fresh charge of gas and
1| .,	air, which was in turn ignited when the piston was half way up
I:     |	the cylinder.   Thus the motion was repeated.    The air and gas
,      l|	were always drawn in at about atmospheric pressure, and were
|    || ;	ignited by the spark at that pressure.    In modern engines the
mixture of gas and air is always compressed, before ignition.
Lenoir's engine is therefore called a " non-compression " engine.
It used about seven times as much fuel per horse-power as
a modern engine.
4L Otto and LangeB.—In 1866, Otto and Langen produced
an engine in which the piston was not fastened to a connecting
rod, but was loose and could fly upwards. When the ex^
CHAP. l]
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ploded gases had expanded and had got cool (partly by expan-
sion and partly by the effect of the cold cylinder walls), the
flying piston stopped rising and began to fall under gravity.
It was then caught by a kind of ratchet on its connecting rod,
and, using its weight in this way, the piston did work. This
engine was not very successful, its action being spasmodic.
But in 187G Otto produced what he called a cc silent engine "
—to distinguish it from the noisy flying piston engine just
described. It worked on a principle of operation which had
been very clearly stated fourteen years before by Beau de
Eochas, who, although ho had patented it, had not made^a
working success of the invention. Otto was a more practical
man, and he made his new engine very successful. The
method of working was as follows:—
(1)	Air and gas were drawn in during an outward stroke of
the piston, followed by
(2)	Compression of the mixture during the return inward
stroke.
(3)	Ignition at the inner dead centre, and expansion through-
out the next outward stroke.
Con,
Outer
,Dead Centre
Exhau
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Cyf/nde,

Fly Whe
fk*. 1,—-Diagram of Otto Engine.
(4) Discharge of the burnt gases on the return of the piston
during the last stroke.
This cycle of operations takes, it will be noticed, four strokes
to complete, and is known as an " Otto-cycle " or " Four-
stroke" cycle.
5. Use of Compression.—The fundamental difference between
the Lenoir and the Otto engines lies in the fact that the former
was a non-compression engine, whilst the latter employed
'
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compression. A further difference is that the Lenoir engine
completed its cycle of operations in two strokes, and is known
as a " two-stroke " engine, whilst the Otto engine is a " four-
stroke " one. The advantage of compression is that the gases
are at a fairly high pressure before the ignition point is reached,
and so the effect of the explosion is to cause the mixture to
reach a far higher pressure, and therefore to do more work, than
if the pressure before explosion were no higher than that of the
atmosphere outside the engine. The fact that all engines work
on compression means that all must have a space provided into
wliich the piston can compress the charge. This space is called
the " clearance space." In Fig. 2 the face of the piston, at the
end of compression, comes up to the line AB, and on the expan-
sion stroke moves out as far as EF. Then the space between
AB and CD is called the " clearance " ; the distance from AB
to EF the " stroke " ; and the ratio of the volumes CDFE to
CDBA the " compression ratio," denoted by the letter r. It
is obvious that the higher the compression ratio the higher will
be the pressure at the end of compression, and thus the higher
will be the temperature at that point.
file_5.wmf


fig. 2.—Diagram of Cylinder and Piston, showing clearance.
~	.         ..       volume G E F D
Compression ratio = _-___..,    - H.
volume O A B D
6. Dugald Clerk.—In 1880 Dugald Clerk invented an
engine which partook of the nature of the Lenoir in that it
was a two-stroke engine, and of the nature of the Otto in that
the mixture was compressed before explosion. This he did by
mixing and slightly compressing the gas and air in a separate
cylinder instead of in the working cylinder. The working
chap, i]	ELEMENTARY	5
cylinder received its mixture of gas and air under slight com-
pression, forcing out the exhaust gas as it entered, so that the
exhaust and drawing in strokes could be omitted in the main
cylinder. Of course the operations thus omitted in the main
cylinder had to be done in the other cylinder—called the pump
cylinder—but the working cylinder was able to effect twice
as many working strokes per minute as before. The work
done by this cylinder was therefore doubled, but against this
must be set the work lost in pumping in the other cylinder.
Engines working on the Clerk cycle are now made in consider-
able numbers.
 7.	Daimler.—In 1895 Daimler brought out his well-known
high speed petrol engine for. automobiles.    The Otto cycle
was followed, and the chief improvements were of a mechanical
nature.   Petrol vapour was used instead of gas.    This engine
gave a great impetus to mechanical transport on roads  and
to the use of motor-boats.
 8.	Diesel.—In 1897 a novel form of   oil engine was intro-
duced by Diesel.    Instead of a combustible mixture of oil-
vapour and air being drawn in on the suction stroke, air only
was allowed to enter.   This was compressed to a very high
pressure on the compression stroke—500 Ib. per sq. inch—
and was raised by this compression to a high temperature.
Then at the inner dead centre a small quantity of oil was
injected at an even higher pressure (800 Ib. per square inch)
by means of compressed air.      This oil at once ignited on
coming into contact with the air, and forced the piston on its
outward  stroke.   As  the  stroke  continued,   more   oil  was
injected until the " cut-off " point was reached, when the
gases were allowed to expand and do work in the usual way.
The effect of admitting the fuel gradually, instead of all at
once, was to get a more even pressure on the piston from the
beginning of the stroke until the cut-off point.     This  made
the action of the engine similar in some respects to the action
of the steam engine, where the principle of gradual admission
also applies.    In this engine no electric spark was needed to
ignite the mixture, since the temperature of the air at the end
of compression was itself high enough to cause combustion to
take place.
( !
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9. Humphrey Gas Pump.—A new type of engine v
introduced by Humphrey in 1909, in which the iron pisl
was replaced by the flat surface of a vertical water colui
which under the explosive force of the gaseous mixture ^
made to oscillate in a series of unequal strokes, and in so doi
to cause water to pass from a low level tank to a high le1
one. The water so pumped could if desired be made to wo
a water turbine.
Useful
work.
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9
 Energy in Coal* •
Fia 3.—Efficiency Diagram of Gas Power Plant.
10. Comparative Economy of Steam,  Gas and OIL—A
interesting comparison of the relative fuel consumption
and capital costs was made by T. E». Wollaston, in a pape
read before the Society of Chemical Industry in 1914. Th
following is an extract from his paper :—
For purposes of comparison the following is an approxi

CHAP. l]
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mate table showing the  performance  and  cost  of modem
prime movers.   The various units are:—
 (a)	The most economical form of modern steam engine
in conjunction with modern boiler plant.
 (b)	A steam turbine of highest class with modern boiler
plant.
 (c)	Gas engine with " bituminous " gas plant.
 (d)	Diesel oil engine.


B.Th.U. 
Fuel cost 
Capital 
Type 
per B.H.P. 
per B.H.P. 
cost per   * 

hour 
hour 
B.H.P. 
(a) Steam engine    . 
19,000 
0-102d. 
£7 
(b) Steam turbine  . 
21,000 
0-112(1 
£6 
(c) Gas engine   . 
15,000 
0-08& 
£8 
(d) Diesel engine 
9,000 
0-18dL 
£8 
In the above 70 per cent, efficiency is assumed for boiler
and gas plant. Coal of 10,000 B.Th.U. per Ib. at 12s. per ton.
Diesel oil of 18,000 B.Th.U. per Ib. at 705. per ton.
In Fig. 3 is seen a diagrammatic representation of the way
in which the fuel energy is used in a gas engine and producer
plant.
SECTION 1
THEORY
CHAPTER  II
Thermodynamic Cycles
pedrfect gas — isothermal expansion — adtasatic T2x
— entropy — constant temperature cycle- _ con
pbessure cycle — constant- volume cycle _ .
1. Quantity o£ Heat. — The quantity of heat girverx to the
>er in a vessel is measured Tby multiplying the weight of the
;er in pounds by the rise In temperature of the water due to
receiving this heat.   Thus if 40 Jib. weight of water be
.ted so that its temperature rise from 50° C. to 75° C. the
Mxtity of heat supplied is 40 X 25 ~ 1,000 heat units, and
the temperature scale used is Centigrade these heat units
f called Centigrade heat units   (C.3LU.) or pound-calories.
e equality of 1,000 pound-calories' to 1,800 B.Th.U. can be
mediately seen, as oae degree Centigrade is equal to  1*8
pees  Fahrenheit.   One  pound-calorie is  the   amount   of
i/t required to heat ono pound -weight of water through one
pee^entigra'cte.     Oae IB.rh.U.  is the amount    of   heat
quired to-he&t one pound weight of water through one degree
hrenheit.   When the unit of weight is the kilogram and the
ntigrade scale of temperature is used, the unit of heat is
lied the Kilogram-calorie.
12. Specific Heat. — The above definitions have all "been
pressed in. the terms of heating water ; water being the most
nvenient standard substance to select, and having, as it
/ppens, a greater capacity for heat than any other known
[iiid. Thus one pound-calorie will heat one pound of water
rough one degree Centigrade, but it would heat one pound
mercury through no less than SO degrees Centigrade. The
ecific heat of a substance is defined as the quantity of heat
11
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to raise one pound weight of that substance through
degree of temperature.   The following are the specific
heats of some of the commoner substances:—
Water	1-000
Mercury	0-033
Brass "	0-090
Cast Iron	0-12
Lead .		0-030
Glass	0-19
Air	0-24
0-030 pound-calorie are needed to heat one pound of lead
one degree Centigrade, or 0-030 B.Th.U. to heat it
one degree Fahrenheit.
18. Specific Heats of Gases.—In the study of the behaviour
of a perfect gas it is usual to assume that the specific heat
is independent of the pressure and temperature. In real
this is found to be only approximately correct, since the
heat, though practically independent of the pressure,
increase substantially with increase of temperature. This
is illustrated in Fig. 21 on p. 63, where the specific heat of the
expanding gases in a gas engine is shown plotted against the
temperature. When measurement is being made of the
specific heat of a gas, it is possible to keep either its volume
or its pressure constant. The former specific heat is called
the specific heat at constant volume, and is usually denoted
by Cf, the latter is the specific heat at constant pressure and
is denoted by Cr The specific heats at constant pressure
will always be larger than those at constant volume, because
the in expanding, expands against the atmospheric pressure
therefore does work.
The following table gives the constant-pressure specific heat
figures at 0° C. for some of the commoner gases:—
Air	-.        .        .    0-24
Hydrogen	        .3*40
Carbon-monoxide        .	.        .        .    0*24
Carbon-dioxide   ......    0-20
In gas engine work the simplest plan is to take a mean wlue
or the specific heat over the temperature range considered.
I:
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14.	Unit of Work.—As the purpose of internal combustion
engines is to turn heat into work it is as important to measure
the work done as it is the heat supplied.   Work is measured
in foot-pounds, one foot-pound being the work done in lifting
one pound weight through a vertical height of one foot.   If the
point of application of a force of P pounds moves through a
distance of h feet in the direction of action of the force, the
work done is P X h ft.-lb.
15.	Volumetric  Heat.—Hitherto   specific   heat  has   been
defined as the number of thermal units required to raise one
pound weight of the substance through one degree of tempera-
ture ;  it is sometimes convenient in the case of gases %o know
the number of foot pounds necessary to raise through 1° C.
a mass of gas which at 0° C. and at normal atmospheric pres-
sure (760 mm. of mercury) would occupy a volume of exactly
one cubic foot*   This number is called the " volumetric heat "
of the gas to distinguish it from the other way of reckoning.
Thus it comes to exactly the same thing whether nitrogen
is said to have a " specific heat" of 0-250 or a " volumetric
heat " of 27-2 ft.-lb. per cubic foot.   To convert specific heat
into volumetric heat it is necessary to multiply by the weight
in pounds of one cubic foot of the gas (at normal temperature
and pressure) and by Joule's equivalent.f   It has been found by
experiment that for most gases the product of specific heat
and density is a constant.    The effect of this is that however
much the specific heat figures may differ, the figures for
" volumetric heat " are almost the same for all gases.    TMs
is a great convenience, as it shows that the amount of heat
necessary to heat a cylinder full of gases, at a moderate tempera-^
ture, through any small temperature range, will be about the
same whatever the composition of the gases may be.   This
consideration is of assistance when studying the effect of the
presence in an explosive charge of a residuum of burnt gases
from the last explosion, particularly when the exact pro-
portion of the different substances in the exhaust products
is unknown.
*The letters N.T.P. are often added to show that the volume is
measured at Normal Temperature and Pressure,
t See p. 14.
I*
if
I
:;«
It'     «!
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16. Efficiency.—The ratio of the energy got out from a
machine to the energy put into it is called the efficiency of the
machine. Thus
Efficiency =
energy given out
energy supplied*
A gas engine usually gives out at the crank-shaft about four-
fifths of the energy given to the piston; its efficiency is there-
fore said to be 0-80 or 80 per cent. This is called the mechanical
efficiency, to distinguish it from the thermal efficiency, which
is the ratio of the energy given to the piston to the energy
contained in the fuel used and rarely exceeds 40 per cent, in
any engine.
17.	Unit of Power.—When a machine is capable of doing
33,000 ft.-lb. of work every minute (or 550 ft.-lb. every second),
it is said to be of one horse-power, or 1 H.P.
As the work done in a minute by 1 H.P. is 33,000 ft.-lb.
so the work done in an hour is 60 X 33,000 ft.-lb., or 1,980,00,
ft.-lb., which is therefore the equivalent of 1 H.P.-hour.   Ano-
ther unit of power, derived from electrical practice, is the
kilowatt (or kW.)     It is larger than the horse-power and
1 H.P. = 0-746 kW.
18.	Mechanical Equivalent of Heat.—It was at one time
thought that when a heat engine did work it did it by passing
the heat without loss through the given temperature range,
just as the work done by a waterfall depends upon passing a
certain amount of water through a certain range of "head."
It is now well known that the quantity of heat supplied to an
engine is greater than that which comes away from it, and that
the missing part is the amount of heat that has been converted
into mechanical work.   Joule was the first to realize that heat
could be converted into work and to measure the number of
foot-pounds into which one heat unit could be converted.
This he did by churning water with paddles so as to produce
internal friction in the water.   He measured the work done
and the rise in temperature of the water;  by this means the
mechanical equivalent of 1 B.Th.U. was determined.   Many
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later and more accurate experiments have been made, and the
result generally accepted now is that
1 B.Th.U. = 778 ft.-lb.
and 1 pound-calorie = 1,400 ft.-lb.
 19.	Changes of State in a Gas or Vapour.—The state of a
gas or vapour may be altered by giving heat to it, or by taking
heat from it.   The state may also be altered by compression
or expansion.   Any of these processes will bring about changes
in one or more of such properties as—volume, pressure, tem-
perature, internal energy, specific heat.    These properties are
related to one another in various ways, and the two most
important of the relationships are called Boyle's Law and
Charles' Law.
 20.	Boyle's Law.—Boyle's Law states that if the tempera-
ture be kept constant the volume of a mass of gas will vary
inversely as the pressure.
In symbols—
PY = Constant
(for constant temperature).
 21.	Charles' Law,—Charles' Law states that if the pressure
be kept constant, equal volumes of different gases increase
equally for the same increase in the temperature ;   also, that if
a gas be heated under constant pressure equal increments in
its volume correspond very closely to equal intervals of tem-
perature.
 22.	Absolute Temperature.—It is found by experiment that
the amount by which the volume of gas expands when its
temperature is changed by one degree Centigrade (the pressure
being constant) is -^r^rd part of its volume at 0° C.    If this
proportion held rigorously for all temperatures, however low,
it would follow that at a temperature of 273 degrees below
0°C. the volume of the gas would be zero.    The temperature
of — 273° C. is therefore called the Absolute Zero, and tem-
peratures reckoned from this zero instead of 0° C. are called
absolute temperatures.   Thus the boiling point of water is called
either 100° C. or 373° C. (absolute).    When using the Fahren-
heit scale the number 459 should be added to the ordinary
Fahrenheit temperatures to bring them to Fahrenheit tern-
in:.-
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peratures  (absolute).   Charles'  Law may  therefore  be ex-
pressed —
If V=volume at 0° 0,
and V0= volume at 0°C.
n
i
  
= _°_ T, where T = absolute temperature.
273	r
V
j>e    — = constant (for constant pressure).
23. Perfect Gas. — A perfect gas is defined as one which
satisfies rigorously both these laws, which may be combined
This constant is usually written R ;
PV
into — = constant.
thus PV — RT. Most of the ordinary gases comply very
closely with the perfect gas laws, particularly at the tempera-
tures met with in internal combustion engines. The equation
PV
__ = constant applies to any weight of gas ; when a standard
weight of gas (e.g. 1 Ib.) is  considered, then the value of R
depends on the nature of the gas.   For 1 Ib. weight of air
R == 96, the units being pounds, feet and degrees Centigrade.
24. To prove when unit weight of gas is considered that
PV=RT==J(Cp—C,)T
where R is a constant and J is the value of the mechanical
equivalent of heat ("Joule's Equivalent").
Consider one pound weight of gas (at P0, V0, T0) confined in
a cylinder of exactly one square foot in cross-sectional area
and having above it a piston whose weight may be neglected.
Let the temperature increase to ti and the volume to Vj,
keeping the pressure constant and equal to P0.
The heat supplied to the gas =
C/Tr-To) heat units
equivalent to JCp(Tl—T0) ft.-lb.
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The  external   work  done  by  the gas=P0(V1—V0)  ft.-lb.
which=R(T!—To) ft.-lb.
(using the equation PV=RT)
Then the internal energy remaining in the gas must be equal
to the difference of those two, or
=(JC2?-R)(T1^T0) ft.-lb.
Now Joule discovered experimentally that the gain in internal
energy of a gas depends only on the initial and final tempera-
tures, and is independent of changes of pressure or volume,
i.e., that the above increase in internal energy is the same as
if the temperature had risen while the volume remained con-
stant, in which case the heat units required would have been
C/Tr-To), or in energy units JGV(T1—T0) ft.-lb.
Thus (JCp-E)(T1-T0)=Ja(T1-To)
or E=J(0P-C.)
This shows that the perfect gas law may be written
a form which is often convenient. It shows also that for any
gas which obeys the perfect gas law the specific heat at con-
stant pressure is always larger than the specific heat at constant
volume by the same amount, no matter what the temperature
or pressure may be. So that if one specific heat be known the
other, or the ratio of the two, can easily be calculated.
25. Th6 equation
PV   ^
is true for all perfect gases, the quantity present being unit
weight.    It may be written
T= V (Cp~~Clj)'
If we take two different gases, both obeying the perfect gas
law, and adjust their pressures so as to be equal, and also their
temperatures to be equal, the two values of  ~ (Cy—Cv) must
be the same.   But the weights of the gases being the same,
o
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ft
 the volumes occupied must be inversely proportional to their
densities. Thus (GP — Cv) X density must Ibe a constant quan-
tity for such gases.
The following table shows how real gases approximate to
this —

Gas 
cp 
Cv 
Density rela-
tive to Air 
(Cp—Cv) x
density 
£[2        •       • 
3-409 
2-406 
0-0692 
0-069 
N2     .    .    . 
0-244 
0-173 
0-970 
0-069 
02     .    .    . 
0-218 
0-155 
1-105 
0-070 
cofl .   .   . 
0-217 
0-171 
1-520 
0-070 
The explanation why there are any differences at all is because
these gases are not " perfect gases." The assumption is im-
plied, moreover, that the specific heat is independent of tem-
perature, and although for many calculations this is sufficiently
nearly true, there are others, as will appear in a subsequent
chapter, in which this is by no means the case.
26. Ratio of Specific Heats.—The ratio of the two specific
heats of a gas is an important one, and is generally called by
the Greek letter y, thus
__ 0,
,,__
Since J(CP—C,)=R
-I	^M	-K
r	n —x— t n
oc	d.u,,
y lies usually between 1'3 to 1*4; and for air is 1*41.
27.	Isothermal Expansion.—When a gas expands so that
the temperature is always constant the expansion is said to be
Isothermal.
In symbols-—
PV=constant.
This is, of course, Boyle's Law.
(This is occasionally referred to as a " hyperbolic " expansion
as the graph of the above equation is a hyperbola.)
28.	Adiabatic Expansion.—When a gas expands in such a
way that heat, as such, is neither given to it nor taken from it,
CHAP.  Il]
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the expansion is said to be adiabatic. Such an expansion, or
compression, may be imagined as taking place in a cylinder
made of a completely non-conducting material, no heat being
generated by chemical action nor lost by radiation. The more
quickly an expansion or compression takes place, the more
nearly is the adiabatic law followed, since there is a shorter
time for any transfer of heat to take place. The rapid heating
of a tyre-pump when used vigorously is a familiar phenomenon.
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4.—P V diagram showing compression of six cubic feet of air into one
cubic foot, (a) Isothermal; (6) Adiabatic. [Final pressure is more
than twice as high in (b) as in (a).]
When the expansion is adiabatic the law connecting P and V
for a perfect gas can be shown to be
PVY=constant.
In Fig. 4 is shown the result of compressing a mass of gas
from 6 cu. ft. to 1 cu. ft. Such compressions are approxi-
mately adiabatic—see curve &—when the process is carried
out very rapidly ; and approach the isothermal—see curve a
—when the compression is so slow that most of the heat is
dissipated during the time taken by the compression.
29. Proof.—" Joule's Law," quoted in paragraph 24, comes
to this, that the gain in internal energy due to rise of tempera-
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 ture must equal the difference of energy cl«o to heat .supplied
and the work done.
Thus, if AH heat units are supplied to unit weight of gas
J.OrAT^J.AH— P.AV
where AT and AV are increments In temperature and volume.
If the gas ib neither to receive nor to lone heat
AH=0	.  •
and the equation simplifies to
Now in any finite transformation I? will be continually chang-
ing, and the process must therefore be imagined to be split up
into a great number of infinitesimal steps. Consider AT and
AV as infinitesimal increments, and obtain the equation con-
necting P and V by integration, tints :—
J.(VAT-[-P.AV=O
from pars. 24 and 20,    PV~J.(!r(y--l)T
therefore P. AV+V. AP~- J.Cy y— 1 ) AT
therefore V.AP=— y .P.AV
AP  .     AV
. 4~ y — ...
J>    r 7 V
dP   .     rf
+ 7
.   x,    r   ...
m the limiting case
*	>
therefore log P+y log V=constant, or PVr = constant.
30. Temperatare Changes in Adiabatie 'EraasfoBBatioBS. —
The adiabatio law for a perfect gas is
PV?=constant ;
combine this with the perfect gas equation of
PV=ET
aaad eliminate P
then TV^1=eonstant ;
or V can be eliminated and then
T*
__=: constant,
pyH
If, therefore, the initial itate of a mass of .gas be known it
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is possible to calculate its temperature at any point after adia-
batic expansion or compression from a knowledge either of its
new volume or of its new pressure.
Both the laws discussed In paragraphs 27 and 28 are special
cases of the general formula 1>V" = constant, n being equal
to unity in the isothermal ease and equal to y in the adiabatic
case. .In the internal combustion, engine the gas does not
expand o/comprcBB according to either of these laws precisely,
but the expansions and (KunprcBBions do in every case follow
very nearly some law of the type PVW = constant, where n
has a value lying between unity and y.
Example.—Ii the ga« during a compression stroke increased
in pressure from atmospheric pressure to 65 lb. per sq. inch
above the atmosphere, and if the temperature before compres-
sion were 120° C., the temperature at the end of compression
could be calculated from the equation in par. 30.
Tn
4™ constant
and if n be 1-3
Then.    Tl"s      =rO!2_±2!?£!
(14-7 4-«5)°'*	(14-7J0*3      *
/7<).7\°*:*	/7Q-7\ °"23
or T=(I20+273) (       ' } ^ = 393 ( lH }
V14-7/	\14-7/
or T = 580° C. (absolute) ~ 307° 0.
This explains how it is that a gas gets hot when compressed
so suddenly that there is little time for heat to escape through
the walls of the cylinder.
31. The Thermodynamic Laws.—The following are the two
fundamental laws of thermodynamics.
(1)	In all traiwfonnationfl, the energy clue to the heat units
supplied must be balanced by the external work done plus the
gain in internal energy clue to the rise in temperature.
(2)	It is impossible for an automatic machine, unaided by any
external power, to convey heat from a colder to a hotter body.
The first of these laws was discovered experimentally by
Joule. It has been Btatecl in paragraph 29, and was there
interpreted in symbols, viz, :
J, AH=JC; AT+P AV      •''
fat '
|l I   '
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The second law may be said to represent universal experience
in the working of heat engines,
32. Thermal Efficiency.—So far as the first law is concerned
there is nothing to show why all the heat supplied to an engine
should not be converted into work. But the effect of the
second law is that only a portion of the heat supplied can be
converted into work, and, as stated in par. 16, the ratio
Heat converted into work
Heat supplied to engine
is known as the thermal efficiency of the engine. The better
the engine the higher the efficiency. The most efficient heat
engine yet built has an efficiency of about 0-4.
 
II
 Fio. 5.—-PV diagram.
33* Application of Graphical Methods to Themo-dynamics;
Pressure-Volume and Temperattne-EEfropy Diagrams.—The
reader is probably familiar with graphical methods as applied
to physical problems.   In many such	it is customary to
deal with three physical quantities; two of	are plotted
along the axes of co-ordinates, and the relation between them
exhibited by the graph, while the third is involved in the area
contained between the curve and one of the axes.
If pressure (Ib. per sq. ft.) be plotted along one axis and
volume (cu. ft.) along the other, as shown in Fig. 6, the area
between the curve and the X axis, bounded by the ordinates
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at V = V0 and V = Vx, will give the external work done (ft.-
Ib.) when the volume of the gas Increases from V0 to V^
'Proof.—Area of shaded strip ==!>. AV, which is work done
by pressure in increasing volume by AV. Therefore total
work done = SP. AV for all such strips (or in. calculus nota-
tion, I P.dV) which is the area under the curve.
It is this principle that enables the work done by an engine
to he calculated from an indicator diagram showing the pres-
sures and volumes of the working medium.
In some problems, however, it is convenient to have the
temperature shown along the Y axis, and the area under the
file_8.wmf


Fro, 0.— T# diagram.
curve to show, not work done, but heat units supplied to the
gas. The question arises, what, in this case, is to be plotted
along the X axis 1 The answer to this question is that the
quantity to be plotted along the X axis is not one like pressure
and volume with which acquaintance has already been made,
but a new one, and one which cannot be measured directly.
The name given to It ib mtwpy. It is not possible to give a
simple scientific definition of entropy, nor is it necessary to do
so. It is obviously some property of the state of a gas which
determines the connexion between rise of temperature and
increase of heat units. If we keep in mind the graphical in-
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tcrpretation a» explained above, it is urmeceBKitry to express
the idea of entropy in any formal definition.* In Fig. B such
a graph is given. The area under the curve, and lying between
the ordinateB at y0 anc"i r/?i» measures the number of heat units
supplied to the gas between the temperatures T0 and Tlt
Galwdation.	-Calling the entropy y, the area of the uhaded
strip = T. A <p, but this by definition is equal to AH,
therefore T.Ay ~~ AH
A      ah;
or A9? = -~
and  P=J rj1
From this formula the actual value of the entropy in a mass of
gas can bo calculated.
34. Unit of Entropy.—If the area under the curve in Fig. 6
were 1000 pound-calories and the temperature had remained
constant at 500° (1 (absolute), corresponding to an isothermal
expansion, the curve would have been flat, i.e. a straight line      \
parallel to the axis of entropy, and. it is clear that the difference      '
(q>i— <p9) would have had to be two units of entropy in length,      I
so that	'
2 X SCO = 1000 pound-calorics.	\
' One unit of entropy would therefore bo the amount of increase
ia entropy due to the reception of a number of heat units equal
in amount to the absolute temperature at which the heat is }
: received, and this unit of entropy is called 1 rank.	;
The temperature values used in entropy calculations must      |
always be absolute,   The importance of temperature-entropy      j
graphs lies chiefly in their applications to isothermal and      |
adiabatic transformations:—	f
(1)	In isothermal transformations the f temperature is con-      I
stant, so that the graph will bo a straight line parallel      /
to the entropy axis.	I
(2)	In adiabatio transformations no heat units are gained or      ?
lost, so that the entropy remains coiiBt&nt and the graph
will be a straight line parallel to the temperature axis.
* Readers desiring to get a fuller idea of fntropy are referral to
Professor Calendar's address to- the Physical HcKsiutyv of wMehi an
abstract is given an p. 07 of'2fa$ure for Mageh 16,
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I'his means that any closed circuit made up of successive iso-
hermal and adiabatic compressions and expansions will have
i, graph composed exclusively of straight lines at right angles
,o one another. Hence the area can be very easily measured,
ind the amount of heat supplied be readily determined.
35. PV and Ty Diagrams Compared.—The following state-
ments help in memorizing the relationships between these two :•—
(1)	Average force (Ib.) X space range (ft.) =work done (ft.-
Ib.), or, what comes to the same thing, average pressure
(Ib. per sq. ft.) X volume range (cu. ft.) = work done
(/*.-».).
(2)	Average temperature (absolute) X entropy range (rank$)=
heat units,—the latter being either calories or B.Th .XL
1500
^1000
P*
 \
 1500
VOLUME
V<?
Of	02
Entropy (ranks)
fig. 7.— PV and T0 diagrams for Constant-volume Cycle.
according as the temperature (absolute) has been measured in
the Centigrade or Fahrenheit scales.
36. Areas of Closed Cycles.—After any ideal cycle of opera-
tions, when the gas returns to its initial state, both the PV and
T <p diagrams will be closed figures ; in this case the net work
done (in the PV diagram) and the net heat units taken (in
the T<p diagram) will be given by the area of these closed
figures.
Thus the PV and T q> curves shown in Fig. 7 are those of the
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" Otto " cycle on which most modern gun engines work, and
they will ho referred to at greater length in this book.
The area under the curve T/J.\ — heat units received.
The area under the curve T3T0 — heat units rejeeted.
Thus the area contained within the closed figure T0T /1 2T8
gives the number of heat units which are converted into work
by the engine. Jf thin be multiplied by the numerical value
of J, it will give the same result as would be obtained by measur-
ing the area of the figure 1V1VI.V1V
file_9.wmf
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 The PV and T y diagrams therefore have this in common,
that the area of the closed	in each, corresponding to
a given cycle of operations, will	the work don©.   The
thermal efficiency can be obtained very simply from the T <p
diagram since
m,         I**-
Thermal efficiency =— -_.-.
area under TiT§
In Fig. 8 is shown a very simple entropy diagram for one
pound of gas.   The gas	at the point A ; the temperature
is then increased to the point B^ whilst the entropy remains
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constant—an adiabatic compression; then the gas has its
temperature kept constant frornB to C, whilst the gas receives
heat and the entropy increases—an isothermal expansion; then
from C to D the gsts expands adiabatically as the entropy Is
constant and the temperature falls to D ; then from D to A
the temperature remains steady, whilst the gas gives up its
heat and the entropy diminishes from D to A, so bringing the
gas back to its original state, and ready to go through the
cycle again. This is the well-known Carnot Cycle, which is
so often shown on the PV diagram, but is so much more
easily understood on the T <p diagram.
T     . .	,	t    « •	area ABCD         AB
area EBCF
_ max.  temp, of cycle — min. temp, of do.
max. temperature of cycle
In this case thermal   efficiency =
EB
which is the customary expression for the efficiency of the
Carnot Cycle. This is an instance of how simple the use
of the T cp diagram makes such calculations.
37. In this last named figure all the lines were parallel to
one or other of tibte axes. This was because an ideal cycle
of the simplest nature was being followed. In Fig. 9 the
sloping lines AJB and BC have been drawn at random. What
changes of state would they represent 1
The line AB stows an increase of both entropy and tem-
perature, both of them, increasing at about an equal rate.
So that heat is being given to the gas, and the temperature
is increasing meanwhile. This is generally similar to what
goes on during explosion in a gas engine cylinder, as the gas
takes in. heat from the effect of chemical combination, and
the temperature rises while it does so. Having arrived at
the point B the gas now follows the line BC, during which
the gas continues to take in heat, and the temperature decreases.
TMs is what woiald occur, on a lesser scale, in a gas engine
cylinder were the combustion of the gas to continue right
through the working stroke instead of ending at the point
of highest temperature, as it is now generally believed to do.
Then to get the gas back to its original state the line CA is
followed, and during it the gas gives out its heat at a nearly
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steady temperature, i.e. almost an isothermal compression-
No gas engine works exactly on this cycle, which was on<3
drawn at random to show how any cycle whatsoever can toe
very easily and readily studied by the use of the T cp diagram-
It is obvious from the diagram that the efficiency of this
triangular cycle would be a low one as the area is small having
regard to the temperature variation represented.
file_10.wmf
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Gas engine indicator diagrams are often turned into T cp
diagrams, but it is necessary that certain precautions should.
be taken in doing so. The difficulty lies in the fact that thie
working fluid does not remain in the cylinder for a number of
cycles, but is periodically discharged to exhaust, and a fresli
charge brought in. The cycle can, however, be treated as a,
continuous one if the exhaust gases are considered to have
their relatively high temperature and pressure reduced to
those of the incoming charge, the volume being kept constant.
In an Appendix to an Institution of Civil Engineers report **
Captain Sankey has shown a number of PV and T <p diagram^
for the same gas engine cycles, and by the permission of
* l.C.E.Proc., Vol. 162.
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outer ^ show
fig. 10.
an ideal engine, whilst in the shaded portion is given the
same diagrams for a probable actual engine. The wavy part
of the entropy curve shows the expansion period of the cycle.
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It has been drawn to show the loss of keat to the walls and
piston during the beginning of expansion, and the subsequent
flow of heat in the reverse direction during the latter part of
the stroke,* this effect dying away again at the very end of
the stroke, possibly on account of the slow motion of the
piston at that point, which would allow the walls a greater
amount of time in which to part with their heat.
Before dealing with the efficiencies of the various cycles
of working it is necessary to say something about the work-
ing medium. The gaseous mixture that enters a gas engine
(for oil or petrol engines the same considerations apply) is
usually j°q air and the rest gas, and even when the proportion
of air is not quite so high as this, by far the greater part of the
mixture is simply air. Air is in fact the working substance,
and gases, oils and petrols are used merely to raise its tempera-
ture to the point required to carry out the predetermined
cycle of operations. So that although the thermal constants
are given not only for air but also for other gases, etc ., it must
be remembered that air is the most important factor, and that
inasmuch as air is |- nitrogen, it is the latter gas which is most
concerned, however passively, in the working of internal
combustion engines. The following table shows the composi-
tion of the fuel gases chiefly in use, and their approximate
calorific values.


Town Gas 
Producer Gas 
Blast Furnace
Gas. 
Coke-Oven
Gas 
CO      .    .    .    . 
per cent.
7 
per cent.
20 
per cent.
25 
per cent.
8 
COo     .... 
2 
9 
6 
2 
H        .... 
46 
21 
2 
53 
N         .... 
3 
48 
66 
5 
Hydrocarbons 
42 
2 
1 
32 
B.Th.TJ. per cub. 




ft. about 
600 
150 
90 
540 
88. Ideal Standard Cycles.—Every one who is acquainted
* Tt would have been mor-e accurate to have shown a continuous
loss of heat by the gas—see par. 59.
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with steam engines knows that the standards of comparison
are the Carnot Cycle and the Bankine Cycle, that is to say,
these two ideal cycles of operation are the standards by which
actual engines are best judged. It would be unfair to com-
plain of any engine which gave a thermal efficiency of
0-27 when that Ideally possible for the temperatures employed
was only 0*30, indeed such an engine must be greatly
to any yet constructed, and although 27 cent, efficiency
does, It Is true, mean that 73 per cent, of the energy Is wasted,
•27
yet In reality the engine is a very	one as it	— ,
*3u
i.e. 90 per cent, of what is ideally	It is	of
90 per cent, which should really be	to.
of 0-27  gives little information,  but  the	of  &0 per
cent, shows at once that unless the	of	be
altogether changed there Is only 10 per	to
upon.   In a steam engine the endeavour Is to
hot and so prevent the condensation
to fall below its possible level.   In a gas	on the
trary, the endeavour is to cool the cylinder to	the
from jamming and otherwise working badly.
is here a marked difference in operation^
it becomes necessary to devise new	of
suitable to the working of gas engines.
There are Three Ideal Standard Cretes, vis. — -/
L The constant temperature type.
 2.	The const-ant pressure type,
 3.	The constant volume type.
Each of these has been investigated by a	ap-
pointed by the Institution of Civil Engineers?	as It is
desirable to avoid a multiplicity of	of
the same thing, the author will follow	the
they recommend.
39. The Constant Temperature Type*— In an	of
this type, all the heat Is taken in at the
and all is afterwards rejected at the
' is what has been defined above as the Carnot Cycle,        it
be proved that for the same temperature	no
file_13.wmf
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treatment of a heat engine can give a higher efficiency than
is theoretically obtainable in this way.    The diagrams in Fig.
r£  _ rj\
where ti is the
11 show at once that the efficiency is
Tx
highest temperature and T0 the lowest, both of course
being reckoned from the absolute zero of temperature. T
is always used in this book to mean temperature absolute,
and 6 to mean temperature as read on a thermometer. A P"V
diagram is also shown and any one acquainted with the working
of steam or gas engines would recognize that for any given
h.p. the cylinder would require to be exceedingly large and
file_14.wmf
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FIG.   11.
costly, so that the extra economy in the matter of fuel
brought about by its high efficiency would be more than
counterbalanced by the inconvenience of the size of the
engine and by the extra annual outlay necessary to pro-
vide for interest and depreciation on the enhanced capital
cost.
No gas engine works on this cycle or indeed on anything
very like it. It is not, therefore, quoted nearly so often in
gas engine work as in steam engine practice.
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40. The Constant Pressure Type.—In this type of engine all
the heat is received at the highest pressure and rejected at
the lowest pressure.
T 99 and PV diagrams are shown for this cycle in Fig. 12.
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fig. 12.
The heat received per Ib. of gas in this case is (T2 — ti) X
Cp, and that rejected is (T3—TQ)xQp, so that
,,         ,   ^ .	heat taken in—heat rejected
thermal emciency=	•
heat   taken in
T3-T0
t.-t;
During the parts of the cycle shown by the lines T0Ti and
T2T3, heat is being neither received nor rejected by the gas;
the expansion and compression must therefore he adiahatic.
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For adiabatic expansions, PV? = constant, and by par. 30
TY
.=constant.
pr-i
y-l
1      0.3        /jl  o\^"
and __f_\ 7
Therefore =^==
Thus Ss=i==
-        -
ll        J-2        -M - J- 1
Therefore ri=l—
Y
The compression ratio
i
1 \ri
Therefore 77^=1 — ( — )v
\ 7"^ /
This gives the value of the efficiency of this cycle in terms
of r the compression ratio. It is an important fact that this
efficiency is independent of the temperatures and pressures
attained, and depends only on the ratio of compression. It
shows that for high efficiencies the compression must be high.
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The Brayton and Diesel engines approach most nearly to
cycle.
41. Hie Constant Volume Utoe. — In         type ail the
is received at constant volume and	at
volume.   These two volumes are the volume at
the volume at exhaust.   This cycle	be	the
Otto or Beau de Rochas Cycle,        It Is	on
tically aH modern gas	work or	to
diagrams in Fig. 13 show the	of the
The efficiency is calculated in	as the
vious  one ;   heat  taken  in =(T,— Ta)Ct
= IT*— T0)CC, from which it	that
Efficienc v= w=
-      l
 	
2
 T,—t
 
Then as before
 T -—T
X 2       J" 1
T,   Ts
Therefore
And this it will be noted is exactly the	as
before.   Indeed, the Carnot Cycle can	its
expressed in exactly the same way,* but it         be
that although the efficiency of all three
the degree of compression and would be the	in al
the compression ratios the same, yet the
would be very different, and it would be found         the Camot
Cycle gave the least range of temperature for any given effi-
ciency.    The discovery that for the	compression
the same efficiency holds good for each of	is
attributed to Rrofessors Unwin and Calendar.
* Indeed all three cycles can also Irnve their efficiencies
T 	Tft
as —n?p— » i-e- the temperature rise on compression.	by tlie
compression temperature.
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In view of the simplicity of this result, the Institution of
Civil Engineers selected for use as the best expression for
the ideal efficiency the form—
This expression therefore holds the place in. gas engine work
which in the steam engine is filled by the well-known
	max. temp.—min. temp.
max. temp.
42. The remaining point to be considered is the value to
give to y. The gaseous mixture which works in gas engines
depends upon whether lighting gas, producer gas, blast furnace
gas or coke-oven gas is being employed, and with oil and petrol
engines other mixtures occur. It is evidently impossible there-
fore to get a value for y which will accurately suit all engines.
It must be remembered, however, that the working fluid
always consists chiefly of air, and it has been urged by some
engineers that, having regard to the preponderance of the
atmospheric oxygen and nitrogen in all internal combustion
engines, little error could arise if it were all assumed to be air.
The "Air Standard 35 for efficiency resulted. It assumes that
air is the working fluid (and that the small quantity of com-
bustible gas is merely used to heat this air by combustion),
and that y has the air value of 1-40, so that
This expression gives for different values of r the following
theoretical efficiencies—

r 
v 
2 
0-242 
3 
0-356 
4 
0-426 
5 
0-475 
7 
0-541 
10 
0-602 
20 
0-698 
100 
0-841 
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In practice 60 to 70 per cent, of these efficiencies are usually
obtainable, and it is clear that a comparison between different
engines can be made by noting what percentage of the ideal
efficiency is obtained, in each case, for the compression ratio
at which each works. A natural result of this rise of efficiency
120-
110-
100-
80-
 .jl
U)80
bl
s70
<soJ
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fig. 14.—Curves showing heat contained in 1 Ib. of saturated air at various
temperatures. Thus tS represents the heat content of 1 Ib. of dry air
and the associated quantity of water vapour, which occupies the same
volume as the 1 Ib. of air at temperature t.
with compression is that taken over a long range of years there
has been a decided increase in compression pressures. It is
indeed this movement which is the chief cause of the great
advances that have been made in the heat economy of gas
engines. Thus in 1880 a compression pressure of 30 or 40 Ib.
per sq^ inch was usual. Now the compression pressure some-
times goes up to 170 Ib. per sq. inch when working with pro-
ducer gas and with the Diesel oil engine as high as 500 Ib. per
sq. inch. The effect of high compression pressures is illus-
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trated in practice by the following comparative figures on an
engine using benzol as fuel.*

r 
Air Standard
efficiency per cent. 
Actual indicated
thermal efficiency
per cent. 
Batio 
4-0 
42-56 
27'5 
•646 
4-5 
45-21 
29-7 
•657 
5-0 
47-47 
81-6 
•667 
5-5 
49-44 
:U5-4 
•676 
6-0 
51-16 
34-9 
•682 
6-5 
52-70 
36-2 
•687 
7-0 
53-98 
37-2 
•690 
43. The Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers have
permitted the reproduction of the diagrams in Figs. 11, 12
and 13 from the Final Report j of the Committee on the Effi-
ciency of Internal-Combustion Engines. They also permitted
the curve in Fig. 14 to be reproduced. It shows the heat con-
tents for 1 Ib. of air, and the associated quantity of water
vapour. It therefore enables the observer to ascertain at once
the heat contained in any weight of air at different tempera-
tures. The ability to do this rapidly is very useful when a
heat balance sheet is being made out for. a gas engine run, and
when considering the design of vaporisers for gas producers.
4?3ai Mixed Cycles,—The constant volume and constant
pressure cycles hitherto considered, cannot of course cover all
varieties of engine operation, though they do represent the
ideal cycle arrived at in the great majority of engine types.
In practice it sometimes happens that some of the heat is
supplied at constant pressure and some at constant volume;
sometimes also the rejection of heat takes place partly at con-
stant volume and partly at constant pressure. Under these
conditions the simple formula no longer apply. These only
hold for " symmetrical" cycles, i.e. cycles in which all the
heat is supplied at constant volume and rejected at constant
volume, or supplied at constant pressure and rejected at
* Bicardo, Brit. Assoe.,  1920.
t I.G.E. Proc., Vols. 162 and 163.
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constant pressure. In the M^^^gg^^cle-^for example,
whilst the heat is supplied at constant pressure, it is rejected
at constant volume. The cycle is therefore not symmetrical
and the efficiency is less than that which would be calculated
from the formula
The reason for the decrease will be seen from the diagrams
shown in Fig. 14A. The ideal Diesel diagram ABCD may
be considered as made up of a very large number of very small
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heat  cycles 1, 2	n.   Their individual  efficiencies  will
tend in the limit to the above formula with appropriate
values for the compression ratios ; these individual efficiency
figures will diminish as the number in the series increases
owing to the gradual decrease of the compression ratio as
the cycles leave the line AD and approach the line BC.
It therefore follows that the efficiency of the whole cycle must
!FD
be less than that corresponding to the compression ratio -r=.
The efficiency of the ideal Diesel cycle thus decreases as the
load increases, whilst the efficiency of a symmetrical cycle is
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independent of the quantity of heat added. The
the efficiency of the ideal Diesel cycle with incre£
however theoretically capable of being avoided 1
extent by supplying part of the additional heat, i
meet an increased load, at constant volume as i
If addition be made to the left-hand side of the line
of the right-hand side, then by proper choice of '
compression line EF5 the effect of an added cycle
file_19.wmf
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add to the horse power without any diminution
ciency of the original Diesel cycle ABCD.
The practical Diesel cycles approach this condit
the heat being supplied at constant volume, th<
being added at approximately constant pressure.
EXAMPLES
 1.	The mixture in a petrol-engine cylinder at atmospl
and volume 1 is found to be at a'temperature of 115° C
pressed and ignited.    At a certain instant the pressure is If
and the volume 0-25.    Find the temperature.	[B. oj
 2.	Dry air is pumped into a closed vessel of constant
the pressure inside it is 80 Ib. per sq. inch by gauge ;  the
is 90° F.    What will be the pressure in the vessel after it
for a considerable time in a room where the temperature
[Mech. So. Tri.
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 3.	Before compression, on  a  petrol  engine  diagram v—10,  p=I5
temperature==150° C.    At a point on the expansion part  of the dia-
gram where v-= 4, p=I90, what is the temperature ?    Assume   that
the mixture behaves as a perfect gas.	[B. of E., 1911.]
 4.	At the beginning of the compression part of the diagram of a gas-
engine cylinder, the pressure is represented by a distance 0-31 in. and
the volume by 3 in.    The temperature is known to be 120° C.    At a
point on the expansion part of the diagram where the pressure is 7 in.
and the volume 0-6 in., what is the temperature ?
[B. of E., 1909.]
 5.	One Ib. of air has a volume of 4 cu. ft. and a pressure of 50 Ib.
per sq. inch;   the temperature is 127° C.    It receives 250 C.H.U., its
volume remaining constant.    What is its new temperature and pres-
sure ?   The mean specific heat at constant volume may he taken as
0*17.	[B. of E., 1909.]
 6.	A balloon of 5,000 cu. ft. capacity is to be so far filled with hydro-
gen at a pressure of 30 inches of mercury and 15° C. that, after ascending
to a height where the pressure is 20 inches of mercury and the tempera-
ture 0° C., the silk envelope is then fully distended, no gas having been
spilled.     Calculate the mass of hydrogen required and its original
volume.    The density of hydrogen is 0-0056 Ib. per cu. ft. at normal
temperature and pressure.	[Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1912.]
 7.	Air at atmospheric pressure and at a temperature of 70° C. is con-
tained in a cylinder of 2 cu. ft. volume, closed by a piston.    The latter
is forced down until the air is compressed into J cu. ft.    Find its result-
ing pressure (Ib. per sq. inch) and temperature, if the compression is
performed.

 (a)	Very slowly;
 (b)	Very quickly (i.e. so that heat has  no time to escape) [y=
1-41].
8.	Assuming that the compression curve follows the law PVy=con-
stant [y=l-4], calculate the pressure of the charge at the end of com-
press'on, given that the pressure at the beginning of the stroke is 12
Ib. per sq. inch abs. and that the final volume is ^ the initial volume.
[B. of E., 1912.]
9.	A quantity of air at temperature 15° C. and pressure 25 Ib. per
sq. inch abs. is adiabatically compressed to one-half its volume.    Find
the resulting pressure and temperature.      [Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1911.]
 10.	Air at 68° F. and atmospheric pressure is compressed adiabatic-
ally to 4 atmospheres.    It is then cooled at constant volume in a receiver
down to initial temperature, and then expanded in a non-conducting
cylinder  to   atmospheric  pressure.     Find  the   highest  and  lowest
temperatures.	j
 11.	The ratio of compression in the cylinder of a Diesel oil engine
is 15 : 1, and the temperature of the air at the end of the suction stroke
is 70° C.   Assume that the actual law of compression is PV1*3=con-
stant, what is the temperature of the air at the end of compression ?
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 12.	A vessel is exhausted of air to a pressure of 12 lb. per sq. inch
abs., the pressure of the atmosphere being 15 lb. per sq. inch abs.    The
temperature of the whole being that of the atmosphere (60° F.), a cock
is opened and air allowed to rush in until the pressure is equalized.
Assuming that no heat is lost to the walls of the vessel, find the rise in
temperature of the air within it.	[Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1905.]
 13.	If a quantity of gas expands isotherm ally from pressure P0 lb,
per sq. ft., volume V0 cu. ft., to a place where the pressure and volume
become Px and V\ respectively, show that the work done in ft.-lb. is
given by
2-3026 P0V0log10 xl
vo
14.	A quantity of gas expands, the pressure (in lb. per sq. ft.) and
volume (cu. ft.) being connected   by the law PVn= constant.     The
initial pressure and volume being P0 and V0 and the final pressure and
volume Pj and V^ show that the work clone by the gas is
ffc.-ib.
n—l
Show also that the number of heat units received by the gas is
J	' (y- l)(n-l)
and hence show that if the curve PV'1 = constant lies below the adiabatic
curve passing through the point (P0, V0), the gas must be rejecting heat.
 15.	A pound of air at atmospheric pressure and at 20° 0. is to be
compressed adiabatically to 10 atmospheres.    Find the work done by
the pump.    The same result is arrived at by isothermal compression,
cooling the air so that it keeps at 20° C., and when the pressure readies
10 atmospheres it is heated at constant pressure.    Take the specific
heats of air as 0-238 and 0-1694.    State separately the work done upon
and by the air, and the heat taken from and given to it, all in ft.-lb.
 16.	A cartridge containing 4 lb. of air at 1,000 lb. per sq. inch (gauge
pressure) and 15° C. is placed in the chamber of a gun behind a light
frictionless piston fitting the bore of the gun.    The cartridge is per-
forated and the piston just reaches the muzzle of the gun.    Calculate
the final temperature of the air and the volume of the gun, on the
assumption that the air absorbs no heat from the walls of the gun.
[Atmospheric pressure = 14-7 lb. per sq. inch.]
[Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1912.]
 17.	A torpedo air-chamber contains initially 90 lb. of air at a pressure
of 1,700 lb. per sq. inch abs. and 15° C., and at the end of the run the
pressure is 500 lb. per sq. inch and the temperature 2° C.    How much
of the heat of the air which is left in the chamber has been abstracted
from, the sea ?	[Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1911.]
 18.	During the inflation of a balloon with hydrogen, the envelope
breaks away when only f fuU.    It rises in the air so quickly that there
if
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Draw  out  the PV  diagram  from  these  data  and  find  the mean
effective pressure in Ib. per sq. inch.
25.	A gas-engine works on an ideal cycle, with adiabatic compression
and expansion, receiving and rejecting heat at constant volume.    The
piston displacement per stroke is 1 cu. ft., the clearance volume 0*2
cu. ft., and at the beginning of compression the temperature of the
cylinder contents is 600° F. absolute, the pressure being atmospheric.
The engine receives 0-06 cu. ft. of gas per cycle (calorific value 600
B.Th.TJ. per   cu. ft.).    Atmospheric pressure=14-7 Ib. per sq.  inch.
Find—
(i) Weight of cylinder contents.
(ii) Pressure and temperature at end of compression [7=31.38].
(iii) Rise of temperature during explosion [neglect jacket loss and
take GV=0-18].
(iv) Pressure at end of explosion,
(v) Temperature and pressure at end of expansion,
(vi) Efficiency of the cycle.
(vii) Efficiency of an engine working on a Caraot cycle between the
same highest and lowest temperatures.
[Mech. Sc. Tripos,  1906.]
26.	In a gas engine trial, the curve of expansion was PVL'-=/j and
of compression PV1<35=A;.     The remainder  of   the heat was received
and rejected at constant volume.    The highest and lowest temperatures
were 2250° F., and 520° F,    The piston displacement was 2-8 cu. ft.
and the clearance 1 cu. ft. ; y=l-35.    The initial pressure  was atmo-
spheric.
Find—
(i) Temperatures at end of compression and expansion,
(ii) Heat received and rejected during each operation,
(iii) Efficiency of engine.
27.	An air-pump working in an airship takes air direct from the
atmosphere where the pressure is 10 Ib. per sq. inch.    The inlet valve
closes at the completion of the suction stroke, and the pressure is then
just equal to that of the atmosphere.    The mean pressure in the pump
during the suction stroke is 2 Ib. per sq. inch below that of the atmo-
sphere.    Neglecting   clearance,   and   assuming   that   no   heat  passes
between the cylinder walls and the cylinder contents during the suction
stroke, show that the volume of air (reckoned at external temperature
and pressure) taken per stroke is 5-7 per cent, less than the stroke
volume.    The volumetric heat of air may be taken as 19-5 ft.-lb. per
standard cu. ft.	[Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1913.]
28.	A single-stage compressor is used to maintain the pressure in a
receiver at 1,500 Ib. per sq. inch while air is being drawn from the re-
ceiver.    Compare the work done per Ib. of air if the law of compression
is pvl'3=1c with  that done if the compression is isothermal.    Specific
volume of air at atmospheric temperature  and pressure=13-l cu. ft.
per Ib.
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29.	A building is to be heated by passing the air for ventilating it
through a compressor which compresses it adiabatically, then throttling
it down to atmospheric pressure on leaving the compressor.    The air
enters the compressor at 0° C. and leaves it at 25° C., and the flow of
air is 80 Ib. per minute.    Calculate the power required (assuming unit
mechanical efficiency).
If the power thus usefully employed costs %d. per k.w.-hour, com-
pare the cost of heating thus with that when burning coal in a stove,
the iron chimney of which passes through the air-duct and imparts 20
per cent, of the heat of combustion to the ventilating air. The cost of
coal is Old. per Ib. of calorific value 8,000 C.H.TJ. per Ib.
[Mech. Sc. Tripos,  1911.]
30.	Air is compressed adiabatically into a receiver of V cu. ft. capacity
to m times the atmospheric density.    Show that, if P be the atmo-
spheric pressure in Ib. per sq. ft., the work expended is
 E
y-1     '
[Mech. Sc. Tripos,  1904.]
 31.	Show that when a perfect gas is wire-drawn from one pressure
to a lower one, without any gain of kinetic energy, the temperature is
unaltered after expansion.
 32.	In an ideal diagram of a Diesel engine, the gas is compressed
adiabatically from volume Va to V2, then expands from volume V2 to
V3 at constant pressure, further expands adiabatically from V3 to
Show that the thermal
and finally rejects heat at constant volume Vx.
efficiency may be expressed as
,    /
where r=
 Yi
v,
 and   R,=~*.
33. If the gas-expansion law in a four-stroke cycle be PW = const.
prove that the mean effective pressure is equal to
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where r is the compression ratio,
rj is the air- standard efficiency,
and' the pressure, on explosion,
rises from p! to P2.
V
34. The shaded area in the
diagram represents a constant-
volume cycle. If the expansion
be continued to the point 4
before exhaust, and if the line 01 be a constant-pressure line, sliow
that the efficiency is given by
fc!
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where E, is the expansion-ratio and r the compression- ratio.
35.	Show that if the expansion in the above figure were contrm
until the pressure at point 4 were equal to that at point 0 (as in
Humphrey pump)5 the efficiency would bo
rn   _ rn
„— 1_.v   .-V ......... .  -M
7/ — A        7      rn    _rp
JLjj        X 2
36.	In a Diesel engine cylinder,  bore 7 inches,  the law of   cc
pression may be taken   as   PV1"8G=const., whilst   the   compress
pressure is 500 Ib. per sq. in. (abs.) when the compression space ha
volume of 40 cu. in.    Show that to increase the compression press
by a small amount, AP Ib. per sq. in., at the foot of the connecting r
a liner rnay be inserted of thickness (in thousandths of an inch) gn
by about 1-6 AP*	[Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1921.
CHAPTER III
Combustion   and   Explosion
chemical combustion—dtjgald clerk's and groveb's eaely
experiments on explosion in closed vessels—discussion
of results—increase of specific heats of gases—dissocia-
tion—" after-burning "—later explosion experiments—
time op explosion—turbulence—gaseous explosions com-
mittee.
44. Chemical Combustion,—Instances of chemical com-
bustion are manifold. Two among the commonest are the
burning of coal, and the oxidation of the carbon in food which
is the source of the heat energy given out by the human body.
In place of coal, it is possible to burn gas made from coal and
so obtain either heat or light. In a gas engine cylinder, gas
and air are first mixed together and the whole mass ignited
at once, so that the union is explosive. Useful figures to
remember are that 1 Ib. of coal on being burnt will liberate
about 12,000,000 ft.-lb. of energy, a cubic foot of coal gas
will liberate about 550,000 ft.-lb., 1 Ib. of petroleum about
18,000,000 ft.-lb., and 1 Ib. of petrol some 15,000,000 ft.-lb.
These are very large amounts, and were it possible to invent
a heat engine of 100 per cent, efficiency it is plain that a very
liberal supply of energy would be obtainable at little cost.
With existing engines 1 Ib. of coal with potential energy equal
to 12,000,000 ft.-lb. will only give in energy on the brake
about 3,000,000 ft.-lb. with the best steam engines and 4,500,000
ft.-lb. with the best i.e. engines, the waste energy being 9,000,000
ft.-lb. and 7,500,000 ft.-lb. respectively in the two cases.
The loss of 7,500,000 ft.-lb. which occurs in an i.e. engine
is divided between the loss to the water in the cooling jacket
and the loss which occurs owing to the exhaust products
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being at a high temperature and so carrying off a large Unutil-
ized portion of the heat. The loss to the cylinder walls is the
more difficult to follow in all the intricacies of the working
cycle. The cooling jacket is necessary,* as without it the
piston and cylinder would get almost red hot and the engine
would stop running. The temperature-flow through the
metal depends on the position of the piston in its stroke, but
it is difficult to determine the precise relationship.
45. If, after a charge of gas and air has been drawn into
a gas engine cylinder, the flywheel be held so that it cannot
move and the charge be then ignited, a rapid rise of pressure
is recorded on the indicator. It ought, one might think, to
be easy to calculate what this rise would be, since the quantity
of gas and air admitted and their quality are easily deter-
minable and the amount of thermal energy liberated is there-
fore known. If this amount of energy be divided by the
amount of heat required to heat the mixture through one
degree Cent, it is clear that the resulting temperature would
PV
be ascertained, and from this it would Tbe simple by the— law
to determine the resulting pressure. This had often been
done, but it had always been found that the pressure actually
obtained was only about one-half that calculated. Here are
the actual figures obtained in some experiments carried out
many years ago by Dugald Clerk—

Ratio air /gas 
Absolute* Pressure
Obtained 
Abs o 1 u t o I ' r ofis u r o
Calculated 

Ib. per sq. inch 
Ib. nor Rq. inch 
14 
55 
110 
13 
661 
116 
12 
75" 
123 
11 
76 
132 
9 
03 
161 
7 
i02 
390 
6 
105 
214 
5 
106 
206 
4 
95 
196 
* Except in cases where a cooling air blast is provided.
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On an average there appears here to be a loss of as much
as 50 per cent, of the pressure.    Why is this ?
46. Several explanations have been put forward to account
for this loss.    The most important are—
1. The Dissociation Theory.—It is well known that chemical
compounds such as H20 or CO 2 dissociate at high temperatures
into simpler gases and in so doing absorb heat. It has there-
fore been thought that at the high temperatures of explosion
such dissociation would occur and the heat so absorbed might
account for the missing 50 per cent. This assumption, how-
ever, involves the deduction that for weak explosions, in which
low pressures and temperatures were attained, the effect should
be much less, so that the actual pressure would form a much
larger proportion of the calculated pressure, and the converse
in the case of rich mixtures. As a glance at the above figures
will show, this, however, is not the case ; at the weakest
mixture of 1 to 14 the missing pressure is 50 per cent., and
at the richest of 4 to 1 it is 52 per cent., or practically the same.
This theory alone therefore does not suffice to account for
the observed facts.
. 2. The Cooling Theory.—This assumes that the cooling
effect of the cylinder walls is so great that the pressure actually
obtained must fall much below the ideal calculated. It
does not explain, however, why the loss should be always
50 per cent, in the particular cylinder used, nor, moreover,
does it explain why a 50 per cent, loss is found still to occur
even when a cylinder of a different size and shape is chosen.
So that this theory also is inadequate in itself to explain the
observed effect.
 3.	The Increasing Specific Heat Theory.—This is the theory
advanced first by MM. Mallard and Le Chatelier, who found
as the result of their experiments that the specific heat of gases
and particularly of C02 appeared to increase considerably
with rise of temperature.    The objection commonly alleged
against this theory is that, as in the Dissociation Theory, it
requires that a greater proportion of the ideal pressure should
be obtained at lower temperatures than at higher, and that
this is not found to be the case.
 4.	The  After-burning    Theory.—This   theory  has   chiefly
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been associated with the name of Dugald Clerk, who sug-
gested that the combustion of the gas was not as rapid as
supposed and that nob all the heat was liberated before the
•moment of highest pressure. It assumed in fact that the
gas was still burning long after the point of maximum pressure
and that the cooling effect of the walls had therefore a much
longer time to operate than had been generally supposed.
In an actual gas engine tins would mean that the gas would
be burning right through the working stroke, and that it must
sometimes happen that unburnt gas would pass away in the
exhaust. The objection to this theory lies in the fact that
it has never been shown conclusively that the explosion is
not complete at the point of highest temperature. Indeed
the evidence is rather the other way. It is not usual to find
that the exhaust contains more than a very few per cent, of
unburnt gases, and it has moreover been shown that a com-
plete heat balance analysis can be obtained without the need
of any such hypothesis.
47. Thus there are four simple theories, of which none
appear to be sufficient in themselves to account for the observed
loss. The difficulty is so fundamental a one that still further
theories compounded of the above have been put forward.
Dugald Clerk made the suggestion, as will be explained later
at greater length, that the " suppressed " />() per cent, may be
accounted for on the supposition that part is due to the after-
burning loss and part to a certain increase in. specific heats.
The author has seen no reason to modify the suggestion he
put forward at the meeting of the British Association * in
1902, viz. that the so-called "suppression of temperature"
is probably due to the combined action of cooling and of
increase of specific heat on the lines suggested by the French
physicists, MM. Mallard and Le Oh atelier. Although the
increase of specific heat left a larger proportion of loss to be
accounted for at low temperatures than at high ones, this
was sufficiently explained by the fact that the ignition period
was much longer at low temperatures and so allowed the cool-
ing effect to have a longer time for action than it would have
* The Engineer, October 10, 1902 ;  Engineering, October 10, 1902,
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at high temperatures. This meant that for weak mixtures
the 50 per cent, loss was mainly due to cooling, for rich mixtures
mainly due to increase of specific heat, and for Intermediate
mixtures was due to a combination of the two.
Bugald Clerk's early experiments consisted in indicating
explosions of mixtures of air -with Glasgow and Oldhara gas
in a, closed cylinder 7 in. hy 8J- in. The indicator registered
pressure p on a rotating drum driven at a known constant
speed, so that curves were obtained showing the relation
between p (pressure) and t (time) during the explosion and the
subsequent cooling of the gas to the walls and ends of the
cylinder. From the diagrams so obtained it was of1 course
possible to measure the time occupied "by the explosion, and
the subsequent rate of fall of pressure due to cooling. At the
time these experiments were made the specific heat was thought
to be constant and it is important to note how greatly its
now inown increase with temperature affects the calculated
pressures, particularly if for the moment MM. Mallard and
Le Chateliei's figures he adopted. That there are objections
to the method of experimenting by which the [French physicists
obtained their results is well tnown. In fact Prof. Callendar
has remarked: "The method of experiment employed was
closely analogous to the explosion that was taking place in
the gas engine itself. Explosive mixtures weie fixed in a
closed cylinder 17 in. "by 7 in., and the maximum pressure
was read Iby means of a Bourdon gauge." Since the date of
their experiments other measurements have been made, and
these will in due course "be discussed; but the increase of
specific heat with temperature is undoubted, and for the
present purpose MM. Mallard and Le Chatelier's figures are
taken as illustrative. If the theoretical temperature of
explosion is calculated from these values the difference from
the olbserved value is much less. Thus a column may now
be added to the table last given and the results are also shown
in Fig, 15.
It will be seen ttat in tie case of the weakest mixture the
50 per cent, loss lias been xeduced to 34 per cent., and in the
ease of the richest 52 per cent, has been reduced to 2 3 per cent,,
showing a step in. the required direction. The balance is
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H                                                           Ratio air /gas
•  |            ' 
Absolute Pressure
Obtained 
Absolute Pressure
(Jaleulated oa
Constant 
Absolute Pressure
Calculated on
Variable 
I          !; 

Specific  Heat 
Specific Heat 
. i 



I    .. 
55 
110 
83 
13 
G(H 
116 
86 
12 
75 
123 
90*- 
11 
76 
132 
95 
9 
93 
161 
107 
7 
102 
190 
121 
G 
105 
214 
131 
5 
100 
206 
127 
4 
95 
196 
123 
taken to be made up of convection arid radiation losses.   The 
convection loss to the cold walls of  the   containing vesse! 
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takes place at all temperatures ; the radiation loss on the
other hand is important only at the moments of highest
temperature. Prof, Hopkinson has shown that the cooling
losses depend also on the state of the inner surface of the
vessel, whether bright or blackened.
The law of cooliag of gaseous mixtures enclosed in metal
cylinders of stated dimensions is not easy to apply to the case
of ordinary gas engines. First, because the connexion between
the rate of loss of leat and the dimensions of the cylinder is
very complicated, Tmt even more because in an ordinary gas
engine cylinder the temperature of the cylinder walls and of
the piston are so very different that conditions sometimes
arise in which while the gas is heing heated by the piston it is
at the same time being cooled by the cylinder trails, a condi-
tion of affairs in no way analogous to that holding in the above
experiments.
48. Grover's Explosion Experiments.—At the time these
calculations were made the only other well-known experi-
ments upon the explosion of gases in closed vessels were those
of Grover, and at the British Association meeting in 1903
an endeavour was made to show how far the combined variable
specific heat and cooling theory would go towards explaining
the very remarkable results obtained by Grover, which in no
way resembled those obtained by Dugald Clerk, inasmuch
as the former found much lower pressures and came to the
unexpected conclusion that the Tetention of waste products
in a gas engine cylinder increased the pressiore of the ensuing
explosion, an astonishing result having regard to the great care
taken by most gas engine manufacturers to sweep out the
greatest possible amount of the products of old explosions.
The great difference? between the maximum pressures ohtained
by Dugald Clerk and Grover is illustrated in. Eig. 1.6.
It was G-rover's idea not only to measure the pressures
produced by various richnesses of mixture of coal-gas and
air, but to investigate whether the xestdtaut pressure on
explosion was affected "by replacing the air in excess of
that calculated as chemically necessary for complete com-
bustion "by a portion of the burnt products of the previous
explosion. Now it appears from Grover's account of the
 !
 1
i
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experiments that he had an iron cylinder of one cubic foot
capacity, and that in each series of experiments the volume
of the coal gas admitted was kept constant and the cylinder
was then filled with a mixture of air and waste products in
various proportions. This was done in each series by filling
the cylinder with water, and allowing gas to enter whilst a
known volume of water was run out. Thus after an explosion
water was allowed to pass into the cylinder until all but the
required volume of burnt products had been forced out; so
that if it were desired that no burnt products should be left,
the cylinder would be completely filled with water, but if, say,
50 per cent, of the volume of the cylinder was required to
contain burnt products, the water would only be permitted
to rise half-way up the cylinder.
The pressure was recorded in the customary manner on
a rotating drum, but very few of the curves are given in the
published account of the experiments, and it is therefore
difficult to make a very exact comparison between the time
rate of fall of the pressure after explosion in Grover's experi-
ments (using, of course, those experiments in which no burnt
products were admitted) with those of Dugald Clerk.
However, so far as the curves can be examined, they show for
the same pressures almost exactly the same rate of fall, a result
which is the less unexpected, as the diameters of the two
cylinders appear to have been nearly equal.

Ratio   of Air to Gas 
Pressure 0 1 >.sor ved 
Pressure Cain tinted 
15 
(Absol.)
31 
(AbHfiL)
73 
14 
39 
76 
13 
46                                      79 
12 
51 
83 
10 
63 
92 
8 
77 
104 
6 
77 
119 
The curves (p. 55) show the actual pressures plotted with
respect to richness of mixture for the experiments of both
investigators. It is seen that Grover's eurve lies far below
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Dugald Clerk's. This cannot be due entirely to the different
cylinder volumes used (317 and 1,728 cubic inches), or to
differences in the chemical constitution of the gases, because,
as will be seen from the intermediate curve, there is little
disagreement between the results obtained by Dugald Clerk
and by Douglas, although the results * obtained by the latter
were for gases enclosed, not in iron cylinders, but in a eudio-
meter tube. If the use of a eudiometer does not produce
file_21.wmf
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fig. 16.—Explosion curves showing much lower pressures obtained by Mr.
Grover than by other observers.
results more different from Dxigald Clerk's than this, the pre-
sumption certainly is that some factor must have entered
into Grover's experiments which had entirely masked his
results. A suggestion as to what this factor could be has been
made by Grover himself, for in describing one experiment
he says : "The difference is no doubt due to the fact that
water was present on the walls of the cylinder " ; but Grover
did not consider apparently that this presence of water affected
* See The Engineer, April 22, 1887, and November 7, 1902.
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his conclusions on  the subject generally-   conclusions which
are set forth in his MuJarn (Jti$ n<nd Oil Kntjincx.
49. Later Experiments.- In addition to ilio early experi-
ments of Dugahl Clerk and (.rover, some work in the same
direction was done at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, but it does not appear that any definite conclusions
were drawn therefrom. Later experiments have been made
by Diigald Clerk, Hopkinson, and .Bairstow and Alexander
at the Royal College of Science. Taking the last first:
Bairstow and. Alexander's experiments were made on mixtures
of London coal gas and air in a cylinder IS in. long and 10 in.
in diameter, pressures were indicated on a rotating drum,
and the results of the investigations were eommunicated to
the Southport meeting of the "British Association in 1903, and
to the Royal Society two years later. The chief interest of
these tests lies in the fact that various initial pressures were
used, instead of the atmospheric initial pressure used by
earlier experimenters. The following table gives a selection
from their results—
royal college of soiknck kxtkhimknts. kxplosions in
closed vkssel ; various initial prkssurks and two mixture
strengths.


I lit ial 
; Max. Press. 
Tiiiio to 
Mixture 
Pi 'ssuro 
Initial 
observed 
reach this 

Jl . per
s |. in.
ibs. 
Temp. 
11). per
Kfj. in.
j         ahn.
i 
pre.ssuro.
SOC.H. 
Air 
Gas 














fl 
0-169 
^4-8 
23-5 
348 
0-042 
1 
0-172 
34-5 
22 
270 
0-04.1 
1 1 
0-170 
24-7 
21 
1 HO 
0-041 
1! 
0-1 (58
0-106 
14-55
9-71 
21
24-5 
1 12
08 
0-030
0-05 
ll 
0-166 
7-18 
24
Hi-5 
47
238 
0-10 
( 
0-103 
44-7 




0-33 

0-105 
34-0 
18-6 
1 85 
0*35 
1 
0-104 
24-7 
20-0 
120 
041 
1 
0-107 
14-4 
21-0 
74       ! 
044 

0-104 
9-5 
21-5 
46       i 
0-50 
ll 
0-107 
7-06 
22-0 
33       j 
0-50 
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Details of these experiments will be found in Dugald Clerk's
book on The Gas Engine, Vol. I. It is left as an exercise
to students to compare these explosion pressures with those
theoretically obtainable, taking the Gaseous Explosions
Committee's figures for specific heats.
50. Turbulence.—In 1900 Dugald Clerk measured the
time occupied in the explosion of coal gas and air from
the moment of ignition, to that of maximum pressure. The
following were some of the times for various ratios of air to
gas.
Volumes of air to one
volume of gas
 Time of explosion
 
11
9
7
6
 0-290 sec.
0-155   „
0-067   „
0-055   „
These figures were obtained from explosion experiments in
closed vessels in which the mixture before explosion was at
file_22.wmf


fig. 17.—Indicator diagrams showing effect of Turbulence. A B is explosion
curve when charge is fired on first compression stroke ; duration of
explosion 0'037 second. C D is explosion when charge is fired upon the
third compression ; duration of explosion 0*092 second.
rest.   They may be compared with those in the table   on
p. 56.    When the mixture is turbulent the time of explosion is
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very much shorter. In a working ga,s engine for instance the
times of explosion are much less than any of the above figures,-
Indeed did the explosion lake as long as in the above table, the
working of the engine would be quite impossible. A small gas
engine can be made to run at (i()0 r.p.m. so that each stroke
occupies only 0-05 sec., and the explosion is usually completed
in quite a small fraction of the stroke, which shows how much
more rapid the explosion must be when there is turbulence.
 c
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fig. 18.—Professor Hopkinson's Gas Explosion Apparatus.
The effect of turbulence is well shown in Fig. 17, which is
reproduced from some indicator cards taken by Dugald Clerk,
In the one case we have the normal diagram produced by
normal ignition arrangements, whilst in the other the turbu-
lence which the gaseous mixture had during the suction
stroke has intentionally been given time to die down before
the spark is passed. The effect of this delay is seen in the
changed diagram, which illustrates clearly the continuance
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of combustion throughout the whole length of the expansion
stroke.
51. Hopkinson.—A series of explosion experiments was
undertaken by Prof. Hopkinson and communicated to the
Koyal Society in 1906. The vessel is shown in Fig. 18. A
is the sparking point, B, C and D are platinum thermo-
meters. Thermometer B is practically at the centre of the
vessel, C is about 30 cm. distant from the spark and D is about
1 cm. from the walls of the vessel. A record of the pressure
was taken on the same drum as that upon which the tem-
peratures were electrically recorded. The indicator* was
very simple, consisting as it did of a piston controlled by a
flat steel spring held at the two ends. As the spring was
deflected a mirror tilted and so threw a beam of light on to
the moving film. The period of the instrument was about
_i__ Sec. Fig. 19 shows the result obtained in the form of a
graph. The following table serves also to show the actual
indications recorded by the electric thermometer placed at
the centre of the vessel:—

Time
Sees. 
Resistance
Ohms 
Rise of Resistance
Ohms 
Temperature in
Degrees C. 
0-008 
22-05 
12-4 
560 
0-024 
30-3 
20-7 
995 
0-041 
32-7 
23-1 
1,135 
0-057 
33-1 
23-5 
1,165 
0-074 
33-1 
23-5 
1,165 
0-09 
34-0 
24-4 
1,225 
0-107 
34-5 
24-9 
1,260 
0-123 
34-7 
25-1 
1,275 
0-140 
34-7 
25-1 
1,275 
0-173 
36-6 
27-0 
1,400 
0-26 
wire melts 

1,710 
An investigation had also to be made into the question of
the existence of a time and temperature lag in the temperature
recorded by the thin platinum wire. Prof. Hopkinson found
the temperature of the wire to lag materially behind that
of the gas when the latter was changing rapidly. To measure
this, wires of two different thicknesses were used, viz.
* See Fig. 40.
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in. and -,,,,1,,,, in. respectively, and by a comparison of
results obtained Prof. Hopkinson was aide to iind the aiii
of the correction which lie considered it necessary to
The most important  of the conclusions reached !>y
experimenter,  who.,  he tells  his readers,  can led  out   these
experiments, largely "with the object of finding the e
of the so-called 'suppression of heat? in explosions." is
his experiments appear to prove that  even   in  t/<c wt
mixtures, combust ion, when, once initiated at any •point., is
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complete.   Moreover,   he   adds,   they    show
that the specific heat of the products is very much greater stt
high temperatures than at low, and the extent of the difference
seems to justify the view that it is the main reason of the so-
called *k suppression of heat."
52, In addition to these conclusions Prof. Hopkinson fouLncl
certain differences in. the temperature of the gas in differ&-?i,t
ixirts of the vessel, and this supports the results obtained by
Prof. Burstall in his gas engine trials for the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers. In experimenting with a rich mixture
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(air/gas = 9) Professor Hopkinson found that at the moment
of maximum pressure the distribution of temperature in his
vessel was roughly as follows—
Mean temperature (inferred from pressure)    ,    1,600° C.
 (a)	Centre near spark .....    15900°C.
 (b)	10 cm. within the wall (C, Fig. 11) .        .    1,700° C.
 (c)	I cm. from wall at end (D, Fig. II) 1,000 tol,300°C.
 (d)	1 cm. from wall at side ....       850° C.
It is explained that " at points a, b and c the gases can
have lost but little heat at this time, and the differences of
temperature are almost wholly due to the different treatment
of the gas at different places. At (a) it has been burnt nearly
at atmospheric pressure, and compressed after burning
to about 6i atmospheres absolute, while at (c) it has been
first compressed to about six atmospheres as in a gas engine.
and then ignited without any subsequent compression. At
the point (d) much heat has been lost, since this is the first
point on the wall reached by the flame ; the gas here is ignited
when the pressure is about two atmospheres, its temperature
rises instantly to 1,300° C. and at once begins to fall."
Hopkinson showed that during explosion the gradually in-
creasing pressure at the point at which the ignition started
led to a hot spot at that point. The temperature was higher
the more rapid the burning and highest in the case of the ex-
plosive burning called detonation. This leads to the ignition
points becoming red hot and consequent pre-ignition in subse-
quent revolutions. Since pre-ignition has a disastrous effect
on the thermal efficiency of internal combustion engines, it is
very necessary to prevent detonation ; moreover, the shock on
the engine itself of the detonation wave—" knocking " or
" pinking "—is in itself undesirable. (The cause of detonation
has long been a subject of discussion ; its origin is obscure and
its relationship to change of fuel composition is doubtful,
lizard * suggests that detonation will occur only if, some
time before combustion is complete, the whole or part of the
gas exceeds a certain temperature, different of course for
different fuels.) Finally it may be recorded that Professor
Hopkinson in comparing the behaviour of rich and poor
* N.E. Coast lust, of E. & S., May, 1921.
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rnixmrr-   >ay> :   c* It Is  safe to  assume   hi   «.!».* :!;:;_>   v,-;*. h     ^
3:2  I   mixture  that  one-fifth   of   a
Mv—ure .;when the loss of pressure
ili.iii 5 per cent.) there is  present  in  the cy!h:«K<r
of CO-  HXK and inert   gas In   complete chemic
h'iniiL    In the i»/l mixture this state8 is, of cu:um'.
verv Hindi sooner.    The difference in t he behaviour«>f
and >tiv>ng mixtures is \vholly due to the very -Iu
nation of liame in the former:   in a  9 "1.  inixtt*re
>et-ins to travel about tent lines as fast as in the 1«/1
Professor Hopldnson has also measured the u-r
of t he air In a cylinder when the engine is turned by a
3Viot*,>r.    The air is then compressed and expanded al
adi:ib;niea!Iy.    It was found that at the top of e^f!ii[«n.--
tbe temperature of the air half a centimetre from the wall
some 3M dei'. (?ent. less than It was in the centre.    At points
nearer the wall, that is, within i mm. the  temperatrire
off very rapidly—although still materially above that of
wall face even at n distance from it of only -i:i, nun.
53» The *fcZig-Zag?? Experiments.—In uxm.i Dugald C'lerls:
r-ornniiiiiieated to the Royal Society the results c»f -oine explo-
sion experiments lie had made by a new method to determine
the volumetric heat of the gaseous mixture used in the eras
engine. According to that description this cvn^Me«l in
running a gas engine under the ordinary standard «.i»itditloxis,
and then at a given moment preventing the exLir-t and
inlet valves from opening, and at the same time taking a serie-s
of indicator diagrams. These diagrams showed a i uinl.*e*:r
of expansion and compression curves with the prc-ssure?s
iiradnally falling as the gas cooled. Fig. 20 Is a represent at ion
of a series of curves so obtained. From the >Iiape of <ucli
curves it is possible to calculate what is oceurrinir to tli.e
gas in the cylinder. The following; explanation of tin* method
is given In the First Report of the B. A. (Ja>eoii> Explosions
Committee : *k The ealeula t ion is ba sed on t ho a x-111 \ ip t i o xi
tliat the total heat loss from the hot gases during any jrivoii
portion of a stroke is the same in expansion ant! compression
if the mean temperature be the same. In the tir*t compression
the temperature of the gas rose to about llo»»: 0. -,at
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point C, Fig. 20). During the first three-tenths of the following
expansion stroke (CD), the temperature fell to about 700° C.
The work done in this part of the expansion was measured
and the heat loss determined as above was added. Thus the
change of internal energy corresponding to the temperature
change 1100°—700° is obtained. The average volumetric
file_28.wmf


fig. 20.—Dugald Clerk's " Zig-Zag " curves.    1/9 mixture*
heat over this range is within the errors of experiment equal
to the volumetric heat at the mean temperature of 900° C.,
which accordingly is by this method determined direct instead
of by difference, as is necessarily the case when (as in some
other experiments) the whole internal energy change associated
with complete cooling of the gas is measured."
The volumetric heat figures'thus found by Clerk are given
in the following tables.
volumetric heat (!nstanta:oteou$) of working fluid.

Temperature 
Volumetric Heat 
Temperature 
Volumetric Heat 
Degrees C.
0 
Ft.-lb.             i
19-6             ! 
Degrees C.
800 
Ft.-lb. '
26-2 
100 
20-9 
900             1         26-6 
200 
22-0 
1,000             !         26-8 
300 
23-0 
1,100 
27-0 
400 
23-9 
1,200             |         27-2 
500 
24-8 
1,300 
27-3 
600 
25-2 
1,400 
27-35 
700 
25-7 
1,500 
27-45 
II
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mean volumetric heat op working fluid  over tempekature
range shown

Temperature 
Volumetric Heat 
1                                    "    ~    ~
i        Temperature
i 
Volumetric Heat- 
Decrees C.
0— 100 
Ft.-lb.
20-3 
Degrees C.
0—900 
Ft.-lb.
23-9 
0—200 
20-9 
0—1,000 
24*1 
0—300 
214 
0—1,100 
24-4 
0—400 
21-9 
0 — 1,200 
24-6 
0—500 
224 
0—1,300 
24-8 
0—600 
22-8 
0—1,400           i           25-0 
0—700 
23-2 
0—1,500 
25-2 
0—800 
23-6 

— 
It will be observed from the above that although the appar-
ent specific heat was found to increase with rise of temperature,
it tended towards a limiting value. The increase found for-
the first 500° C. was far more than for the last 500°. This
conclusion does not quite accord with the experiments of
other workers.
54. Gaseous Explosions Committee.—This Committee was
appointed by the British Association in 1907 (e for the Inves-
tigation of Gaseous Explosions, with special reference to Tem-
perature." No other work has thrown so much light upon the
theory of the internal combustion engine as have the labours
of this Committee. One of the first tasks undertaken was Sb
thorough sifting of the experimental work bearing on the rise
of specific heat of gases with temperature. This experimental
work was divided into three classes :—
 (1)	Constant-pressure experiments :   Regnault, Wiedemann..,
Witkowski, Lussana, Holborn and Austin, Holborn and Hen.-
ning.    The gas is heated from an external source in  these
experiments, and is at atmospheric pressure.
 (2)	Experiments in which both volume and pressure are
varied, the gas being heated by compression.    The above
mentioned experiments of Clerk and the determinations of the
velocity of sound in hot gas by Dixon and others belong to
this class.
 (3)	Constant-volume experiment.   To this category belong
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The following table gives the actual values.

Temperature 
C0 
Volumetric heats 
Deg. Cent. 

Ft.-lb. per standard cu. ft. 
250 
0-19 
21 
750 
0-23 
24 
1250 
0-27 
28 
1750 
0-30 
33 
Although these values refer to the expanding gases in a gas
engine, they may also be applied with approximately correct
results to the gaseous mixture before explosion. Using this
table it is possible therefore to estimate temperature rises
corresponding to various amounts of heat energy supplied.
The temperatures so estimated will, of course, only be approxi-
mately correct, unless the temperature range happened to be
centred around one of the above temperatures. It is In-
teresting to compare this table with that on p. 63.
54a. Recent Experiments.—Closed vessel explosion experi-
ments were also made at Cambridge by W. T. David.* His
apparatus is shown in Pig. 21 a. The vessel consisted of a cast-
iron cylinder 30 cm. in diameter and 30 cm. long. Its volume
was 0-788 cu. ft. The mixtures were ignited by means of
an electric spark in the centre of the vessel and the pressures
recorded by a Hopkinson optical indicator which reflected
a spot of light on to a revolving photographic film. The
radiation was measured by a platinum bolometer on the far
side of the fluorite plate : fluorite was chosen because it is
transparent to radiation of the wave lengths emitted by hot
gaseous mixtures. The rise in electrical resistance of the
bolometer, measuring the heat received, was noted by means
of a reflecting galvanometer which reflected a spot of light
on to the same rotating film as was used for pressure recording.
Pig. 2 ib shows the nature of the information thus obtained.
David concluded from these experiments that  mixtures
of coal gas and oxygen produce much lower pressures when
mixed with C02 than when nitrogen is the diluting gas.   The
CO a also slows down the rate of combustion.   David suggests
*PUl. Mag., 1920.
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<SAS TEMPERATURE. °C(ABS).
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fig, 2lB. — ^David's curves for gas temperature (suffix r), total radiation
(suffix n), and rate of radiation (dotted) for three different
mixtures.
molecular energy.    If the chemical equilibrium is destroyed,
as in the case of an explosion, the partition of energy between
mMWSTfn.N   AND   KXPLUSfoX
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flu* \.iri«»ii- kinil:-. nf nnilct'ular freedom will also ik* changed.
Atfer i'Vftfti-itffi, a new chemical and thermal equilibrium will
In* ait aisicd. Tin* fftiesfiufi now arises : Is the rate of change
«»! energy par! ilion of tit*' molecules snfJicient ly rapid to ensure
molecular equilibrium the instant flic* explosion is finished,
i.e. maximum pressure reach***} '{ f'Ynm a study of the* radia-
tion emitted by nit exploded eharye, Prof, David conH'S to
tin* rntirliiMinii t-hut the rut-o of c*ha,itg(* of *»ru*r^y |)artiti(>ti
i>i not Httflicientiy rapid to keep time with the c»,\ploHiort ; at
the moment of rriniiiuiifri prenniirc* an uiidut* proportion of
tin* ehemieaJ etjc*rgy in ahsorhed into rotational and vibratory
en*'ixv. The franslational energy then HtiflVrn and it in only
tlsirtntf the suh.MMjuent <\\pansion that f^rue CHjuilihrium. in
;itt;nn«'d, tin* v'ihra.i(»ry and rotational energy being handed
hark ,i- ffivv-.fifv energy. Hie ^as, therefore, without din-
M»ri;itin'.r in I In* rhentic;d sense, inhibits eertain eharac^tc^riHtic^
nf di^-iH«-iation in ho far that, both the maximum preHnuro and
.Hiib:-.i'«|iii'iil r;i<e «jf «'oolin*j are re*lneed. Th(» experimontH
>o far rniiiiiif f i'i| are not .suflu'iently eoiiehiHivc^ an to the
iiiJt^niYudc *»f this effci-t, hi praetiee, tin*. (*n<*rgy changes
due t*» di^-iH-iation are prohahly very much greater than any
puvwilijr r-f|i-ii nf want uf equilibrium in the various kindn of
inolerular energy,
and	Experiments*- • -Tlw  <lilIicMiIty
« r*   i     t
xsf*iiiiig  t
in f')»il» » *-\pi liiiii'iif * h tin* <'orreef. enfimation of the? heat
{< ' »1?/UJ« * i oinpir * ii*ii ami i \pan.nion. Moreov* r the method
i J<em« d 1*1 maximum temjH*rUure nf the*>rdcr<»f 1,500 '(I,
e\ifteiife that under full load conditions the
eiat me in an internal eomhuMion engine^ is
t *.ii jd*j'*bi> iu^bt r tlnn tht . Fortiniafely ex|H*rirnentH
«<,in*<i«Mii l»t/ ifi»-f iHn! Hji riiifii iti Frof< ihoi Nernst's la bora*
*«t\ b,m»* r tu itl*'i,ibl% i*\ffiifii*cl knowledge of the- Hpeeifio
1,1 if f*l i? i r ;it lii|di f«»if$pi rut nrei More or lean reliable
*l»t'n 4M' iimii *ii*'i,ilabl# up <o ifjftw ( *, Af» tbij4i? higli tem-
jH'tat'u*'* ln^h ^ailiMii fhoside itiid .Hteitiii <liH,*4o(nitle, while
iiiSi'^1* f* ;iJi'l M\yyen are not, appreciably affected. The
iji^ifi-i* »»{ ijj., (mi MtiMit d»'peitft't f»ii the prepare an well an on
Ijn f*'if}fii i?ii«ri ,». >>. ,tpjfttn<nt fi mil uk? following
fiulU    !*t»I    "III*!    BjMfUfK*'*   K^ilff^,
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CO.,


Pressure   (Atmospheres) 
Temperature 
o-i 
1 
10 
100 
1,500° C. 
•1 
•05 
•02 
•01 
2,000° C. 
4-4 
2-05 
•96 
•45 
2,500° C. 
33-5 
17-6 
8-63 
4-09 
3,000° C. 
77-1 
54-8 
32-2 
16-9 

H20 
1,500° 
C. 
•04 
•02 
•01 
•004 
2,000° 
C. 
1-25 
•58 
•27 
•125 
2,500° 
C. 
8-84 
4-21 
1-98 
•927 
3,000° 
C. 
28-4 
14-4 
7-04 
3-33 
The degree of dissociation in the above table is expressed
as a percentage. Thus at a pressure of 0-1 atmosphere and
a temperature of 3,000° C., 77*1 per cent, of the C02 originally
present has split up into its constituents CO and 02 according
to the equation
- 2C02=2CO+02.
Under similar conditions steam would only dissociate to the
extent of 28-4 per cent. The dissociation of steam and carbon
dioxide absorbs a certain amount of heat. As the gases
recombine on expansion, this heat is again set free. The
adiabatic of a dissociated gas thus differs considerably from
that of a gas which does not dissociate. The composition
of the working substance in an internal combustion engine
will thus generally alter during the working stroke and the
alteration will be greatest in the case of strong mixtures.
Pier and Bjerrum were the first who clearly separated the
heat changes due to dissociation from those due to changes
in temperature. Their specific heat values as given in the
following table are thus " absolute " values compared with
the " apparent" values obtained by previous experimenters.
chap. in]    COMBUSTION AND EXPLOSION
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mean volumetbic heats in foot-lb. peb cubic foot.
(No dissociation.)

100° 0. to 
500° C. 
1,000° C. 
1,500° C. 
2,000° C. 
2,500° C. 
3,000° C. 
Nitrogen 
20*5 
20-9 
21-8 
22*8 
23-8 
25 
Steam    . 
24-7 
27-5 
30-2 
33-4 
38-4 
44-4 
Carbon 






Dioxide 
32-7 
37-8 
39-9 
41-6 
43-1 
43-4 
Using the above figures, the instantaneous values of the volu-
metric heats of the Clerk gas mixture have been calculated
by Mr. W. J. Stern, first assuming no dissociation and secondly
bringing in the amount of dissociation according to Pier
and Bjerrum's experimental data. The figures of the Gaseous
Explosions Committee have been added for comparison (see
p. 66).
Volumetric Heat in ft.-lb. per cu. ft.

Temperature 
No dissociation 
With
dissociation. 
G.E.C. 
Deg. Cent. 



250 
21 
21 
21 
750 
24 
25 
24 
1,250 
27 
29 
28 
1,750 
30 
33 
33 
2,250 
33 
37 
— 
2,750 
37 
42 
— 
It will be seen that the effect of dissociation only becomes
appreciable at temperatures above 1,500° C. ; further, that
the calculated values allowing for dissociation agree well
with the figures given by the Gaseous Explosions Committee
for the " apparent" volumetric heat, and show a nearly equal
increment of volumetric heat for equal steps in temperature.
A linear relationship between volumetric heat and temperature
therefore represents present experimental knowledge with
as much accuracy as the figures justify.
It may be objected that the " apparent " volumetric heats,
as given by the Gaseous Explosions Committee, are the only
)
i'A
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ones that have a practical value and therefore that the separa-
tion introduced by Pier and Bjerrum is unnecessary. This
would certainly be true if experimental values for the apparent
specific heat of all working mixtures likely to be used in the
internal combustion engine were known and tabulated for
engines of different compression ratio. Such figures, however,
are not available. Apart from the use of figures for illustrative
purposes, therefore, the specific heat and internal energy of
a mixture need to be obtained by calculation, and this can
only be done really accurately when the specific heat and
dissociation factors are considered separately.
EXAMPLE
1. A mixture of coal gas and air containing 10 per cent, of coal gas is
fired in a large spherical vessel by a spark at the centre, and the tem-
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Tenths of a Second,
perature of the gas is recorded by platinum thermometers, one of which
(A) is placed close to the spark and the other (B) near to the walls of
the vessel. The records of temperature (curves A and B) and the
simultaneous record of pressure (curve C) are shown in the figure. The
records start from the moment of firing. Explain the characteristic
features of the temperature records, particularly the rise which occurs
in A after 0-1 sees., and the slow rise in B during the first two-tenths
of a second.
Estimate from record A the volumetric heat of the products of
combustion over the range 1,200° to 1,800° C.
[Mech. Sc. Tripos,  1913.]
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hi-:at paths.
55. Internal Energy.- The appIieationH of t
to the .study of gas online* prohl<»rn,s an* numerous and varied.
Pl fit* f*arliiT chapter on the efficiency of eyelet of operation will
have afforded illustration of this, but it is proposed now to
'levofe further attention to the matter.
Tin* iviulions fieUve<*n P, V and T of unit- weight of a perfeet
PV
i#i* have   heen  ^iveti   hh	li ;   and   in   tlwrrnodyrinmie
ealeulafiofiH il is geiirntlly iiec»i;»HM!iry to asHiinics that all gases
follow thi* im.ii% \vhirh if- !inpp(*ns fortunately t-hey very nearly
do. Spreificf kiit hnn l«'i*n (ldineclf and it, huh been Hhowu
fliiif the It i»f lite fcjiuitinit alums is J ((./^---Cy.
UV- now return to I hi.' rottstdcTatiim of t-he infernal energy
nf h k»*s i*i*fi9!T«'il In in par, 24, The internal c»nergy of a gan
infant flu* total i'lHTjjy, iit ft.-!b., aetitiilly in tho Hubstunoc at
any iii^f mil ; to clelini8 it absolutely, it in neeeHHiiry to fix upon
ii <li'iliiif<* Ht;«f<* of I he gnu iih lite zero ntato, from which to
iiiriiHiirr (liHiiitlly HKi'1 (J. in wilted iih th<» Htiirting point).
(JrniTrtlly, however, we* are only consented with changes in
!}»* interim! <*nrrjfy. If w<* d<»tiote thci internal mu^rgy hy K,
wi* know that un iiirrriiHi? AK» (hu.» to the rec-c^ption of AH
ii**nt iiiilfn whik? A\V ft, -Hi, of iitecfhnniei.il work haH Ijeen done
by flii^	im given by
AK   J . AH - AW.     /
IV'
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58. Joule's law of thermodynamics is that in a perfect gas
E depends upon the temperature only: or as it may be more
generally stated, E is always the same when the gas returns
to the same state.
From Joule's law it follows that—unit weight of gas being
taken—
AE=JCtf. AT
so that
J C,. AT= AE=J . AH— AW=J. AH—P . AV
(an equation which was established in par. 29).
Thus
AH =   -     AT
AV ~~      v
or in the limiting case
"dR      _   dT
(1)
 
;>t
I
 The differential coefficient —:,  which it is  important to
dV
note is of the dimensions of a pressure, is an important quantity
in gas engine expansion and compression curves, and it is
necessary to find an expression for it which can be more quickly
dealt with than the above equation (1).
Since
-?Y
=_
I'
4.7!    A
  
0.
dV
B=J(CP- C.) = J C.(y-l), since    =
TIIBItMohYNfAMK'S
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Cum!lilting this with equation (I)
rfv
, <tn     i
y™
Thin <h| nation is often quoted with, the J on the left hand
wdc* omitted, the if then is supposed to fie given in energy units
(ft.-ii>.).
57- The following table, part of which was calculated from
an old low compression gas engine indicator card for ProfeHSor
iVrry's hook on the Ktmm Ewgine9 affords an illustration of
tin' use, of tin* formula (2)-	y being there taken as 1-385.
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and therefore dH also. So that during compression the gas
is losing heat to the colder walls of the cylinder. The ratio of
loss is not great, however, and such as it is it represents the
differential effect of the cooling of the walls and the heating
Toy contact with and radiation from the hot piston. During
explosion the gas is seen, both from the table and the curve,
 OH.
cal(
dea
<L
the
so
 
i;~
 dl
jv
Zero Line
fig. 22.—Curve of — and  V.    It sliows how the working   sttiff  receive
dV
heat during explosive combustion and how it afterwards loses heat to
the walls.    Unit of V is arbitrary so unit of -yr is arbitrary also.
to gain heat rapidly until the point of greatest pressure and
temperature is reached, and then the curve falls rapidly, and
the gas begins to show a loss of heat to the cooling walls. This
loss has of course been going on during the explosion also, but
the effect is masked by the far greater quantities of heat then
being liberated. In modern engines, pressures and tempera-
tures are higher, so that increase of specific heat affects the
'HAP.   IV]
 THKIl.MOPYX.-uiir.s
ealriiiation  and  mu*f  not  he  n«%Hf*Ht'c|.    This rnnvHiort  im
<lraIt  ivith Infer <hi in the Htajiter.
58* It- is often found tlsaf- dttrin^ <'<unpression of expansion
the tfas will follow the law
PV"
 ••:f, .say
rtl*
wP
" V
or
thin in equation (2)
r/Ii	1      f
J
mill
(3)
"P
r/V
y—]
-i
A vrry siinpl** <kxj>n*ssi(>a which can often ik; usod to ol>tain
sjn't'fiily.    If the* ^h.s loso in  II   during coniproHsion
ly (7 ....... //) must ht* positive or y iruint hc.% ^n^atcsr than
•//:.    1 Hiring expansion, If the? gun in Uwhig hckat (y ..... ~~n) imust
l«* n«'j#ttiv<» nv /i be grfairr (iiun y,    (("'f. E.x. 14 on. p. 40.)
TltiK aniilysis was crrigirtitlly <luo In j^rofcwHorH Ayrton and
Pirry, fiitfl jHib!iHiif»cl by ilicnu in I ho PrwrnfinyfitiflliGPhyRmil
ill   1SH5,
.	of Imcreasing SpeeMe Heat.- It in important to
how tliirt i»alc?!ilii.|i(iii ih afTe(;|i*(I when, allowanec^ ib
iiiiitii'i fur n i4pi»f*ific* Iti^iit which iuerciii«HciH with temperature.
It- W7W itii*iit iom'fi nl hm* (?iohci of lust eliaplt^r that tho gaKcotiB
fnixtwfH n«*fl in prnc'ticH* hacl aHpceific; bc'at va.lt jo rising in a
!iiif*itr ri'laf i«ii'i^iii|> with terujwniturcj-- in fact that
 / 1,
t 'n
I'     •
lI'llfTf*   /?  14 III I   «   WCTC   HOIIHJ
Sinn* |C*|f •••- f'r) ^i*w^ from Joulo'n law bo independent of
fc*iii|»c*riilitre, it follown that
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where s has the same value as above, and a is a new constant.
The ratio - may for convenience be written c ; it is obviously
the value of y when T=0.
It has just been shown (p. 67) that for unit weight of gas
..     ,,   , dT     1
Also that  _=:_
but R-J(C-CB)=J(a-j
therefore
J(o-
so that
a-ft
m
dV'
so that J-,-.= ==
and this is the new expression for
 rfV
If s = 0;   i.e. if specific heats were constant, equation (4)
would clearly at once become equation (2).
As before, take the case where, as in compression and expan-
•sion, PVn = constant, very nearly.
Then
f
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and substituting in equation (4)
 79
(5)
v '

a— ft    }
which becomes equal to equation. (3) if s = 0.
JfTT
Equation (5) shows that — is proportional to P when T
Uf-V
is constant, and that it is a linear function of T when P is
constant ; provided always that all changes are regulated
by the law PVn = constant.
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CRANK   ANGLE   COM F* BESS/OH    S/OE.
fig. 23. — Indicator diagram analysed in Fig. 23A.
Report of G.E.C.)
 (It is Fig. 5 of the 7th
Mr. Hogg has applied this method of analysis to an indica-
tor diagram taken with a reflecting indicator by Prof. Dalby
and reproduced in Fig. 23. The following are his results.
Value of n during compression 1-372; during expansion
1-435. Composition of gas sensibly the same as that adopted
as standard by G.E.C, whose specific heat figures are therefore
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taken.    Correction for chemical contraction on explosion 2-24
per cent.
compression
 expansion
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1,194     -15,670 
310° 
54-3 
221 
4-149 
410° 
152 
1,142 
-12,430 
300° 
43-0 
183 
4-211 
420° 
119 
1,017 
-8,75O 
290° 
30-2 
169-5 
+ 204 
430° 
96-0 
926 
-6,49O 
280° 
30-3 
149 
H- 205 
440° 
80-5 
872 
-5,15O 
270° 
26-0 
132 
+ 201 
450° 
68-3 
816 
-4;12O 
260° 
— 
— 
— 
460° 
59-6 
781 
~3,45O 
250° 
— 
— 
— 
470° 
51-8 
732-5 
-2,8-40 
240° 
— 
— 
— 
480° 
47-9 
729-4 
-2,62O 
230° 
— 
— 
— 
490° 
43-0 
686 
~2,23O 
220° 
— 
— 
— 
500° 
40-1 
667-8 
-2,030 
210° 
— 
— 
— 
510° 
37-7 
646-9 
-l,85o 
200° 
14-3 
77 
+ 154- 5 
520° 
34-2 
582-9 
-1,540 
195° 
— 
— 
— 
530° 
— 
— 
— 
These figures are plotted in Fig. 2 3a, and they show the
to be just losing heat on balance from A to B on the com-
pression stroke, and to be gaining it from B to C. Ignition,
occurs about the point C, and the curve would then shoot tjlj>
far off the diagram: this rapid rise cannot be got from ttno
indicator diagram as the volume alters so exceedingly
slowly at the dead centre. From this height, however, ttio
curve rapidly descends owing to radiation and convection
losses until the point D is reached. The rate of cooling then
tends to decrease as shown by the line DE, which represents
the expansion period. The gas is still losing heat at the point
E, when the exhaust opens and the temperature is in ttie
neighbourhood of 600° C.
Mr. Hogg's curve shows  no evidence of any continuation
of combustion after the highest temperature has been
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explosion 2-24


JdH 

dV 
e«c 
ffc-.lb. per
cub. ft. 

per Ib. of 

gas 
,4.62 
-32,000 
,405 
-27,800 
-308 
-21.300 
.194 
-15,670 
,142 
-12,420 
,017 
-8,750 
io 
— 6,490 
'2 
-5,150 
6 
-4,120 
U 
-3,450 
£2-5 
-2,840 
$9-4 
-2,620 
56 
-2,230 
57-8 
-2,030 
-6-9 
-1,855 
52-9 
- 1,540 
•how the gas
on the com-
2J.    Ignition
en shoot tip
ot from the
exceedingly
Dwever, the
convection
:ooling then
i represents
tt the point
d is in the
*>ntinuation
^n reached.
 fig. 23A.    Change of Internal Energy during compression and expansion
strokes of diagram shown in Fig. 23.
^TT
60. Adiabatic law with variable Specific Heats.—If — be
dV
zero, or, in other words, if the transformation be adiabatic, it
follows from equation (4) that

v^_
 !|
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If s = 0 this would become
which integrates as in par. 29 to the familiar form P\7r =-
constant. If, however, s is not zero we have a much hard or
integration. The above equation becomes
jrr>	I   _rn     JTT
dP . a+*T   dV=0	      (1)
V
PV
Also since --—== constant
P	V
UJ V	UJL	t( JL	_	^ _
or —+—-—=0	,        (2)
Equation (1) may be written
or using (2)
The integral of which is
/SlogP + cdogV+ sT = constant
and this may also be written
P^. Va. e>T= constant.
This is therefore the adiabatic law with variable specific
61. Experiments on Measuring Temperatures during tlie
Cycle of Operations in a Gas Engine. — Professor Burstsbll *
was the first to do this. He came to the conclusion tlxa/t}
with a platinum thermometer it was impossible, owing t»o
the fusing of the fine platinum wire before a sufficient nurrxlber
of observations had been taken, to make such measuremoxxts
with an engine working on full load. He had therefore "bo
experiment on an engine running light and firing but onco in.
each twelve revolutions. The principle upon which a
* PhU. Mag., 1895, and Proc. IJkf.JS., 1901.
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inum thermometer works is that since the electrical resistance
increases with the temperature in accordance with a known
law, to measure the resistance of the wire is to measure its
temperature at the moment. Professors Callendar and
Dalby * have since made additional tests in this direction.
These experimenters realked that they could not get a wire
which would " stand up " to the temperature of explosion
unless it was so thick that it must fail to follow the fluctuating
temperatures of the gas with sufficient rapidity. They there-
fore decided so to arrange the apparatus that they could with-
draw the fine thermometric wire from the action of the gases
C
file_40.wmf


Fia. 24.—Combined Admission and Thermometer Valve (Callendar).
during explosion, and replace it for each suction and com-
pression stroke. This was effected by fitting up the inlet
valve as shown in Kg. 24. C is the admission valve casting,
which is bolted on to the cylinder and projects inside the space
provided for it. The thermometer was inserted through the
spindle of the main admission valve marked A, which had been
drilled out to receive it. In the figure the little " thermometer
valve," as it may be called, is shown projecting beyond the
main valve head into the cylinder. It closes with a little
conical seating of its own as soon as the ignition point gets
near. The thermometer leads enter - through B, pass along
the thermometer valve spindle until they arrive at the fine
platinum wire which is shown at P. The head of the ther-
* Eoyal Soc. Proc,, 1907.
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mometer valve is connected to its spindle by the two ribs
which are made as thin as possible so that the platinum wire
is not screened more than can be helped from the action of
the hot gases when the thermometer valve is pushed out into
action. The opening and shutting of the thermometer valve
at the proper times is effected by suitable mechanism. The
thickness of the platinum wire was yoVo of an inch. At about
130 R.P.M. the lag of the thermometer was not more than 10°
of crank angle with a temperature fluctuation of nearly 200°
in half a revolution. This would correspond to a time lag of
^fiX-f^G—Q'^^ sec-> which was <luite good enough for
measuring anything so relatively steady as the suction tem-
perature. As a result of such measurements it was found that
the suction temperature varied with the conditions of running
from about 05° C. at light load to about 125° C. at full load,
the air temperature being about 20° C. and the jacket tem-
perature 27° C. The following are details of two tests—


Test I. 
Test II. 
R, p M     	 
130 
114 

7-1 
5-8 

20° C 
21° 0 

27° C 
27° C 
Temperature   of  thermometer   valve   at
360° crank angle 	 
122° C 

Ditto at 26° crank angle 	
Corresponding pressure at ditto  .
Molecular contraction on combustion 
nrc.
18-5 lb. /in.2
4*3 per C3nt. 
130° C.
17-8 Ib. /in.2
5-1 per cent. 
It was noted that by a curious coincidence the indicator
cards from these two trials showed a practically identical
expansion curve, not varying by more than 1 lb./in.2 at any
point. The temperatures during expansion were however far
greater when using the richer mixture, and the heat losses to
the walls correspondingly greater, so that although much
more gas is used in one case than in the other, no more H.P.
is obtained, the excess heat units going to waste.
These experiments show that the convenient practice of
assuming the suction temperature to be 100° C. irrespective
file_41.wmf
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of load In only approximately mrrec-t, When, an in the above
experiments tin* Miriifm pressure in aertirately measured, it
is pn>*Hihie, toeaietihite ureurately the temperutureH throughout
flit* eyeh? from the perfert	law and a knowledge (if the
molei'iitar rout ntct ton tin eomhuHtion,
82*	Lut it  attempt**  (.ci  fneaHttre   the
- if
ml*
,;ti \
i.
temjK«rature. of the giis am dm* to (*ok«*r and Heohle,    They
found liic* suetton tf'tttjHtraturo to nutgt^ from 115" Cl to 20(>v*
I1,,, but thore way have* In^n s{wciiil rirfuinKtaticeH c*auHtng iho
to to wider tliitu uxual ;   flit*Ir (^lilf^f wc^rk, however, in
the lYieiiHtirctiiM^rifc of t«ni|M^ratiir^ ulnng thw cxpiinnion tnirva
To ac'liii*v<* thin rnu<?h moro difiicult mi*asim*mont uhcj waw
iii;i*l^ nf I hiTino'-roupIi'S mack) tip of ulloyn of platinum with
rluiriiitin and iritliuru, \vhi<'h havo very high faxing pointn, rollfxl
intf> strips n.i*oiif :» fu h t«jn-t-iiousaadUm of an itu»h tlibk.    In
liit.H way if wa* fuiiiirl poH>ihh* to ineaHim1, lite?         tonipc*rattiro
not only r»n tin* ri^in^ roinf»reKMion ctjrve, but alno along i\\vi
i*n*at**r j***!*! of ffti* evpan^inn curve;   tlu^ very highent teru-
p«ratur*    h-id   till in in* iMtimatrd, ho\vi*vei% by regarding the
If i , ;i »tM   I h*'rtiioifM'frr.    rrii«' higite.st temperaitin*
lil be »h»it ;m riir;*tely e/f minted in fbin way than by
fp'in f'fHiii thi*  u«'tir»n f empi*rat ure, huh* (I ) it wan not?
lit nlln\% fur ^iifiiiii'fit r« «nt iviet ion, (!*} and the perfec'fc
itiHi** frulv t*41*iwrd nt hj#h tem|M*rature»,    It wa«
fii.'if thep*";ilv tfm|K*r;»f ure in f hegim lh in the* neigh-
ul  I him*   r,, mill i«;ty mifli ^peeially rieh tuixturen
'm ii r»M'-h ',*niiM   ff
01	In Clmp,   II   the   "air
f;uid ip! '* of I'liif it'iM'y for internal c-oni bunion engines wa<4
»-\j»l»tiM'd fnil%, mi4 fituneiic*d r<v4ilfn \\ere given.    The, ntau
find m '^t i«», Ii*iii«irrt iitiiif'li Jibovi* what eould be aehinved
in k*ti* i*i^!rn^iii* i %r« u**re * *Tr//j«miei of !o&uemoved. The
i« '.t *«» for flii'i i f f (in! flu* ^eiitta wii,\f ttre employed in praetiee,
;il*|pin;4i uiuiiJy i»ir» i:' by iu> titeuiiM i^tfiiely kc», itnd that in
ifiii-i'f|?^ tr*' it i- iticitfrer f in liH^tiiins («m im dcme iti the ealeu-
l;ilir«n nf '* «sr ;4aii«tw«l t$ <*lltri**neii«H) that th« Kpeeifut lieiit lh
* rili^l**||t
It i% tltrii-lnrit nerev«;iry tii tftuN aUowunee for thin, utifl
hip nay ol flnii*i; ^m k tii repl,iee thu ** nir ^tintdiircl" with a
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 fc gas standard " based on the mixture commonly used in a
gas engine. The best mixture to use is that for which the
"Gaseous Explosions Committee determined the specific heat-
temperature relationship.
As stated on p. 65, this curve corresponds to a linear law
between specific heat and temperature agreeing with the
observed results within the limits of experimental error, as
follows:
C<, = 0-152+0-000075 T,
where T is the temp, absolute.   This mixture is stated in the
Report to be "the mixture on which Clerk experimented."
'Reference to Clerk's paper (Proc. Royal Society, A., Vol. 77) gives
'the following particulars of this mixture :—
Extreme compositions—
Vols.	Vols.
Steam (assumed gaseous)        .        .    11'2 and 12*7
Carbonic anhydride         .        .        .      4-8,,      5-5
Oxygen	8-7    „      7-0
Nitrogen	75-3    „    74-8
 
100-0
 100-0
 
Sri'
 Corresponding respectively to explosive mixtures containing
before combustion 1 volume of gas to 9-8 volumes of air, and
1 volume of gas to 8-5 volumes of air. The lower heat value
of the gas was 574 B.Th.U. (or 319 pound-calories) per standard
on. ft., whilst the compression volume was 18-59 per cent,
of the total volume. Clerk mentions on p. 334 of Vol. I of his
Gas, Petrol and Oil Engine that a standard cubic foot of this
mixture weighs 0-07833 Ib. So that if the specific heat be
pxpressed as ft.-lb. per standard cu. ft. (i.e. as volumetric heat)
if» becomes
== 16-6+0-0082 T.
With this data it is possible to calculate the temperature at
any point in the ideal constant volume cycle (see Fig. 7, the
lettering of which is also followed in what follows), provided
(that the suction temperature be known. This may conveni-
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 If
the expansion is said to be	an	or
compression, may be imagined as	in ft
made of a completely non-conducting	no
generated by chemical action nor lost by	The
quickly an expansion or compression	the
nearly is the adiabatic law followed,	is a
time for any transfer of heat to	The
of a tyre-pump when used vigorously is a
•*»
K
K
'"-^ ^
2        3
VolM€^S in Cubic
4.—p y diagram showing compression of six	feet of air
cubic foot,    (a) Isothermal;   (6} Adisbatie.	Is
than twice as high in (6) as in (a).]
When the expansion is adiabatic the law	P         V
for a perfect gas can be shown to be
In Fig. 4 is shown the result of	a	of gas
from 6 cu. ft. to 1 cu. ft.   Such	are
mately adiabatic — see cnrre & — when the	is
out very rapidly ; and approach the	— flee
— when the compression is so slow that	of	»
dissipated during the time taken by the
29. Prooi— * ' Joule's Law,59 quoted in	14,
• to this, that the gain in intemal energy due
'
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Therefore V"*.- e*1. Inconstant.
Or	(W I    (sr)   •e" °     =^"
^Y*=(—}".es^-™
It is not possible to calculate Tx directly from this, but
curves may be drawn giving the relationship of temperature
and compression ratio, and in this way Tj for any given volume
ratio (r) may be found.
Now To = 373, and Ctl=jS+sT=0-152+0-000075 T.
...
="
To get Cp we need R.
R	PV       14-7X144
Now  C  - C. =      and B==
273
C,,— C.=0-071.
So that Cp=a+sT=0-223+0-000075 T.
Therefore
The relationship of Tj and r are shown in the Table below.
I
 
*i 
T, 
r 
Oi
(continued) 
Tt
(continued) 
r
(continued) 
100 
373 
I 
1,100 
1,373 
46-5 
150 
423 
1-38 
1,200 
1,473 
60-1 
200 
473 
1-85 
1,300 
1,573 
77-1 
250 
523 
2-39 
1,400 
1,673 
97*3 
300 
573 
3-09 
1,500 
1,773 
122 
350 
623 
3-89 
1,600 
1,873 
153 
400 
673 
4-86 
1,700 
1,973 
190 
450 
723 
5-97 
1,800 
2,073 
235 
500 
773 
7-24 
1,900 
2,173 
289 
600 
873 
10-4 
2,000 
2,273 
353 
700 
973 
14-7 
2,100 
2,373 
430 
800 
1,073 
20-1 
2,200 
2,473 
522 
900 
1,173 
26-9 
2,300 
2,573 
631 
1,000 
1,273 
35-6 
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if;
 It is useful to express these temperatures in other than
the absolute form, and to compare them with the corre-
sponding temperatures obtained from the adiabatic law for
a perfect gas with constant specific heat, viz. PV1>41 = con-
stant. This comparison is given below, and is illustrated in
Fig. 24A.
 


 

6° a 
6°C. 
r 
(var. specific
heat) 
(const, specifio
heat) 
I 
100 
100 
2 
214 
223 
3 
294 
312 
4 
356 
38G 
5 
407 
449 
6 
452 
505 
7 
490 
555 
8 
526 
602 
9 
558 
645 
10 
588 
686 
11 
614 
724 
12 
641 
760 
13 
664 
795 
14 
686 
828 
15 
708 
859 
65. Internal Energy Throughout Cycle.—Having thus found
tj. for various values of r, it is next necessary to obtain T2 the
explosion temperature, and this is best got from an internal
energy curve.
Volumetric heat = 16-6+0-0082 T
and the internal energy
= J      (16-6+0-0082 T)dT
=16-6 (T—373) + 0-0041 (T2—3732) ft.-lb.
This is shown plotted in Fig. 25.   Now on explosion, 29
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table or tbmpebatoees.



0 
a °/~i 
o 





r 
(suction) 
(compression) 
(explosion 1 
(exhaust) 
I 
100 
100 
1,660 
1,660 
2 
100 
214 
1,730 
1,415 
3 
100 
294 
1,780 
1,290 
4 
100 
356 
1,820 
1,205 
5 
100 
407 
1,850 
1,145 
6 
100 
452 
1,880 
1,100 
7 
100 
490 
1,905 
1,060 
8 
100 
526 
1,930 
1,025 
9 
100 
558 
1,950 
1,000 
10 
100 
588 
1,970 
976 
11 
100 
614 
1,990 
955 
12 
100 
641 
2,010 
936 
13 
100 
664 
2,025 
920 
14 
100 
686 
2,040 
904 
15 
100 
708 
2,050 
889 
table op energy and efficiency.


Internal Energy in Ft.-lb. 
Thermal Efficiency. 
V 
E0
(Suc-
tion). 
Bi
(Compres-
sion). 
E2
(Explo-
sion). 
E8
(Exhaust). 
"Gas
Stan-
dard." 
"Air
Stan-
dard." 
Ratio of
Gas Stan-
dard to
Air. 
1 
0 
0 
40,600 
40,600 
0 
0 

2 
0 
2,300 
42,900 
33,000 
0-188 
0-242 
•78 
3 
0 
3,950 
44,550 
29,200 
0-281 
0-356 
•79 
4 
0 
5,300 
45,900 
26,750 
0-341 
0426 
•80 
5 
0 
6,450 
47,050 
25,000 
0-384 
0-475 
•81 
6 
0 
7,450 
48,050 
23,700 
0-417 
0-512 
•81 
7 
0 
8,300 
48,900 
22,600 
0-443 
0-541 
•82 
8 
0 
9,100 
49,700 
21,650 
0-467 
0-565 
•83 
9 
0 
9,900 
50,500 
21,000 
0-483 
0-585 
•83 
10 
0 
10,550 
51,150 
20,350 
0-498 
0-602 
•83 
11 
0 
11,200 
51,800 
19,800 
0-512 
0-617 
•83 
12 
0 
11,850 
52,450 
19,300 
0-524 
0-630 
•83 
13 
0 
12,400 
53,000 
18,850 
0-536 
0-642 
•83 
14 
0 
12,950 
53,550 
18,450 
0-545 
0-652 
•84 
15 
0 
13,350 
53,950 
18,050 
0-555 
0-661 
•84 
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68. Gas Standard. • ft.- is now possibles to give tho value
h! the interim! energy at earh of the four corners of the diagram.,
and s<» tu obtain tin* thermal efficiency corresponding to each
ruii!|iri*>>i*iii ratio, as h!iowji in the*, preceding table.
It will bi* seen that with this gas mixture, the gas standard
i* ab*»ut su per eent. nf thi« air standard for tho compression
rati»M in «'*>iiiiin*n u-e, It e»irn*;»pun<is elost ly to tho value
I       {      \        predieted by T'mtnl au<I   I*yo from  theorc^tieal
* i" >
 111
In the
67. lit pra*ftifi* tln*'<»» idi*!il pflicionnjVH aio not
I* winy t»» ili^ninl and fiii^'hiuiiral iosiwh. If thc^ lait(»r ar<»
knnun, thf in*iii".ftf*rl t henna! eHideney ean fia obtained and
the effect of tliiTifjal 1«K««,*4 estimated, TheHe {onsen <lo[mnd
primarily njmn thi* temfM*ntture of exp!osi<m, but <»(>rnhustion
efrmilwT i|«« ii^?i ami eny;ine sjwed are also of gn*at importance,
»e of urak iiii\tiir**'s indieaied thermal efficucuic,k*>«
n h;> jmt eejtt. of the iduil hav(^ h(»en rca<*hod.
Cif \\\\ tot^i heat <ttp(ilied only 1*1 per cent, in tltus lost hy
rfjiidiit f if*!} an*! ladratiou lit lite ease of Htrong mixturoH
fjp* JfMi i^ n«*ri*'*anly greater But even In thin eano tho
av«»H;tbli* f ifnf !*«'*• » I'fliliiin i*Neei*dH 20 per cent. The possible)
iii4!yifi nt tiiipf<*v« ift«4iil In engine jwrforrnawo m thus Hiuall,
t*'j**» i:»Hy wfp*ii if I-* retiieinberefl that the mechanical c?on-
<ittiuit»4 i if tfjt* jfiofmt engine i*all for the efficient oooling of
pt"tr»!i  *illii   valves
€8,	Exp0rimeixtB.' • -Tn a paper pro-
f*itfitji to ilp*  (iMfittitMm c*f M^'hanical Kngtrn'orn in   1908,
IViif Ifi*j4ifi^?*ti iteMi'il^cl <erfutn experiment** lie had made
to deti-nitifM* fl««* reUtioitHhip *>f iirttia! engine oflieicmey
file_44.wmf
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iiith fin* 1J «'ttr *4?iiiiknl ** ami with what we have termed the
** fjv'M Htaiifliii-ii," Hi** ri*4iitt.M tini eoiivenierttJy Hurnmari/Axl
lit Fin» L*li* lite ii}ijii*niiimt ilotteit etirve I« thi^ ** Air Htan-
dfini/	f**r tin* ruiiififr^ioit wleetml (vte. r«- 6*37)
ifiiiiMi mil   4i   /iJ 2 ji«*r fi*itt»    IJncter that, in a lino which
r;i!rti!nif*4  hy   il«>|>ki«»^n on  Ilie  (hunk of a  variable
flit1	of II«lborii and Auntin^ and
If* A  IflJjO i         tln^if% it«itiTi**ii tt<i       of hmif' during tho working
n but	iiilfi ai'irtiitiit tlto tuitucu of thu working fluid.
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n
 Langen). Below that again is the line of efficiencies as actually
found.
69. Choice of Working Fluid.—What change would be
effected in the thermal efficiency of an engine if the working fluid
were changed for one having a larger specific heat ? This is
an important problem, as it not only concerns the choice of
working fluid, but also whether it is well to work high up the
temperature scale or not (the specific heat increasing with the
temperature as has been shown).
The thermal efficiency of an engine depends on many factors,
but to a first approximation it may be taken as proportional,
"Afr-Standard" Efficiency (52-2 %).
Hopkinson rs Curve of /deal
limiting Efficiencies.
file_46.wmf
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60-
Actual therma I Efficiencies
as measured by Hopkinson ^
20-
40-
Penemtage  of Coal gas in Cylinder Contents
	2	2	-	_jr-
To
fig. 26.—Hopkinson's measurements of actual thermal efficiency for mix-
tures containing from 8 to 12 per cent, of coal gas, compared with his
calculated ideal limiting efficiency curve.
for any given compression, to the efficiency as obtained from
the " Air Standard " formula
 
Now
so that
 J(CP-C,)=R and y-l=!L
T>	-I
log (1 -,,)=-_. log-
p
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differentiate	-— -J-=^—log r«
1—?
—3h0«
dc0jg,«   og f-	j
Therefore wi/& increase of specific heat the efficiency jails.
This could also be written
,
-— log,
 t ,
f
This gives the proportional change in efficiency for a given
proportional change in specific heat.
If for example y = 1-40 and r = 10, then for a 1 per ce^nt.
increase in Gv the corresponding proportional decrease in
efficiency would be
Now whenr =10, 97 = O-6'O
and
0«60	100
= 0-61 per cent.
So that in this case the efficiency falls by rather more than
J per cent, when the specific heat rises by 1 per cent.
70. Heat Plow through Cylinder Walls. — One of the most
important matters connected with the temperature changes
in an internal combustion engine is the consideration of the
manner in which the heat carried away by the cooling water
passes from the hot gas to the water. The cooling water is
circulated around outside of the cylinder in a space provided
between the cylinder walls and the jacket. The carrying away
of heat by this cooling water is, of course, of no thermal advan-
tage to the engine, much the contrary, in fact ; but unless it is
allowed to take place the cylinder walls would reach so high
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a temperature that lubrication would become impossible.
Engines become more efficient as this heat loss is reduced,
but care has to be taken to limit the reduction at the point
where there would be risk of the lubrication failing. If the
lubrication did so fail the piston would seize and the engine
be seriously damaged. In a four-stroke engine of the usual
type the temperature of the gases inside the cylinder will vary
during the cycle from about 20° C. to 1500° C. This is a large
range, but it is found that the wall temperature	even that of
its innermost face—does not pass through anything approach-
ing so large an amount. With a temperature range in the gas
of the amount mentioned the total temperature range in the
inner face of the wall will not exceed about 10° C. And even
this small range is but skin-deep. It has been shown mathe-
matically, and confirmed by experiment, that at a depth below
the inner surface of the .wall of ^ inch the temperature range
is only about -^^th part of the range at the surface. The
following comparative statement can therefore be given as an
illustration:—
Eange of temperature in gas—about 1500° C.
„	„	,,     in wall surface—about 10° C.
„	„	„     Tij inch deeP i]a wall—about ¥V° c-
For all practical purposes, therefore, the wall temperature
as a whole does not vary from moment to moment during the
cycle.
The temperature is different, however, in different parts of
the length of the wall. Thus, the wall is hotter near the com-
pression head than it is at the other end of the cylinder. This
is because most of the heat loss occurs at the beginning of the
stroke, in the clearance space, where the highest gas tem-
peratures are found. The consequent varying amount of
expansion in the different cylinder parts renders the metal
liable to crack unless the design provides room for expansion..
Cylinder heads and pistons are the most difficult parts to pro-
tect against cracking, particularly in large engines. But if
fixed joints between metal faces necessarily at different tem-
peratures are replaced by sliding ones, much of the trouble
mav be removed.
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71. Hopkinson's and Coker's Experiments on Cylinder Tem-
peratures* Kxpcrirwufs wad<* by Hopkinson * a*d by C'okor f
on diifiTfitf 4'nginrs afford, a basis for drawing np a fable of
I!if probable temperatures occurring in the* ordinary 1yp<> of
four-Hf n*kf» engine (open ended) :—-
Part,
Maximum tempera! urf* of	wiy.
Piston, crf»ntn» of fucw     ..*«..
C.'i'rilrn of exhatmt vulvo      .
Ditto, IftlH. vulve       .......
l*ujiwk<*tf<i part  of wall in clcariiitcu* h'pr««*i*
 400" ('.
250° (.1
 
,f*3u'I;H«-il part  of \vull  in Mr«ik<<
Cooling wjiti-r at outlrt ,      ..
 uxr cf,
75" (J.
 
I *uki*r also found that, wit-h a copious supply of cooling water
then* \va* no <liflVn*riff» in wall lem{K*raturo along the length
of I In* stroke*. Bui with a r<*str5<rtc»d supply tho, av<*rag(s wall
tf*nip<*raturr whh ii*mh (by hoiiici T" (1.) in tho m<»tnl near tho end
of I ik* outward stroke* than at the*, beginning. Thim whc*n tho
rwiliiig water ik reHtrieted in cjuantity norno of tho heat passing
into flu* eylinder walls travels ulwuj tho wall an well as through
it.
An Inf<Ti*^liiig nieasurement made by Jlopkinson phowcd
tlinf if any part inside flie cylinder should rise to 700*0. tho
l*;i.HfH wi>tiht ignite Mpciiitiiiii.'ijiisiy, so causing jff&-igntiicn.
72.	Theory ol Wall Temperatures,-	It is
intf*rr#fing in inveHtipifn this problem mathematically.
1*1*1 III) In* the inner fuee of tho section of the wall which can
with Miif!ii-'ii*tit aeeuntey for thin problem foo oonHidorod piano*
(Ym.Ht!er whnt in Iiiifipi*iiiiig iit A, dintant % bellow tho surface
nf fho	mi imaginary unit area perpendicular
fn the	of the puffer i-irtd to tho line of (low of tho heat
which is in the direction of tho arrow, heat will bo transmitted
 :ii
i
;ij.
 
* Prof,
t
 &*;. 1000.
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but a part will be retained for the heating up of the substance
of the lamina at A. At a section at distance (x -f Sx) the
temperature will be (6 + <50), where of course $9 is regative,
Heat flow to    -
**  Cooling water.
Pk
a
fig. 27.
at the same moment of time. Now the rate at which heat is
received at the left face of the lamina, contained by the two
planes at x and (x + dx)9 is equal to — Jc — where k is the
dx
conductivity, and the additional amount which flows out per
second on the other side is — (— k —} dx = — k—dx
dx \        dx/	dx*
Now this heat must be equal to that required to raise the tem-
perature of the lamina between the time t and the time (t +
dt), and the volume of the lamina being (1 x 1 X dx) = dx, it
follows that the heat so absorbed must be eq.ual to dx. w. t-
u	dt
dt. or, where w = weight of unit volume and a — specific
heat.
. iv]
Therefore
 TIIKKMODYNAMIOS
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or
 cl.f~
 ~      (Ij,
 f/f)
-
r/l
 *,
" w
 (1)
This is the	for the flow of	The mimo eq nation
occur** in problem** ii*kt.iiig to elwffru? conductivity, to tho
iiifTuHion of liquid«i into eaelt othc^r anci to many other phy-
sical ii|*jilic*nlicina I't.H Holut-ion in therefore.* well known, and
In	the Him|)!eHt form of it i»
0
 (2)
wlien* ('*, //, }f and /7 an* con.HtantH some of which can immo-
ijiafp.1}' hi* (ft-frniuned from equation (1)*
«('V   "Vilify/    /If)    /#.V '"V-OHfyf •• /Ait)
%
^    ii-IV   4*Mn(y(-'-/;jr)4<i/;(.V   ^eonty/---//^)-
(y/- /If)    (P<**'**»m(yi*~-(l*
Hci f!mf ffjii-itiui! (I) tii;i\   hi* written
For         tci be mi
inifl
 »*.
UKT
Now * in«^*	j?   -'if ih« I'liitii! of 0 may iki regarded as
Hit* wro frMiit ulitrh Kit* fi*iitpt*rntiire In ineiiHured, it follows
«	In*
file_48.wmf
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So that	a=/5=/ /W!ry
Substituting in equation (2)
Bin fyt--*ylEJL.x) .....   (3)
^	A/G         '
f
it
I',
 73. Skin Temperature. — Now  when x = o the   value  of
0 is that for what may be called the skin temperature of
the metal — call this 00
therefore	00 = CsinyZ,
This calculation indicates the existence of a skin tem-
perature in the metal which rises and falls as a simple
harmonic function of the time with an amplitude of C,
that is to say the range of temperature in the skin is 20.
Now imagine the wall to be in contact with a highly heated
gas the temperature of which fluctuates rapidly and unevenly.
It is well known that by Fourier analysis this temperature can
be represented by a series of simple harmonic functions of the
time, of increasing frequencies. In a gas engine the temperature
of the gas rises and falls about a mean value in what is roughly
a sine curve, and in any case the addition of two or three upper
harmonics should make the representation very close. The
effect of high harmonics at the interior part of the wall is, how-
ever, slight ; since it will be observed that the logarithmic
decrement factor in equation (3) becomes more and more pro-
minent as y increases in value. It will therefore be sufficiently
accurate in the first instance to consider the fundamental period
only and to assume that it causes in the skin of the metal a
fluetuation of temperature of much the same nature but of
less amplitude and with at least some lag. What this ampli-
tude and lag will be it is impossible to calculate, but it is pos-
sible to take the extreme case in which the range of temperature
in this skin is equal to that in the gas. This at least will repre-
sent the limit of what can. occur in that direction. Then 0 = C
sin yt is the equation for the temperatures both of gas and
skin.
74. Effect at a Depth* — It remains to investigate how the
rest of the metal wall is affected by this great vibration in
temperature in one of its faces. It is clear from equation (3)
CHAP.   1VJ
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that the amplitude decreases with the depth in the metal and
that a. ln# arises and increases at the sumn time.   The amplitude
at any point at a depths 5s(!(?xp,( - \/ w*v t %r) ,but('! Is the
«M A
amplitudt* at the surface, and therefore the fractional amplitude
in the interior in exp.  (   • \ ''  ^,,r).
DM /*:-•
It in of interest, to evaluate thin expression.
We may put w -4all ||>. per cubic, foot; y •- I0?r eorro-
Kponding on the basin of a two ntroko cycle to a Hpeed of
300 r.p.m.; <r~,-..tH; fcsr.^0-01. 80 that
wr
 450
 XO-I >'Hl7rv 100-.:-70,500
 
or
 v
mid the fractional amplitude
here of cowm* jr u In fi*et.    If jn  be  put equal   to   |   in.  or
4!H foot, tin* fractional amplitude > <    , ,»f
or 0*40 of gnu
per r»f»ittf> wliic4t **ho\VH that evi»» at n depth of only | inch'
teiii|«*riitnr^ OHcillation i^ pructically wijx'd out* Tho curvo
in Fig, 2H Hbfni'H gritphintlly how rapidly the OHwllationH clci-
(*n*aw^ in ani|>!itulc\ So that tit assuming the wall to be in-
finitely thick no very far-reaching iiH.sumption was made, Himse
for anything over | in. iti thickness the ttfmpc^ratttre on the
wafer 'id*4 will practically nhow no temperatiire oneJllatfion.
79* Conclusions, Thin mathematical investigation nhowrt
that thi* tnnitmitttri', tjmtlit^t /row fttcn tu face of (lie, wtdl in
j^tieiictilhj it mi [ft ft* *l //// t/M *w illation in thtt twtti/jM'.mtire, of lh&
fjn#. anil f hat if to thfc gradient linn the. abovoHhftllow tempera-
fur*1 f^cillntiofm bi1 afided a representation can readily bo ob-
tained of what ih actually oee.urrin^r in the walls of a enghto
cylinder. Tlir Iii4nf flow through the metal ih known, nnregardH
quantify, from the h«*at ba!«nee-hhc*(»t for the engine, since th«
hi-at taken away by the eoolin# wafer munt ho oxacjtly equal
to < Iw*	I lie wailn If 14 steady state; been reached.

I;
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The difference in temperature between outer skin and water
must just be enough to enable this amount of heat to pass.
In a 10 in. X 18 in. two stroke engine which loses say
30 H.P. continuously through the walls of an exposed
area of 4 sq. feet, the average temperature gradient * will be
7*
-J x 10=25° C. per inch.
3
If the inner skin be at an average
temperature of 200° C., then the outer skin would be at 175° C.
0-3
;
 0-8
0-7
0-8
 
i
 0*5
0-3
0-2
T
* o-i
tflt
1
 •025       '05       '075        0-1       0-125      0-15      0175       0-2       0-225     0-25
x^Jnch&s depth in   Metat.
Fio. 28.—Showing amplitude of temperature oscillation in an infinite block
of metal when the skin temperature oscillates above and below the mean
temperature of the block.
From the equations of par. 72 it is possible to calculate the
flow of heat through the inner skin into the metal during the
period of time (i.e. the explosion stroke) in which the skin
temperature is greater than that of the mass of the metal.
* A plate of average iron, having a temperature gradient of one
degree Cent, per inch of thickness, will steadily transmit per square
foot of area about •$$ horse power.
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f
 heat flow is straight through the metal of the wall, but it also
passes along it if the water supply be not copious. A certain
amount of heat passes into the piston face. This escapes in
two ways — out at the back of the piston, and radially to its
edge and along the trunk. All these heat paths require study,
so that proper allowances can be made for the expansion of
the metal. Ignorance of the way in which this expansion
occurs has led to the cracking and failure of a great number of
cylinders.
 Ta
of
SU'
 

 EXAMPLES
 1.	The temperatures on the two sides of an iron plate 0-5 in. thick
differ by 10° C.    How much heat in C.H.U. passes through per sq. ft.
per minute ?    Conductivity of iron is 0-0074  C.H.U. per sq. ft. per
sec. for each degree Centigrade drop of temperature per foot of travel.
 2.	A gaseous mixture has a specific heat at constant pressure of 0-26
and one at constant volume of O19.    J = 1393.
(i) What is the law of adiabatic expansion ?
(ii) If a pound of it is at 120° C., pressure 5000 Ib. per sq. foot, what
is its volume ?
(iii) A pound of it expands according to the law PV  =* constant;
what is its rate of reception of heat in C.H.U. ?
[B. of E., 1899.]
3.	The characteristic equation for the expansion and compression
of one pound of air is PV = 96 T,
where P = pressure in Ib. per sq. ft.
V = volume  in  cu.  ft.     T = temperature   abs.   in   degree
centigrade.
One pound of air expands from an initial pressure of 50 Ib. per sq. inch
abs. to a pressure of 20 Ib. per sq. inch abs., the corresponding change of
volume is from 4 to 15 cu. ft., and the mean value of the pressure during
the expansion (as deduced from a diagram) is 32-7 Ib. per sq. inch.
Calculate—
(i) The initial temperature.
(ii) The final temperature.
(iii) The change in internal energy and the heat received or rejected
during the change from the initial to the   final   condition.
[C. = 0-169.]
[B. of E., 1912.]
4.	Air is compressed adiabatically from 15 to 700 Ib. per sq. inch in
two stages, the air being cooled finally, and also between the stages to
 foi
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list- initial tt'injirrat uiv, wiii«fh irf I8n (*. Calculate ihn intcrKta^n prcK-
Mint uiiirh will inaU*' fh»* work don«? a minimum, also th<? workdono
p«T Ih, of air, and hp* lt«-at rurrtrd away in th<» cooling watur.
|Mi«<rh. S<>. TripoH,  11)11,']
5. Thr rrpiation f«*r tttr flow of brut in thr walls of anrngimt cylinder
may  ho u^i.innt'd to 1««
A: «A*      V
r    r>,r«       i)|
I; am! r In-ing tli*s <^mdu»'t ivity mid thrnitiil cnpaoity por unii volume
of runt iron ami V thr t»*nipfrattuv nf- tirw t at thf diHtancui x' from tho
t*. Show thai th«' w*hiti*.in of thin i^piiifioii ig
(II
V ^
fc»r
nf hurfutu^ t.<*itij««rittur^ of Htn
hi-injjf I ip* imgi** (IrHfrihrd hy thu f.riwtk in tiino I, ttH nn.gu.Iar
h<*in^f u.tw.     ll«'nn* flrtd f ln? rungi) nt iwty di*pf h ;r.     Prove) that
iif* f»f tlif iiub'X r«n?iriri«*nt m i>* */(irnr,/k) ;   and liml ihn lw»at
ii in th^riiiui unitH jwt ,Ht|tiiin» font of wull Hurfa<?n pc*r pi'iiod^ thti
.; nt lip*
[Mreh. H<% TripoH, HH)fi]
!i 1%'i» i *r junl nit* r««r«>iv«.TMf crlmr^fd to pr««nHun»H .1.^ au<i ,1.^ n«pi*c!tivi
mitt n|, flifi i4iiisi«* tnniwTtttiir**, urit <«»nni«<?tr<l  hy a Mtop-wwlc.    T
*t|i»|M»iii'k w iifiriii'd until tln» |ir«*M«iiri'H am <?rjitaiiy.t*df iwid th«*n
I1  -4- J*
-
At%iiiiiiiig no	of lirai from t,li« HyHtcm, niiow t-hat ihu
itfiiiirc!ii;iti:*ly lifter tiie	ih
 1
1-!
 
(Mi-rh. Hc% Tripo«f 1013,]
7* Htiifr hriflly f lws si'*|>H in thcurjmmt nt whirh jiwfiil«*i4 tin* Hiatnrnoat:
Of #»\iTy unit «if Ii«*!if lihtiiiiiiibli frotrt a body fit alsHoiutu t.*»iiifH*mltiro
r9 lit   l(ti^f  h qiiiwifity  • :'  niitwt ultiriifituly t>« wut»t<»d, rw h<*ing Urn
 ' i
 
1 f**riipi*fiif»ir**.
to
A h< at i-iifiiP1 tahiM in fiOO lli.U. al 1HO* C1M iwul r«*j<*«tH itn
ho« is ttiiM f t«'iopf futiirt' rs *«*'i I'4 (f, for <«vf*ry »* Th.tJ* of h«*at
If fit*' f« r».p* fiifur^ nf flif hodv i.-? initially 15 ('., nhow fhivf/ thn ntaxi-
ii'tifii fA'*rJ* Mhi«'h th*1 * iigin*- <fa?» do i« II*"* *Ifi».U., and ihtti thcj final
It-tnjM niinr*" of th" ho»!y will th«n imj 112' (*.
1 Mi 'ah. Be, Tripo«f 1013.]
8, A ^'fiii'iiifiiiifr*	ill Itiittnlly lit m*m {.einpfrmiiiro.    J.tti plant)
fii*'<* f   ••• <r» »h i*!iflciriily ritiw'il lo ft*irs|w*ratiif« 09 and is rnaintaiticHl at
ii I't'!ii|««ri4l«fi%.	lliiit f*lti*r i Mt'ctmdH tho t«m|Kipii.tiir« nt a
 I
 
ciimth x in a	of   /   iw»<l find an «3cpn,«M»ion for tho
*' ••••••	^|
fiirllii*r	tit tirao I the tem|>e»tur« gradient at the
 , r,
,
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surface *= 0 is -y=^-  where a =— » * being the conductivity, c the>
heat, and p the density of the material.
^ [Mech. Sc. Tripos,  1912.]
9. A quantity of heat Q per unit area is suddenly communicated to
the	face of a solid slab of great thickness.    Trove that the tem-
perature t seconds later at a depth a? within the solid mil be
I •
 where k is the thermal conductivity, c the thermal capacity per unit;
volume, and a a constant.
Plot a curve on any convenient scale showing the temperature distri-
bution in the solid at any time, and show from this curv© that a =»
0-565 nearly.
[Mech. Sc. Tripos* 1911.]
 10.	Draw the entropy-temperature diagram for an ideal gas-engine
working on the Otto cycle, and compare it with the similar diagram  of
the	cycle when the specific heats are functions of the temperatures
given by C, = /3 + st.   Cp = a -f- 8r9 r being the absolute temperature .
Compare the efficiencies in the two cases,
 11.	Show that, if later experimental evidence should require the
addition of a term, dependent on Ta in the expressions for the speeifi c
i.e.   if   C^^+^T-j-tfT2,  then  the  adiahatio   lav,   given   021
p. 82, would become
12. A engine has a cylinder, diameter 11*5 in., stroke 21 in,, aa<i
a compression ratio 6-37. The volume of mixture taken ia per cycle
is found, to be 0-83 times the stroke volume. The outside temperature
is 15° C, and the pressure 14-7 Ib. per sq. in. At the beginning of
suction, the temperature of burnt products is 900° C. and for these
y= 1-25 and the specific heafc at constant pressure is O31. For tbte
mirtore entering, the specific heat at constant pressure is 0-242 an.cL
y=l*4. Assuming the pressure during suction is atmosplieric, fintcL
the h-eat supplied to th© gases from the inlet valve and the cylinder*
[Medbu Sc- Tripos, 1921.]
SECTION II
GAS ENGINES AND GAS PRODUCERS
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CHAPTER V
The Gas Engine
 j|
of action— types of enoine- JTirMPimwy  gas
GAS TUIIHINK- ..... 'METHODS OF lMf»ttOVINO KmOIKKOV
AND    Itfmt'ATOR    I>IA(iKAMM--    HKAT    BALAKCK    SliKWTS— E
tkhth • ( !ovKiisjN'(i— c',?ycu(.j IfirtKmJLAiuTY ....... balance no.
77. Modes of Action*'- ........ The three iclcal cycles of operation
itrc* : ....... -
eyelo.
(*1) Constant volume cycle.
(3) Constant temperature cycle,
Anil an engine working on one of thoHO may bo cither a
f I) Two-8troke engine, or
(2) Four-stroke engine,
And it may further be either:—
{1} SiiifrU-aifting, or
Thm li-ailrt to a c'mwIdereMe variety of typeA, although fully
HO jwr <*i»nt. erf ilie intenial comhuntion engines in the world
work cm flu* w>n»tant voliirno cycle, arc? four-stroke and single-
m'f Ing, The* variotiK coinUinationB ara sot out in the following
f ;tttli% and the namc?K of the more important of the ropresenta-
iivch of i»aeh	are given. Some engines, such as the
Hiiriiplirry rump, arid (las Turbines, do riot fall Into any
filHtlWt
10*
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Internal Combustion Engines
T
I"
Constant Pressure Cycle        Constant Volume Cycle Constant Temp.
1 
Cycle (not used) 
1                      1
Two-stroke                        Four-stroke
1                                            1 


I                   1                   1
Single-      Double-       Single-
acting       acting          acting
(Diesel                           (Diesel
oil                                  oil
engine)                          engine) 
Double-
acting 


1
Two-stroke
(Clerk cycle) 
i
Four-stroke
(Otto cycle) 
Single-acting       Double-acting
(Oechelhauser        (Koerting gas
gas engine and        engine  and
others)                  others) 
Single-acting
(most common
form of engine,
oil, petrol or gas.
Many types) 
Double-acting
(Cockerill and
several other
large gas
engines) 
The relation between the maximum number of explosions per
minute and the number of revolutions per minute depends upon
the class to which the engine belongs. The four-stroke single-
acting engine has one explosion, and therefore one working
stroke for two engine revolutions; the four-stroke double-
acting and the two-stroke single-acting engines have one
explosion per revolution, and the two-stroke double-acting
engines two working strokes per revolution, as in the case of a
steam engine.
Practically all gas engines work on the constant volume
cycle, sometimes two-stroke but more often four-stroke; the
former is commonly known as the Clerk cycle and the latter
the Otto cycle, from the names of those who first suggested
them.
78. Typical Otto Cycle Engine.—A typical instance of the
well-known Otto cycle gas engine is shown in section in Fig.
29. Gas and air enter through the casting G-, and pass the
inlet valve A (operated by cam arrangements not shown in
the figure). As the gas and air enter, the piston C moves
along the cylinder, being drawn by the connecting rod D
attached to the crank-shaft E. After the gases have been
CHAP. V]
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allowed to fill the cylinder they arc compressed on the return
stroke of tho piston, arc Ignited on the inner dead-centre,
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expand doing work, and on the exhaust stroke the exhaust
valve B opens to allow them to escape into the silencer. The
cylinder is kept sufficiently cool, to enable it to be lubricated,
by means of a circulation of water in the jacket space F. •
79. The Origin of the Clerk Cycle.—This cycle was invented
some years after the Otto by Dcigald Clerk, who gave the
following description of it to the Society of Arts in 1905 :
" In the Clerk engine the motor cylinder had, at the front ends,
large ports leading into an annular space, these being the
exhaust ports. The compression space was conical, and the
»ij"	charge was sent in by means of a separate pump, which I
\\	called the displacer.   The action of the engine was as follows :
j|; V	When the piston got to the out end of its stroke, and the
I/*'	crank was crossing the out centre, the piston overran the
I/?f	exhaust ports on the out-stroke, and covered them on the
*4 ''	in-stroke.   Meantime the pump or the displacer piston, which
i{ j'	was attached to a crank at right angles in advance of the main
I f	crank, was sweeping in and giving its charge a slight compres-
| v	sion.   That charge passed through a connecting pipe, and
|, j;	through a check valve, into the conical end, displacing before
|f I	it all the contents of the cylinder.    When the main crank had
J if	returned about 40 degrees of its circle under the centre, these
ports were closed.   It opened about 40 degrees above and
/;}	closed 40 degrees under, and in that time the displacer piston
ft.l?	had gone fully in and discharged its charge into the cylinder
"j$	and combustion space  through  the lift valve.   Then   the
f j!	motor piston compressed the charge, and ignition took place
Jv|	at the in-end of the stroke, just as in the Otto cycle.   The
object of the invention was to enable one motor cylinder to
give an impulse at every revolution.   In the Otto cycle there
|j|	is only one impulse for two revolutions, so far as the main
jjj	cylinder is concerned.    The Clerk engine gave one impulse
Y	for every revolution of the main crank in the main cylinder,
but to make that possible it was necessary to provide an
auxiliary crank and displacer cylinder.* The idea was, of
course, to diminish the irregularity of the Otto cycle by having
* Crankcase compression is now generally adopted for small two-
stroke engines, thereby avoiding the necessity for a separate displacer
cylinder.
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Attention has been given in the previous chapter to the
question of piston and cylinder wall temperatures, and it will
therefore be readily understood that in such a cycle as this
the heating effect of explosions so closely following each other
will be severely felt and high temperatures are likely to be
reached by all parts open to the gases.
In the Oechelhauser engine shown in Fig. 33, there are two
pistons which are so connected to the crank-shaft as to move
alternately towards and away from one another. * Air is
admitted from the pump cylinder through the holes C, in the
,B
 ec/?
 •V1
 OCR
RCR
:f/4
¥
B)
 fig. 33.—Diagram of Oechelhauser Engine. DOR direct Connecting Rod ;
RCR two Return Connecting Rods ; Air enters by Holes at <7; Gas
at D ; Exhaust leaves at B.
walls of the cylinder, and gas through the holes at D as the
piston, A2, uncovers them in turn. The mixture is then
compressed between the two pistons as they come together,
ignited at the dead point, expanded during the expansion
stroke, and then exhausted by the uncovering of the exhaust
port B. The engine is single-acting so that only half the
horse-power is obtainable as compared with a Koerting engine
of the same cylinder dimensions. The piston A2 works
directly on to the crank-shaft as shown, but the piston Ax
has to have a separate cross-head and two long return connect-
ing rods. The balancing is good, as the two heavy pistons
balance one another. The Gobron-BrilMe and an early form
of the Arrol- Johnson motor car engines worked in much the
same way. The engine invented by EL F. Fullagarf and
* See also diagram on p. 171.
t H. F. Fullagar, Proc. I.M.E., 1914.
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known by his name also bears resemblance to the Oechelhauser.
That there are difficulties to be overcome in the construction	|
and working of large gas engines, particularly those working on
the two-stroke cycle, is shown by the history of the generating
station for lighting and tramway work which was established	j
some years ago at Johannesburg. The plant was operated with
Oechelhauser gas engines driven by gas from Poetter producers	i
using Transvaal coal. Prom the beginning many difficulties
arose in the operation of this plant, mainly on account of the
lack of requisite experience in, the manufacture and operation of
similar installations. The cost per unit is reported to have been
ff ^	higher than was anticipated, and the plant has since been shut
pi ^	down.   This occurrence must not be taken to show that Oechel-
i|'I;;  ,	hauser engines are unsuitable for heavy work, since in numerous
»!,'jlj	places on the Continent engines of this make are working well.
fpi	Later designs of opposed piston engines are the Camellaird-
| /J	Fullagar Diesel engine and the Doxford Diesel engine.    The
former is of the two-stroke type, having oil fuel injection at
the centre of the long cylinder. In its vertical form the top
piston instead of being connected to the crankshaft through
side rods, as in the Oechelhauser, is connected to the bottom
crosshead of the adjacent cylinder by diagonal rods. In the
Doxford engine, oil fuel is injected by a pump working up to
7,000 Ib. per sq. inch.
81. Other Types of Engines.—There are a number of British
and foreign makes of engine (e.g. the Ehrhardt and Sehmer
engine) which work on the four-cycle double-acting principle,
giving an explosion per revolution for each cylinder, so
that for two cylinders placed tandem every stroke is a
II 5	working stroke just as in a steam engine. With the tandem
arrangement there is the advantage that the motion towards
each dead centre is always accompanied by a compression
stroke ; this leads to a cushioning action which is useful as an
aid to overcoming the inertia effects due to the moving parts.
Engines of this type have met with much success, thus Mathot,*
writing in Gas and Oil Power, stated that: " A 600 H.P. double-
acting Ehrhardt and Sehmer engine, with two tandem cylin-
ders, was tested, without previous cleaning, after four months*
* December 15, 1906
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rontinut*u*< \u»rK  with r*»l%i* iivrft i*hh of fntjit 4,1100 to 4/JOll
calories:   the trial was ejirrieil out  by the make*** cngineerM
under   tht*   HUpervMoii   of   K#l.   BerjLnn^peetion'.**   engineer.
Thank** to a large gasometer, the reeon! of gsv* mfistimpfioii
was f itketi for a period of «w<* hour.    The mccfmnical eflieteney
wuh H3 |H*r eent.    The engine* whh new and whh ft*M<»<{ «iti a
normal load.    Ttii* dttiii»iiHlotw of i(s pistons and piston nwls
w**n» respectivi*ly <i^C> nitti. intd  170 mm,, 7/»Cl nun. wlniki%
ami  lot) rovolntioiiH.    It just rraHhttl f>i*l) KW., g<*ncTating
thnu*-phaH«*t <*um*nt.    In flic* tronclitiofm of flu* trial fix* actual
thermal ellicic*fic*y wiih more^ than 31 pc*r cont,, or nearly 87j
per emit* of that mdicatwl*    Unfortjinat^Iy, Himilar triain to
thin are rare bfeaiim* giiHotnetew are not iiNtialty Hitftictiently
lar^e to in<»asure the <»xact amount of gan tmed by the engini^n
Another well-known type* ib tha Premier gas engine.    P<»rhapH
itn most  familiar feature is the Hcavcuiging of   the exhaiwt
pniduffH by meuiiH of an air blast.    It haw boon Hinted that
this blast jh eapable of ke<»ping th(fc <»yliruler interior almoHt
free from  deposit even  when   working with bituminouH fuel
^an plant.    An aeeounf h»H be<»n published * of a 1,200 II.P.
four-eylinder g«^ <*ngine  by the  Pn*niic*r (jan   Kngine (!o.,
whic'h  uas roiiHtrueted for <lireet eouplin^ to a eontinuoun
em rent generator and eonsisted of t wo Hi*tn of tandem oylindorn
workiiiju; on (Tanks net nt I HO degrees apart,    A four-Htroko
wa.s employ4»d, .mo there were two working HtrokeH per
m.    A  Mitvetiging  eliarge of air  Hiippliod from   a
air eyliuder at itbotit 3 lb» per nquaro ineh wa«
to rleitr  the  eyJiiidem  of  witste  products.    All   the
were plaeed on I lie c^ylindiT eovern;   pistorm and   exhatiKt
valvcm were both water-cooled.    It was stated that, operating
mi prodtieer'gai*, a compression preHHttre of 140 Ib, p<*r scjuarc
itieh eould lie tawed without liny clifliculty whatever from pre-
igitiflonf ati«i that it trwl on the engine nhowed tlie mechanical
<*ftiriuMc»y to be an much m HI per cent.
82* The Humphrey Pomp.' (>n<» of tie ntoftfc remarkable
applieatioitK of the internal comhtiirtion principle in seen in the
gni4 pump invented by If* A. Humphrey^ a»d described by
him at m	of the Irwtittitbn of M<tthanical Engineers
 •ii
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in 1909.    Its chief feature is the use of a swinging column of	j;
water in place of piston and connecting rod, the upper face of	^
the water column taking the place of the piston face.	i,>.
The following extract from  the   inventor's description *	;^
jll	makes his purpose clear:—	j:
<     " The idea of exploding a combustible mixture of gas and	j
air to produce pressure on the surface of water, with the object	I
of raising the water, is of course not new, and attempts to put    •
this idea into practice date back to 1868.    The efforts have all
been  directed too much along the lines of ordinary pumps, in
so far that the water lifted has always been forced past a non-
return valve, and the operation of such a valve with the	\
explosive force behind it has been inevitably disastrous.   In
the types of pumps invented by the author there is, when the
explosion occurs, a full-bore passage from the combustion
chamber to the final outlet, also some of the water pumped to	£
a high level by the energy of the explosion is allowed to return             |
again to compress a fresh combustible charge.    When sudden	I
changes of velocity occur in masses of a heavy and incom-	j
pressible liquid, like water, great difficulty is found in  con-	|
trolling the movement of the liquid.   All such difficulties are	j
removed in the author's pumps by allowing the movements of	I
liquid to control the pump, and by causing the mass of liquid
moved to be sufficiently large, so that the velocities are never	jt
excessive.   The mass of water forms a pendulum which swings
between the high and low level, and, by its movement alone,
serves to draw in fresh water, to exhaust the burnt products,
..  to draw in a fresh combustible charge, and to compress the
| | fli                     charge previous to ignition.    With the movements  of the
f |;|;                     liquid quite unrestrained by any of the usual mechanical
appliances, the result is a pump which works with freedom from
«                     shock and noise, and which requires very few working parts.
||                         " The subject attains a wider scientific interest from the fact
that the apparatus follows a cycle in which the expansion of
the burnt products is carried to atmospheric pressure, and so	*
involves a thermodynamic cycle of greater efficiency f than can
be claimed for the Otto cycle."
It is stated that the pump is suitable for working with
* ptqc. JJtfJEL, 1909.	| See example 35 on p. 46.
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producer gas, suction gas, lighting  gas, petrol or  paraffin;
there are no moving parts except the interlocked inlet and
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exhaust valves to the combustion chamber and the outlet
valves from the suction water-tank. The use of a flywheel Is
not necessary, since the reciprocating water column performs
also the flywheel function.
The cycle followed is a constant volume cycle, but the
strokes are not all of equal length. The strokes are, (1) ^
long stroke during explosion and expansion, (2) another long
stroke during exhaust, (3) a short stroke during suction, and
(4) a still shorter stroke during compression.
A simple form of this pump is shown diagrammatically in
(	Fig. 35.
Imagine a charge of gas and air to be compressed at the
top of the combustion chamber in the space shown and let it>
be fired by a sparking plug, not shown in the diagram. The
explosion pressure drives the water out of the combustion
chamber and sets the whole water column in the discharge
pipe in motion. As the gases expand the kinetic energy of the
moving water steadily rises, until the gases arrive at atmo-
spheric pressure. There is then no further driving force on the
water column, but owing to its kinetic energy it continues to
move, forward and the pressure in the combustion chamber
sinks below the atmospheric pressure, so opening the
exhaust valve and the water outlet valves from the suction
tank. Water rushes from this tank into the discharge pipe
i	and into the combustion chamber. When the kinetic energy
I	of the moving column has entirely expended itself in forcing
}	water 4nto the delivery tank and in overcoming the friction.
;	due to its motion, it comes to rest and gradually starts to
swing back again until it rises to the upper part of the com-
bustion chamber and closes the exhaust valve by impact,
1	Its further motion is arrested by the cushioning effect of the
f	burnt products trapped in the compression space, and gradually
j	the water-pendulum begins to swing back again., opening the
inlet valve and drawing in a fresh explosive charge which on.
the return swing of the water is compressed, and, at the
dead-point, fired,-so bringing a fresh cycle of events into
operation. Thus the pumping continues.
A test by Unwin in 1909 showed a consumption of 1-063 lb.
of anthracite in the producer per pump H.P. hour correspond-
HI A P.   V]
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ft
 ing it* I2T24:i JJ.Th.U. jmt tMI.P, hour, a very Hatisfaetory
result. A large buttery of thene pumps was o reeled at tho
Chingford Reservoir under a guarantee that nofc moro than
M Ib. of anthracite jkt P. I LI*, hour would bo consumed.
In the official trialn eonHtderubly better res u Its were obtained,
the average coal consumption being CHKt*l Ib. of coal per 1M1.P.
hour, and in the of one of the pumps tho extremely low con-
sumption of 0*733 Ib. of coal per 1MLF. hour whb obtained,
83. Th0 Gas Turbina.— The	huccohb achieved by tho
turbine has led inventors to make numerous attomptM
to	a gas tnrbine and so to         tho joint advantage of
the high thermal efficiency of tho gas engine with tho oven
rotary motion of tho steam turbine, Such attempts have
not yet met with success. It ib certainly possible to got a
gun turbine to run, but tho efficiency so far realized ha0
been very small. Tlu* difliculties to l>o contended with have
only Iatc»!y bean realizc^d ; they are inherent in tho turbine
and its ac^H*HHori<js and no freak design by a lucky inventor
will overcome* them. To apprc»c»iato these difficulties it is
n<*< •«•,"• iary to bi»ar in mind what aro thc» essential features of any
hmt i*ii^hm». rfh<*rf0 fpaturm can be arranged under the
 i"
 
i 1 ) A fiifiiiic'i* cir c;oml>ustion ohambor where heat is given
In tin: working Huhhttunro,
(2) A ciH^r, <§ond<'iis«r, or equivalent heat sump into which
tin*? working HubBtaiuse oxpandH after leaving the furnace.
F<ir expaiiHion to take plaw% then* mimt be kept up a proHBure
dilTi*n*nc'*» lit*twc»rii tho cooler and tho combuntion chamber,
The eool«*r may be the* ordinary atmonphere.
p) A meehaniHrn which will utilize the available energy
of expulsion of th<» working Bulmtaric^ as it pawHes from tho
« oinbuhtion ahiiiiiber to the cooler. This meohaniHm will give
out i*xti*riml work in wlurn, tho poHitiva work of tho heat
 :l
(I) A fitwliaritttm which HtippltoB the combustion chamber
with tliii working Hubntaneo. Jt may alt*o havo to withdraw
tl«» latter fniiii tint ctoofor. The work required for thaw
ojvCiutionH i» rallrd thti negative work of the heat engine, and
in	ttuppiiaci from the	of positive work*
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chamber.   All the available energy of expansion is absorbed	*	-,
and there are no losses in the compressor.    In this case the
In the ideal engine, there is no loss of heat in the combustion
amber.   All the availabl
nd there are no losses in
efficiency will depend on —
(1) The properties of the working substance ;  (2) the nature	U
and amount of compression; (3) the nature and amount of heat	?
addition, and (4) the nature and amount of expansion. This	^	l
efficiency is called the ideal thermal efficiency of the heat cycle.	;	C0
In practice, there are thermal losses which reduce the avail-
able heat drop.    In addition, no mechanism is perfect, and	°
there are losses both during expansion and during compression.               i	e
The total mechanical losses will depend on (1) the efficiency              i	r
of the expansion mechanism ;   (2) the efficiency of the com-	^
pression mechanism ;  and (3) the ratio of the positive to the	^
negative work.	w
The importance of the last item is often overlooked.   Yet	t
it is generally the deciding factor. It can be shown that an ex-
pansion efficiency of 70 per cent, and a compression efficiency
of 60 per cent, will give an overall efficiency of 42 per cent,
only, when there is a positive to negative work ratio of about
6 ; if this latter ratio is reduced to 2J, the overall mechanical
efficiency becomes zero. However great the ideal efficiency
of the heat cycle employed the practical results in this case	t
would be nil, since the engine would fail even to turn itself round.	t
It is therefore necessary to consider the nature of both
the expansion and the compression mechanism employed.
This may be either a reciprocating piston or a turbine (rotary
blower). In the case of the piston engine the pressure of the
expanding working substance is directly utilized. In the case
of the gas turbine, this is impracticable on account of the
high temperature, and the available energy of expansion is	;
first converted into kinetic  energy by expanding  the  gas	^
through a nozzle.    This kinetic energy is then absorbed by	>i
tne turbine  wheel.    Comparison will now be   made of the	i
working of a heat cycle utilizing either—	if
(a) A piston mechanism	J
or (6) A turbine.	!
(a) Piston Engine.   The piston engine is admirably suited	1
for  working the  internal  combustion  cycle.    The  working	I
I
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cylinder will ge»ne»rally act asitsownethargingpuwp. There* is
thus no delivery work, The* mechanical e'fficieii<\v in very high.
The* nepurati* ujxtraiionn of expansion and eompression can ik*
carrier! enit withaflideneies of over ttf> jH»r cent. Strong mix-
tures can he used us the mewhanism ik only exponcd to high tem-
peTature.s intermittently; the ratio of positive to negative work
in thus high. <!yclc*8 of high absolute thermal (»fliei<Micy (high
compression ratio) can be utilized. The thermal io.-woh arejsmall.
(A) The Turbine, The mechanical efficiency in low* IriHtead
of a 95 cent, expansion efficiency, a« obtained in the piston
engine, elRiciencies of the order of 70 per cent, at most are
realizable. Moro common values would bo between 150 and (10
per cent. The name hold** good for the rotary blower. More-
over the latter in only capable of moderate compression ratios.
Weak mixtures have to be employed, otherwise the turbine
blade temperature becomes excessive. Tho ratio of positive
to negative work ih thus low. All the gas turbines ho far con-
structed are quite incapable of driving their own compressor
and leave* at the name time sufficient margin of power for
external use. The compressor is either driven hy the exhaust
heat of the turbine through the agency of a Btoani boiler
and auxiliary steam turbine or better still (from the inventors*
point of view) compressed air in obtained from " nomowhore
i*ln<» " and nuppiied to tlwi gan turbine free of charge. No
independent tents of go« turbines ho far constructed are avail-
able, but it is evident that an overall efficiency of 1/5 por cent.
imh not lM*en i*x<'<*eded. From a careful analysin of the problem
miicli* by Mr, »Stern, it follows, mon»ovc*r, that thin efficiency
eaunoi pnwihly imi exct?<*diHl until a blading material which
will ntund a contintiouH working tetupcraturo of at k^ast 000° (J.
itt u rim KfM*!1!! of the order of 300 metres a neeond in available,
Thi* tnrbiiii* imik at present therefor no chanco of cjompoting
with th« iitt4«rnal comhuHtion pwton engine. Thin statximont
may at firnt w*<*m diflteult to harmonize with the successful
fM*rJformattef* of «ti»iiiii turbiuen. In the ease* of the latter,
however, condition* jim to pcwwible ideal cycles are reverw^<l.
Iimteacl of lM*ing forc?i*d to employ a heat cycle of wiialler ideal
t'Hiriiwey, the Ht^atu turbine cmployn a cycle* of greater ideal
efficiency than can lx> employed in the piHton engine, Tho
 H
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losses due to pre-condensation are also reduced in the steam
turbine. These two factors more than outweigh the increased
mechanical losses. The steam turbine is a success because
it uses steam, not because there is any inherent virtue in the
turbine as a mechanism. In the steam cycle, the negative
•work is negligible and .change of state gives all the expansion
required. Eeplace the steam by a permanent gas as in the
case of the gas turbine, and the advantages disappear. This is
shown by the gas turbines so far constructed. That of Armen-
gaud and Lemale operated on the constant pressure cycle.
Experiments were carried out between 1903-1906, and the
overall efficiency did not rise above 4 per cent. The explosion
turbine of Karavodine (1908) was even less efficient besides
being only suitable for very small power units (under 5 h.p.).
The explosion turbine of Holzwarth (1908-11) has been fre-
quently described. It appears, however, that the overall
efficiency is less than 15 per cent., and this is not enough to
make the scheme attractive even though the manufacturing
cost of the plant might possibly be less than that of a recipro-
cating engine of similar power.
In quite small sizes the gas turbine has lately been employed
as an auxiliary to the aircraft piston engine. The turbine is
driven by the exhaust gases of the main engine, and the power
so obtained is employed to supply air under pressure to the
carburettor intakes : in this way ground-level conditions can
be maintained and the customary loss of power with altitude
prevented. The gain in power due to the use of the auxiliary
turbine is far greater than any loss of power due to the
higher back pressure in the exhaust pipe. Constructional
difficulties are but slight in a turbine so small as
this.
84. Methods of Improving Efficiency (Crossley and Na-
tional).—One of the chief causes which limit the efficiency of
gas engines is the high temperature during explosion and the
very rapid rate at which heat is then abstracted by the
walls. Two methods have been tried with a view to
minimize this effect, the idea in each case being to reduce
the maximum temperature of the cycle without, however,
decreasing the mean pressure. These two are the water
. v]
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injection mefho<l of mchhfh   (JroHsIoy  Bros., and the super-
compression method of Dugaid Clerk,
file_58.wmf
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85. TbB Water fojeetion Kfothod*—- Messrs. CroB»lcy decided
to try the	of injiwting a small spray of water into the
cylinder during the nuction stroke.   The water, entering as a
fin©	in         of the air supply, was as evenly distributed
as	and did not        a water film on the cylinder walls*
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Very little water is required, because of the high value of its
latent heat. As the mixture explodes the water mist is
evaporated into steam and the heat so absorbed prevents the
temperature of the gases from rising unduly high. A 50 H.P.
engine so adapted was tested by Professor Burstall in 1904
and the following records taken :—
t
 Size of engine     ....
Average revs./min.
„     I.H.P	
„     B.H.P	
Mechanical efficiency   .
Gas used per I.H.P.-hour
„   B.H.P.-hour   .
Calorific value of gas (lower value)
Thermal efficiency on I.H.P.
„	,,       J5   B.H.P.
Water used in cylinder
„      discharged from jacket
Mean temperature of exhaust as
measured   by   Callendar   pyro-
meter     .....
 14 in.X21 in.
166-02
60-5
49-7
82-2 per cent.
11-77 cu. ft.
1443       „
578B.Th.U. per cu. ft.
37-43 per cent.
30-8
0-131 Ib. per minute.
25-66
718° P.
 
i
&

§
 The ratio of air bo gas was 10-2 and the compression ratio
8-7, corresponding on the <e air standard " to an efficiency of
0-58. As the actual efficiency found was 0-37 it follows that
the engine achieved nearly 64 per cent, of the " air standard "
efficiency. This is a higher ratio than any of those given by
Dugald Clerk in his 1907 paper before the Institution of Civil
Engineers (" On the Limits of Thermal Efficiency in Internal
Combustion Motors "), which showed no higher ratio than
59 per cent, and that only in the case of a maximum tempera-
ture of 1,098° C., whereas when the temperature rose to 1,750°
the ratio fell to 50 per cent, and below. On this method of
comparison, therefore, the water injection method shows to
advantage.	• • . •
Water injection has been tried on a still more extensive
scale by B. Hopkinson,* who used it to replace entirely the
usual water jacket system. The work of the Gaseous Explo
* " A new method of .pooling ga$ engines," Proc. J.M.E!., 1913,
If
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sions  Committee had shown that almost the whole of the
cooling loss occurred during and immediately after the explosion,
and that the cooling of that part of the cylinder walls which
did not form part of the combustion space was chiefly useful
in keeping the piston cool (since unless the circumference of
the piston were kept cool the centre might rise in temperature	•||
to the pre-ignition point), so that if a jet of water could be	J
projected on to the hot face of the piston and on to the walls of
the combustion space it might be possible to dispense with any
other cooling arrangements altogether.   This makes for great
simplicity  in  construction and  corresponding  economy  in
first cost.
In Hopkinson's engine cold water is injected through a
hollow casting projecting into the combustion chamber and
provided with a number of holes or small nozzles rather less
than a millimetre in diameter. The jets thus formed are
comparatively coarse, and even after passing through the flam-
ing gas most of the liquid reaches the hot metal surface upon
which it is directed. These jets are directed against all parts
of the surface of the combustion chamber and against the
face of the piston.
Tho engine used for this experiment was an 11J in. X21 in.
Croftsley engine having a compression ratio of 6-37. The
following is an extract from the report on the trial:—
"The engine was run continuously for 120 hours on an
electrical load with coal-gas.   The engine developed during
this   period   43   B.H.P.   on   the   average,   and   ran   very
smoothly and steadily.   The average mean effective pressure
101 Ib. per sq. in.-   When jacketed, the engine would not
develop   more than 40 B.H.P. continuously without  over-	| 1
heating,   and  mixtures  giving   a   mean  pressure   of  more	l «
than 100 Ib. per sq. in. produced excessive maximum pressures
(over 500 Ib.) with violent thumping explosions.   The reduc-
in  maximum pressure, under these circumstances, by
water-injection is over 100 Ib. per sq. in., and the effect is
marked, the explosion becoming almost inaudible.   This
of the presence of steam in the explosive charge is, of
well known, but the quantity of steam formed in an
cooled in this manner is so large that it constitutes a
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substantial advantage of the method.    It will be noticed tha/fc
the formation of the steam does not involve any thermodynamic
loss, such as occurs when water is sprayed into the cylinder
in an atomised condition and evaporated before reaching the
walls, since the heat used is that which would otherwise  Tbe
wasted in the jacket-water.    The quantity of water used  on.
this trial was, on the average, 102 Ib. per hour, equivalent to
2-4 Ib.  per  B.H.P.-hour.     The temperature of the engine
varied from  150° to 180° C.     No water was visible  on   the
piston or the spindles of  the valves, and when the engine
was  stopped   at   the   end   of   the trial  the inside of   the
combustion-chamber was found to be perfectly dry.   When
the  engine  was  jacketed, and  giving the same power   for
short periods, the jacket-water removed about 67,000 B.Th-.TJ-
per hour, which would be sufficient to evaporate 108 Ib.   of
water at a temperature of 20° 0. under  atmospheric   pres-
sure.     The agreement between the available heat and  the
amount of water evaporated is satisfactory, such difference
as there is being accounted for partly by greater radiation loss?
consequent on the higher temperature of the engine, and partly
by the reduction in  flame temperature produced   by   the
steam, which  somewhat  reduces the total amount of heart
passing into the walls.
" The engine consumed in this trial 15 cub. ft. of Cambridge
coal-gas per B.H.P. hour, reckoned at atmospheric tem-
perature and pressure. This is approximately the same as
it burnt when developing the same power for short periods
when jacketed. Tests at other loads have shown that with a,
weak mixture the gas consumption is slightly increased by the
water injection, but with very strong mixtures it is a trifle
less. The difference, however, does not exceed 5 per ceaxfc.
either way, and on the average it may be said that the economy
is unaffected by the use of this method of cooling. Indicator
diagrams taken in this long trial compared with similar dia-
grams taken from the jacketed engine shows that the reduction
in maximum pressure is counterbalanced by a slightly raised
expansion Une. The pressure is better sustained, partly by the
formation of the steam and partly by the reduced loss of heat},
with the result that the diagram is f fatter ' and less ' peaky.* *'
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applied to much
The method has ninee been,
larger engines.
86. The Super-Compression Method.- Thin method is due*,
to Ihigald Clerk, who in his Jamew Forrest Lecture (1904)
before the Institution of Civil Engineers, described it thus :
" Home time ago it appeared to me possible to reduce maximum
temperatures by increasing the charge weight per stroke given
to an engine. 1 had experimented with two engines, oik*
having a 7 in. cylinder, 16 in. stroke, and the otjher a 10 in.
cylinder, IS in. stroke. These engines/ which are of the
ordinary standard four-cycle type, are allowed to take in
the usual charge of gas and air; then at the end of the stroke
a further charge of air or other Inert fluid is added to increase
the pressure in the cylinder to 7 lb» or 8 Ib. per nquare inch
above atmosphere before the return of the piston. A small
part, of the return stroke is, however, made before the pressure
can bo materially increased as the added charge takes some
time to fill the cylinder. This has the effect of increasing the
charge weight present in the cylinder by about 40 per cent,
and of increasing the pressure of compression without, however,
increasing the temperature of compression. Indeed in both
experiments the temperature of compression was diminished.
As the ehargo present i» constant so far as gas is concerned,
the maximum temperature capable of being produced is much
reduced. The maximum temperature shown By the diagrams
taken by me from theme two engines ib about 1,200° (1 Experi-
ments	and it was found that the heat-flow was
reduced to about two*thirds, and further that the moan
available wa» increased about 20 per cent."
The thermal efficiency of an engine which on working
without 8U|KMr-compre88ion wag 27*7 per cent,  showed an
to 344 percent, when super-compression was adopted.
On©	that if the atmospheric pressure were 50 per
higher than it is, it would suit the working of gas engines
a	better,*
* Tb«	of titk t»         In the         of anginas which have to
nt	wlileli are afc a cormtderahlo height above       loved,
Tlio howft-poww tiiicli«r ttitiw er mill florin falk off, and manufacturers
itllfiw tor »	of  about 3 per cent, for every 1,000 ft. of
altitude.
I:-
11:'
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The improvements in operation obtained by the watex*
injection and the super-compression methods are of course
desirable in themselves, but they are really the most welcome
for what they bring in their train, viz. freedom from cracking
of cylinders and pistons.
86a. Other Methods.—In the Still engine an attempt is
made to recover a substantial part of the heat ordinarily lost*
\ in the exhaust and in the cooling system. The jacket water,
which is kept at about 180° C., passes into a boiler where steam.
is raised at 120 Ib. per sq. in. ; moreover the exhaust is passedL
through tubes in the feed water heater ; the steam so raised
is admitted to the opposite end of the cylinder to that which,
is operating on an internal combustion cycle. The engine Is
therefore both an internal combustion engine and a steam,
engine. A thermal efficiency of 44 per cent, is claimed.
Eicardo has urged that advantage should be taken of the
possibility of increasing efficiency by closing the inlet valv^e
late, so that for a given compression ratio a much larger
expansion ratio is obtained. This was one of the theoretica*!
advantages of the early Atkinson link motion and is attained
too in the Humphrey Pump (see Ex. 35, on p. 46). If it were
adopted on the ordinary form of internal combustion engine
it would add appreciably to the thermal efficiency, and would,
go far to silence the exhaust, but it would of course make for
a heavier engine.
87. The Indicator.—A very important instrument used
in connexion with gas engines is the indicator. It is an appar-
atus which when attached to an engine draws a curve showing
how the pressure in the cylinder varies at different points in.
the stroke. The best known modern form is the Crosby
shown in Fig. 37. On the left of the illustration will bo
seen a small cylinder containing a cup-shaped piston which Is
regulated in its upward motion by the downward push of
the strong spring seen above. When the indicator is screwed
on to the engine cylinder the gas pressure causes the indicator
piston to rise through a distance proportional to the foroo
exerted. The little piston rod rises also and communicator
its motion to the long sloping lever seen above. This levoi?
carries at its far end a pencil which traces a line on a pape:r
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sheet fastened round hh* drum seen on tin* right which in
made to oscillate to and fro by the: cord shown on the-! exfreme
right of the diagram being atf ached to a moving link which has
a motion similar to that of the piston, but less in amount.
The pencil therefore truces out tint closed curve known an
indicator diagram.
Fig, 38 shows another form of the hwfrutnent having the
jtjtriwj a/rt*iV/0, where it ih lens nfTeeted by the heat and ho given
a better reading. Of course all those springs need to bo caro-
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fully cidibntlecl itt advance so that it in known how much pres-
sure in represented by a rise* of the pencil point equal to, say,
1 ineh* There are certain qunliti(?s which a well-dc»signod indi-
en!nr ?tli<nild have. It must have a spring st iff enough to onsuro
that flie maximum pronmiro will eomo wrc^ll witliiri its rang©.
It tiiiiHt have a wi*Il-de/igne<l piston^ an ligiit an ih coiislstent
with **fri*ti#th> whieh will move freely in tho cylinder. A
slight	of gas Is mmih of an evil than any chance
cif tha piston Htiekiitg or j&mbing. In the (irosby form the
ptxfon in made from a solid piece of tool nteel, hardened and
then ground) itnd liipjied to gauge*. It in provided with a
noekefc tr> ruct*ivo the ixtail at the end of the spring and has
 I!
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fig. 39.—Beducing Gear for Crosby
Indicator.
screw adjustments for locking the spring in place. As lias
already been indicated, the to and fro motion of the
paper is obtained from a cord attached at its other end to some
point in the upper part of a swinging lever of which the lowest
point is connected with the engine piston or some part that
moves with it, so that the motion of the engine piston is
reproduced to a convenient
scale. There is also a
Crosby reducing device for
doing this. It is illustrated
in Pig. 39, and its principle
of action is easily seen
therefrom. In this device
the cord at the bottom can
be fastened direct to the
crosshead, or other part at-
tached to the piston, the
cord passing over guide pul-
leys if necessary. It is
better, however, not to have
a longer cord than necessary,
lest its stretching with the
pull put on it should intro-
duce error in the indicator
card. For very accurate
work the cord is some-
times replaced by steel wire.
88. Reflecting Types o£ Indicator.—Although the indicator
is an important instrument in gas engine work, it does not
occupy the position which it holds in steam engine practice
where lower speeds and pressures are met with. A much more
rapidly moving instrument is needed in internal combustion
engines, and such indicators tend to be fragile and are
therefore little used except for special investigations. The
usual form of such indicator makes uye of a beam of light
reflected from a vertical mirror which is caused to tilt as
the gas pressure rises; at the same time the frame in which
the mirror is held is made to move angularly to and fro in
time with the motion 'of the crosshead, thus producing by
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the combination of motion the familiar nhapo of the indicator
card. The beam of light, unliko the steel levers of the older
form of indicator, has no weight, and therefore no inertia to
make it lag behind its true position.
Several models are now in use, but the principle of action
is much the same- in all. A diagram showing this principle
is given in Fig, 40. It consists of a small cylinder containing
a piston, just as in the Crosby indicator. The spring, however,
is a	straight	beam, held at the ends, as shown in
the diagram (in some instruments the spring is in the form of
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Fio. 40.—Hopkinton HatWIght Piston Indicator.	*
•a diaphragm	which the gas pressure acts without the
intervention of a piston).   The pressure bonds this spring
so tilts the little mirror about a pivot,    A beam of
is	to shine on th© mirror, and the tilting of the
th© path of th© reflected beam through twice the
which the mirror is tilted.   The reflected beam
through an angle which is directly proper-
to the	To give the beam a sideways
to th©	of the engine, the rooking
is	to reciprocate th© bracket carrying the spring
the mirror.   The mirror therefore	a partial
a horizontal         proportional to the pressure
a	a vertical         proportional to
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the stroke. This being so, the beam of light on being reflected
from the mirror draws a true indicator diagram on the screen,
and owing to the speed at which the spot of light moves upon
the screen, the diagram will appear as a continuous curve.
For permanent record a photographic plate replaces the screen.
For really high speed work the diaphragm indicator has so
far given the most useful results. Replacing the piston by &
thin steel diaphragm reduces the inertia forces considerably V
the free period of the Watson Diaphragm Indicator is of the
order of 5,000 vibrations per second. Such instruments.,
however, require frequent calibration and very careful use.
They are quite unsuitable for the ordinary test shop.
89. Mean Effective Pressure.—From an indicator diagram
it is easy to find the mean effective pressure acting on the piston,
i.e., the average pressure in the working stroke less an allow-
ance for the opposing pressures in the idle strokes. There are
two methods of doing this:—
 (1)	A mechanical method, by using the planimeter.
 (2)	A method of approximate computation, by using what
is called the " mid-ordinate rule."
The planimeter is made to follow the pencil line continuously
and so automatically to subtract the area due to the lower
part of the diagram ; it thus measures directly the area in sq_.
inches of the closed figure ; if this area be divided by the
horizontal length of the diagram in inches, it will give the
average breadth of the figure measured vertically, and this, by
using the scale of conversion for the indicator spring employed,
gives the mean pressure in pounds per sq. inch.*
In the second method a series of equidistant vertical lines
(usually eleven in number) are drawn across the diagram as
shown in Fig. 41, so that the first and the last just touch, the
two ends of the diagram. The mid-ordinates bisecting these
spaces are then drawn (shown dotted in the figure); the
lengths included within the diagram of these mid-ordinates are
then measured and their sum divided by the number of them ^
* In the case of a four-stroke engine it might at first sight seem,
desirable to divide the average pressure over the two outward strokies
and not on one of them only, but the accepted convention is that given.
in the text.
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Tin's method gives, as before, the average breadth of the
•diagram measured parallel to the pressure axis, aud so the
mean effective pressure Is obtained.
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Fio. 41.—Obtaining Area by Mid-ordtnate Rule.   Area (7 JD IS counte as
positive ;  tinui A n ah negative.    Mid-orclinato height of negative loop
mutt l*o subtracted from 'that of positive loop,
90. Effect of Engine Speed.—The Crosby indicator above
described Is well suited to gas engines running at normal
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Fia. 42,— Indicator Diagram	from a fast running Engine with a Weak
Indicator Spring*    When expansion curve te wavyr the I.H.P. cannot
be cluten:rtln«l from ttte
but not to petrol engines, which sometimes ran at
r.p.m. or	more.   At	over 500 the effect
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of inertia-lag is felt even in the best of the pencil-indicators.
At such speeds the piston has not time to get itself and the rods
fastened to it into a position corresponding to that due to a>
steady pressure equal in amount to the momentary gas pressure,
and the resulting diagram is therefore incorrect. Moreover,
as the engine speed approaches the free-period of the moving
parts of the indicator, the latter tends to vibrate sympathetic-
ally, and the lines drawn are wavy, as shown in Fig. 42.
91. Estimating indicated from Brake Horse-Power.—Apa,rt
from difficulties with indicators at high speeds, it is far from
easy to count accurately the numlber of explosions and *fco
ensure that the " card " shows an average explosion. It is
not unusual, therefore, to measure I.H.P. by adding to i^lie
B.H.P. figure the B.H.P. necessary to rotate the engine light ;
this assumes that the mechanical loss is constant at all loads.
Professor Hopkinson has carried out a complete series of tests,
using the reflecting type of indicator already mentioned/ to
elucidate this point. He found that " the difference between
indicated horse-power and brake horse-power is ratJher less
than the horse-power at no load under the same conditions of
lubrication, mainly because of the difference in the power
absorbed in pumping. In the particular engine tested, tlie
error from this cause in obtaining the indicated power would
amount to about 5 per cent. The friction is substantially con-
stant from no load to full load, provided that the temperature
of the cylinder walls is kept the same, but the influence of
temperature is very great."
Eicardo * has given the following analysis of engine friction
applicable to an average high speed engine and expressed $ts
back pressure on the piston:—
Bearings   ....    0-75 to 1-00 Ib. per sq. inch.
Valve Gear       .        .         .    0-75  „  0-80
Magneto   ....    0-05  „  0-10      „	„
OH Pump	.         .         .    0-15  „  0-25      „
Water Pump    .        .        .    0-30  „  0-50      „	„
2-00 to 2-65      „	„
The piston friction is commonly 5 to 10 Ib. per sq. inch.
* NJBL Coast last, of E. & S., 1918.
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02. Analysis of Motion of Indicator Piston,	It is important
to examine mathematically the movement of an indicator
when set to observe a very rapidly changing pressure. The
piston used in the indicator instrument cannot bo absolutely
weightless whatever improvement may be made in reducing
the weights of the moving levers (either by adopting lighter
scantlings or by using a beam of light). Let the pressure
acting on the	of the piston, of maws M at any time bo p,
also let" piston area = a and the motion of the piston bo S
inches for each pound per gq. inch of pressure acting upon it.
Then the forces acting on the piston when at a point z above
its lowest position ;—
upwards
downwards
and
therefore	M
fl
or	~
{
The Complete Integral is
x~-A sin
Now when $=0,
therefore
 dx
 -pa.
pa
M"
 (1)
 
cos
 SM
 This   means   that
the piston         to a height f>8 and then oscillates about that
/—
position with a frequency equal to -— a/ JL.,
All	howover, that p ib a constant or that it
with	rapidity that it assumes its final value
indicator piston has had time to move.    It would
havo	to assume p to rise from zero to its
final	in, *ay,*~th part of a second and to consider what
f$
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happens during this interval.     To do this put p=a^.t where
a i has the constant value given by the equation;—final value
of pressure^—1.
n
Equation (1) now becomes
d2x ,   a         a    ,	f^
cos
and the Integral
x=A sin
SM
dx
And when t=o, x=o and —=o
dt
therefore
 -
SM
Now Sa^ is height to which piston would rise under the
slow static pressure—call it h so that Sa1t=h, and let / be
the frequency of the free vibration of the indicator piston.
Then
/=IA/Zor2^/=A/Z
2x V  SM	V SM
or
x=h\l—	sin graft i   ... (3)
I         27E/J	J
This means a fractional lag of —- as a maximum, but
for any particular case it can be calculated thus.    One may
put / as 300, which about represents the use of an instrument
of the Hopkinson type.
Then
sin 189<)4
1890*	J
It will be useful to compute a few values for this for cases
in which the value of it is much shorter than the periodic time
of the instrument. When this is so, sin 18904 can be written
with sufficient accuracy as
t'HAP.   VJ
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(1890/)1
or
 =--A{l-l+(
The relation between a: and £ in these early ntages ib therefore
parabolic.   The time t starts, so to speak, first, but a; soon
increases and gradually catches up.
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i
Line showing record made
by undamped Indicator.
Un& showing actual
rise of Pressure .
Time In Seconds
Fi0. 43.	!>ing»m Ifiuatrating th* way m which an undamped Indicator
follow ft »pd explosion.   Period of Indicator^ f|ff §00*
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For
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* =TWtnJTT sec-
x__ 600,000 _0.W006 
Th
tic
vil
pr
ft
to: 
h     (100,000)2
<=nyw5- sec-
fL=:0-006 


h
f=rsVo seo- 


 
h
=0*6
but for this value of t our approximation no longer holds.   For
l = j-^q^ the calculation should proceed thus
 Ik
 
)
/
=l_         sin 1-890
h     \   •  1890
=1—— sin 108°
1-89
— 1	— xO-95=l—0-50
1*89
.- *=0-BO
h
showing that the instrument is beginning to pick up. Evi-
dently therefore it will not do to use an instrument for recording
an explosion occurring in 57^-0 sec-> unless its own frequency
exceeds 300.
The following table shows a series of values, and in Fig. 43
they are shown plotted.
 F
tl
a
V'
\v
b
a

t
seca. 
1890« 
sin 1890« 
(lib*18901) 
X
h 
TOoW^ 
_^— 
— 
_ 
0-00006 
TV^-W 
	 
— 
— 
0-006 
TSW 
	 
— 
— 
0-15 
Toacr 
1-89 
0-95 
0-50 
0-50 
TOTI 
3-78 
-0-60 
-0-16 
1-16 
T&G 
4-72 
-1-00 
-0-21 
1-21 
HT5(5 
7-56 
0-96 
0-13 
0*87 
T^U 
18-9 
0 
0 
1-00 
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will be 1*00.
the value of---
h
Whenever t is a multiple of g-
The above curve does not of course take account of the fric-
tionul forces which prevent the indicator piston continuing to
vibrate indefinitely. Students are recommended to work the
problem out, introducing into equation (2) a term representing
the frietional force. The result will be to multiply the oscilla-
tory term by a factor of the type e"~'^ which, when the student
lias plotted the resulting curves, will show that the straight
line is soon followed one© the curve comes up to and crosses it.
From the curve in Pig. 43 it is clear that for recording an explo-
won occurring in nroin5S6C' this indicator with its g-Q^- period
would be inadequate. The piston would scarcely have moved.
For an explosion occupying ten times as long? i.e. f^o^ se°-?
the indicator would still be lagging a long way behind. For
a $ 1 0 see. explosion the actual maximum pressure would be
very fairly repre«ented, but not the shape of the explosion
wave. In fact for useful readings the instrument should not
be used for any sharper explosion than g-J-0 sec. For an ordin-
ary giiH engine explosion occurring in ^() see. the instrument
would lm quite satisfactory.
98. Engine Tart*.— These are the tents applied when the
engine been constructed and built. They consist in the
actual running of the engine as nearly as possible under work-
ing conditions. The longest run is at full load, and it is cus-
tonmry afterwards to run for a time at half load and at no
load. Sometimes it is specified that runs should be made at
thrc*e-cjtiart<*r load and one-quarter load, and occasionally over-
load	are made. It is almost impossible for one
olwerver to do all that i« necessary in such a test. The
worknhop cuMom m to measure —
 (1)	Th<» hrako-liorHC-power.
 (2)	Tii<* amount of fuel used per hour,
(8) The quantity of cooling water used per hour.
(4) Tho        In	of cooling water between inlet
outlet,
(ft) The* revolutions per minute,
the	hone-power is also measured, b-ufc
 <
fe'S'
! {•
f ;
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with high-speed engines this is not usual. Two observers can
carry out the above tests. When tests are made not as a
matter of workshop routine but as a matter of special research
in workshop or college laboratory a very large number of addi-
tional tests are carried out and many observers are needed.
Indicated horse-power is deduced from the indicator dia-
gram, obtained in the manner already described, and the
record of the number of explosions per minute. The work
done in ft.-lb. in a working stroke is
Mean effective pressure in Ib. per sq. inch X area of
piston in sq. inches X length of stroke in feet.
This, multiplied by the number of working strokes per minute
and divided by 33,000, gives the I.H.P.    This is, of course,
the same as the formula —^ — ' — '-  given in   books  on the
33,000
steam engine, but it must be observed that N must be taken
as the number of working strokes per minute, not the number
of revolutions per minute, i.e. in a four-cycle engine N cannot
be more than half the number of r.p.m. and may be much less
if the governor should be cutting out explosions.
Brake horse-power is the power exerted at the crank-shaft
and it is measured by applying a frictional load to the fly-
wheel, as shown in Fig. 44. A test of this kind is often called
a " bench test." A number of wooden blocks are fitted loosely
to the rims of the flywheel and connected together by one or
more ropes or by a canvas belt. A number of heavy weights
are hung as atPxand a spring balance is placed at P2. The
distance D is measured in feet. As the force due to the weights
px is greater than the force at P2 there will be a force acting
against the direction of the arrow of px — P2. The work done
therefore by the flywheel in one revolution in the direction of
the arrow = force X distance moved
 eaoug
loadi
itttc
9
me
ceB
IE
Me
spe
fou
 
and if there be N revolutions per minute the
BHp.JPi— Pt)X?rDxN
33,000
As this power is all being spent in friction it produces heat,
 in
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and in the larger engines the flywheel has to ho cooler! by a
water spray. In fho very bluest engines oven thin in not
enough and a special witter churning brake is used, or eluo tlio
load ib " taken up " electrically. In the latter caws, the engine
drives a dynamo and the electrical output of tho dynamo ib
measured in kilowatts, when If the efficiency of the dynamo
be known tho B.H.P. can be deduced by turning tho K.W,
file_69.wmf


Shnpe of WoaeJ Blocks*
Fin, 4-1.	Arningtmumt for Brake Horse-Power Test,
into H.P. and dividing the result by the dynamo efficiency.
94.	Efficiency.—Tho  ratio   of --'n ' "- is the
mechanical efficiency of the engine.   It is usually from 75 per
cent, to H5 per cent, at full load.   The amount by which the
I.If .P. exceed** the B.HJ?, measures the power lost in engine
friction* It i« nearly independent of tho load.* Thus in a
of an	of 76 L1LP. the engine Motion was
found to be
10-8 ILE at no load
11-0 H.P. at | load
11*7 IIP. at full load
In	the r*p.m, being nearly 200,
* Bu p. 138,
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These figures show that engine friction is almost indepen-
dent of the load. It rises however Tery rapidly with rise in
speed.
 95.	Measurement of Cooling Water.—From time to time
during the test a measuring vessel can be placed under the
outlet, or in some other convenient way a measurement  be
made of the number of gallons of "water passing through ttie
water jacket per hour.    A thermometer is placed in the inlet
and another in the outlet.    Then the rise in temperature af the
water multiplied by the number of pounds of water flowing p^r
lour gives the number of heat units carried away by   the
cooling water per hour.
 96.	Heat in Exhaust Gases.—The record of the test   will
show the amount of fuel used per hour.    Its calorific value is
either known in advance or is measured at the time.    Ttiis
\	gives the number of heat units supplied per hour. Sortie of
these are turned into work (B.H.P.); others are lost in engine
friction (I.H.P. minus B.H.P.J ; others are carried away in
the cooling water ; and the residue are carried away in the hot
exhaust gases. As it is not very easy to measure the quantity
and temperature of the exhaust gases, It is customary to
ascertain the amount of this loss by a subtraction sum. The
{	B.H.P. expressed in teat units per minute is added to the heat
units lost per minute in engine friction and to the cooling
i	water loss pdS: minute. Then this total is subtracted from the
heat units supplied to the engine per minute, and the result is
called the exhaust loss.
]	The engine friction itself produces heat, some of which may
find its way into the cooling water. Again, theexiaust gases
!	in passing put of the cylinder often come into contact wrbh a
portion of the water jacket and grve heat to the cooling water.
*	Both tend to exaggerate the true cooling water loss, Taut tKeix
f.	effect is not considerable.
|	A suitable test report form for entering up these measure-
I	meats Is reproduced opposite.
j	93. Heat Batons-sheets.—A teat balance-sheet as applied
I	to a gas engine is a* statement of the way in vMct the total
I	amount of heat passed into the engine is employed.   In tha
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early dayn of gas engino work it was easy to remember that
roughly —
Heat passed to water jacket .        .    40 per cent.
Heat left art cxhaimt gasoa     .         .    40       „
Heat converted into work     »        .    20      „
 '* 1
,11
100
In the experiments made by the Inntitution of Civil En-
gineers* Committee the full-load heat balance-sheet was given
as :


L 
It. 
X. 

in hi- \\ ii • if  	 
35 -3 

39 '5 
Jiwk 
f*|    \VJlXtt ^         ..«,.. 
2,1- 5 
20*3 
25*0 
ItfWlI 
stlioit       ,      .      » 
7-0 
10-0 
7*3 
n if 
I*.         ........ 
20.7 
2S-3 
29-8 

Tot ill      ....... 
03 -i 
107-0 
101-0 





 
In thctHo experiments the   exhaust waste was measured
by passing the cxhaunt	Into a water-jet calorimeter,
tlitcrki't	measured a« the product of   quantity of
cooling water pasned and rise of temperature.    Radiation
includtw	friction as wall as radiation proper,   B.H.P.
meaHitrt^i by & rope brake.
Kngina L	a deficit in the total, so that there must
have been	error in the experiments*    Dugald Clerk
In his	*	the Institution of Civil Engineers, " On
the Limits of Thermal Efficiency in Internal Combustion
Motors/1	to correct this measurement from
points of view.   He also extended
the	to         E and X in order to get the true
putting in I.H.P. instead of B.H.P. (the
complete enough to permit of this),'
bo	:—
*	26, IW7.
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Designation of Engine. 
L. 
R. 
X. 
Exhaust waste  	 
41-0 
37-1 
39-9 
Jacket -waste and radiation    .
I.H.P 	 
27-2
31-8 
29-6
33-3 
25-4
34-7 




Total     ,    	 
100-0 
100-0 
100-0 




Qerk then points out tliat the 27-2 per cent, of jacket
waste and radiation for test L is obviously too lo\^, and that
heat appears to have "been lost in some way. He therefore
took the total of the exhaust waste and jacket waste and
radiation items, i.e. 68-2 per cent, and attributed 34-1 per cent.
to each, so making the balance sheet into:—

Designation of Engine. 
L, 
R. 
X. 
Exhaust waste 	
Jacket waste and radiation   .
I.H.P.      	     	 
34-1
34-1
31-8 
37-1
29-6
3S-3 
39-9
25-4
34-7 




Total     ....... 
100-0 
100-0 
100" 0 




Clerk considered this balance-sheet prohably represented
the distribution of heat in the engines more accurately than
either of the others.
These various attempts at a heat "balance-sheet have "been
given in order to show how very difficult it is to obtain a really
accurate statement. The exhaust -wastes originally given for
L, R and X were 35-3 per cent., 40'0 per cent., and 39-5 per
cent., and have now become 34*1 per cent., 37-1 per cent, and
39-9 per cent.
But the matter does not end even here^as Clerk brought
into use the values found by Mm for the specific heat—values
which showed a marked increase with,rise of specific heat—
and used them in some separate experiments of his own
THAI*.   V]
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the engine X used by the Committee.    He then found that
the balance-Hlu'et became:-	-
Heat-flow   during   explosion   and
expansion  „        ,        .        .        .10-1 percent.
Heat  contained  in ganen at end of
expansion, .....    40-3       „
HIP.	.....    34-0
100-0
Compare this with the balance-sheet given on p. 142 based
on the Committee's experiments :~
Hi at H**w durmg explosion and
Hi at  contained in giw«*« at <»n<i of cxpanwon
i.ii.r. ........
Total
 
(.'ornmiitoo'H
Trial**. 
Mr. I), (Til,
TriiilH. 
25-4 
KM 
39-9 
49-3 
34-7 
34 '0 
1.00-0 
100-0 
The    diHcrepandcB    ehown    hero    are    indeed    serious.
CIerk'8 comment on them ib ae follows ;  " The Indicated
work is practically the same in both trials and the sum of
the other two items in the same also, but the distribution is
different.	heat  flows   through  the  cylinder-walls   as
determined by the author's (Mr. Clerk's) new method, and
the exhaust	contain more heat than the Committee's
calorimeter trial** show.   The ordinary trials show 9-3 per
cent, too much heat as panning through the cylinder-walls, and
practically the	amount too little appears in the exhaust
calorimeter.   That is, 18*8 per cent, of the total heat remaining
in the hot	at the end of the expansion passes into the
cylinder water-jacket during the flow through the exhaust
upon the         opening and while the piston is making
Its	This	to be a quite reasonable
of the	heat, such a portion as experience would
one to	new diagram, trials afford, in the
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author's (Mr. Clerk's) view, a more accurate heat-distribution
Balance-sheet than has yet "been obtained in any engine, from
which can be deduced the ideal efficiency of the working fluid.
Adding together
Heat contained in gases at end of expansion     .    49-3
I.BLP.	34-6
83-9
'•*,    I
i
 Then 	=0-41.    That is, if this. balance-sheet "be correct
83-9
and the heat loss be assumed as entirely incurred at the "begin- •
ning of the stroke, then, the maximum efficiency of the actual
working fluid for the compression and expansion is 41 per cent. *
of the total heat supplied.5'
Even with such very considerable discrepancies in the
heat balance-sheets as those discussed above, the student
will none the less remark that the heat utilized has now grown
from about 20 per cent, to well over 30 per cent. This
all-important improvement has occurred therefore in spite
of the many uncertainties as to tow the lost heat divided
itself up. It is indeed one of the fortunate features of gas
engine manufacture that improvements do not have to attend
the settlement of the many intricate problems with which gas
engine operation is bound up, but proceed by the trial and
error of experiment with, such guidance as theoretical considera-
tions have been able to afford. The great want which in the
past caused so much theoretical difficulty was accurate know-
ledge of the values of the specific heats of the working fluids.
98. Engine Teds*—(a) The following figures are taken from
a test on a 200 H.P. engine and suction plant by Mathot.*f~
The engine was of the four-cycle double-acting type and was
tested at the works of the well-known firm of  Gasmotoren
Fabrik, Deiitz-Cologne.
Kston diam.   .....    21J in.
„    stroke ...,,.    27T% in.
* Tha ".Air standard** efficiency for this engine =0*49; the *' Gas
standard" of. efficiency wow^d fsee p.92) be 81 per cent, of tMs or
$*40, wMA is "vecy near tit© figure above gnrenu	f I.M.E., 1905. ;
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UK)
Minvh 14.
151-25) 
(.
l^^&roh 15,
lf»0'20 
IUI.K     .......... 
214-22 
222-H3 
Ihiration of tint, hourn     	 
3 
JO 
Average temperature of wafer after cool-
ing t tint (in •»»....*» 


Average temperature of water after cool-
injr f*ylin«i<T arid vulvo ttcalH   .
Water  ronHiutiptkm  for cooling  pinion, 
nifTF.
so 
-_ 
Wuter criimurnption por hour in vaporizer
liiiillinicifu fuel), gulls. /hour
Water conHuiupti(»n  |jer hour in  Herub-
biTHf pitlln, /hour ....... 

14-2
318 
Avfmgo trriiperuttinj of gas at. outlet of 

tl«)o    Jp « 
Avf?rng« temperature of         at outlet of
§c*rnliI>rTfi   	     	 

62-5° F. 
OffiMM fn*'I ronmimptiori per B.IJ..P. hour
CorrrHpondin^ Tli'-rnmi eflioi«-n<jy 
0-727 lb.*
11) pnr cent. 
0-720 lb.
24-4 per cent. 
Other intereftting figurcn are—
Wnlc*r consumption In galls* per B.JI.IVIiour--—
1.	For cooling cylinder,  Htuffing  boxen,   valve
and jackets     .	4:*65
2,	Fur cooling pinton and piston rode     ,        .	1*75
3.	Fur			0-0055
4,	For	the gas in the scrubbers.        *	1-42
:—-
converted   into   steam
per lb. of fuel consumed  in
.	0-193 galls, or 1-93 lb. •
(fr) In a	out by J, T. Nioolson on  a
gas	and suction producer plant, the calorific
tho go* was 150*5 B.TItJl as determined by analysis,
149 B.Th.U. par cubic foot by Junker's calorimeter at
*	of	banked up*
I
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the temperature and pressure of the calorimeter.    The folio wing
measurements were made : —
B.H.P. = 559.
Gasper hour = 29,037 cu. ft. corrected to 0° C. and 760 mm.
Gas per B.H.P. = 51-94 cu. ft.
supplied = 51 -94 X 156-5= 8,128 B.Th.U. perB.H.P.-
•o   i      xi         i     x* -	1,980,000 /    \         2,546
hour   Brake   thermal  efficiency^—     _ X
31-3 per cent.
Variation In engine speed when horse-power was instan-
taneously dropped from 600 to 50 was from 1 1 9-4 to 12 1 -4 r. p.m.,
corresponding to a total variation of If per cent, of mean
speed. No back-firing was observed to take place when
this was done. These tests show remarkably good thermal
efficiency and satisfactory closeness of governing.
(c) A third trial is that of a 150 B.H.P. six cylinder vertical
ipas engine which was run for six hours on full load. The
gas was taken from a pressure producer and had its calorific
vslue measured every hour by a Simmance-Ahady Calori-
meter. Readings were taken every half -hour of the B.H.P.
72-2° P.
29-56" Hg.
13,000.
128-1 B.Th.U. per cu. ft.
325 r.p.m.
151-3.
Average air temperature .
Average air pressure
Oil. ft. gas used per hour
Average Calorific value (lower).
Engine speed .
B.H.P.	.
B.ThJJ. consumed "by engine per B.H.P.-hour == 10,590, show-
ing a brake thermal efficiency of—-	L-	= 24-1 per cent.
J      10,590X778
99. Governors.—The most usual type of governor has two
balls fastened by arms to the shaft and rotating with it. Such
governors are shown in Figs. 45 and 46. In the former figure
it is arranged on a vertical shaft, and in the second on a horizon-
tal one. La Kg. 45 A is the shaft; it caaries on it the bracket
CtCe, and at C* and C2 are hinged the arms D a and D2 carrying
the balls B* and B^ As the abaft rotates the balls tend to
fly outwards by oentrifogal foroe, and in doing so lift the
r vj
m.
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sliding collar F.   To this collar can be attached a lover or a
system of levers to act on the engine.     The way in which they
act will be discussed later.     In .Fig. 40 the same sort of action
file_70.wmf


occurs.    As  the   hulls
Bj and Bs fly out they
carry  with  them   the
links Ifj and Ht which
are hinged at Oj and
(Jt to the arms of  a
bracket (I fixed on the
shaft.     This   outwunl
movement   causes  the
sliding collar F to slide
towards the fixed collar
J), and ho to compress
the   spring    E.     The
faster    the    shaft    A
Fid. 45,—Vortical Governor.
rotate**  the   more   the
8 f >ririg   is   cmti presned.
In the  vertical governor the effort of the balls to fly out is
balanced   iigainut  gravity.      In  the  horizontal  form it  is
balanced	the farce exerted by the spring.   The hori-
file_71.wmf


zontal governor is
most used with in-
ternal combustion en-
gines.
100. Method of
Controlling Engine.—
The motion of the
sliding sleeve of
either the horizontal
or vertical governor
a lever to be
moved which controls
the engine and brings
it back to its correct
Thi« lever can ik* lined to—-
(1) Cut off tins whole of the fuel supply for one or more
;  or
 i i
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Iff,
 (2)	Reduce the amount of fuel used per cycle, leaving the air
supply untouched;   or
(3)	Reduce the amount of both fuel and aii keeping the pro-
portion of fuel to air the same;   or
(4)	Cause the ignition to come later, or he cut off altogether.
101. Hit and Miss Governing. — The first of these alterna-
tives is knomi as " hit-and-miss " governing, because when
the speed gets too high the governor lever is made to lift up a
piece of metal which lies between, the gas valve tappet
the valve stem.    This is shewn in Fig. 47.    B is the piece
of	in question.   When the cam E pushes the roller Gr
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fig. 47.—Diagram illustrating "Hit-
Mechanism.
it makes the tappet rod
GDC, which is pivoted at
D, push the valve A open.
(The valve A is the gas
admission valve ; after
the gas passes this valve
it joins the air supply,
and both pass through a
larger valve, which opens
a little earlier, into the
cylinder. ) This could not
be done if B were not In
line between C and A as
shown. The governor
lever lifts B out of this
line when the speed is too
high, and the valve A is
vaire 3s
consequently not opened and no gas reaches  the  cylinder,
TMs reduces the engine speed until the governor again inserts
the pieoe B.   The engine speed wiH therefore be kept steady
at aH loads up to the marimum load the engine can take.
The effect of hit and miss governing is clearly shown on
the indicator diagram.   In Fig. 48 is shown, such a diagram
taken during two successive strokes of an engine.   The " Mt "
or working stroke .is shown at "ACD,. and the c< miss " or idle
is shown at AS.- The compression line of '"miss "
lies Wow that" of tie *c hit.'*   TMs is because the gas
oa the suction stroke and the air valve" acting '
fc*
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alone is not large enough to fill the cylinder without throttling
the entering air, with the con.sc*(juenco that the " mim " nuction
pressure line lies below that of the "hit" Huetion. It will
he noticed moreover that tin; compression lino AB almost coin-
cides with the expansion line B A. In order to ox hi hit better
what wuh going on during the two auction strokes a u stujtion "
diagram was taken. It is shown in Fig, 41). A suction diagram
is one taken with a very weak spring and with a stop fixed
above the indicator piston to limit its rising above a point
corresponding to about 3 Ib. per«q. inch. The ** hit " and the
** " suction strokes both start at A? but the latter hob
at AB much below the former at AD. The beginning of the
compression strokes are respectively BO and DK. FA is the
exhaust line after explosion, and it is seen to fall, below the
 it
Jr.
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fici, 48*~~Incikift(or
 , from a *J5 h.p. #u
Hit liiwl ,MIw M (Jovoming.
 % ghowlng effoot of
 
at-moKp}ioric line ; this	the very useful " scavenging,59 or
clearing out, effect of the rush of exhauBt	along the
pipe.
102.	Governing*— The second of the alternatives
mentioned in paragraph 100 is called quality governing, as the
governor is here used to reduce the working charge in richness
or quality.   It         thin by partly cutting off the fuel supply.
This	the mean thermal value of the charge admitted,
with the	that the	produced is less and the engine
to its normal value.   The disadvantage of this
of governing is that the composition of the .mixture is
continually varying, and it is not possible to find any fixed
point to        all	Moreover if the mixture be
too	it will not fiw at alL
 * fl
A
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103. Quantity Governing.— -This is the method of the tHrd
of the alternatives given in paragraph 100. It consists in
throttling the working charge, of air and gas, as it is about to
enter the cylinder. The consequence is that at the end of the
suction stroke only a part of the usual charge lias got into the
cylinder and the pressure is therefore less than atmospheric
and the compression pressure is much reduced. The low
compression pressure means a low explosion pressure and the
engine speed therefore falls back to its normal amount. In
this method of governing, as in those previously mentioned^
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ction
(a.ir only)
fig. 49 . — "" Suction ** Diagram from same engine as Fig. 48.
the compression ratio is unaffected, and the <{ air standard "
of efficiency is also unaltered. Quantity governing is coming
more into force. At one time it was only used on Continental
engines, hut now is very general in large engines made in
England and America.
104. Retarding Ignition.— This means of altering engine
speed, though theoretically feasible, is not practical. To make
the spark come later in the expansion stroke, instead of at the
very beginning of it, is, of course, to diminish the average work-
ing pressure and therefore the speed of the engine. But as it
leads to the use of just as much fuel whether the engine is
giving a full power stroke or not3 it is uneconomical, and as
moreover there is the risk of some of the charge getting into
the exhaust unbumt it may lead to unpleasant explosions in
the exhaust pipe. Cutting off the ignition altogether intro-
duces the same 'disadvantages in. an aggravated form.
II®, Pfeseat Practice. — Generally speaMng large gas engines
usually have	9 evening, whilst small ones very com-
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mouly hav<! "hit-and-mis*." Motor-car ami aeroonginowaro
usually governed by hand on the throttle, ho producing an
irregular quantity governing. An objection to the **hit-and-
miss '* syrtiom in that in order to produce a reasonable moa-
Htiro of uniformity of angular velocity in the crank nhaft a
very heavy flywheel become** nccesnury. hub adds to tho
cost of tho engine and diminishes itw mechanical efficiency,
ft may In fact bo said that tho two merits which have enabled
tho " hit-and-rniHS " gear to bo used an much as it ib, are its
great mechanical simplicity and its ability to keep constant
the proportions of gas and air in tho incoming charge, so
enabling tho engine always to bo run on its moat economical
mixture. Continental makers were tho first to break away
from this system of governing, by arranging that tho governor
should produce a variable, lift of tho gas valve by means of
a conical cam, ah the air supply was not interfered with
this meant a continually changing richness of charge and
hence a corresponding change in thermal efficiency ; this is
well shown in Fig. 20 on p. 94, The tendency now is towards
a reguliit ion of both the gas and the air supplies by throttling
them after mixture, with tho advantage that tho mixture
being of constant composition tho rate of ignition does not
vary with tho varying position of tho governor. Prenorit
practice* has not settled down to any definitely accepted
standard, and	are few matt ore relating to tho gas
angina which are tho mibjoet of more patents
106.	Moment at Crank-Shaft.~Thc pressure exerted
on tho piston during tho explosion stroke falls rapidly as the *
expand*   Thiw the total force exerted on tho piston Is far
iit tho early part of tho stroke than it is at mid-stroke
and still	than It ib near the end of tho stroke.   Also
the	between tho engine centre line and the connecting
rocl iM continually changing; as in tho perpendicular distance
from til© crnnk-ffhaft centra to tho lino of the connecting rod.
Thin	to a very	turning effort at the crank-
shaft,
Thttii in Fig. SO, if F to tho force on the piston, P the force
the rod, and E tho reaction from the cylinder wall,
E sncl F can to	when 1" is known by applying the
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triangle of forces as shown ;   thus P = F cosec BOA.    The
turning moment about the crank-shaft centre A
= P. AB. sin ABC = F.AC.
This Is the torque that causes the engine to do work.
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fig. 50.—Forces acting at Gudgeon Pin and at Crank Pin.
In order to study it more fully it is necessary to consider
the variation of F during the cycle. Now F is proportional
to the height of the indicator diagram, and if the four suc-
cessive strokes of & four-stroke engine are set out in one straight
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pig. 51.—Effort tending to Rotate Crank in eaea of the Four Strokes. (Pres-
sures opposing motion of crank-pin gy» shown as negative.) For indi-
cated diagram represented, see Fig. 41.
• lime and tihe indicator diagram Hues are carefully reproduced,
a diagram of the form shown in Kg. 51 is obtained.    Care
1m takea to allow for the sign of the pressure, e.g., in the
p. v
nic
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portion of the curve corresponding to compression, the pinion
i« retarding the motion of the ctrank-pln and F in negative;
that portion of Ilia curve is therefore placed below the lino Alt
in Fig. fll. The diagram repeats itself ufl.er every four
strokes. It ia obvious from Fig* 51 that the force V acting
on the pint cm vuricH very greatly during the complete cycle.
To remedy this it is posKiblo to have two cylinders acting on
tJio name crank-ahaft and to put the cranks at an angle
of 180° to one another. This moans that while the first
engine Is on Its explosion stroke the second will bo on either
its exhaust or compression strokes, so that the crank-shaft
will get two impulses every four strokes instead of only one
impulse. This may be further improved by having four
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Pio. 52.—8i»iw* iw Fig. #1, hut with Four Cylinders,    (Cranks at 180e.)
cylinders «o that there is an explosion in every half revolution
and iho nc*t value* of F is as shown in Fig. 52. Even this curve
is very huw-toothed, but it gives a steadier forward effort on
tho crank-pin than	Fig, 51.
107.	Forces*—The curve of Fig. 52 is also subject*
to a	due to the inertia of the moving parts,
11 the	very nlowly this correction would b© of
little	but at ordinary engine speeds it has consider-.
At the beginning of the explosion stroke the
Is at        and by mid-stroke it may be moving &t 2000
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ft. per min. This means a considerable acceleration and
therefore calls for an equally considerable force to bring it
about. Some of F, therefore, is required in overcoming the
Inertia of the piston and small end of the connecting rod before
any force can be transmitted to the crank-pin. This force
is not lost, but reappears as the piston slows down in tke second
half of the stroke. Tie effect of inertia is therefore to lower
the	of Kg. 52 to an amount depending on the engine
and to raise the valleys by a similar amount,    This is
a useful effect, as It tends to minimise the saw-toothedness and
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fig. 53.—Same as Pig. 52, but with allowance for Inertia of
Keeiprocating Parts.
change it into a curve similar to that in Kg. 53.    The amount
of this change depends on the speed of rotation, and varies in
proportion to its square.
108. Flywheel Effect.—The kinetic energy stored up in a
flywheel is calculated from the following formula  or  one
cieriYed from it.
KE.=|Io>2 ft.-lb.
where I = moment of inertia about the axis of revolution
and o> = angular Telocity in radians per second.
IFrom this it follows that
L.
doo
(KE) = Io»,
For a small variation in o compared with KE it is therefore
that either I or cd should be large. For the ordinary
of industry it is saffideat to ensure that ihe range
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 of angular velocity msvcr oxreedB by more than »>\th to ^Oth
part Ihu m<»aii spfwd. For i,ho driving of continuous current
grtienttcms only half tin* above variations arc pcmuHBiblo,
whilst for tlit* driving of alt eniaf urn in parallel tho requirements
are far more* sfringc*nt, involving a permissible npoocl varia-
tion of but T J, Oth or even in some cases o /, uth f;a,rt of tho moan.
Mathot* lias suggested tho following formula for uho in cal-
culating tho dirneriBions which nhould bo given to flywheels
of different types of Otto cycle engines :—
 
P :..
I)
a
n
N
k
weight of rim (without arms or boss), in tons.
. diameter to centre of gravity of rim., in foot.
•. degree of cyclic irregularity permissible.
: iwoltitioiiB per minute.
: BJI.P.
-. coefficient determined as below.
.For single cylinder, single acting    *        .        . k =±= 475,000
For two opposed cylinders, single acting, or one
cylinder double acting         .        »        .        . k = .300,000
For           cylinders),  single acting,  tandem  or
twin      ,		k — 225,000
For two cylinders, double acting, tandem or twin k -• -   75,000
Note.—-Total weight of flywheel may bo put as 1-4 P.
100. The iiHtifil way to speak of cyclic irregularity Is that
above dcncribcd.f It amounts to defining cyclic irregu-
larity an the fraction which the range of instantaneous
velocity bean* to its mean value in any one com-
plete cycle. Them ib, however, another way of considering
the	ThtiB Mr. L, Schiiler in a paper dealing with the
by gaft	of alternators operated in parallel
:  " The	of the machines should be as uniform
 I II
*	CJornXntrttivn Kngiws (1010).
f	in ii	than that dbteribcd in tho first
of thU buok«
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as	and should in any case be such that the amplitude
of the angular oscillation does not exceed two electrical de-
grees.1'    An electric degree means of course ^-^th part of the
distance, the passage of which by the armature corre-
to one electrical cycle.   It becomes therefore a matter
of	to see tow the one form of computation can be
turned into the other.   A good deal depends naturally on the
at which the speed variation rises and falls, but for a suffi-
ciently	approximation it may be taken as a sine or cosine
curve.   Then the angular velocity cd may be written as equal
to
a-j-6 cos cd.
Where 6 is the angle the crank has moved through, a is the
value of the angular velocity, and b is its maximum
variation from the mean, so that the speed oscillates between
(a-f-6) and (d — 6). If c be unity this oscillation occurs once
in a revolution, but if c=2 then it occurs twice, and so
on.
Had & been zero the angle through -which, the crank had
moved at any time t would have been given by the expression
at ; if this be called B0 it would follow that —
i(0— 0 )==& cos c&
at
As5 however, the variation in angular velocity is always smaJl
it suffices to write at for & in the right hand term, in wMch case
~.(9—0o)=b cos cat
dt
or	6— Q .=— . sin ca£
ca
Mid tibe maximum angular variation of the crank from one
m€>viBg mifannfy at angular velocity a would be equal to
6.
— .»
c»
H, for example, c=l &nd — = — the expression eauals -—
a     200*	r	*    •  200
or 0-28 degrees, which therefore is the angle by which
tfa© real mmk leads 01 kgB on the imaginary crank.
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For t-.hcHo values of c and ha it may be said that tho
mum deviation Is about | of a degree. If the alternator has
six pairs of poles giving six elt'ctrintl c'yeles during one mediani-
cml oiks this deviation could also be called ;| X ft or one and a
half electrical degrees, which correspond** with, Mr. Schiller's
result.
110. Balancing.—Tho problem of balancing the partn of a
gas engine and providing for uniformity of torque as far as
not differ in principle from tho corresponding
problem in the         of the steam engine, and tho author does	i
not propose therefore to devote a groat deal of apace to this	|'
subject.   The studcmt should refer to what has been written	$
»>n tho subject of balancing by 1'rofe.sitor Perry and ProfoBsor	h
Dal by, l)oth of whom havo inado a special study of the matter.	|
ft will, howcwr, be advisable to give horo a brief account of	\\
the general principles involved, leaving tho application to bo
nuuie to each and every problem an it presents itself. For
it must iks remembered that, alt hough the problem is often sur-
rounded by complications which lead to the mathematical
work looking difficult and involved, there is really no special
difficulty about it at all, but merely a necessity that tho funda-
mental principles should be rightly applied and that the alge-
braic or	work uhould be carried through without
Tim Himplust kind of balancing is that in which a flywheel
h light cm out* nidc* mid requires a weight (W) fastened to the
other Hiclo in order to preterit nny jumping or vibration when	|
tho wheel rofafen.   Thin does not of necessity mean that an	I
I'cpwl weight- must bo added to the other sido, because it does                  •      !
not follow that if will bo posMblo to place tho balance weight	|
at flit? mime cli-fatic'i? from tho centres of tho shaft, and the cen-	|
W	f/
trlfiigal forci* bring equal to <*Pr -- (where o>^= angular velo-	|
0	'	I
Hty in nulmnH pi*r wntond and r   - duttanco in feet from tho	^
r?c'ntre of I ho nhaft) it i» <$videiil that the product of the W and	|
lite r In tho hiilnnoo waight- must come out to a certain amount.
If thorefon* tho r in \fi*ry nnmll then W must be proportionately
and mawnutih as tho balance weight ib often bolted in
the*	it is clear that r will usually b© less than.
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the radius of the rim of the wheel. This is the simplest kind
of balancing. The most complicated kind occurs in the motion
of a rod, like a connecting-rod, in which one end reciprocates
to and fro in a straight line and the other end follows a circular
path, with the result that intermediate parts of the rod follow
a complicated curve and one not easy to treat. In such a case
as this it is customary to obtain an approximate solution by
assuming that a certain part of the rod is massed at the cross-
and the rest at the crank-pin, and it is not -unusual to
this division of the rod in inverse proportion to the dis-
tance of the centre of gravity from either end. This is only
an approximation, unless it happens that the rod is so made
(which it usually is not) that if hung up from the "big and little
ends in turn it will swing, pendulum wise, with the same number
of swing-swangs per minute. When a number of rotating
masses (real or assumed) have to be "balanced it is useful,
following Dalby's method, to consider the plane perpendicular
to the shaft in which one or more of them lie to be rotating at
the same speed as the shaft and to draw out on. this plane the
force diagram.
111. The connecting rod influences the problem of the run-
ning of the engine in another way. If the crank-pin rotated
uniformly and the connecting rod were infinitely long the
motion of the piston would be Simple Harmonic., and the dis-
placement of the piston from the middle of its stroke would be
r cos 6 at the instant when the angle between the crank and
the line of dead centres was 0, the radius of the crank-pin
circle being r. But the connecting rod in actual engines is
usually quite short, never more than ten times the length of
tie crank arm, and usually much less. This produces a com-
plicated motion of the piston, and it will be useful to calculate
exactly what it is. Let P be the crank-pin and A the piston
which, in the position shown* is at a distance AB from, the
beginning of its stroke. The angles 9 and g> are as shown in
tie diagram. OP is r and AP, I AB wiH be written as x.
N0w it is clear that
r cos 0+1 cos  99 + x = BO
and	BQ==Z-fr
ao	t ocs 6 +1 oos- p> 4-x = I + r . . . .     (l)
f'HAI".   V]
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r mu (j     I mu  0 .
Also we* hav«
It i* niTfwiry to (»oniliin« f limi two equations ho uh to find
a* in terms cif known quantities.
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Fi«3, 54,-   Mutiun of 'Crank-[tin ami Conntmting Hcxi*
From (1)
Al«<» from (2
 r      /   * r -    r eo,s 0      / cos  tp
I {I      <*i«  y)   | r (I •    cos 0}
iin f-- .. nin
and
fhiTfffm* s   /(|     Vi   .^nin^) }.r(l -coHfl)      .    .   .   (3)
iifii! thm	I h<* value of / for any value of 0,
Previously wn have «pnl«*ti of tho dintanco of tho pfnton
or
from flu* mid point of its stroke rather than from either end,
iiii«l II is useful to fellow the name procedure hertj call tho
* of the piston from mid ntroko y- -then x -f-y s^ r
y  - r « a:
11 ~V 1 ••
wi that
f -rccmfl
ftirt hfTiiicin* 9 wa furu'iion of thotinus awl «incc uniformity of
mt at lot i in aHHiinufii it will be directly proportional to tho timo.
Put thf»fcfciit» 0 wt

 ifl ~Vl  *^2w
 (4)
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Since, however (— ]   is a small amount in all engines an
approximation to the above may be written as
/	T^	\
tt—lf 1— l-f-;"f-^2"Sill2CO^ }
=r cos cot — — sin2 o)t
r2
or	y=r cos col — -—(1 — cos  2cot)    ...    (5)
41
This very interesting result shows that the position of the
piston can be stated as the sum of two SJHJKL's one of which
corresponds to an infinitely long connecting rod and the other
to a S.H.M. of twice the periodicity and of an amplitude de-
pending on the ratio of r to L The motion in fact is analogous
to that of the air set into vibration by an organ pipe which in
addition to giving its fundamental note gives also a weak first
harmonic. Although this first harmonic is weak in its effect
on the displacement of the piston, it is considerably more potent
when velocities and accelerations have to be taken into account,
as will presently appear.
Since from (5)
72
y=r COS tot— — (1— COS 2ctf)
du	.	y®a>  .
-—.= — (of sin <$t — - sm Scot
dt	21
= — o>r fan »J-f— sin2ft>n     ...     (6)
\	JLL	*
and	^==— ttxV(cosa>/-j-^-cos2a)A     ...     (7)
It is important to note that expression (6) which gives the
velocity of the piston at any point has the multiplier — in
AJV
front of the harmonic term, and that expression (7) which
tie acceleration and therefore measures all the inertia
the multiplier—.    It  follows  therefore  that  the
TJ1K  CJAS   KIttUXK
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thiw multipliers in tin* harmonic Irnn fm* displacement , vri

that
city and ftt'celcrafion run ffttirf,   ;, t    and ..... --^ n
ratio of— which will product? a *> per cent. difference iii I In*
position of lh<* piston will hrin# ahoui a H> per cent , chaittff m
I Iio velocity         ahout 20 pt»r writ, in f iip aceejeraf ii»n,     f f will
now l>a iTiili74'»cl that, wlic*«	urn	nicely ifaliihcrcL
tlio  importance  of   tliu  harmotiic	iiui«f   In*  carefully
nl lowed for,
It is often useful to lintr it* iniiiil it nintfih* rule fr»r Hit* iitltir
of ffii*. arceleraf I*m it! flu* c*!iil:4 of the tilf*tf*i% i,i\ %iJt* i* ml ft"4
or Ihir. Kn»rrt f«>nntila |7) if will he -seen Iftiif <l»i- leath <»i
rfl \ r \ or
^       / /
it vi*iy ^iiiiple tul* , i.e. that fit** w t e|* nilii»ii at the eu*| i»f ffm
>troKe i* »iM*re nr 1^     than flu* S li M. lulu*   In the fuirfiim '
of that   value,
112.	Rod	Thi'   IJ.  f»' f   lllti ftftferl   hy  li
l/t'iiiiirtri^'it ci*n lrii*fpiii iliit* In PiiilV  ;ni ,f,  f Ian § sun,
Tht* ei iii-lmr f jot*  il  iii ff»iffiii'4 ,
i)!i i    the **t iiil, ;m*f   \ll flit* i'iiiiiit^-f u*r.' fMiJ nf iiliirfi |J »
f Jit* f enf re *«f ^'i^ai it \
IH} and 5Ji  r»i«* p» rji*s!i«iii »S;tr f**  AO.
Ifri i', perpf ndi« iiNt  fit All
S<./ and Uf/ 4P* fiainillrl fn   II lt
f*r      //'Alr nil*9!** //      iail»>e' of
Then TXX parallel im »/O i.the Jilit  trf ft« ii"|j «»f tfif fiMiiJfiifit
nf iilJ the fMf'-e i vMfinjt* Mii fiir furl	if4 v;*jm** in inf;*SX
%vh**r«* in      iii<*r' ' '*f f^*i         *j      an^ft);*r irffif jty **f r ran
fftir pr^^f f4 flit's* iii4*frtp inni i -yiu n iii Pi-tft %t Simm A
lrt*4y tlji'f«( )i»f r#*f*"i|*-rj fit hy flifiti* lift* n   fi 4,
Tl$i#	* ii^if *it*j< f}|i*f|iiii fj'rti *iiiii ^iiiiniiiil fif tjt|« i
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due to the connecting rod to be calculated for each
position of the crank.
If fc2 happens to be equal to the product of AG- and GB, then
QU = i2/AG = GB so that the point U would coincide with
B and the resultant force would pass through 0 and hence
there would be no cc whipping effect9J of the rod. One often
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pig. 55.—Resultant of aU the Accelerating forces on a Connecting Bod
connecting rods produced beyond the crank-pin with the
object of bringing about this relationship. When it is accur-
ately obtained it will be found that the period of swing of the
rod about either hig or little end will be the same.
EXAMPLES
1. In the case o! a single-acting gas engine working on a 4-stroke
cycle, the mean effective pressure is 40 ifo. per sq. inch, the diameter
of cylinder 8 in., the stroke 8 in,, the number of revolutions 360 per
minute. The governor cuts out 1 explosion every 24 revs. Calculate
the I.H.P. developed by the engine.
2* Find the IJBLP. of a gas engine of which the piston is 12 in. dia-
meter* its eraak is 8 in. long* the engine makes 160 revolutions or 80
per minute, arid 30 per cent, o! the possible explosions are
omitted. The mean area of all the diagrams on a card taken with, a
120 spring in the indicator as measured by the planimeter is 2-62
aq» inch; length of diagram parallel to atmospheric line 4-03 in.
(B. of E., 1899.)
S. Hie mean effective pressure on the piston, both in the forward
and back strokes, is 62 Ib. per sq. inch; cylinder 18 in. diameter ;
crank 18 £el long. Wnafc is the "work done in one revolution ?
(B. of E., 1906.)
4. The follomng	arose in the trials of a gas engine :—Stroke
IS In.;	of piston 16} in. j average M.E.P. $8-8 Ib. per sq.
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inch ;   nwnbe»r of cxpIoHionH ppr min. 015 ;   rircurnfoivnco of brake-
wilful 24-5 ft-, ; avcrugu net load noted ia brake tout 484-6 Ib. ; average
tip(?rd in r.p.in.   190.
Caiculuttt (i) Th« T.H.P.
fli) T!»j BJLR
(iii) Tim mechanical efficiency per <w
5,	TIi« following data are tak<*a from a record of a tont of a gas
uning   pnwur-gaH :«— cylinder  diamotor = 4S  in.,   ntroko •    54
in., M.'K.P. sa= 75 Ib. per sq, inch.    Number of oxploMionHpcrmin. -    'M.
OiiH iwecl per niin. = 1020 cu. ft.    Calorific value of gas ^~ 00 (J.II.iJ.
per en, ft.    B.II.P, «= 545.
Calculate (I) Tho LH.P.
(ii) T!it» rnecliamcal efficiency of engine.
(iii) Vr<ilunio of gas used per L11VP. hour.
(iv) Volutw} of giw Head per B.H.P. hour.
(v) Indicated thermal ofiiciency.
(vi) BrakottuTmal «ni<?ieiu.y.
6.	Tin* M.K.P. iii tho cylinder of a gas engine Is 92 Ib. par uq. inch
whi'n thi* «|H*rd in 100 rnvw. per niin. and thore are 7^ explosions per
inlri.    At tiie «iiiiiii time, tho torque exerted by the crank-shaft is deter-
mined by a dynamometer to be 1,440 Ib. ft.
CiUcuIfiti! (i)
(ii)
(iii)
 1. 1 1. 1*.
lUf.P
 ofllcioncy.
Th« cylimior i« 14 in, in diiirnijter with 22 In, stroke.
(B. of E., 1012.)
7,	Wtirft a gim cmgim* in running fully loadocl tho temperature of
the	lt*ft in the clearance tspaco at the end of the exhaust
in 700" €.f and tho temporaturo of the gas and air sucked in just
bi'forii th<*y ««nter th« cylinder Is 100° (J. Tho clearance space is a
<{uarU»r of the total cylinder volume (including clearance space).
Blicrw tbiit tho temperature of tho	filling the cylinder at the end
«if t hi! minion Mfrokij will bo 170° C. Assume that no heat is lost to
or nniftit! from the cylinder walls during auction, tliat th© pressure
Iiif4cl«* the cylinder in the* namo iw that of tho atmoKphoro» and that
th«i Ppi*inik; lu*at of th«» i-^xhatMt	and of the incoming charge is
flw»	cotmtittit <|Ufirttiiy.	(M'ech- Se. Tripos, 1004.)
8.	A,       engine working cm tho Otto cycle, and running at 200 revs.
per min.t ha* » cylinder  11} in* diameter, and stroke  21 in., and
tftit compriwuion npace in 0*185 of the stroke volume.    At the end of
tttff	tli!.t cylinder ia filled with gas and air at a pras-
of  14-7 !b*         »cj. inch, and a temperature of 100°C.     The
of   1 of  gem to 10 of air.    The calorific
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value of the gas is 320
G.H.U. per standard cubic
foot.
The   accompanying  in-
diagram is  taken
from	engine:     End
the	power and
Number
150
the	efficiency of
the engine.
State .how   you  would
the	given
Mean effective pressure
79.8    >•'
to the cylinder walls dur-
ing compression and ex-
plosion.
9. The indicator dia-
gram of a gas engine is
shown in below. The
equation to the expansion
curve AB is jm1<26 = con-
stant,	to the com-
curve CD is pu14
3=	The curve
AB if produced meets the vertical explosion line in E. The absolute
temperatures of Es D, and C are indicated on the diagram. Deter-
mine the thermal efficiency of the cycle, neglecting the rounded
comers of the diagram,  and   taking
the working substance as air.
(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1912.)
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10.	Crank 1 ft., connecting rod 4-5
ft.; what are the accelerations at the
ends and some   other point  in  the
stroke, if the engine makes 200 revo-
lutions per minute ?    The piston and
rod and crosshead are 420 Ib. ; draw
a diagram to show the force in pounds
required to produce the motion. State
ihe scale clearly.
C -330-
(B. of E., 1906.)
11.	A  piston  and  rod  and cross-
head  weigh   350  Ib.     At   a  certain
instant, 'when the resultant total force due to steam pressure is 3 tons,
. thd piston has aa acceleration of 370 ft, per second in the same direc-
tion. What is the actual force acting at the crosshead ?
(B. of E., 1902.)
It* Jk a gas	release occurs at se-vea-eighths of the stroke and
at a	of id Ib. per aq. inch, absolute.   Ihe clearance space is
a	0! the total cylinder vokime.   The engine works on the Otto
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eyclo, cxpladrK cvc*ry time* and in not seivwngfd. Tho mixed gax and
air ju«t l,Ms£ort'$ bi«ing druwn Into tho cylindor on this auotion ntroko hiw
a trrnporaturo of H)C)fl C. KMtimattt tho tornpnraturo of the* charges
filling this cylinder at Iho <*nd of tho Hu«tion Htroku.
In making your owt imato you will probably at#mmt) thai gaHoa boforo
and aftc*r t'XpioHum bohavo as tho narno porfoot ganu    How far in thl«
aHKitinption correct f    IHuKtrato the posHiblo c*rror« in ^Ktintatttft of
t«'tnpc*raiuro bam^dl on tints awtunption. by finding tl«ur amount in tho
of a mixture of        volume of hydrogctn and Hv« <»f air.
(Modi. Sc% TrfpoB,  1004.)
 13.	A fly wheel 4 ft. diameter in tho form of a dine 0 in. thick in koyed
to the shaft of a highspeed cmgirMi,   Caloulato how muoh energy it
storc»s at 500 r.p.m. and find how much tho titore of wnorgy is increiwed
wh«?n tlio sp^c'd incrctaMOB 5 per cent.    One cil ft. of material weighs
4BO Ib.	(B. of B.f 1912.)
 14.	What muHt im* Iho sisso of a flywhcjol in ordor that tho maximum
rp«**-d may not 4«x(*<*cd th<* m<*an »jH*cd of 00 fovh. pc*r jnin. by moro than
Cl'2 r<*v, jht min. whon tho ar<*a of tho cnutk-c^Tort <?urvo cut oil by
tin* iiifiin rnwtk-I'flort lino r<*prt'Hc,utH 142%1 ft- tonn*
C*n*! th«* »ii*i«t mdiuK of tho £lywhc*d and tho weight in tons of the
rim and work mil the* dirnonnionH on tho aHKiimption that tho maB0 of
flu* wh*»i*I in nil wmwntrat<*d at tho moan rndiuK of tho wlujol and that
tht^prrd at tikf*ntfan nuiiuHiH limited to 50 f.p.H. (H. of 1<3(> 1912.)
15.	J*lot roughly th<» iMwoU'ration of tho pinton znaHHOM in a recipro-
cating Hifiitif from tho following data :—
Bfmk«* 2 ft,
roitniTtitig icwl 4 ft*
Kprrd 21 Ml n*vi** por nttn*
Writ i* dimii tli** rM*i'<*Ii*nitioiti4 at tho hcginnirig and end of stroke.
(B, of K., 1012,)
111 Tlwr Figure shows <tiugrarrtrnaU(*ally tho moving parts of an
Oi+c*i« ihau^T ongtrifo. Th<» piston A in <'f»upl<*d dirc.c.i to the central
<'ri«ik"|itn by corinoc*ting rod B ; th<* piston (J ih cotiplod to the outer
iTfitik'piiiH through a oronHhoad I), Hido»rodH W, and <$onnoc*ting rodi
F. TIi« {n'htonH movo in oppontto dirootionH, and tho oxj[>loHion takes
file_86.wmf
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between them.   The mass of piston C with its attached recipro-
parts is 8 tons, that of A is 4 tons.    The stroke of each piston
is 43 in., and length of each connecting rod is 108 in.    Find the magni-
tude         direction of the unbalanced horizontal inertia force on the
engine at each dead-point, when the speed is 100 revs, per min.
It is often assumed in the calculation of inertia forces that the con-
necting rod may be treated as though half its mass were concentrated
at	end. Discuss this assumption and explain its practical con-
sequences in regard to the problem of balancing.
file_88.wmf


(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1913.)
17. Hie two
indicator   dia-
grams *   here-
w i t h    were
taken from  a
The
temperature at
the    point   A
measured
directly    and
found   to    be
100°  0.    The
corresponding
and
volume        be
found from the
diagram.   CM-
the tem-
perature at the
point B. What
further  data
Are required to
you to
calculate the temperature at a point C on the expansion line ?
The pressure of the atmosphere is 14-7 lb. per sq. inch, and the clear-
is -y of displacement volume.
Use cylinder of the engine is 5-5 in. diameter and the stroke 10 in.
The B.H.P. of the engine was varied, and the speed was maintained
iby^a hit-and-miss governor) approximately constant at 370 r.p.m.
during the trials. Determine from the diagrams and the following
the fnetiona! HLP. of the engine for each loading:	
BJBLP	5-51        3-78        1*6         0
per min,        .        .     150         120        75       44
(B. of E., 1913.)
*	two	are not really consistent, but the puestion is
006
CHAPTER VI
The Gas Producer
theoby—typical   suction  and   pressure   peodtjcebs—tests-
costs—usb of gas producer fob mareste purposes—appendix
CONTAINING  DESCRIPTION  OF   MODE   OF    OPERATION  OF  SUCTION
gas plant.
113. Producer Gas. Theory.—In a steam boiler the energy
stored up in the coal is liberated by combustion in an atmo-
sphere containing oxygen.   In other words, heat is liberated
by the combination of the carbon with oxygen first to form
CO, and then, if enough air be present to add a further atom
of oxygen to the molecule, to C02.    When 12 kg. of carbon
(that is to say the atomic weight of carbon taken in kilograms)
are oxidized to CO, 29,400 calories * are given off, and when
C02   is  formed   a   further   68,200   calories  axe  liberated,
making a total of 97,600.   This means that if the carbon
be only oxidized to the CO stage not more than about 30
per cent, of the available heat energy is given up, and that
by far the most of the available heat is obtained from the
stage in which CO becomes C02.   Even supposing that in
a given steam boiler the whole of the 97,600 calories were
given off from each 12 kg. of carbon (neglecting for the moment
the hydrogen and hydrocarbons in the coal) only a fraction,
not greater than 70 per cent., usually gets to the water, and th0
balance goes away up the chimney or is lost by radiation.
With gas producers such heavy losses do not occur.   Their
efficiency depends upon the working process, but it may be
taken as being seldom less than 80 per cent, and often as much
as 90 per cent, even when working with anthracite coal and
* In this chapter the calorie is the kilogram-calorie.
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not chemically pure carbon. In a gas producer, air is forced
or	through a mass of highly heated fuel, with the result
that the carbon is oxidized. Also, in order to keep the tempera-
ture within reasonable limits, and for another reason to be
given later, steam is admitted along with the air and "both
upwards through the glowing fuel.
When the air and steam are forced through by  pressure
the	is called a Pressure Producer.   When however
they are drawn through by suction caused by the suction
of the engine, they are known as Suction Producers.
The theory in both cases is similar.
It may	strange to those who approach the subject
for the first time that it should be possible for the gas given
off  to contain as much as 80 to 90 per cent, of the total
in the coal.    It would "be apparent to them from
of chemistry that eyen if pure CO came away
the producer, and no C02 at all, there would be a loss
of the 30 per cent, of energy liberated when the carbon was
to CO, leading to an apparent maximum efficiency
of 70 per cent.   The explanation is that this 30 per cent, is
not lost.   It serves to keep the furnace alight, and to decom-
the entering steam into hydrogen and oxygen, thus—
0,
 (I)
in so doing it stores up 116,400 calories for each 36 kg
of	decomposed. It is easy to see that by suitably "balanc-
ing the proportions of air and steam admitted, it is possible
to	the greater part  of the 30 per  cent,   of energy
by the formation of C03 and to carry it as potential
energy to the gas engine, where the hydrogen and
unite.   la reality it is not quite so simple
ss	the oxygen from the decomposed steam has
to	over glowing carbon, with the result that a
further supply of CO is formed.   Radiation of heat from the
producer prevents the efficiency being 100 per cent.
Folkrering generally the procedure adopted by Mr. Dowson,
the first of these plants, the reactions m&y be
stated thus-:—    .
ecpal to molecular weights in kg.
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Carbon-monoxide is thus formed :	•
20+02=200+58,800 calories      ...     (2)
Carbon-dioxide would "be formed thus :	
C+02 =C02+975600 calories       .     .     .     (3)
The former of these two equations gives a gas having a
calorific value of about 119 B.Th.TJ. per cubic foot, but when
steam is admitted this value rises rapidly owing to the hydrogen
present.
As already stated the decomposition of steam follows
2H20=2H2+02—116,400 calories   .   .    .   (4)
the negative sign-meaning that heat is absorbed and not
liberated. The oxygen so produced also joins in the re-
action, so that one of the following formulae
H,0+C=H1+CO—28,800 calories   ...    (5)
or 2H20+C=2H2+C02—18,800 calories .    .    (8)
is followed in the decomposition of the steam. In both
(5) and (6) an absorption of heat takes place which allows
of a balance being obtained by a careful regulation of the
relative proportions of air and steam admitted.
114. It is useful to discover what quantity of water is
theoretically required per pound of coal in order to keep this
reaction balanced.
Assume that the reaction follows equations (2) and (6).
Beally it will not follow quite such simple laws, but it will
approximate thereto if the temperature is high enough.*
Equation (2) shows that for each 24 kg. of carbon used 58,800
calories will be liberated, and equation (6) that 18,800 calories
will be absorbed by each 36 kg. of steam dissociated, requiring
also for its dissociation 12 kg. of carbon. To absorb the
f?Q    Of\f\
whole of the 58,800 calories liberated 36X—	kg. of steam
18,800
should be required. But the steam is not admitted to the
producer as steam, but as water, and there is therefore the
* According to Bobson, equation '(5) is followed at a temperature
Of about 600° C.; and equation (6) from 900 to 1000° C. At tempera-
tures between 600 and 1000 both reactions occur. The equilibrium
state is a function of both temperature and time.
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of evaporation to be considered. Now the latent
heat of 36 kg. of vater-vapour at 20° C. is 21,600 calories,
and this must be added to the 18,800 calories due to chemical
dissociation, mating a total of 40,400 calories, so that only
08,800 ,_. _£ _j_—.__-u really be required, and this
40,400
works out at 524 kg. of water.   The quantity of carbon.
/l 9	\
corresponding to this is   clearly   24 + U^ X 52 4 J = 24 +
17-5=41-5 kg. of carbon.   So that -^— or 1-26 kg. of water
be	for each kg. of ca-rbon.
The next point to determine is the nature of the mixture of
given off in this way. Equation (2) shows that for each
24 kg. of carbon there will be given * off 224 X 2 X 1,000
litres = 4-i;800 litres of CO, Equation (6) adds to this an
equal volume of hydrogen and half the volume of C02 for each
12 kg. of carbon. Now the quantities in equation (6) must
clearly be proportional to 17-5 and not 12 kg, of carbon, and
17*5
therefore the volume of hydrogen will be	X 44,800=65,200
litres and the volume of C02 will be 32,600 litres.    The total will
therefore be
CO :—         44,800 litres
CO,:—        52,600    „
H2:—         $5,200    „
142,600 litres or 142-6 cubic metres.
But it must be remembered that in equation (2) oxygen
is supplied to the extent of 22,400 litres, and that as this
7Q
is drawn from the air it will be accompanied by	X 22,400
of nitrogen which will pass through without change.
fJQ
So	to the above table must be added -- X 22,400 =
L1
* Baaed on t&e pdbielple that the molecular weight of any gas taken
urC-     la.	will occupy a volume of |24Jitres.    (Some recent work has
on a revised %ire of 22-25 litres.)
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84,100 litres of nitrogen,^ making the total and proportions
thus :—
CO
C02
H2
.	44,800	litres or 19-8 per cent
.	32,600	„      or 144 per cent
.	65,200	.,      or 28-8 per cent
.	84,100	„      or 37-0 per cent.
226,700	100-0
Thus 226,700 litres of gas are given off for each 41-5 kg.
of carbon or 5,450 litres per kg. of carbon, and 5,450 litres
is of course 5-45 cubic metres.
What is the calorific power of this producer gas ?    The
1ST2 and C02 can give nothing.   The CO will geld (97,600 —
29,400) calories for each 28 kg. of   CO, or     j2Q° = 2,440
28
calories per kg. of CO. The H2 will yield 116,400 calories
per 4 kg. of gas, or 29,100 calories per kg. of hydrogen. Take
1 cubic metre or 1,000 litres of the producer gas. It wiU
I QO
contain   198   litres  of   CO  yielding  ^ ^ X 68,200 = 602
288
calories,   and  of  hydrogen
22,400
X 58,200 = 750   calories
22,400
making a total of 1 ,352 calories per cubic metre. Furthermore
the steam formed by the union of the hydrogen and oxygen
"will be capable of yielding up its latent heat, which will add
21,600 calories for each 4 kg. of hydrogen concerned. Now
288
the weight of the hydrogen in 1,000 litres of the gas is
X 2 kg. and the calories in the latent heat of the steam will
OQQ	OT   AA0
therefore be - X 2 X — - - =139 calories, which when
22,400	4
added to the 1,352 calories found above, makes a total calorific
value of 1,491 calories per cubic metre of the gas given off by
the producer, In cases in which the latent heat of the steam
formed cannot be utilized, it is customary to use the lesser
value of the calorific constant, and write it down in this case
as 1,352 calories only, which is nearly 10 per cent. less. The
N
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of 1,491 calories per cubic metre corresponds to 168
B.Th.U. per cubic foot.
115. Dowson has carried out calculations similar to the
above for a number of possible reactions, and the following
tables show some of the results he lias found.

Reaction 




between 




Air and 




Carbon : 




proportions   ;
CO &n      '   Composition of gas per cent. 
Steam
used 
Gas
formed 
Calorific 
formed
per cent,
by volume. 
by volume
• (Steam decomposed according
f             to equation (6)) 
Job
of
Carbon 
per
kilo
of
Carbon 
Power of
Gas made 
upon the 








of the       | 



reaction      ; 








Calorics 
B.Th.TL 
CO 
CO.   |   COS 
i   CO
! 
Hs 
N8 
Kilos. 
Cubic
Metres 
per
Cubic 
per
Cubic 


I 



Metre 
Foot 

!        1 
! 





0 
100 ! 28-45 i   —   | 40-25 
31*3 
2-12 
6-54 
1,243 
139-7 
10 
90 1 27-8   1   0-9   j 39-7 
31-6 
2-08 
6-48 
1,254 
140-9 
20 
80 | 27-1 
1-9 
39-15 
36-85 
2-02 
641 
1,267 
14:2-4 
30 
70- | 26-3 
3-0 
38-5 
32-2 
1-97 
6-34 
1,282 
144-0 
40 
60 
25-35 
4-3 
37-7 
32-65 
1-19 
6-26 
1,298 
145-8 
50 
50 
24-3 
5-85 
36-8 
33-05 
1-83 
6-17 
1,316 
147-9 
SO 
40 
23-0 
7-65 
35-8 
33-55 
1-75 
6-07 
1,340 
150-5 
70 
50 
21-5 
9-8 
34-55 
34-15 
1-66 
5-95 
1,366 
153-5 
SO 
20 
19-6 
12-4 
33-0 
35-0 
1-55 
5-81 
1,398 
157-1 
90 
10 
17-3 
15-65 
31-1 
35-95 
142 
5-65 
1,438 
161-5 
100 
0 
144 
19-7 
28-8 
37-1 
1-26 
545 
1,490 
167-5 
This table serves to show the very complete way in
which Dowson worked out the chemical problems relating
to producer gas, and the student who wishes to pursue suet
matters farther is referred to that writer's interesting boot
on the subject.
We have now discussed the ideal conditions of working.
In practice, about the theoretical weight of water is used in
suction producers, lor pressure producers such as the Mond
producers an excess of steam is admitted in order that the
oi the coal may be kept to a point lower than
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that at which ammonia dissociates, it being a feature of this
process to recover and sell the ammonia produced from the
nitrogen contained in bituminous coals ; the effect of this,
incidentally, is to lower the thermal efficiency of the producei
to about 80 per cent.
Equation (5) is sometimes followed instead of equa-
tion (6) for the decomposition of the steam, depending on
the temperature of the reaction and the masses involved.*
Mr. Dowson gives these two comparisons of the theory and
practice in each case :—

theoh
Gas     formed
Equations   (2) and 
,Y.
according      to
(5):- 
practice.
Gas made at Millwall.
121-3 vols. contain   same weight
of carbon and consist of : — 


Volume*.
CO       	     33-5 

Per cent. 
Ho       	     18-6 
CO 
39-9 
No       	     	     62-8 
Ho       .... 
.     .    17-0 
C02     	      4-7 
No 
43-1 
Methane   	       1-7 




100-0 
121-3 
Gas     formed
Equations (2) and 
according      to
(6):— 
Gas made at Winnington.
117-6 vols. contain  same weight
of carbon and consist of : — 

Per cent. 
Volumes.
CO      	     12-9 

by Volumes. 
H2       	     34-1 
CO       .... 
.     .    19-7 
c*r\                                        i q q 
H2       .... 
.-     .    28-8 
N
A Q A 
CO2 
.        .        14-4: 

No       .... 
.     .    37-1 
Methane   	      2-4 




100-0 
117-6
It will be noticed that an excess
of air has been admitted in each
case. 
116. Actual Producers. In Fig. 56 is shown a reproduction
of a working drawing of a 150 H.P. suction producer made by
the Campbell Gas Engine Co. The steam required for the
reaction is derived from the annular boiler surrounding the gas
producer, and the heat necessary for vaporization is derived
* See footnote on p. 175.
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the        of the fuel     This steam passes with the air down
a pipe	to the base of the gas producer, and is then drawn
through the glowing fuel which is maintained at a temperature
of	1,000° C.   The air and steam on passing through the
are decomposed in accordance with the equations
given, and the hot producer gas then passes through
a         trap or separator, and then past a water seal into the
scrubber which consists of a tall vertical vessel containing
which a water spray is kept playing.   This cools
the         condenses any steam there may be in it and serves
file_90.wmf


fig. 58,—Sectional elevation of a 150 E.P. Campbell Suction Gas Producer,
Fuel is'first admitted through the hopper- B.   Air then enters at A,
tip steam on its way and passes by the pipe E to the grate (7.    The
comfr a"w&7 from the upper part of the producer and pass by the
pipe system shown afc D to the Scrubber Chamber, where they are cleansed
cooled.   Th&	are next drawa along the pipe I to the expansion
box & on their way to the engine.
generally to cleanse It.   Thence the gas passes to a gas "box *
to	the pressure, and from that it is drawn into the
as wanted.     A full description of how-to work such
& producer is, on account of its possible ^alue to  such
who may be unacquainted witfr the actual working of
plant, given as an appendix to tbis -chapter.   The above
*	k>se	be put, m near the engine as possible.
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description applies to a plant using anthracite.* When it is
desired to use coke as fuel, a sawdust scrubber is usually re-
quired in addition to the coke scrubber. An outside view of
a similar plant is also given in Fig. 57.
There is not a great deal of difference between the different
makes of suction producer plant. Fig. 58 shows an out-
side view of a National Gas Engine Co. type, similar to that
which was awarded the gold medal at the Royal Agricultural
Society's Trials in 1906. Its internal arrangements are much
the same as those already described, except that the vaporizer
file_91.wmf


fig.  57.—Outside view of 80 B.H.P.  Campbell Suction Gas Plant.     Note
small size of Producer for the amount of power produced.
is fed with water which has first been heated by being passed
through a pipe in the gas outflow passage and is then vaporized
on the "flash" system.
Pressure producers are worked on much the same general
principles, except that the air and steam are forced through
the coal instead of being sucked through. In general, too,
they are for much larger plants. Suction producers are usually
* Bituminous fuels cannot be used in suction gas producers, unless^
of the specially designed type made by Dowson and a few other makers,"
and such- producers are less simple to operate.
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for quite small   outputs—commonly about 30  or 40 H.P.
rarely going beyond 500 H.P., whereas the power from
producers may run Into thousands of horse-power,
file_92.wmf
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 and the latter are therefore of a much more extensive nature,
a good deal moire complicated, especially when a feature
is	of by-product recovery.
117. T©$faL   It wiE he of interest to give here some figures
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from the tests held on suction producer plant in 1905 by the
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, and in 1906
by the Royal Agricultural Society.
In the 1905 trials ten complete plants, exhibited by six
different firms, were sent in for the competition. Particulars
of these plants are given in the following table (see p. 184).
The result of the trials was given in the Judges' report,*
of which the following contains an account.
Each plant was allowed half an hour of steady working
before the actual power test, at the end of which the plant
was brought back as nearly as possible to the same condition
in respect of fuel, etc., as it was at the beginning of the trial,
and the actual weight of fuel supplied in the interval was
taken as that consumed by the plant during the power test.
The obviously weak point in this procedure was that it was
quite impossible to determine absolutely whether the plant
was really in the same condition at the end of the trial as it
was at the beginning. By running the test for a long enough
time, however, any slight error in this respect could be rendered
of little importance, and probably the method adopted was
the best one. The alternative would have been to start the
producers up from rest, and note the fuel put in, then at the
end of the trial, note the proportion in the producer which
had not been burnt, subtract the two, and add to this any fuel
which had been introduced during the test. This procedure
was adopted at the R.A.S. trials in 1906, except that the fuel
consumed when the producers were banked up all night was
also included, so leading to the disadvantage that it did not
give a real fuel economy test. Also it was extremely difficult
to tell at the end of the trial how much of the fuel left in the
producer could properly be said to be " unburnt."
In the Scotch trials it was found that the coal per
B.H.P.-hour at full load varied from. 1-25 to 0-84 lb., a.nd at
half load from 1-55 to 0-91 lb. This was for the 8 H.P. sizes.
For the larger, 20 H.P., plants the fuel per B.H.P.-hour at full
load varied from 0*93 to 0-77 lb. and at half load from 1-08 to
0-92 lb. These results serve to show how economical the
suction producer plant is when compared with steam engine
* Engineering, November 17, 1905.
gbwsb.ai, dimbnbions and pabticuiuum or suction-gas plants entkrkd joe thiai,
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plant (complete) 
£04 10^, 
£105 
£80 
£72 
£80 
£90 
£80 
£60 
£65 
£58 
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35 
20 
45 
25 
25 
28 
25 
15 
20 
17 
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16 
22 
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8 
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8 
74 
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10 
9i 
81 
10 
10 
10 
7 
8* 
7 
7 
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17 
18 
20 
17 
18 
19 
12 
14 
15 
16 
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(declared)  .-    .     ,     , 
220 
200 
'   200 
220 
190 
190 
230 
230 
220 
220 
Price of engine (complete) 
£130 
£125 
£110 
£130 
£120 
£131 
£80 
£75 
£80 
£90 
Weight of engine, owt. 
60 
66 
54 
60 
78 
69 
29 
25 
40 
40 
Price of pn^dueer plant 










and engine (complete) 
£224 105, 
£230 
£190 
£202 
£200 
£221 
£160 
£135 
£145 
£148 
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plete plant— producer. 










engine, etc. «   .  sq. ft. 
144 
225 
240 
288 
225 
225 
160 
288 
225 
160 
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plant of the same output; the latter would consume any-
thing from 2-J- times to 4 times as much fuel per B.H.P. Other
interesting figures reported by the Judges are that the capa-
city of the producer per declared B.H.P. varied from 0-124
cu. ft. to 0-295 cu. ft. for the 20 H.P. size, and from 0-161
cu. ft. to 0-372 cu. ft. for the 8 H.P. size. Each of these
figures show a ratio of about 2-3 to 1 and the price of the
plants varied also but in not so great a ratio. The variation
in cubic feet capacity per B.H.P. was an indication that
little had then been done towards standardization of design.
118. The tests carried out by the R.A.S. in 1906 were
considerably more elaborate, and, as already stated, a different
procedure was followed. The report of the Judges had been
published and, although in some aspects it may be said to be
controversial, it is certainly worth study. Fourteen plants
were entered for trial and all but three ran through to the
finish. The capacity in each case was 15 to 20 H.P.* A
list of the plants with their leading dimensions and other
particulars is given here—

Name of
Producer. 
N"ame of
Engine. 
Eevs. /
min. 
Stroke
In. 
Diam.
of Cyl.
In. 
Declared
B.H.P. on
Anthra-
cite. 
National 
National .     . 
190 
18 
10 
20 
Dowson 
Railway     and 
170 
18 
12 
20 

General 




Paxman 
Paxman . 
220 
15 
9J 
15-5 
Dowson 
National . 
190 
18 
10 
20 
Campbell   . 
Campbell 
200 
19 
9J 
18 
Campbell   . 
Campbell 
190 
20 
10 
20 
Dudbridge 
DudbrLdge 
200 
17 
9| 
20 
Mersey       .     .   • . 
Gardner . 
200 
18 
9 
20 
Hindley 
Hindley . 
600 
7 
7 
16 
Kynoch 
Kynoch . 
240 
18 
9 
17 
Newton 
Newton   . 
200 
18 
9 
20 
Fielding 
Fielding . 
220 
18 
94 
18 
Crossley 
Crossley . 
220 
21 
8* 
17 
Crossley 
Crossley . 
180 
21 
8i 
15 
Measurements  made of the  fuel and water  consumption
showed figures ranging from. 1-47 to 1-04 Ib. of anthracite
Grate areas averaged about 8J sq. ins. per B.JELP.
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per B.H.P.-hour and from 3-61 to 0-73 gallons of water per
B.H.P.-hour.   The enormous   variation in the quantity   of
was very striking, and it showed that there
a considerable difference in the manner of operation of
the	plants.   As the water required for steam maMng
is very small, practically the whole of the above difference
been due to the different quantities taken by the
scrubber.
published the following conclusions as a result
of the consumption trials—
That with a good suction producer plant, working contin-
at the specified loads and under the best conditions,
the	results may be anticipated :—
With Anthracite.
:    M Ib. per B.H.P.-hour including fuel needed for
starting, and for banking during the night.
: 1-6 Ib. per B.H.P-hour including as above.
Water:        1 gallon per B.H.P.-hour at full load and f gallon
at half load.
With CoTce.
Full         :   1*3 Ib. per B.H.P.-hour including fuel needed for
starting.
Water:        1J gallons per B.H.P.-hour at full load.
Dalby * also recorded as a result of these trials
that—
4< Assuming a 20 B.H.P. plant to start on Monday morning
with an empty producer, and to run ten hours per day on
full         for a week, banking the fires at night, the consump-
tion of anthracite peas would be about half a ton for the
and about f ton if the average load is about half full
With coke the  consumption is about 25 per   cent.
mam.   Ik>m 2,000 to 3,000 gallons of water per week are
fear a 20 B.BLP. pl^nt to provide water for the scrubber
the producer,, and of this by far the larger part would be
in the scrubber.*3
also inade of the times taken to start up and
* H Ju paper, August, 1006.
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to change load. As a result of their investigations the Judges
awarded the premier places to the National and Crossley plants.
The Judges were Professor Dalby and Capt. Sankey, R.E.
119. Test of a Dowson Suction Gas Producer Plant.—The
following account of tests on two Dowson Suction Plants is
extracted from Mr. Dugald Clerk's 1904 " James Forest"
Lecture before the Institution of Civil Engineers.   The tests
"were carried out by Mr. M. Atkinson Adam, B.Sc., Assoc. M.
Inst. C.E.    The first plant was adapted for a working load
of 40 B.H.P. and the second for 30 B.H.P.   In each case the
producer was started up cold, and run on test for fully eight
hours.     At the start air was blown in by a small hand-power
fan and after ten minutes from lighting up the gas was of a
proper quality.    The gas was then sucked through by a fan,
which represented the action of a gas engine operating under
a constant load sucking gas from a producer in the usual way.
Thence the gas passed to a gas holder.   Analysis samples
were frequently taken and the anthracite analyses were under-
taken by Mr. Bertram Blount, F.I.C., Assoc. Inst. C.E., whilst
the gas analyses were carried out by Mr. Horatio Ballantyne,
F.I.C.    The heat efficiency of the producers was found in two
ways:—
(1)	Counting in the fuel used in the starting up operation
which includes that necessary for the heating up of
the plant.
(2)	Omitting the first two hours of the test, and so giving
the plant what may be termed a " flying start."
The quantities of water used are very interesting. The
figures showed that for vaporization, the 40 B.H.P. plant
used about 30 Ib. per hour, whilst the 30 B.H.P. plant used
about 20 Ib. per hour. For the scrubber, the 40 B.H.P. plant
used about 400 Ib. per hour, and the 30 B.H.P. plant used
about 380 Ib. per hour. This shows how small a proportion
of the total water consumption is needed for vaporization.
The anthracite used was of an ordinary commercial kind,
costing 145. 6d. per ton at the pit, and about 24s. per ton
delivered at Basingstoke. The efficiency figures for the two
producer plants were found to be
 d
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(40 B.H.P.	85 per cent.
" Standing start	-      130 B.H.P.	75 per cent.
r40 B.H.P.	89 per cent.
«Flying start    .        .     |30 RRR	86 per cent.
Reference should be made to the paper for detailed figures,
but it may be mentioned that the gas was found on a general
average to have a calorific value of 135 B.Th.U. per cubic
foot,	have a composition as follows :—
.	15-5 per cent.
	      1-2    „      „
		20-0    „      „
.       7-0    „      „
	0-5    „      „
		55-8     „      „
100-0
120. Tests of Pressure Producers.—In 1904 some exhaustive
tests were made in America on the results of employing differ-
ent varieties of bituminous coal in pressure producer plants
and in steam engines, and it is worth while to give a brief
account* of some of the figures obtained (see p. 186).
In each case the output was about 200 EJELP., and in
most	the length of the trials was from 10 to 30 hours.
Mr. Shober Burrows has reported the result of a 24 day test
undertaken in 1906 on a pressure producer plant operating
with bituminous fuel. Analysis of the fuel showed—
HfO         .        .        .        ...        .    14-68
Volatile combustible .        .        .        .        .30-98
Fixed carbon    .        .        .        .	.42-93
Ask.......        .    10-08
S	      1-33
100-00
B.TkIL perlb.         .        .        .        .      =12,343.
* J%i	Engineering Supplement, January 23, 1907.
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Coal burned 
Ratio 


per E.H.P. 
of Goal
used by 
Kind of Coal 
Name of Sample 


otcam.
Plant 


Steam.
Plant 
Gas
Plant 
to that
used in
Gas 



i    Plant 


Lb. 
Lb. 

^Bitxirnin « 
Alabama, No. 2 . 
4-08 
1-64 
2-49 
Black lignite 
Colorado, No.  1 . 
4-84 
1-71 
2-83 
Biturnin . 
Illinois, No. 3 
4-34 
1-79 
2-42 
39                      ... 
„   4    -     - 
4-80 
1-76 
2-73 
>J                      ... 
Indiana, No. 1    . 
4-13 
1-93 
2-14 
5,                      ... 
„        „   2    .     . 
4-35 
1-55 
2-81 
?>                     • 
Ind. Terr., No. 1     . 
4-04 
1-83 
2-21 
9                      ... 
»       4    .' 
4-64 
1-43 
3-24 
•)                      ... 
Iowa, No. 2 .     -    . 
4-95 
1-73 
2-86 
» 
Kansas, No. 5 
3-93 
1-62 
2-43 
1                      •             •             » 
Kentucky, No. 3 
4-22 
1-91 
2-21 
» 
Missouri, No. 2   . 
4-93 
1-71 
2-88 
>                      ... 
W. Virginia, No. 1  . 
3-90 
1-57 
2-48 
,                      ... 
„   ^ . 
3-62 
1-29 
2-80 

„    7  . 
3-55 
1-46 
2-43 
t                     ... 
„   8 . 
3-63 
1-78 
2-04 

„   9 . 
3-46 
1-40 
2-47 
... 
-        „ 12 . 
3-53 
1-50 
2-35 
•             •             - 
Wyoming, No. 2 
5-90 
2-07 
2-85 


Average 
2*57 
The gas left the generator at ahout 644° F. and passed a
water seal to the scrubber. Thence to a centrifugal tar ex-
tractor. The calorific value of the gas was found to be 156
B.Th.TJ. per cu. ft. and its composition was
C02.
Ethylene
CO
H2   .
Methane
Nf   ,
 9-2
0-4
20-9
15-6
1-9
52-0
100-0
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About 143 Ib. of tar was extracted per ton of coal used In
the producer, whilst the approximate figures show that an
of 1-39 Ib. of coal was used per B.H.P.-hour.    As
ran for 24 consecutive days without shutting down,
it is evident that continuity of operation could be practically
achieved.
The whole of these tests go to show the great fuel economy
by the use of gas plant as contrasted with steam-
Another feature in which the gas plant has the advan-
is in the smallness of the stand-by losses.   When a boiler
is	up for the night it consumes a Tery much larger
of coal during the period of banking than a produce*
of the same output would require.   Actual measurements
of	nature  are  recorded  by  Mr. Dowson  in his book
on Producer Gas,  and it was found that in the case of
power, the consumption of fuel per standing hour
71-5 Ib., and in the case of gas power, 3-5 Ib. only, which
a ratio of about 20 to 1.     And since each of these figures
is tie	of several tests, they are not open to the criticism
that they represent isolated cases only.
It will be of advantage to record at this point what are
the chief objects to be achieved in the aesign and working
of producer plant—
(a) A. fairly deep fuel bed should be allowed for, otherwise
the air may blow through in thin places, and so lead
to local variations in the temperature.
{&) Provision of some sort must be made to prevent caking
or eavitation of the fuel.
(c) Fuel must be fed in and ashes removed in such a way
as not to render the process discontinuous or inter-
mittent.
(<f) Leakage of gas from pressure producers must at all
costs be avoided, as the gas contains a large pro-
portion of poisonous CO.
There are a.good many makes of pressure producer plant,
k© adaptable for by-product recovery.    Among
tto	one of the most prominent types is the Mond pro-
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ducer, which is being used on a large scale in South Stafford-
shire. Here ammonia in the form of ammonium sulphate
(Am2S04) can be produced as a by-product and sold for a
considerable amount—often more than enough to pay the
coal bill. In this process, as has already been explained,
the temperature of the producer must be kept low, and to
do this, large quantities of steam are used, as much as 2£ Ib.
per Ib. of coal. This has the effect of course of reducing
somewhat the actual efficiency of the gas producer and of
raising the percentage of hydrogen present, but not to such
a point as to introduce trouble in a suitable engine.
121. Percentage of Hydrogen.—The percentage of hydro-
gen present in the gas to be employed in a gas engine regulates
the amount of compression which can be used. A good com-
pression is essential for high efficiency, but if the proportion
of hydrogen is high the danger of pre-ignition has to he
guarded against. The following table taken from a paper
by Mr. J. R. Bibbins * shows the proportion of hydrogen
present in various kinds of gas and the calorific value of the
gas when taken alone, and when taken with its theoretically
requisite proportion, of air—

Gaa  " 
B.Th.TT. per cu. ft. 
Ha— per
cent, by
volume 


G-as 
Mixture f 


Hatural Pittsburg   	
Oil      	 
978
846
646
575
295
144
144
125 
91-0
93-0
91-7
92-0
88-0
680
65-5
63-0 
3-0
32-0
46-0
40-0
48-0
20-0
10-0
10-0 
Coal-gas 	 






Carbtiretted water gas       ....
Water gas    	
Producer, hard coal     	 






coke  	 













Attempts have  been made to reduce the proportion of
* "Fuel Gas for Internal Combustion Engines," Cassier's Maga-
ne, 1906.
f Based on theoretical air for combustion.   See also par. 143.
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by	some of the exhaust gases into the
of water vapour.    In this case the dissocia-
tion of CO,	that of H20.   This process Is called tie
carbon-monoxide  gas producer.35    It is claimed
to work very veil and to permit of very high compressions
used. % The g»s has a calorific value of 105 B.Th.TJ. and
a                     of:—
CO    26*95 per cent.
H, 0-20 „
C02 1-75 „
CH4 0-50 „
K,   69-30
0,     1-30      „
122.	of 'Costs.—The following interesting com-
has been drawn up by Mr, L. Andrews * and is well
study.    The figures relate of course to pre-war costs.
capital cost of 16,000 Iv.W. plant.


Sfeeam
Turbine 
Gas
Engines 
electric generators
feed-pumps,   coal    handling
pllittt, ftfe*   ...      *               ... 
£
96,000
81,000 
£
161,700 
gAS-eleaning and coal hand-
with all pipes,
building, cranes, and en-
foundaMooj   	 
18,000 
77,700
42,000 
wiring for ditto   . 
5,250 
5,250 
for oontingeadeB, 5 per cent. 
£200,250
10,012 
£286,650
14,332 
cost per K.W. iastfaied    »    . 
£210,262
£13-1 
£300,982
£18-88  - 
October 24S. 1907, and
 January 3Q5
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hunning cost oet 100 per cent. load factor.    annual
output =140,000,000 K W. hours.


Steam
Turbines 
Gas
Engines 
Fuel, 165,000 tons at 10s.   ....
Fuel, acid, stores and repairs for pro-
ducers, less sale of by-products .
Labour     ...           	 
£
82,500
7,000 
£
28,250
9,000 
Repairs   of   turbine   plant,   including
boilers, etc 	 
8,750 

Repairs of gas plant (excluding pro-
ducers) 	 

6,000 
Oil, waste, and stores (excluding pro-
ducer stores)    .     	 
1,750 
4,370 
Interest and depreciation at 10 per cent. 
21,026 
30,098 . 
Total cost per K W. hour  .... 
£121,026
0-204d. 
£78,118
0-135<1 
t
 Mr. Andrews also takes the case when the load factor is
only 15 per cent., and in that condition of running the costs
per KW.-hour came out at 0-545d. for steam turbines, and
O566cL for gas engines. These rates are nearly the same, but
with rise of load factor the balance would soon turn in favour
of the gas plant. Mr. Andrews' estimate of the capital and
running costs of the plants would now need revision.
123. The Use of Gas Plant for Marine Propulsion has been
discussed before several engineering societies.
Mr. J. T. Milton in his 1906 paper before the Institution
of Civil Engineers stated that he was led to give attention to
engines of this kind in connexion with proposals to fit them in
vessels classed with Lloyd's Register. The paper deals with
engine problems only, and assumes that a proper and suitable
type of producer capable of using cheap fuel would before long
be available. The writer of the paper specifies the following con-
ditions which must be satisfied by a successful marine engine—
 (a)	The engine must be reversible.
 (b)	It must be capable of being stopped quickly and of
being started quickly eithw $head or astern.
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ft! It	be	of being promptly speeded to any
of   revolutions   between   dead   slow
and full speed, and of being kept steadily at the re-
for any length of time.    "Dead slow "
to be not faster than one-quarter of full speed,
and	be less than this in very fast vessels.
frf) It	be capable of working well, not only in smooth
but also in heavy weather, in a seaway in which
tie varying immersion of the propeller causes rapidly
conditions of resistance.
(e) All	parts must be readily accessible for over-
and all wearing surfaces must be capable of
promptly and readily adjusted.
(/)	must be economical in fuel, and especially
so at Its ordinary working speed.
no existing engine complies with all these coa-
reference should be made to Mr. Milton's paper
for a	of the difficulties :   some curves are there
the different turning moment curves for different
of engine.
Not only would the introduction of gas engines for war-
propulsion lead to a gain of space and dead weight (so
the offensive or defensive materiel to be added to),
feet the better disposition of its parts, and the absence of
admit of a great improvement in respect of an
in the number of guns which could fire on
In the proposed plan of battleship con-
the gas producers are shown divided into two sets
m	side of the ship, and the propelling machinery
w	well aft.   The deck is clear for gun barbettes.    Mr.
tie following comparative table illustrating the
of the gas engine plant so far as area occupied,
fuel consumption are concerned-—
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Steam Engine  j    Gas Engine	Oil Engine
h
h
y
 I.I£.P.   available   for   pro-
.   pelling the ship    .
Weight of machinery, in-
cluding usual auxiliaries,
but not deck machinery
I.H.P. per ton of machinery
Area occupied by machin-
ery : Engines and boilers
or producers ....
Area per I.E.P.       .     .     .
Fuel consumption ia Ib. per
I.H.P. hour—
At full power.
At about J- full power
 16,000	16,000      \
|
1,585 tons *    1,105 tons f !   750 tons \
10-1
21-33
7,250 sq. ft.
5,850 sq.ft. . 4,100 sq, ft.
0-453 sq.ft. | 0-366 sq.ft. '. 0-257 sq! It
0-6Ib.
0-75lb.
i-o n>.
l-661b.
1-15 lb.
124.—One of the difficulties in connexion with, the utiliza-
tion of the gas engine on board ship lies in the fact that when
tlie speed of the ship is decreased, the resistance to motion
is decreased at & far greater rate, and this means that the
mean effective pressure on the piston must be capable of Yery
considerable reduction. When an attempt is made to get
very low mean effective pressures ia a gas engine, the
is liable to stop altogether—in fact the gas engine as at present
de-vised is not sufficiently elastic in its manner of working to
make it an effective rival to the steam turbine for marine
purposes. The difficulty may he solved by driving generators
from the gas engines, so producing electric current which,
be "ased in motors driving the screw propellers, but this requires
a great weight of machinery, and is costly.
125. Low Coal Engine.—An engine has T>een introduced
by A. M. Low in which a special cylinder head contains a
miniature gas producer, so that small coal can be fed direct
to the engine. The coal passes down vertical tubes heated
externally by the exhaust gases ; through, these tabes is
passed a stream, of air and steam in the same proportion as in
*   Includes water ia bailers.
-J-         „	„         jackets and piping, but not coal in
j-	„	„         Jackets and piping.
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a auction ga* prodiieer.   It is claimed that an experimental
pant	vnly about 0-5 Ib. of coal per B.H.P. hour, but
dt'Uikd figures are not given of this test.*   A miniature gas
}T.>diK'iT tab albu been used by D. J. Smith f for the propulsion
file_93.wmf


Sf tioV*as Bag** ^d Producer for Marine Pur-
eonrtesy of Messrs. J. I. Thornycroft & Co.)
of	:  terte have shown that with coal at 40,?  a
to the fuel costs are equivalent to petrol at 2JcZ. per gallon.

 APPENDIX A
producer plant
. 15, 1912.      t I.A.E., Jan.. 1S20.
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scrubber. In addition to these there is a simple form of separ-
ator through, which the gas passes on its way from the producer
to the scrubber, and In. which it deposits the heavier particles of
chust \?Mch are carried over from the producer. A box is also
px*o "vlded "between, the scrubber and the engine, to act as a res€r-
voix, from which the engine can draw a regular supply of gas.
_ L. Method of Gas Production.—In this method of gas production
air and steam at atmospheric pressure are drawn through incan-
descent fuel by the motion of the engine, the oxygen, hydrogen
ancl carbon combining ia the producer to form a combustible gas
w^ltlch Is suitable for power purposes. No boiler for pro Tiding
steam under pressure is required, and no gasometer, the engine
generating its supply of gas by the motion of the piston in the
cylinder. The fuel used must be anthracite coal or coke (bitu-
minous coal must not "be used). The steam is generated in an
evaporator which is heated by the fire in the gas producer. The
air- is drawn into the producer over the surface of the heated water
in. the evaporator and In passiag takes up the steam which It tlien.
carries through the producer.
2.	General Instructions.—The coal used should be passed through
a  sieve and no pieces under J ia. (5 mm.) should be used.   The
most suitable size is | in. to 1 in. (16 mm. to 25 mm.}.    Coal
Is not only of no'value, "but It tends to stop up the pipes and
interfere with the working of the plant. The fuel should not be
moistened ""before it is used. All the moisture required should be
pr-ovided la the iorm of steam and pass through the fire in the
ordinary way as described "below. The eyaporator should always
"bo kept full of -water to the overflow pipe. A water supply
"bo provided for the evaporator and the coke scrubber, and a drain
"fco carry away the water from the scrubber. In any installation
of this type, the engine should be erected as close to the pro-
ciiicer as practicable so that the connecting pipes between the two
are as short arid direct as caa be arranged.
3.	To Start the Gas Producer after Erection or Gleaning.—Before
starting it is of the greatest importance to s-ee that all the piping,
cocks, and various vessels which go to make up the gas-producing
plant sTi&uld be air tight, as the apparatus when in operation Is
siabjected to an excess of atmospheric pressure from without.   If
tlae various parts of the plant are not airtight, the ak which
in 'will interfere "wiila. the quality of the gas and make It poorer.
For this reason the whole apparatus should he tested after erection
to' prove the soundness of the joints, the test being carried out aa
follows : Heferring to the illustration, if all the openings are closed
except the cock E, and air is then blown into the apparatus by th&
biand fan A, the \rarious joints can be tested with a light. If air
or gas escapes from the joints it will be" at once detected. This
test should "be made periodically to see that everything is la order.
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It v. r, f «• . air:. .1 out at anv time after cleaning, and when every.
tli" -' , Miaru t<. K< in #*>d working order the engine should be
i *i,it ri«.i/i\ i.r hnjjif.liato u*e when the gas is available.
* FioCi^i that all the Joints are sound and tight, the water should
now he t«n:t-:l rn to the coke scrubber by means of the tap C until
it	tl»rowk the pipe D provided for that purpose. It is
fs**'ntui tiut the Grabber should contain sufficient water to seal
then be	to the evaporator F by means
of the tap G until It just overflows in drops by the pipe T provided
for that	overflow should be very slight before start-
ing and	be	time to time when running accord-
Ing to the load on the	as described below.   The taps C and
it ar/i the cock H	now be closed.   The cock B and the cock
,? i .11 the	pipe K	be opened.   The fire door L and the
M	be opened and a fire of wood or coke
in the eas producer,    O'fdin&ru bituminous coal must on
mi	Ik	When the fire is burning up well anthracite
ecul	be	through the hopper N in small quantities
to         as the whole	of fuel becomes incandescent
tliis	continued until the gas producer is full to
the        of the bottom of the gas pipe P.   The fire door L and ash-
pit         M	be	as soon as the coal is well alight.    The
fan A          be          for the purpose of blowing up the fire
the           of the products of combustion being blown
by it* meansfthrough the gas pipe P, separator R and uptake pipe
K to           the        J          open during this operation.  Supposing
the fire to                   lit for, say, fifteen to twenty minutes, and
the         fan to have        in operation during that time, the quality
of the pas          is	can now be tested by partially closing
the         J                             the gas through the scrubber and gas
to the test         Q.   The nearer this test cock is placed to the
the           ; it       be placed at any convenient point in the
gM                       the            and the gas box, for example.   Before
the £&&              the scrubber the water must be turned on
to the                           tap C.   The blowing will have to continue
for a few                      the scrubber and gas box are cleared of air,
ga§ ha*                    in to take its place.   A light should then
be            to the test         Q and the gas if of a good quality will
a                          If the coal is of good quality the gas
s                   orange red in colour, and one which
mot go          With	it is difficult to produce anything
but a                    but m          as the gas burns steadily it will '
^6	It i§ of sufficiently good quality to start
tbe
tto gas, as described, care must be
to term	Mid even speed.   Under' no ck-
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cumstaaces should the fan be stopped while the gas is	at
the test cock or the pressure will at once fall and the	will
file_94.wmf
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be drawn back into the gss box and fire the gas la the
gas Box and scrubber, the explosion caused thereby blowing the
water diit of tlie water seal Mid possibly doing other damage.
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'Mi-Li.ii.thi fan mi^t not be blown too hard  or  the
• f.-i i tin.it through the water seal at the bottom of the
u* >V* ^r'f * * r.
He t,u> I* 4iu,Jil l>e oj eneil to such an extent that the tempera-
tvjv of the Kvir portion of the scrubber does not rise above 100°
Fahr, ;iy*]»rox., tk top of the scrubber being cold. The amount
In- whit* n tit* tap U h opened must be regulated according to the
l»u.l *'M the tajiine andho that the evaporator is always full and a
nizlit snr]*:.i-* of water rans in drops only through the overflow
ysj* T inui tie ashpit	the engine is running under a full
lixnl, When running under a light load little or no water is re-
q<;;n*«l in the ashpit*. An excess of water in the ashpit results
in a law tj'iality of &\*.
4	2<*&irt tft'Eifiiue.—As soon as the gas is burning satisfae-
ierly at ttit tist <Wk this cock and the cock J should be closed
an*! tiu fan stopped. The engine should then be started in the usual
m .ty.   ]No time         be lost in getting the engine started or the fire
in t!>f prchiiker will become dull and a poor quality of gas be given
Hi,   Alumina that the engine has been started, the cock H should
l»e o]ic nee! diidipore water turned on to the scrubber by the tap C
iuvl to the evaporator by the tap G.    The cock B should now be
vIiMsl.    By opening the cock H and closing B the air is drawn in
Hit- inlet S and over the heated water in the evaporator
F, the ?*net ion R»t up by the movement of the engine piston causing
a constant itiilra        of air in the direction shown by the arrows in'
the sectional diagram,    It may be mentioned here that the supply
of air to the	will have to be adjusted from time to time
according to the quality of the gas.   For this  purpose a simple
of throttle valve should be provided in the air inlet passage
wMeti air is supplied to the engine.   This valve should be
so that as fat as possible the engine takes in a supply of
ga^ at every c\ cle	keeps the fire in the producer bright
in	condition.   The engine  should be  provided with
to	being done.
5	o/	flic Gas Producer.—The gas producer is
a	at the top for the purpose of feeding the
The hopper is provided with a swing door at the top and
a	a	lever at the bottom so that when fresh coal
is	the top door only is opened, the valve remaining closed.
When the        ho*         filled ia through the hopper the top door
m	and the valve opened.   By this means all air is excluded.
tilt* gas producer.   Care should be taken, to see that the valve
to	the	is attached is properly closed so that
tw> air can	the gas producer is working.   Generally
it will be	to add a charge of anthracite every
two or	*         however, must depend upon, the size of
lit	mtwi the	of power wMoh the engine is develop-
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ing. While the gas producer Is in full operation the coal should
not be allowed to fall below the lowest point in the evaporator.
The top layer of coal should never be incandescent, this point
be watched through the mica -window which is provided for that
purpose at the top of the hopper. Previous to stopping the engine,
h.O'wever, the fire in the producer should be burnt down so as to
leave only a moderate quantity of coal in the producer, sufficient
to start up quickly again when required. How frequently the fire
will ha Ye to be cleaned will depend upon the quality and amount
of the fuel used ; speaking generally twice a day will be sufficient,
once In the morning "before starting and once at midday, if a stop-
page Is made then. Should it be necessary to stir up the fire whilst
the engine is at vork this can be done through a hole in tlie ash
door "by means of a poker. If it is necessary to take out the clinker
whilst the engine is at vork, this should be done very quickly so as
tx> allow as little air as possible to enter the gas producer, lor should
an excess of air be allowed to enter,, the gas would "be of Inferior
quality. It is advisable as far as possible to leave the gas producer
alone whilst the engine is at work, except for the occasional charges
of coal which it requires. The gas producer should be cleaned out
entirely about once a week and the clinker chipped off the firebrick
lining of the producer if necessary. The producer should never
"be cleaned directly after the fine is rated out, but should be slowed
to cool down gradually, otherwise the firebrick lining will probably
crack through" the rapid change la temperature.
6. Hydraulic Box.—The surplus from the coke scrubber is led
into the hydraulic bos W by means of the pipe I>. This water
forms at the same time a water seal for the pipe wMeii connects
•with the separator mentioned abo^e. The box W should be cleaned
out every few weeks so as to keep it clear of the accumulated ash
and small particles of coal which mil come over "with the gas.
Special attention should be paid to the pipe I> to see that no foreign
matter settles in it. When the engine is at work the surface of the
water in the hydraulic box will b© in constant movement; the
mo vemeat, which should be a slight one, will vary with the amount
of gas drawn away by the engine. An overflow pipe X is provided
to run the water away from this box to a drain, or as may be
arranged.
'7. Coke Scrubber.—The coke scrubber is provided to remove
from the gas all its impurities and at the same time to cool it. When
the apparatus lias been erected the inside of the scrubber should
be.. thoroughly cleaned and the grating put in through the upper
manhole. The scruWber should then be filled with well washed
foundry coke, the siz« being not lass than about 1 in. (25 mm,).
The bottom layer of coke for a depth of about 8 in. (€• 2 m.) should
consist of. pieces which are under any circumstances so large thai*
tiiey "wiM not fall through the grating. The scrubber can them be
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filial up with inke to about 4 in. (O'l m.) below the water pipe,
startinj! the bottom of the scrubber should be cleaned out
through tli«k <l«»ors provided for that purpose. All the openings
la thescruMuT should now be closed and the water supply turned
on *o that the coke is	thoroughly free from all the particles
i»f	which It may contain.    Every three or four weeks the
of the coke scrubber should be opened to see whether
is       accumulation of dust in the form of mud at the bottom
of the sr rul»I»er: this if present should be removed.   When the
is first put into place this examination should be made more
m	frequently contains a large quantity of
The	in the scrubber will, generally speaking, be ser-
for a	of nine to twelve months, but this depends
the	of work which the plant has to do.   When it
ih	to renew the coke in the scrubber the whole
of the	be stopped, the waste pipe opened and all
the ash        fire hole doors opened and left open for several hours
any work is done to the plant.   The upper cover of the
then be removed and the coke taken out through
the	door in the scrubber.   This cleaning should take
the daytime so that no fire or light need be brought
ike	while it is going on.   The windows of the
be open during the process of cleaning so that there
is plenty of ventilation. It is advisable that there should always
he two men present during the operation of cleaning, in case one
of	should be overcome by the presence of gas. When replac-
ing the doors on the scrubber after having renewed the coke care
he	to see that the joints are sound and tight as already
8.	Box.—These should be looked to and cleaned
a month.   Impurities will settle in any pockets or where
the	of the gas is not direct.   For this reason all bent pipes
be	as far as possible and when present should be
from time to time.   The moisture which condenses in
the g*s	in the pipe leading from it to the engine should be
oat- daily, otherwise it will get into the engine and interfere
its working.   A drain cock should be provided, as at Y, for
the	of drawing off this moisture.
9.	To        fie Oas Producer.—The gas cock on the engine should
be	the waste cock J opened so as to allow the remaining
gift to	The tap 0 and G and the cock H must then be
the ash door opened a few inches so as to allow the fire
to	feamiag.
10.	To         lie	again after a Temporary Stoppage.—
The fire and nth           should b© opened to clean the fire, any
or	be removed without disturbing the fire
Ibis fe	the doors should then be closed, the cock
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B opened, and the fan started until the fire is again in	con-
dition. -Anthracite must then be added until a good quality of gas
is obtained, wlien. the engine may be started up to work." When
the stoppage is onlj temporary, the scrubber and gas tor -will
probably be full of good gas vhen it takes place, it is there-
fore better to test the fresh gas, made at restarting, by	of
a test cock placed at Z rather to test it at Q. When
gas is obtained at Z the cock J cam bfe closed and the then sent
through the scrubber and gas box to the engine. By following
this plan the good gas remaining in the scrubber and gas box when
tlie plant was stopped will be utilized, instead of being blown
away to waste as might otherwise have been the case.
Caution.—The regulation of the supply oi water to the coke
scrublber is important. If the supply be too small, steam will "be
formed in the scrubber, the gas will not be properly cleaned, and
the quality of the gas will deteriorate. If tie supply be too great,
the watex seal of the gas pipe -will be too deep and tie engine will
not be able to suck the gas through the producer. The coal should
not be too large or of unequal size, or the air spaces between the
various pieces will be too great. The guiding principle in this is
to have a mass of fuel in the producer which is as homogeneous as
passible vithoufc being solid. Where coke is used as the fuel a
sa~wdiist scrubber is required between the coke scrubber and the
g&s box. When a gas plant has been designed for anthracite, other
modifications may be necessary if ib is decided to change from
amthracite coal to coke.
EXAMPLES
1* The following measurements "were made during a test of a gas
engine using producer gas : Volume of gas used per hour = 1,400 cu. ft.
Calorific value of gas = 90 C.H.U. per cul. ft. B.H.P. = 29-2. Water
flowing through jackets =70 gallons per hour. Bise ia temperature
cf jacket water = 60° C.    Calculate :
(i) the number of C.H.U. supplied to the engine per hour.
(ii) the number of C.H.U. turned into useful work per hour.
(iii) the number of C.H U. absorbed "by the Jacket water per
hour.
How much heat per hour is unaccounted for, and what lias become
of it ?
2. A coal has the following analysis : carbon 88 per cent., laydrogea.
4 per cent., oxygen. 2-4 percent., sulphur 1 per cent., the remainder
being ash. Calculate the calorific value per Ib. aiad the theoretical
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tiitv «.f air fvc^siivd for Its complete combustion. State how you
!d ^vrtam thr quant it v of air actually supplied. (Cal. values,
M3u; H-2lUOoV S=>>,240.)	(B. of B., 1912.)
On a trial of a gas producer and engine the following particulars
IKr.ilkn of trial, 24 lumrs.
It j»u nul uHxi, 24 tons.
I «il, r.ti   \,i!ue of coal, 14,500 B.Th.U.'s per Ib.
I.H.R of engine, 2591.
Jjt'ktt-n\uiig water used per hour, 185 Ib.
Ti iiijx rat lire nf jacket -cooling water :—inlet 60° F.
outlet 140° F.
If tlir th».niuil eflirieney of the producer is 80 per cent., and assum-
Ii.g i*j I'-» bttwum producer and engine, estimate the thermal effi-
41* ta y of the rngine and the percentages of total heat of combustion
tout :—
(I) in the Jacket-cooling water,
(ii) in the	by radiation, etc.
4.	for 1»2 Ib. of coal we get 1 B.H.P.-hour from a gas
Tliis works a reversed heat engine,  the
efficiency of the engine being 85 per cent.    Ga1culate the
to the air per Ib. of coal per hour and compare it
What is the ratio of the amounts of air that can
te	over the	temperature range by the two processes.
Hie	power of the coal is 8,200 C.H.U. per Ib,
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CHAPTEE   711
Blast-Furnace  and Coke-Oven   Gases
VALUE — C&EA2TCNG THE GAS - UTILIZATION OT	SUBJWLUS
power.
126. The Production o£ Waste lower from
Coke-Oven Gases. — The plan of using blast-furnace and
coke-oven, waste gases in gas engines is now quite largely
followed; and the extent to which it may be put into force in
any country depends chiefly upon that country's output of
pig-iron. The following figures show the pre-war output
In metric tons for the three countries chiefly concerned —
1911
 
TLS.A.      .     .
Germany .
Great Britain.
 23,600,000
15,300,000
9,700,000
The gas that issues from blast furnaces is rich In eaxfcon-
monoxlde and poor ia hydrogen and has a calorific pcwer of
a~bout 90 B.Th.TJ.* per cu. ft.: whereas the gas from coke
OTens is extremely rich in hydrogen and may have a calorific
value as high as 500 B.Th.U.f per cm. ft. The former is the
easier to deal witt as it is produced at a steadier rate, whilst
with the small quantity of hydrogen which it contains, pre-
ignitioms axe unlikely. Consequently it is safe to raise the
* 50 pound-calories.
t AJx>ut 280 poimd-calories,
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,><nm>rc**ion to a much higher point than "would otherwise be
*iV, and the engine is thereby rendered of higher thermal
rttk'j my.    Both	require cleaning in order to remove the
hM.
Gases.—The   idea   of   burning    "blast-
furnace	directly iii gas engines instead of tinder steam
as had previously been done., was first put into practice
the	1894, nearly simultaneously in Great Britain,
and   Belgium.   The  pioneers,   prominent   among
the         Mr. B. H. Thwaite, experimented  with.
and* as satisfactory results were obtained, it
to increase the   scale of operation.    In
progress has now been made and a number of
have been put in in this country and in the
U.S.A.
as to the power available in this w'ay in
be made in the following manner.     The
for 1911 (for example) was5 in round figures,
10,000,000 tons,
it is we! established that the residual gases from blast
la Great Britain as well as on the Continent and in
America, are capable when used on internal combustion engines
of	about 27 HJP. par ton oi pig-iron per day (the figures
by various engineers are as follows :   Greiner,    20;
Donkin, 28; Max Rotter, 25 ;  Thompson, 20 ;  Rossi,
3d to 35).   It follows that the whole output would be about
HA.
erf	at present the greater part is going to waste.
Tie	H.P. for the 15,300,000 tons of output
in	would be 1,100,000 H.P., which agrees generally
Dr. Hoffmaan's estimate of 1,000,000 H.P.
it Is	calculated that in those countries \rlierG
this	is in progress a saving of several shdUings
ptr ten if	in t&e cost of producing iron.   German
in particular hm been very favourable to  tils
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Professor H. Hubert remarks * that in Belgium the honour
of being first in the field lelongs to Messrs. Baily and Kraft,
of the Cockerill Co. The patent taken out By the Company
fox this new application was dated May 15, I8955 and the
first trials were made at the end of that year. They were
mude with a Simplex engine of S H.P., in which the clearance
space had been reduced in order to increase the compression
a-nd to facilitate the ignition of the mixture. The gas cleaning
was imperfect., and was carried out simply by passing it through
"fcwo scrubbers four metres high. The engine is stated to
liave displayed perfect elasticity, and adapted itself to the
^variations of composition, pressure and temperature of the
gases.
The fallowing interesting table is taken from Professor
Hubert's paper—



Power 
Calories;  mr. 

Date 


used   \    -..i 
Engine 
of 


•       lu&l
per     \   E« 









Trials 
I.H.P. 
B.H.P. 
T tr P    •    x*in
.L,M..r. { cjeac:f
Hour   j           J 




;per cent 
8  BLIP, engine 	 
189S 
5-26 
4 
4,030 
15-77 
2OO H.P. engine (single cylinder, 





single   acting,   constant   ad- 





mission) 	 
i8§a 
213-9 
181-82 
2,775 
22-9 
BOO H,P. engine (as above) 
1900 
825-8 
670-0 
2,520 
25-2 
200 H.P. engine (as above, ex- 





cept for variable admission). 
1901 
246-9 
215-3 
2,766 1   23-0 
1,400 H.P. engine (double-acting 





tandem, variable admission). 
1905 
1,755 
1,582 
2,129 
29-8 
128. Cake-Oven Gases.—Coke-oven gases are much richer
In hydrogen than blast-furnace g^ses, and they are therefore
much more liable to pre-ignitions. To avoid this danger, the
compression is not taken so Mgk, although this precaution
unfortunately has also the effect of tending to> reduce efficiency.
On the other hand their thermal value la far higher often
more than fi^e times as high. To illustrate this, the following
typical figures are giren:—
 '
* Iron and Steel Institute, 1906.
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B.F. gas :—24* per cent, of CO ;   62 per cent, of N,; 1£ per
'cent. of"Ht;   Calorific value 86 B.Th.U.* per cu. ft .
C.	gas :—50 per  cent, of H2; 40 per cent, of CH4 ;
560 B.IIi.U.f per cu. ft.
To	the possible output obtainable from coke-
in tills country is not difficult.    Taking the 1911
of	as 10,000,000 tons, tie consumption of hard
coke may be put as about  11,000,000 tons.    To   produce
this	of         about 15,000,000 tons of coal would be
on	would give off about one-fifth of its
in the	of gas, corresponding to about 500,000,000
of gas per day.   Assuming that a quarter of this
is	as a	for use in gas engines, and that
it ii of the	value of 500 B.Th.U.J per cu. ft., the
thermal energy is easily calculated.   If the gas
have a thermal efficiency of 30 per cent., the
H.P. would be available :—
1 X	X —^L- X --7KS- X 0-30 = 306,000 JBLP.
*	24X60     33,000
or in	800,000 ELP.   This is an estimate for the
output.   Dr. Hoffmann has estimated the German
as	550,000 to 600,000 ELP.   Not a little enter-
has	in Germany in harnessing this source
of power,         action is being taken In this country to the
end.
The proportion of one quarter, used in the above calcula-
§ as to the fraction of the gas available for the production
of	power, depends upon chemical problems, but
it	found that by raising the temperature
of the air	the ovens to 1,000 or 1,100° C. by means
of	only 45 to 55 per cent, of the total quantity
of gas	from the fuel is required for the work of heat-
*	§0 pouad>ca2orieB.
f	310 f^imd-cmlories.
t	280
| U	gives the following approximate rules for the
power available ft* use :—<*) with blast furnaces,
H.K is equal to the aumtar of tons of iron
; (|) with by.p-Qeteet recovery ovens, the continuously
RP.	to tte ttombarof toms of coke made per week,
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ing the ovens, so that practically half the gas would In that
case be available for the production of power in. engines.
This idea has heen worked out by Mr. Koppers, and at the
Anna Colliery of the Eschweiler Mining Co., near Ais-Ia-
Chapelle, there aie reported to be six batteries of Koppers
regenerator ovens, idth a power station designed for the
production of 16^000 H.P. from the surplus gas.
It is on. record * that at the "Wat-h Main Colliery, Wath-
tipon-Dearnea Rotherliam, an installation of SO Hiiessener
patent "by-product coke ovens, erected by the Coal Distillation
Co. of Middlesbrough—^representing the Actien Geselschaft
fuer Kohlendestillation—has been put in. The plant is to
produce 800 tons of Mast-furnace coke per -week, and there
Is to be available sufficient surplus gas and surplus waste
heat to produce 300 H.P. of electricity from the &0 ovens,
in addition to meeting the requirements for power for coal
grinding, elevating, and by-product plants. There are other
instances of similar enterprise -whereby English firms, on
discarding the old ** "beehive 5* type of oven, have been able to
obtain la-rge quantities of surplus power. Of course there are
other by-products besides power produced from coke ovens,
such as sulphate of ammonia, coal-tar and ben2ole.
129. The Shelton Iron Works have some Koerting Engines
"working on coke*OvemgaS€S3 and it has been found f that when
some coals aj*e used a calorific value of over.600 B.Th.U.J
per en. ft. is obtained* although 400' is more common. In no
case, hcweYer3 is tie quality constant during the whole period
oi coking. It usually de-creases from about 450 to 350 during
the operation. The gas .-passes through scrubbers, where the
a,mmondum sulphate and other "by-products are collected and
most of the tar removed. The gas then is divided into two
almost equal parts, oae half going to heat the coke ovens, and
the rest to tie production of power.. As the gas contains much
hydrogen, naphthalene, and other MgHy. infiammaTble bodies,
it> is li&Me to pre-ignition$3 and the compression is iept down
to 100 Ib. per sq. inch,, instead of the 140 Ib. per sq. inch, which
• * Times KS.» April 17, 1907.
t '"'Engineering', February 15, 190T,	"
j About $30
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otherwise be customary.    The mean pressure works out
at	75 Ib. per sq. inch.    On testing a new variety of fuel
the following results were obtained :  Thermal value  of gas
:iSi B.Th.V.* percu. ft., engines developed 1 H,P. per hour per
22 cu.ft, at foil load, or a t hernia 1 efficiency of ^~~^s\ x ?78
=	Tiie analysis of the gas was—

ro. 
.    3-55 per cent. 
Olefines, etc. 
.    5-18   „      „
.    1-59   „ 
Ht
X, 
. 27-82   „      „
. 54-33   „      „
.    3-16  „      „ 
to some figures in The Engineer, of 22 installations
in	with a total output of 13?0€0 H.P. from engines
on coke-oven gas, no less than eleven, or half of them,
do not         it necessary to clean the gas.    One of them was
to be using gas with 0-2 per cent, of sulphur -without
effect on the iron.
190. Cleaning the Gas.—It has been found that ttie most
way of cleaning the gas is by the action of a/ water
fed fan.   The gas passes through a centrifugal fan  which
the heavy particles of dust to fly outwards, and at the
water is fed into the fan, and broken up   by the
centrifugal action.   This water catches up the  dust
with them to a sump.   Perhaps the best
gas cleaner of this type is the Theisen Patent Cen-
Central-flow Gas Washer, made by Messrs. Richard-
Westgarth & Co.    It is illustrated in Figs. 61 a,nd 62.
The Iheisem machines are specially adapted for cleaning gas,
blast-furnace gas? for use in gas engines and
a	degree of purity is required.   When very hot
and dirty gas has to- be treated, it is considered advisable
to	a preliminary saturator before the washer,  where
the gas	be cooled and the heavier dust removed.    In
mot only is the volume of gas to be cleaned reduced,
vii]      BLAST-FURNACE,   ETC.,  GASES
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fig. 61.—Theisen Gas Washer—Section.
Water
'Inlet
Gas Outlet
Culverlj
fig. 62.—Theisen Gas Washer—End Elevation.
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but less water is required in the washer itself, and conse-
quently less power is absorbed. The makers claim that the
power taken to drive the cleaner does not exceed 2 per cent.
of the maximum power which could be generated in gas
engines from the gas cleaned. The quantity of water required
by the Theisen
apparatus varies
with the tempera-
ture of the gas
and the amount of
dust therein, and
in addition with
the degree of
cleaning n e c e s-
sary. With Lot
and dirty gas it
sometimes hap-
pens that as much
as 1 litre of water
required per
IS
cubic metre (or 1,000 litres) of gas cleaned, but usually half this
quantity will suffice. Of course the water can be used again
and again, if the dust be allowed to settle out of it. The makers
have published the following table showing results of trials :—
«. Hi \sr Fi i£<<



I»U,o.kr,,,M-*i 
r I ,   i 

Quantity 
Flit, ring 
L^avinj? 
rfinp. 
Quantity 

of 
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Oa*» in
Cub, ra&t. 











hour 
p. ru. 
Temp, 
gramiiu-H
p. cub. 
p. cu. 
Temp. 
^mmmtM
p. tub. 
Knti r-
ing 
Leaving 
prr hour 
i'.!VuT 


mjfc. 

met. 
root. 

m-t. 



•iiU.MU. 


Hot Gas direct from Furnaces 




Hochdahl     . 
17,200 
8 
219° F. 
17-8 
•04 
86° F. 
7 
07° F. 
102° F, 
4,163 
•243 
' 
12,000 
6 
316° F, 
24 
•02 
99° F. 
5 
45° F, 
104° F. 
2,650 
-22 
Schalko   ,     .     . 
10,200 
3-4 
291° F. 
1 5 per 
•004 
80° F. 
12-20 
54° F. 
131QF. 
2,250 
•22 




cent, vol. 









Cooled Gas with heavy dust separated 




Ormesby,   near 











Middlesbro*    . 
7,500 
2 
126° F. 
3 
•0050 
73° F. 
18-5 
58° F 
80° F. 
448 
•06 
Hoerde   . 
12/15,000 
2-5 
115° F, 
32 
«. 
91° F. 
3-45 
82° F 
99° F. 
2,650/3,530 
j -23
t -234 
>»           •     • 
6,000 
2-34 
113° F. 
36-21 
•01 
82° F. 
3-013 
68° F 
93° F, 
1,540 
•253 
Bombach     ,    * 
9,000 
2 
109° F. 
42 
•02 
97°tP. 
3-2 
64° F 
66° F, 
2,250 
•25 
Mem.—1 Cubic Metre =35-3 cubic feet.
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 The amount of dust in the gas can be measured very easily.
It is only necessary to pass the gas through a filter consisting
of a glass tube filled with absorbent cotton. The quantity
of gas passed is measured in a meter, and the cotton is weighed
before and after. The method is stated to give accurate
results if the cotton is evenly packed along the tube and is not
hygroscopic. In any case the cotton should be dried before
and after in a desiccator, and weighed from time to time to
check whether any moisture is held in it.
In America,* peculiar difficulties are experienced, owing to
the character of the ores used. The Mesati ores are stated to
be especially troublesome, owing to their friable nature. With
every disturbance in the furnace great quantities of dust are
evolved, which often pass the entire cleaning plant unless
unusual precautions are taken. The suspended matter consists
largely of ore dust together with some additional matter
carried over from the other constituents of the furnace charge.
At Bessemer, however, a cleaning plant has been put down
which has cleaned the gas as low as 0-1 grain per cubic foot,
which is considerably cleaner than the surrounding air in
that particular locality. In practice, however, the engines
work quite well with ten times this amount of dust.
131. Utilization of Surplus Power.—The utilization of the
power derivable from the waste gases of blast furnaces and
coke ovens is a problem in itself. The solution of this problem
must depend upon the extent to -which local demand for
power exists, or can be created. It is only necessary to think
of such electro-metallurgical processes as the manufacture
of aluminium to bring to mind the possibility of the creation
of huge demands for current under favourable conditions
in respect of load factor. For the transmission of such
power for any distance less than half a dozen miles, it would
probably be most economical to use pipe lines to convey
the gases, but for longer distances electrical transmission
would be the obvious method to adopt. Another industry
that might be served is the manufacture of calcium carbide.
Carbide is not now being manufactured in bulk in this country,
owing to the lack of cheap power. Abroad, engineers have
* Times E.8., July 17, 1907.
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t n .ulv.ii.uu. of extraordinary cheap water power— as low,
If .'M'N*: toVrufessor S. P. Thompson, as ^ part of a penny
1*1 1 Li1, -he ui— and it is clear therefore that unless some
\ti-y c! tap source of power is rendered available here also it
»uli not bt possible for this country to produce its own
.arbitlt. (ah "urn carbide, In its purest form, is used for
the production of acetylene for lighting purposes, "but a
k>s and cheaper kind can be used in the preparation of
for which the demand is on an altogether
and	when heated together to a temperature of
C.   produce   calcium   carbide,  combining   in
the following chemical formula —
f CO.
is carried out in an. electric furnace worked
by	or alternating current, although as the latter
of a higher voltage transmission and simple trans-
it is usually preferred.   It is a high temperature
not an electrolytic one, thus permitting either
of current to be used.   In the above equation the CO
away as a by-product, and carries with it one-third
of the	used.   This gas might of course be collected
its thermal value used say for the heating up of  the
of	and coke, for the earlier part of the  great
necessary.   The amount of current needed
to	i ton of calcium carbide is about f H.P.-year.
Blount in his Practical Electro-Chemistry remarks •:
— "The	gas (from coke ovens and blast furnaces)
be         with economy in large gas engines of 500 or 1,000
H JP.,	thus obtained almost as cheaply as from a
For -example, at an inclusive cost of -^d. per
H.P.-hour, which is by no means unattainable, the price per
H*P.~year is £3 13*., a figure which approaches that   of a
cheap water-power.   The real obstacle to   the
of such power is not its cost, but the some-
for carbide, causing it to be readily
by any great increase of supply ; even with   that
however, the manufacturer having cheap   coke
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and lime in an industrial centre, will stand at least as good a
chance as his rival with slightly cheaper power, but away from
such supplies."
Owing to the discovery that calcium carbide could be
used in the preparation of an excellent chemical manure,
the possibility has been opened up of an enormous demand
for this product, thus affording a suitable purpose to which
large quantities of electric power could well be devoted. Such
an enlargement of the calcium carbide market might not be
altogether welcome to present manufacturers of the carbide,
as the new product, not being used in the production of acety-
lene gas for lighting need not be so pure. A heavy demand
for the less pure carbide might therefore lead to difficulty in
obtaining small supplies of a purer kind, as it would hardly
be worth while undertaking it. Or even if undertaken, the
cost of such carbide might actually be greater with the increase
of output than it is now. Probably if the bulk of the output
were of a different quality it would not be feasible commercially
to produce raw carbide in so pure a state, but this would not
prevent the impurer carbide being purified by subsequent
treatment in such quantities as the acetylene demand might
necessitate. Even if chemical difficulties present themselves
in the purification of the carbide when made, there is no reason
to suppose that the ingenuity of chemists will be unable to
circumvent those obstacles as soon as it is necessary for them
to be dealt with. Present-day manufacturers hold to preven-
tion being better than cure, and would far rather see that
purer raw materials (coke and lime) were used; but if a big
agricultural demand should arise, it is not to be expected that
subsequent modes of manufacture would be controlled entirely
with a view to the smaller market. The virtue of calcium
carbide from the agricultural point of view lies in the fact
that it can be converted into calcium cyan amide, which can be
directly applied to land as a fertilizer, and that when so employed
it is of great value and efficacy. The cyanamide can be ob-
tained direct from the carbide by fusing the latter in a stream
of nitrogen. Or if preferred, the process may be shortened
by admitting nitrogen to the electric furnace in which the
lime and coke are being fused.
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EXAMPLES
1.	A gi* t»^ n* milk\\t«>s §0 H.P. when using gas at the rate of 800
ii. ft» p»-r h :ir.    The calorific value of the gas is 300 C.H.U. per
c-i   ft.   i\i'?iiLitt flue	efficiency of the engine.
(B. of E., 1912.)
2,	Tli1* fti'I nvkig data are token from a record of a test of a gas
^iii£ irowt'ivg is :—cylinder diameter = 48 in., stroke = 54
n,, M.E.P. = 75 il>. per sq. inch. Number of explosions per min. =
3tl €tfc= rKd pit inin. == 1020 cu. ft. Calorific value of gas = 60
CH.U. ptr euB ft. B.H.P. = 545. Calculate :—
(i) hip I.H.P.	• •    •
til! T'io xntviianical efficiency of engine.
»,iii) Volume of gas	per I.H.P.-hour.
u\M Vo^uire of g.igt	per B.H.P.-hour.
«v', IndiCatC'd thermal efficiency,
(vi)	efficiency.
?. VII
if 800
. per
2.)
i gas
= 54
n. =.
= 60
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OIL   AND   PETROL  ENGINES
CHAPTER  VIII
Oil and Petrol Engines
fuels — slow-speed oil engines — diesel engine — petrol
engines por motor cars and aircraft—carburettors—
theory of jet carburettors—ignition—marine engines.
132. Fuels.—Internal combustion engines are of two classes :
 (1)	those that work with gases for their explosive medium, and
 (2)	those that use vapours of liquid hydrocarbons such as oils.
The former class has been dealt with in the preceding chapters
so far as everything except methods of ignition is concerned
—and ignition being similar in both classes does not need to
"be dealt with in two parts.    Oil and petrol engines, as those
in class (2) are generally named, are of practically the same
design as gas engines so far as cylinders, pistons, valves, etc., are
concerned, and the difference between them mainly relates to
the mechanism for dealing with the fuel used.   A gas engine does
not need any carburettor, whereas in most oil and petrol engines
it is one of the most important and most sensitive parts.
Ricardo points out * that a given engine will develop more
power with petrol than with coal gas for the reason that—
 (1)	In order to consume the whole of the oxygen present
the volume of petrol vapour required is only slightly over 2
per cent, while that of coal gas is nearly 17 per cent., hence
the volume of oxygen burnt in the case of petrol is about 15
per cent, greater.
 (2)	Owing to the latent heat of evaporation of petrol the
temperature of the working fluid is reduced both before and
during its entry to the cylinder.   So that a greater weight
is taken in per stroke.
 (3)	After combustion the specific volume of an air-petrol
* N.E.C.L of E. & S., 1918.
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is i»nraised by 4 to 5 per cent., while with town gas
tU-rf is, a 3"s3 of volume of about 3 per cent.
Tit main	of liquid fuels for internal comfous-
t\m clients are         they should
f, 1) Be	in cost;
t:M Be	anything which might lead to deposit
cylinders ;
',3)	a	of difficulty when starting the engine ;
'4} Xot         to objectionable exhaust.
The liquid	in common use are heavy or medium oils,
alcohol, and certain coal-tar products.
The crude	coming from the well is treated at the
oil	in         a way as to separate the light constituents
the	TMs process is known as  "distillation/'
oil is gradually heated in large "boiler-like vessels,
as the	are given off they are led to a separate
condensed into fractions according' to the
or density.
of the oil on leaving the well is about 0-8 to O9
the	output for the whole world is about 90,000,000
ions.    This total is very  small when compared with tie
of coal (which is more than 14 times as great), and
unle*> extensive new supplies of  oil are discovered it   is
to expect to replace solid By liquid fuel, although
the	calorific value of the latter might make   "Cite
The sources, of the supply of petroleum
in	were m follows—

U.8.A. 
.    64-8 per ceat. 

.    23-3       „ 

.      3-5 

.   2 5   ,; 

.      1-2       „ 

.   "1-0       „ 

.      3-7      „ 
100-0    „
It wil be	that the first two countries produced 88
par	of the whole.
* Sir GL Butty's Juices Iteesrfc Leotnie, 1921.
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Pennsylvanian petroleum consists of a mixture of hydro-
carbons of the CnH2n+2 group in which n may be anything
from 1 to, say, 30, and the boiling point rises gradually from
0° C. for ClH10 to 280° C. for C18H34. Hexane (C«H14), which
has a boiling point of 69° C. and a density of 0*667, is practically
a light petrol; but the heavier petrols come nearer to octane
(C8H18), which boils at 125° C. and has a density of 0-718.
133.	Petrol.—Petrol (called " gasoline " in U.S.A.) is one of
the lightest of the constituents of petroleum put to commercial
use.    It begins to distil at 50° C. ; at 80° C. to 90° C. about 50%
comes over, and by the time the temperature has been raised to
150° C. all of it has been separated.    This temperature range
is 100 degrees Centigrade and is called the " distillation range."
Petrol is an excellent fuel for motor-cars, having all the desir-
able characteristics.    In 1902 the quantity imported into the
United Kingdom was less than 6,000,000 galls.;   in 1920 it
was nearly 200,000,000 galls.
In the early days of motoring petrol was usually of about
0-68 specific gravity. Now, however, it is nearer 0-74. The
best quality of petrol has a specific gravity of from 0-715 to
0-730 and yields 63 per cent, on distillation at 100° C. and
90 per cent, at 120° C. The calorific value is 10,700 pound-
calories (19,200 B.Th.TI.) per Ib. (This is the "net " calorific
value, as it does not include the latent heat of condensation
of the water vapour formed by combustion.)
As is indicated by the large distillation range, petrol is not
a single homogeneous product; but its average composition
corresponds fairly closely to the chemical formula CgH^.
134.	Paraffin.—Paraffin (called " Kerosene " in U.S.A.) is
the next constituent to distil over.   Its distillation range is
much greater than that of petrol, being from 100° to 300° C.
It is therefore even less of a homogeneous product than is
petrol; and it is, moreover, not possible to draw a distinct Hue
between the two, the one merging into the other.   The specific
gravity of paraffin is about 0-81.    Its calorific value (net) is
10,600 pound-calories (19,100 B.Th.U.) per Ib.   Its average
composition corresponds to C10H2a.    Owing to its large dis-
tillation range carburation is more difficult than with petrol, and
it is seldom used therefore for engines of the motor-car type.
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Afv* thr p.i'-alHn has distilled over the remainder is separated
if,: > *<iWat iiij oil. residual oil, vaseline and paraffin wax.
Benzol.—The coal-tar product which is found to be
for use in internal combustion engines" is benzol.
It fa a	liquid having a specific gravity as Mgli as 0-88.
chemical formula is CsH6* and its calorific
is	10,000 pound-calories (18,000 B.Th.TJ.) per Ib.
It	to distil at 80° C. and ends distillation at 120° C.,
it is a more nearly homogeneous product than
or paraffin.    Owing to its high specific gravity it
a	calorific value per gallon than petrol.   Its
it quite suitable for use in motor-cars, and
it' can be	without any changes whatsoever in engine
or	Some qualities have the disadvantage that
at 0~C.	freeze solid, but the presence of a proportion
of	in the benzol re-moves this difficulty.
—Alcohol is a volatile and colourless liquid of
with a chemical formula of C2H60. f   Its speci-
fic*	is 0-80.   It distils completely between 80° C. and
C., and the calorific value is 6,6-00 pound-calories (11,800
B.Th.U.) per Ib.    It has, however, been, little used for fuel in
owing to the high Government duty.
have been made to encourage the use of alcohol in
combustion enginess because of the cheap rate at
it can be manufactured on a large scale and because
of the	the development of the internal combustion
otherwise be hindered by a partial exhaustion
of o§
327.	of Power Alcohol—A study was made of the
sources of power alcohol by a committee of the
Executive (Goad. 218—1919).   The following are
of their conclusions.
" The	and fundamental attraction of alcohol
as a substitute for any fuel necessarily derived
eoal or oflL deposits lies in the fact that, on account of its
found in the vegetable world, supplies of
* "	the eMef constituent {70 per cent.) of benzol; another
(20 per eenfc.) is toluene,
f	as Ethyl Alcohol.
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raw material for its manufacture are being continuously
renewed and are susceptible of great expansion without
encroachment upon food supplies.
" We are of opinion that steps should be taken to ensure
increased production of power alcohol by the extended use of
the vegetable matters from which it may be obtained. Impor-
tant materials of this nature are :—(1) sugar-containing
products, such as molasses, mahua flowers, sugar-beet and
mangolds ; (2) starch or inulin-containing products, such as
maize and other cereals, potatoes and artichokes ; and (3)
cellulose-containing products, such as peat, sulphite, wood-pulp
lyes and wood.
*****
" Seeing that one ton of potatoes yields only 20 gallons of
95 per cent, alcohol, while the yield from artichokes is only very
slightly higher, we are of opinion that, having regard even to
the pre-war prices of potatoes and artichokes in the United
Kingdom, power alcohol cannot be produced in this country
from these sources on a commercial basis except under some
system of State subvention. Similar considerations apply
also to the sugar-beet and mangold crops.
" No satisfactory method for the utilization of peat as an
economic source of power alcohol has been brought to our notice.
We are, however, of opinion that in connection with researches
into the use of peat for various purposes its potential value
as raw material for the manufacture of such alcohol should
not be overlooked.
" We are of opinion that, so far as vegetable sources of raw
material for the manufacture of power alcohol are concerned,
we must rely mainly, if indeed not entirely, on increased
production in tropical and sub-tropical countries.
*****
" We have referred to the basic difference between alcohol on
the one hand and benzol, petrol, or other petroleum products
on the other—a difference which has not as yet been properly
appreciated—i.e., the fact that the chief raw materials for the
production of the former can be renewed and are susceptible
of great expansion, whilst those from which the latter are
derived are limited to deposits, definite in extent, that cannot
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tie	Furthermore, as power alcoliol is miseible with
u.iu-r ir ail proportions., its use affords greater safety from fire
thctn ilut -1 lit1 employment of benzol, petrol, or other petroleum
pivhh'N. We	that these two factors should "be
ivgaitltii a>	grounds in themselves to justify State
in filtering the production, and utilization of alcohol
fi*r	purposes."
—It is convenient to  summarize
the	important	in the form of a table
Liquid Fuels

{»}* «*!*:<       Distillation
': »>* ,wi a       gravity          range
at 1«V C.     cleg. Cent. 
Calorific
value (net)
C.H.TJ.
per pound. 
Calorific
value
C.H.U.
per Imperial
gallon. 
Approximate
Calorific
value in
ft.-Ib. per
pound. 
rut'*   . !    M-81        100 "300 
io,soo 
86,000 
15,000,000 
fi Hit)               ; 



tivl       . .    *>73    i     50/150 
10,700 
78,000 
15,000,000 
"H     f        '                  • 



oliol    . '    0-80         80/100 
6,600 
53,000 
9,000,000 
. '    0-h8          80/120 
10,000 
88,000 
14,000,000 
hc)        ] 



Mixtures.—EicardoB. as shown* that with
a	petrol which, with the most efficient mixture strength
detonates when the compression ratio reaches 4-85
20 per cent, of toluene is added to the fuel, stand
the	being increased to 5-57, with, an accom-
improvement in efficiency from 31-1 to 33*5 per cent.
in	effeetiYe pressure from 131-8 to 140 Ib. par sq.
inch.   He	out that popular theories that benzol, or
of	petrol, give higher power at the same
pure petrol (whereas all such mixtures really
the	power to within about 2 per cent.), owe their
to the	most engines have already too high a com-
for	use with pure petrol, with the consequence
* late	setting, and often, an over-riot mixture, nmst
b»         ; the	of benzol in such, eases permits the use of
-.'.'•.       *	Awmanti^l Society, 19-21*	. ..       ..   •
vm
ith
fire
um
be
ate
hoi
ize
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the correct ignition and mixture strength and so gives the
impression that a more powerful mixture is being employed.
140. Sources of Petrol Supply.—The advent of the motor
car has been the main cause of the increase in the demand
for petrol, which previously had been regarded as a waste
product. Petrol is-now one of the most valuable components
of crude mineral oil. According to Boverton Redwood and
V. B. Lewes * the following were the pre-war sources of the
petroleum spirit (or petrol) imported into Great Britain :—
 
From
 Per cent.
 
be-
 United States	
Sumatra, East Indies, Borneo and Netherlands
Russia and Rumania	
Other Countries	
 20
57
11
12
100
 
;h
15
.d
i-
b.
I-
>r
e
y
 f
 Processes have been tried and are to some extent in use in
this .country, for obtaining petrol from paraffin or heavier
oils by the chemical process known as " cracking." There is
a tendency, however, for these processes to be kept secret.
141. Latent Heat of Vaporization of Liquid Fuels.—When
water is raised to the boiling point and the application of heat
is continued, some of the water is converted into steam ; each
pottnd weight of water formed into steam at 100° C. needs
537 pound-calories to effect the conversion. This 537 calories
is called the latent heat of vaporization of water, or sometimes
the latent heat of steam. In the same way, heat has to be
given to petrol, paraffin, benzol, or alcohol to vaporize them.
When these fuels are being used in internal combustion engines
they need to be vaporized, and the heat necessary for vaporiza-
tion is drawn from the air and metal in contact with them.
If this heat be not provided in some way the fuel in the car-
burettor will get so cold that it will not vaporize satisfactorily.
The usual way of maintaining the temperature at a satisfactory
level is either to warm the entering air by making it pass round
-   * Imperial Motor Transport Council, 1913.
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the lot	pifM^, or by jacketing the carburettor with.
water.    If the forBier plan be followed it is
that the air needs to be heated by the following amounts
to	entirely the fuels mentioned :—
•a
a
'C.
'C.
30
60
100
.	....    about
Benzol
Paraffin
Alcohol
j  142.	of Air to Fuel.—The chemical composition
of	with its density, but taking it at the average
of	the	for complete combustion with oxygen is
SCtHM-f 2501=16CJ01+18 H20
1	of petrol vapour mil need for its com-
12J volumes of oxygen.   And since  air
23 per cent, of oxygen by weight, or 21 per cent, by
volume of petrol vapour will need about 60
of air.   It is also possible to calculate the proportion
bv	of volume.   Thus in the above instance
2  (90-J-18)	of petrol need 25X32 pounds of oxygen
£> s \j> O<>AA
and	*         -     pounds   of   air.   Tie  number   of
*      23
of air needed for the complete combustion of one
25X3200
23X228
=15 pounds.'
of petrol Is therefore
Proportion of Air to Fuel for complete combustion


Ratio by volume 
Ratio by weight* 
. 
74 
15 
Alcohol                   * 
14 
9 
« 
&6 
13 
.    .    .     .     . 
60 
15 
gives also the corresponding figures for
benzol.   These are th.© proportions for
but proportions varying within limits
will also explode.   This is shown in
tie	;—
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Substance 
Ratio by volume to air 


Ideal 
Practically possible 
-Alcohol.
Benzol ....
IPetrol   .... 
7 per cent.
3    „      „
1-7    „ 
4-0 per cent, to  13-6 per cent.
2-7    „      „    „     6-3    „     „
1-0    „      „    „     5-0    „     „ 
143. Calorific Value of Explosive Mixtures.—Although the
oalorific values of fuels vary so much—thus the calorific value
of illuminating gas is many times as great as that of blast
furnace gas—there is relatively little difference between the
calorific volumes of the explosive mixtures formed with them.
This is because the ricL. fuels are diluted with a great deal of
sir, and the poor ones with very little. The following table
illustrates this :—

Fuel 
Approx. calorific
value per cu. ft. 
Volumes of air
theoretically
needed for
combustion. 
Approx. calorific
value per cu. ft.
of mixture. 

pound-calories 

pound -calories 
Blast furnace gas 
50 
0-6 
31 
3?roducer gas v . 
70 
0-9 
37 
Ooke-oven gas    . 
300 
5 
50 
Illuminating gas 
350 
5 
58 
-Alcohol vapour . 
900 
14 
60 
Benzol vapoux   . 
2390 
32 
72 
3?etrol vapour    . 
3420 
60 
56 
JParaffin vapour . 
4960 
74 
66 
In practice there is always present some excess of air over
id above the amount theoretically needed ;   this leads to a
reduction in the average calorific value of the gaseous mixture
probably brings the figures in the last column of, the
e table still nearer to one another.
Tizard and Pye have shown* that when heat of combustion,
oliange of volume on combustion, and specific heat of the
-working fluid are all taken into account the maximum power
obtainable in any engine working under the same conditions
* Automobile Engineer, February, 1921.
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jo! compassion  ratio,  induction  teat, etc.) is the same to
1 pit cent., for ail hydrocarbon fuels.
01	—As an ordinary petrol engine
Nhiih ia run on paraffin becomes thereby an "oil engine/'
it i* neee^iiy to	in the variable factor, speed, in order
to	it         the older and heavier types of oil engine.
Tlie former        at, say, i S000 revolutions per minute and over,
and I lie Utter at only a few hundred.   Neither is essentially
the otter.   If a petrol engine is imagined as
in size—say to a cylinder diameter of 14 in,
—       all	increased in proportion, the safe speed at
the	will run will need to be reduced, "because
\ihiM t he weight of moving parts goes up with the cube of the
<lin»ei>ions, ^ctional	of stressed metal only increase as
the	It is not possible therefore to aim at high speeds
the cost of production.    The build-
ing of	engines is frankly put on one side and
a                      is built which will run at a very slow-speed,
than the proportion to the increase in dimensions
suggest.   This enables cheaper materials to
}>o                are employed in the construction of petrol engines. •
The output in horse-power is reduced in proportion to the
hut increased as the cube of the cylinder dimension
that ports, etc., are designed of sufficient size to
the                mixture to enter and leave the cylinder
obstruction.
As	of this heavier class of engine the well-
oil engine is selected.
145. The	Oil Engine is illustrated in Figs.  63
S4*   Fig. 6S shows the engine to he somewhat similar
in         to a horizontal gas engine and the engine parts are
on         scale.   The inlet valve C and exhaust valve
G are	in position.   The latter is worked through a lever
H	rod J by an eccentric K driven from the crank-
L by	When the speed exceeds the normal,
a	pushes down a steel piece 3Sf, which
a coiresponding steel piece 0 on. the exhaust
H, and	the	valve G- from closing.   When
till	is         open no partial vacuum caa farm in the
file_100.wmf
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rvlmdkr	the charging stroke of the piston because there
b fret* communication with the atmosphere through the ex-
valve, and consequently no charge of oil and air can
be	into the cylinder.   The vaporizer for combining air
and oil         an explosive mixture is shown in section in Fig.
tM and	of a cast-iron chamber A securely bolted to the
file_101.wmf


Pic, §4.—Campbell Oil Engine, illustrating operation of vaporizer.
in direct communication with the combustion
Into the top of this chamber the inlet valve plug
B it*	and this plug contains the seat of the inlet valve
f (*w Fig, §3),   The inlet valve C is kept closed by a light spring
T> and.	during the charging strobe of the piston
a	vacuum is formed in the cylinder.    Oil is
the annular space or groove P, and passes
in the valve seat and into the vaporizer
tit*	its	Air is admitted through
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INDICATOR   SCREW
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pipe M and passes through the inside of valve plug B,
the oil with it. The ignition tube E is screwed into
boss on the chamber A. The tube and the whole of the
is kept hot by an external lamp.* During the
ehgtrging stroke of the piston, a partial vacuum is formed in
cylinder and the charge of oil and air is drawn through
inlet valve and sprayed against the heated sides of the
A. The mixture then passes into the cylinder, is
oonapressed on the return stroke of the piston and then fired
t>y the heat from the
ignition tube.
CYLINDER JACKET
fig. 65. — Enlarged view of Exhaust valve of
Engine shown in Figs. 63 and 64.
146. The Hornsby
of Vaporizer is
worth studying.
Tills type of vapor-
izor is shown in Fig.
€>€> and to show how
"fclao vaporizer is fitted
in place the diagram
includes the cylinder
also. When it is de-
sired to start the en-
gine a lamp is placed
•ULmder the vaporizer
-,	,	, .,     , ,
OJaamber    until    the
la,"fcter is at a sufficient
•temperature to ignite the oil which is pumped into it. This
la,mp is withdrawn once the engine is started, as the heat of
oxplosion is sufficient to keep the temperature up to the
requisite point. The oil tank is under the engine, and from it
oil is forced by a small pump into the vaporizer just at
moment when the piston is starting on its out-stroke and
is drawing in the air necessary to combustion.f The supply
* In some later engines a large ignition tube is used which is able
-fco retain enough heat from each explosion to fire the next, so that the
la,mp may be withdrawn once the engine has been started.
*f In. construction this type of engine is similar to the " Hot bulb "
our " Sem&Biesel " engine. (See par. 14=7 for comparison with the
*c Diesel.") In these. latter engines, however, the fuel is not injected
Io.to the vaporizer until the piston has reached the end of the com-
pression stroke.
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FIG. 66,—Section of cylinder and vaporize—Hornsby Oil
I   H
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a
I
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from which the oil can flow "back to the tank. If the speed
rises beyond the required point the governor opens this latter
valve and the quantity of oil getting into the vaporizer is
therefore reduced. Oa the return stroke of the piston the
mixture is compressed and some of it forced hack into the hot
vaporizer, where the temperature is so high that ignition
occurs and a working stroke is therefore made by the piston.
The vaporizer chamber can, of course, be taken out and
cleaned when desired. It is found, however, that even when
working on quite heavy unpurified oils verv occasional cleaning
fuel valve.
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will suffice.
147. Diesel    and
semi-Diesel Engines.
exhaust valvz
— Both these types
of engine work with
fuel In
both cases air only is
admitted during the
suction   stroke, and
in   both   the  com-
pression is carried to
a much higher pres-
sure  and   tempera-
ture than is possible
in    oil    engines   in
which  an  explosive
mixture  of  air and
oil vapour are com-
pressed       together.
Fia. 67.—Cylinder Head and Vaives of Diesel
Engine.
The first Diesel en-
gine   was   built   at
Augsburg* in 1897, and since then many thousand engines
have  been  constructed foi  the  smaller  naval ships,   for
power generation, and  for other purposes.   In this engine
the compression is carried to 500 Ib. per sq. inch (conespond-
* Dr. Rudolph Diesel on " Th© Diesel Oil Engine," Froc. I. M. E.
1912. Diesel's original idaa had been to follow the constant tempera-
ture cycle, but the largo size of the engine in "proportion to the indi-
cated power mad© ti*e mschanioal efficiency extremely poor and the
cost very nigh ; the plan, was therefore abandoned.	• • • •
.,1 lili: !Xra:\"AL COMBUSTION ENGINE [chap, vm
rt4f tj .1 >.»: iJ'ii ^itMi	of about 12) and in the serai-Diesel
: , alt» *: UtUk iki *q. inch; whereas in tie ordinary type
1 ,V t< jr?rVi:t o impression cannot be taken much, beyond.
m* *.> ?«< !7j jtT Mf.	pressure) without tie charge
r » tki ,liu Tin	space in tie Diesel engine ias
*.» in1 t*v tn-iiiitfly small;	to facilitate this the arrange-
nn"»,t at flit liead of the cylinder is as shown in Fig. 67. In
* he 1 and **eini-Di.sel	pre-ignitions of the ordinary
k»ii.i art* tqiiilly	as there is no fuel present during
ii.y j/1-1 '»f the t	stroke—although if from defective
?Mr ; tb 'i: thi oil inlet-valve of a Diesel engine should leak,
tLi'if 1% ,i n-k	may take place during the com-
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Fis. 6$.—Indicator Diagram, from Diesel Engine.
the engine "be damaged unless mas-
sively	This	is eliminated in the semi-Diesel
the oil supply forced into the cylinder by
Ik*            erf a           pump wMch comes into action exactly
on tic         point—^'ith this arrangement the only result of a
be	/ftwi and not into the cylinder.
la the                       the fuel is sprayed in through the fuel
by air at 800 Ik per sq^ mch as soon as the valve
has previously compressed
the «ir and	to 500 Ib. per sq. inch, corre-
io a	of about 600° C.   The oil vapour
as it	and tie pi^ssnie is maintained
il	MO Ib. per gq.	mi appreciable portion of
It*	of tibe	until at a given point the oil
. vm]      OIL AND PETROL ENGINES
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sxipply is cut off and expansion takes place. Fig. 68 shows an
indicator card typical of this cycle. In computing I.H.P.
from such a card, deduction needs to be made for work done
in the air-compressor. Every Diesel engine is equipped with
a,:n. air compressor for maintaining a supply of air in the start-
ing and air injection vessels.. The pressure is usually maintained
in these vessels at from 800 to 1,000 Ib. per sq. inch and must
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69.—Four-cylinder   " Mirrlees   Diesel"   Oil Engine, Crosshead  Type,
500 HP. at 200 r.p.m,
not be allowed to fall below about 600 Ib. per sq. inch, other-
wise the compression pressure in the working cylinder would
•prevent the fuel entering and the engine could not be started.
\ The Diesel engine needs no ignition device. In the semi-
Diesel engine, however, the compression temperature is not by
rfcBelf high enough to ignite the oil, which is therefore made to
onter a specially hot chamber at the end of the cylinder.
Contact with the hot walls of this chamber in the presence
of the heated air^ ignites the charge. This hot chamber is
by a lamp on starting, but afterwards maintains itself
HIT	m\lBUSTION ENGINE [chap, vin
» *:'. . ;<'* f f*'ii»j>€Tdf me.    The whole of the oil is injected
', i   <fi! :'f'^ /^finally, as in the Diesel.
> v1 is! !t^l tk'jf the fuel consumption of a Diesel engine
', ^ b" ii^n r1'!!!! 0-^' lb. of oil per B.H.P.-hour at full
!! 'V oil have a calorific power of 15,000,000 ft.-lb.
» :irs.S, f !f^ »'< fi|iiivn]eijt to the engine yielding 1,1)80,000
«, for cvtij} 0-4MX 1.">,(><'(»,000 ft.-lb. put into it, giving
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fj&,
t 9*S
t *tr'f
"
 al \iew of	Oil Engme (Mirrlees, Watson
uf inlet valvea   >Se« a&o Fig, 70A.
 Co.),
a	efficiency of	or nearly 33 percent.
Thi* w m	mad tie reason why it can be obtained
»	on	of the high compression employed.
to p. 85 ml!	that the 4Cgas standard " eifi-
ratio, of about 12, is 52 per cent.
Th*	may be made twostroke or fora-stroke
m	; m the	case it is easily made reversible,
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"wliich for marine work is convenient. Any widespread use
of this engine either on sea or land depends very largely on a
sxipply of residual oil fuel or of a suitable tar-oil "being obtained
a cheap price.
Top position
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?- -•?Middle positlo n
^'•' e Lower posit ion
fig. 70A.—Side view of Engine shown in Pig. 70.
148. The Thornycroft marine engine can be operated with
oither petrol or paraffin. It is, of course, easier to work a
rn.arinft engine on paraffin than a land one, as in the former
i>l3.e starting torque required is very slight, and the speed at
wMch. the engine runs is much more even. There are, in
slaort, no hills to climb.
The Thornycroft engine is illustrated in Figs. 71 and 72,
gujOid the following description will help to elucidate them.
In the first place it will be noticed that the engine is essen-
tially a marine one,"the bearing arms being cast on the bottom
* itC
 COMBUSTION ENGINE [chap, vin
t ;	f * ;:J K .;.p!af e, and large doors being fitted in the upper
If	t,/W».r  adjustments  to be made   to the bearings,
*/'	it   \\ ;,  4-1  be noticed that the engine Is substanti-
"•«	Knit  aii.l   Stable for  heavy continuous  running at
Vb<\ vlbili'iv XI are cast in pairs with large water-jackets N
j	surr o u n d I n g
;   ^      *	them ;   these
*	l *' " <x^	water-ja € k e t s
ft
I
71.—•Out yal Arrangement of Thornycroffc
Marine l\trol or F&raflin Engine—-End view.
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extend suffici-
ently far down
to enable the
working parts
of the cylinders
to be co m-
pletely covered.
0 Is the piston
fitted with five
piston rings ;
P the conneet-
; rod working
on the gudgeon,
pin Q fitted
with a solid
bush. It is the
crankshaft, and
it will be
noticed that
the cranks are
at 180 degrees
with each
other. The
main bearings
a»	at St and are of considerable length. The
T of the connecting rods are adjustable, and
it will I*	to assist lubrication the cap and
half	are left slightly nsurrower than   the
tap half.   The	U on the crankshaft drives two fibre
?	to tie Iial{-8peed8haf&   The free-wheel
chap, vin]      OIL AND PETROL ENGINES
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starting arrangement is shown at W, together with tbe handle
and chain wheels. The sparking plugs are shown at XX and
are of the positive make-and-break type worked by tappets
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fig.   72.—General Arrangement of Thornycroft  6"8" Marine Petrol   or
Paraffin Engine—Sid© view.
YY. Advance sparking gear is worked by the lever Z, and
half compression for starting by the lever A. The exhaust
collecting-branch is water-cooled.
, FHK	COMBUSTION ENGINE [chap.vih
149 Tie	Engine.—The principle of working of a
i unit is j»Mt the	as that of a gas or oil engine—
*o mi.t'*i k> ttiat petrol engines hare not infrequently been
tr'tfa.I up to sue lion producers and run for a time as gas
AMioiigli this is so it must be borne in mind that
to	la the nature of the working fluid the
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Fia  73—-32H.P. Few-Cylinder Albion Petrol Engine for Motor  Wagon..
of tie	require to be designed separately
for	of working.    In a petrol engine the working
I         h a	of air with about 2 per cent., by volume, of
1	mixture is formed by admitting both
ftir ami	to a	called a carburettor.    From the
the	to the engine—most often
»	of tie butterfly wing variety.   The
of m	are adjusted "by having variable
. vml      OIL AND PETROL ENGINES	241
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inlets for the air and controlling them by hand or by a governor.
One, two, three, four, six or eight cylinders may be used to
up one engine. The
cars usually have two
four cylinders, whilst six
cylinders are often fitted to
"fclxo larger ones. The more
cylinders an engine has the
Koiore uniform is the turning
raaoment and the lower the
sl>^ed &t which the engine
ea,xi be run without stopping.
Tills is an important point,
-ckncl it is usually discussed
•u.n_d.er the title of " flexi-
bility." Maximum H.R is FlGL ^—Typcal Piston of Petrol
.	P	Engine.
obtainable   at   from
1 to 2,000 r.p.m., but it is often desired to run at much
louver speeds. As the car speed is required to have a very
considerable range, and as full power should be available at low
Rear 803.4 Wheel
Rear Axle
Radiator
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Frgnt Road Wheel
Front Ax/e
-   75,	Line Diagram of arrangement of Motor Car Chassis.    (Compare
with Fig. 76.)
a*s "well as at high speeds, variable gearing has to be introduced
loo-fcween the engine and the road wheels.
This brings us to the consideration of the mechanism by
w-lxich the power of a petrol engine is transmitted to the road
wheels of a car. This is shown diagrammaticaUy in Fig. 75,
•wbdlst in Fig. 76 is seen a Talbot Chassis showing how the
is carried out in practice.
JU HIE INTERNAL COMBUSTION EXGINE [chap, vm
i !,»	k	to the car so that the crankshaft points
in The	of	of the car ;   this shaft is continued
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from tlit	of the ear to the baoi and its continuation is
ti»	owing to its being sknilarly placed
to tint	<tf a screw steamship &nd f^tuaUj being
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the propeller shaft when used in a marine motor. This shaft
transmits power by bevel, worm, or chain gearing to the rear
axle of the car, which of course is at right angles to it. In
order to be able to alter the velocity-ratio between the engine
and rear axle a gear box is fitted in the position shown, and
by means of a lever worked by hand, the velocity-ratio can
be altered at will.
The mechanical efficiency of the transmission from engine
cylinder to road wheels is variously stated as anything from
60 to 80 per cent. The following table based on tests by
Riedler shows generally the way in which the losses are incurred.


H.P. at full speed on level 

Benz
Car
(84 m.p.li.) 
Adler
Car
(71 rn.p.h.) 
Daimler-
Knight
Car
(50 m.p.b.) 
Bussing
Wagon and
Trailer
(16 m.p.h.) 

H.P. 
H.P. 
H.P. 
H.P. 
Loss in transmission . 
17 
12 
6 
13 
Total rolling loss . 
27 
23* 
9 
17 
Front wheel friction and 




windage .... 
4 
3* 
4 
4 
Air resistance . 
52 
36 
22 
4 
Total H.P.     .     . 
100 
75 
4:1 
38 
The effect of speed upon the air resistance is very well
seen from these figures.. It rises from the 4 H.P. of the 16
m.p.h. vehicle to 52 H.P. for the 84 m.p.h. "car.
150, Sleeve and Rotary Valves for Petrol Engines.—A few
petrol engines are fitted with what are known as " sleeve
valves" instead of poppet valves. Sleeve valves work on
much the same principle as a steam engine slide valve. The
moving sleeve works in between the cylinder liner and the
cylinder wall, and the liner itself may be made to slide too. In
this way timed openings and closings of valve passages are
possible. A further proposal is to use rotary valves, in
which, by the steady rotation of one long distributor, all the
cylinders are controlled. At present, however, experience is
in favour of the poppet type of valve.
;»i TUT.	(OMBUSTIOX ENGINE [chap, vm
A«H
151.
-n I
' •
•« »H I
*. rn
If F '
engines,   although   generally
'iyfc to motor-car engines, require to be made
.T     In 1914 aeroplanes rarely had engines of over
lVir voats Liter, under the stimulus of war condi-
'es of craft had engines giving up to 400
was accompanied by a remarkable drop
^m'uht ulrj^r H.P.,Tiz.ftoia4lb.to2lb.orevenless.
|V» H.P, X/pIei " Lion ' is shown in Fig. 77.    Its weight,
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77,   Napier "Lion" Aero
i<»	by the	to be 900 Ib., or exactly 2 Ib. per
HP,    It is a 12-eyEncier engine (5J in. by 5J in.), built in
of four cylinders, one block being rertical and
the	at §0° to the vertical.   This engine
at 2,000 r.p.m. with, a compression ratio of
5-8t cc 425 HP.         a	of 5-0.   T&e petrol consumption
»	to be §48 Ib. per B.H.P. tour and the corresponding
lot	0*028 Ib.   Napier "Lion" engines
<m the	air route an aMe to be run at" half
*f (325 H.P.), io	to the Hie of .the engine
and	a	of power.c
PARTICULARS*  OF REPRESENTATIVE BRITISH AERO ENGINES  OF EACH TYPE.
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Bentleyf Rotaey 2 -Air    , 
9 
140 
180 
5*26 i               230
i 
234 

1,360| 93 
— . 
1,300;   498 
2-165 
—     -03 
•088 
A.RCL,                 1
1 
Air    . 
9 
139-7 
165-00 
442 
ls787-5   320 
350 
1,650 
1,750 
110 
_ 
1,650,   633   1-98 
— 
•5S5 
-028 
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90°       Sunbeam, | 
Water 
8 
120 
130 
5-3 
1,707 
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220 
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Water 
12 
114-29J 165-09 
5-3 
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926 ; 2-58 
3-23 
•5 
•025 
Eagle S .     .     . J 
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at 60D Galloway, I 
Water 
12 
145 
190 
5-4 
1,872 
550 j 575 
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1,600 
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— 
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1,150 
2-09 
2-74 
•504 
•045 
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60° Bolls Boyee, t 
Water 
12 
139-69 
190-5 
54 
2,187-5 
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129 
129-4 
971 
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at    60°    JSTapier, [ 
Water 
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139-69 
130-17 
5-55 
1,708 
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2,100 
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Lord Weir on " Developments in Aircraft during the War," before N.E. Coast Inst. of Engineers and Shipbuilders, July, 1919.
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15!.	-Th. fi:iic-
t",i    an , *** that an
jo/ \tuit    is  fc nned
r.   It    is
»   >' *>uf ft) allow «»nly a
, if riir air to pass
*< tht i'till »ui ettor and
^ acid aiiditi*>iiul air to
\tJ!>k h.) as in	it
(7, Ueedle valve to regulate flow of
petrol.
if
:* i^i|iii!ul proportional
%! f4i m, on flic otlier
i,» iilit!\ of the air may
«*»!	the carbur-
s '!i;t MuJ eonie» over in the form of a liquid spray,
»
:i;Uf«nKjlii«r
Ti t
*i spray Is quite easily explosive.
* Is caused in one of two ways :  (1) by
t'"  Jet	' ^hkli is the most common), or (2) by the
In the former the jet may be of
i I !n ' v* ih vaiietk* nhcwn in Figs. 78 and 79.    In the former
file_124.wmf


the air sucked
through B, on the
opening of the
valve, causes petrol
to rush up the pipe
A, past the screw-
adjusted inlet open-
ing to a small hole
on the conical seat-
ing of the valve.
The lift of the valve
therefore not only
admits air but un-
,	ikflrtirtttcir ami   Flout   Chamber.     Pnw*rq    thi*     Qmall
A.	iitfof,   B.	valve    C. Float    covers    TOd     SI»a^
ti»	B through the   petrol hole up which
|j viMtt ti*	tint level    a   iet  of  wtrnl   «t
JT*l	JBT.Inlrt        cj         r   Pet}r0i   at
1^ ic	onc» squirts.   Then
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the petrol, having so low a vaporizing point, at once turns
Into vapour and forms with the air an explosive mixture.
The screw adjustment—or needle valve as it is called	allows
the richness of the mixture to be adjusted. Pig. 79 shows a
"better and more familiar way of doing the same thing. Air is
sucked in past the nozzle of the jet F and out by the opening
K. In rushing past the jet it sucks up a petrol spray, which
evaporates as it mixes with the air. On the left of the figure
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^PRESSURE  INLET
I!
fig. 80.—Lanchester Surface Carburettor.
is seen the float chamber for keeping the petrol level constant.
It operates much as does a ball and cock feed to a water
cistern.    B is a needle valve which gets pushed down on to
its seating by the levers D when the float C rises to the top.
This stops more petrol coining in until the petrol-level sinks
so much as to let the float down till the levers open the needle
. valve again, when more petrol flows in.    The weight of» the
\ float is so adjusted that the petrol-level is kept at just the
I right height.    It is the custom to have the petrol standing
just below the top of the jet, but it works even if standing
J4*	IXl'FKXAL fOMBUSTIOX EXCISE [chap, vm
;   , .   v..>vt tk* i* fi of tlit1 jtt   Evidence of this is seen in
4.-!,,„,-  hi uhuh the ikat  chamber is sucted quite  dry
i!uri!;^ fie rtiuniig of tiie engine when the petrol inlet pipe
A h t> k- t d'OKed up Li way. The principle of the working
; t i.. • 11 i IB 1 k? gore into	An efficient type of a surface
in Kg- 80, which iUiistrates a carburettor
file_126.wmf


F4»i« Si—	in wiiich the opening to the extra air supply
i*	by the suctiim of the engine.
on m	engine.   The principle of its working
k	the	The air passing over a large
up petrol vapour.
All it*	vork best with, a certain
of low oi the ms.   When, howevtar, tie engine mas
Y4*y f«M a vt^ skw t-te &ir velocity changes accordingly
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Fi«. 82.—Automatic Carburettor working in a generally
similar way to the Krebs. The opening of the
valve M depends on the suction.
so that the carburettor sometimes gets more air, and some-
times less, than it wants. If the flow of air be increased it
Is found that too much petrol is taken up, so it is customary
to arrange for only part of the air to pass the jet and for the
rest to be added to the mixture without passing the jet at all.
It is best to arrange for this adjustment to be made auto-
matically, and Eigs. 81 and 82 show how this can be done.
The former shows the Krebs automatic carburettor. When,
owing to in-
crease of piston
speed, the suc-
tion on t he
air increases,,
the leather dia-
phragm 0 is
sucked down
against the
weak spring P
and opens a
valve at M so
that air can flow
in and mingle
with the air
which has
entered at G
and has passed
the jet E. L is
the throttle valve controlling the quantity of the mixture
which is allowed to pass to the cylinder by the pipe K.
Eig. 82 shows another way of doing the same thing. As the
suction increases the extra air comes in through the valve
M and joins at K the part which has come in over the jet E.
There are many other ways, easily devised, of applying the
same principle.
Owing to the heat absorbed by the evaporation of the
petrol it is usual to warm the entering air slightly. This
is done by putting the air inlet pipe nozzle close up to one of
the exhaust pipes so that the air in rushing past the hot pipe
gets warmed slightly. Of course the fact that the whole
i in: ^\flkxal c/oMBrsrioN engine [chap, v
, .,        :> uiltur iv ujuivr the warm engine bonnet helps to
\, ti „• ti rif 4 ...itiHV from falling too low.
VVu r t	Li used as a fuel much more heat is necessary.*
153.	of Ctotarettar.—There are a great number
f ^>%ul	of carburettor, for which the inventors claim
Of these the best known are the
and	the Claudel-Hobson, and the Zenith, but
*i;vif ar«»	in  widespread use.    Having regard
S3 — Interior of Wliite and
to the
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to the great variations in the
manner of working of these car-
burettors, it is surprising that
so many of them work so
uniformly well. The White and
Poppe is illustrated in Fig. 83.
It is probably the most success-
ful of them all in respect of fuel
economy. It has no additional
air inlet, and keeps the mixture
correct by manipulating the jet
and the air throttle. The jet
is placed in the axis of a» cylin-
drical chamber across which the
air flow is directed. This cham-
ber is enclosed in a metal sleeve,
and the whole has a circular air-
way driRed through both sides.
As the chamber is caused to
rotate slightly, the air passage
is restricted. This restriction is
made also to affect the jet owing
up the jet being drilled a little
to the axis of the jet. A cap similarly drilled
dt-t the jet, and as the jet-cap and the chamber rotate
an	the effective jet opening i& decreased ir*
the	m in the throttling of the airway.    This
i*	by the fact that in eaeh case it is a,

over «	and that both are fully opened and
The	shops a double sleeve,
* Fife P«. 141.'
[chap, vui
let helps to
necessary,*
*eat number
ntors claim
vn are the
Zenith, but
ing regard
3ns  in the
: these ear-
ising   that
work   so
White and
n Fig. 83.
it success-
>ect of fuel
additional
.e mixture
ig the jet
The jet
>f a cylin-
which the
his chani-
fcal sleeve,
cular air-
3th sides,
aused  to
' passage
dction is
l'et owing
L a little
y drilled
x rotate
'eased in
J.    This
e it is a
and
sleeve,
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parts of which can be set at a fixed relationship to one
as a means of adjustment.
154.	Heating Air Supply to Carburettor. — The various liquid
used in internal combustion engines require different
of carburation.* With light spirits like petrol it is
only necessary to warm the air which passes over the jet,
°f -to jacket the carburettor with the warm water which
circulates through the radiator. But with a fuel like paraffin
i"k fe necessary to heat either the air or else the mixture very
considerably. The former is sometimes done by passing the
through tubes heated to a high temperature by the hot
gases circulating around them. This hot air is then
over the paraffin jet, and the paraffin is carried along
petirtly as spray and partly as vapour. This mixture is then
"too hot to enter the cylinder, and has to be cooled by mixture
w-jlfcli some cold air. But even so it has to enter the cylinder
hotter than is customary with petrol, and a less weighty charge
is "therefore employed which leads to something like 10 or 15
cent, less horse-power being developed. When paraffin
"o.sed the compression pressure needs to be lowered to about
lb. per sq. in. instead of the figure of 80 Ib. per sq. in.3 or
, which is usual for petrol (both gauge pressures). As was
started in par. 135, paraffin is less homogeneous than petrol,
a*nd there is usually some carbon deposited ; the cylinders
"btLoxefore need more frequent cleaning. The presence of this
cLojposit tends to induce pre-ignition, and for that reason the
eoioapression ratio is kept low.
155.	The Cottrell Paraffin Carburettor.— THs carburettor
is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 84.    C is the pipe which
iroeeives the air and paraffin spray coming over from the jet in
by
carburettor marked EL    When the fuel gets to the branch
it divides right and left to either end of the vaporizer
M is shown in section at the lower right-hand side of the
It consists of a corrugated pipe which is surrounded
hot exhaust gases and conveys in its interior the air and
mixture.    This corrugated pipe has to be kept hot.
starting the engine cold, provision is made for working on
for two or thre,e minutes and then, the pipes M having
* #ee Par. 141.
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. *' •' - i: i tin) is turned on. At B there passes & mixture
« « . i ;tir i..(I paraffin vapour. The air is much less in
|i !ti .11 tfY.n \\oulil ignite, so at F an adjustable inlet is
I t » a'lT/Jt niHie air until the mixture is of the correct
u F4i« aav i lie purpc»se In not letting all this air in earlier
 bo
ar.
w«
to
hj
tit
*3
f
 
Ff.	Carburettor.    Shown diagrammatically.
ih	a less proportion of air the paraffin particles get
and the velocity of passage through
tfa*	is slower.
A	of this	1ms been tried for use in
the	air only was pasi^d through the star
tub* Iff ita	& k^ed pipe to aii ordinary jet chain-
 (
i
IE [chap.
sses a mixture
much less in
stable inlet is
)f the correct
air in earlier
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ber. This alternative
arrangement has
worked well, but in
temperate climates
hardly seems so effec-
tive as the unmodified
type of carburettor.
To begin with, the
paraffin draws all its
heat from the air
which sweeps it along,
instead of by actual
rushing contact with
the hot vaporizer
tubes. Further, the
mixture enters the
cylinder much sooner
after its creation than
in the other arrange-
ment, and it is evi-
dently advantageous
to allow time for the
paraffin vapour and
air to mix intimately
with each other. A
drop in horse-power
in the engine must be
expected of 10 to 15
per cent, compared
with the horse-power
obtainable when using
petrol. This loss is
chiefly due to the
higher temperature of
the entering charge
which for a given fig. 85.—Thornycroft Paraffin Carburettor,
cylinder volume natur-
ally reduces the weight admitted. There is also a loss owing
to the necessary lowering of the compression ratio and con-
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* m it   t   :»,wt'iinir  of  thermal efficiency.    It  has  sometimes
iv, •; »f< m.)*!'* tli.it tins lowering of the compression is due
!- f« 4* if the tharpe being pre-ignited through the low
** r,ij* *utmv at which paraffin vapour and air ignite spon-
t *!>•'« «u*;v ; but the real reason, is that given in the previous
!?if\OT,if4L
Tk ft is a         however, in that the calorific value of paraffin
jrr gallnti i*	10 per cent, higher than that for petrol;
.i3*p   an	is found in the smaller consumption of
lu^fiuttiig oil	to   the  lubricating  properties of the
itfplf.
i§§9 He	of paraffin carburettor is illustrated
>i fig &».   It*	of working is generally similar to that
,| tlw (\>tti«»ll. but the heating surface is less in proportion.
It work* veil in practice, and its mode of operation is as
Mlott's : —
1 he oil is	into the vaporizer together with, a certain
of air by the suction of the engine ;   this mixture is
a tulbe which  is kept dated to a fairly
by the exhaust gases coming from the engine.
Thin thoroughly "vaporizes and intimately mixes the yaporized
Ml	air.   The mixture is then passed through a spiral
separator,	any solid matter from the vapour,
is	nith extra air as required to form an explosive mis-
tine,	thromgh the tkrottle to the cylinders.
lii tie	A is the inlet ralve for both oil and air, the
the action, of spring B, which normally keeps
tfce	the oil supply C shut off ; the oil enters
by	in the	The mixture then passes along the
EE which is kept heated to a high temperature
!ij tie	through the centre of this annular
m	at F.   The annular - chamber, it will be
i*	idth        G to enable a maximum amo-lgEit of
to be	to the mixture.   H illustrates the separator
for	the	from the mixture, and J the'
"	"	the control of the spring K.    The
of thm	and         of tiat gorerning the inlet of
the	to the	can be Yaried by a screw and nut
ift	is	when the engine- is on -the
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tent -bed before the brake trials. The outlet from the vaporizer
to the motor is by pipe L. There are numbers of other paraffin
carburettors, but the principle of operation is generally similar
to those above described.
157. Theory of Jet Carburettors.— If we consider a tube of
flow in a perfect fluid of constant density, the following relation-
ship will hold between the pressure drop along the tube and
tlic velocity of the fluid
V 2 —V 2    p _p
v a        V i _ i i ~ 1 a
2g	w
where V2 and Vl are the velocities and P2 and Px the pressures
*&tt sections 1 and 2 of the stream tube, w is the density of the
fluid and g the acceleration due to gravity. If the fluid at
1 is at rest, this equation reduces to
2g         w
If the fluid is a gas, w will alter with P, the form of the func-
tional relationship depending on whether the flow takes place
uxl iabatically or isothermally . For small differences in pressure,
However, w can. be assumed to have a constant average value.
This simple equation can be applied to the flow of air through
trjho choke tube of a cartmrettor. The air before it enters the
carburettor is at rest and at pressure P equal to the ordinary
t^tmospheric pressure. Inside the choke tube, the pressure
m less than atmospheric by an amount <5P. Then
V 2      /TP
^=*L    ....     (1)
%9       U>a
wliere Vfl=velocity of air inside choke.
wfl=density of air (assumed constant).
JNi ow consider the case of a simple jet delivering petrol into the
carburettor choke ; the pressure drop in the petrol from the
float chamber to the jet exit will be <5P. Under the action of
trills pressure drop, the petrol will assume a velocity Vp given
by the equation
ZU*       ....    (2)
2g    wp
wfa©re w^=density rof petrol,
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Eliminating iV from equation (1) and (2)
vp = va y ^
this	it	that
Weight of air  __     /w,
'a
of petrol
ii I * jre' (,i*» sensibly constant, the mixture ratio is pro
I' rt»f't~u t<»' t!u -(tiuire	of the air density.    This simple
tin ry inbuilt* that the mixture strength of a plain jet car-
JErtit<r sloild bi constant for all engine (air) speeds pro-
i nXi *ho tU'Mt j ei the air reniains constant. When however
t!d i\ li J: >t ihiK ih low the top of the jet a certain air velocity
^ u ^'^iiY RftCt tlie liquid reaches the top, and until that
*i'*nunt ii^nvts 10 petrol mixes with the air at all. If for
r^tiiikf the jjetrol lias to rise tlrough a vertical height h
"itft	tan I)t4gin, equation (2) becomes
ty   W
>
w	V«24-2€ft   to,
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~p —L-£_ = -J
tp
•	not         at all until
ud	that the	.*? increases with increase of Va.
If the	0! \ra be doubled, V/ viU be increased in tke ratio
this
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It will be interesting to get some quantitative figures for
is. What, for instance, will be the ratio if ^=0-04 feet (or
I- Inch) and Va is 5,000 ft. per minute (83-3 ft. per sec.) ?
I?etrol has a density of about 0-72 so that 1 cu. ft. will weigh
0-72x62-3=45 Ib. Whereas 1 cu. ft. of air weighs 0-075 lb.
Q»"fc atmospheric temperature and pressure.
According, therefore, to equation (5) the square of the ratio
of the two petrol velocities will be
0-075.
~45~
7-72
=4+.
V 2
lfL —2-57
600
rIPhe critical velocity is clearly
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4.1.
a=      -  the equation
0=^/ 1550^39-3ft./sec.
••:•---.2,360 ft. per mln. Until, therefore, the air had this velocity
no petrol would be carried along.
(15) becomes
7-72
11-6^57"
4+
9-0
So that when air velocity increases from 5,000 to 10,000 ft. per
am in. the petrol velocity is 2-2 times as much and the mixture
therefore 1-1 times as rich or 10 per cent, richer. When a
carburettor is taken into an atmosphere of lower density (as
when, fitted to an aircraft) it will, as above indicated, show
au rapid increase ia mixture strength as the density diminishes.
If not corrected for, this would lead to a great waste of fuel,
since the excess of petrol over and above a certain propor-
tion does not give an increase in power. Carburettors to
work at altitude have therefore to be provided with some
device for weakening the mixture progressively as the aircraft
This device is usually hand adjusted by the pilot.
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i   .t * •« It •*<•!. Li»\uver. the mixture strength of a simple
i'it! »3  v»L n*?t  i vniain constant at all air velocities
,*   <*,u   ih   no   Hi at the jet.    The simple equations
r        t *.v  thji^ tK> n*>t  give the whole of the facts.
*>i     f  l ulkit
it i>	to write
wlifii;* !••, I> not necessarily unity,
or Wp—l'^'nyVX?
u .t'i    VV(    wtiifht    nf   petrol   discharged   per   second   and
i- ,i  o ••iipUxMtul factor depending on  (1)  depression ia
*i   -y  t';\    {2) tt'inpeiature (viscosity and density of fuel),
,J  ^ b % of fin.1 ]»^sage (whether chamfered or sharp edged),
i< «t «ui<ttr «»f fuel passage D, (5) ratio of lengt-h to diameter
! !ar  |» t^^f L 'D and (<>) type of air flow (nature of pulsa-
*   **     Ut!i*ra'ly s] Hiking, fct is found to increase with <5P,
U, I> 'L a 'd ttni]H*ratnit».    For sharp edged orifices in thin
fliii-   i, is   j»rattu*ally independent of temperature.    The
t.«'u**Vow variation of k2 with   5P (especially for   small
v.n»»-' »»f ^P) i^ Brought out in the following tables showing the
H»»iTt  of it it din tests with water on a submerged orifice
1>- «M*,V>7'/ tea* two valuta of L/D.
L   ' !>.--: 11
,'ti	-75	-63	-52	-44
up      24" •      12*        r         y
ftj	-95	-93	*87	-83         • -80
up      2r        ir        r        r         r
Fi»r ¥ctj	loads, the petrol level in the jet becomes ex-
im|M>rtant, the jet only starting to deliver when this
i* overcome.    The extreme importance of air
im	characteriRtics is brought out in the
The	carburettor was tested first on a
(very variable suck) and then oa a
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blower having a steady suck. The blower was adjusted to
pass the same weight of air as the engine for the same throttle
position, the engine being motored round at constant speed.
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With the discontinuous engine suek, the instantaneous veloci-
ties in the choke tube are much greater than in the case of the
steady blower Buck, During the delivery period in the engine,
therefore, the jet works with a greater fe2 value than on the
blower. Moreover, the inertia of the fuel will cause a flow of
petrol even after the inlet valve of the engine has shut. For
both rcaHonn, therefore, the mixture strength in the engine is
greater. The inertia effects are especially noticeable when an
engine is accelerating quickly by a sudden opening of the
throttle ; the fuel then, tends to lag behind and there is a
danger of the engine failing owing to the mixture becoming too
weak.
158* Ignition.—The oldest form of ignition was to ignite the
explosive mixture by a naked flam©, which was put into com-
munication with the cylinder through the medium of a sort of
slide valve. Those interested in the history of the subject
will find a full account in Dugakl Clerk's book.
A later and more nuccessfui form was Tube ignition, which
consisted in having a short vertical tube, in communication
with the cylinder end, heated externally by some means.
After the engine had been running a short while the lamp could
be removed (or the gas jet turned out) and the heat of explosion
was enough to keep the temperature up to the requisite point.
in;: ix"v,n\AL combustion engine [chap,
It is illustrated In-Fig. SO.    The explosive charge was com-
by the	movement of the piston, and a part of
it	into the ignition tube, the temperature of which
the	of the gas to the ignition point.    This
of	was very largely used for gas engines, but it
i*	by some form of electric ignition.
It	the	method employed on motor cars, for
use it	to be unsuitable.     It is still in use
oil
of ignition often used with oil engines is to
the fuel        a hot combustion chamber connected to the
This	already been described in par.
It	well,         even residual oils can be vaporized
in        way.   The method employed on the Diesel
Is of
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Ignition  tu&e (Cfay)
Asbestos Mi fib card Liner
Gas Burner
To Cylindei
The	of ignition is the electric, and it bids
8S«—Ignition Tube and Timing Valve.
fair to	all the others for gas and petrol engines,
i*	in oil engines.
can be carried out by either (1) high-'
or (2) tow-teiMm currents.
may be obtained in one of three
:	(1} by	or cells furnishing current to an
or p) by a small magneto-electric machine
"	M (m	furnishing currents to an indue-
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tion coil, or (3) by a magneto furnishing high-tension currents
direct to the sparking plug. The low-tension currents are pro-
duced from a low-tension magneto. There are therefore many
varieties of electric ignition and they may conveniently be set
out thus—
Electric Ignition
i
High tension
 i
Low tension
 
1
Batteries or cells
with     induction
coil 
1
Magneto with
induction coil
(3) 
1
High-tension
magneto
(4) 
1
Coils fitted with
tremblers
(1) 
1
Coils fitted with
fixed " make-and-break "
(2) 
 Low-tension
magneto
The oldest is (1) and it is still seen fitted to some petrol
engines, although (2) is more common; (3) is relatively rare
but was seen in the early Eisemann system; (5) is common
practice for engines whose speed is below SOOr.p.m. Method
(4) is growing in popularity, and it has the advantage of
being simpler to apply to the engine than (5).
Before describing methods (1), (2) or (3) it will be necessary
to say something about the induction coil. To those versed
in electrical matters it is enough to describe it as a transformer
having a straight iron core and a high ratio of transformation.
160. Induction Coil.—The induction coil consists of a soft
iron core generally consisting of a bundle of straight iron wires,
and on it is wrapped a layer or two of thick insulated copper
conducting wire of the primary—or low-tension—circuit.
Over this are wound many thousand turns of fine insulated
copper wire constituting the secondary—or high-tension—
circuit. About 4 volts are applied to the primary circuit and
the current repeatedly broken and remade by means of the
magnetism of the iron core attracting a small "piece of iron
mounted on a spring which carries the current. As the spring
is attracted inwards it loses contact with a platinum point
and so breaks the current. (To make the break the more
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sndtk'ii n i- usual to put a condenser in parallel in the circuit.)
Tin? smUrn ri-e and fall of current in the primary causes
orioilLitory currents in the secondary of a voltage which is
higher than in the primary in the ratio of the number of
coik of in one to the number in the other. Owing to the
effrft of the magnetism in the iron core the current in the
primary does not rise suddenly to its full value. It follows
law
I -r tMrrent in amperes.
V ~ vrltane in volts.
II   - n vjniaiKC in ohms.
L  - M'lf-irdiution in henries.
/      tii^icj in seconds.
€      I>.i<e of Xaperian logarithms or 2-7183.
T v 'i; '! i! h !f-intliiciioii is the henry. If S be the rate at
• " * !i tl t' « urnnt changes in amperes per second, the back
1 f'«-»>;<»tive fuite produced = L X S. One henry is also
I * \;> d to h the s»e]f-induction of a coil in which, if the current
,;% i, ,,-t ,u t!>e rate of one ampere per second,., the back E.M.F,
jt dii.nl i- exactly one volt.
A^ .if, illustration of the effect of the above law of rise of the
i uiu" f t.ikt the t-ase of a coil in which R = 500; L = 5-5
.m! V - r»*MXH). llien the final and steady value of the
t>0 uOO
•urnn* is tlearlv 1~1~ or 100 amperes.   This current grows
*    sew	F	6
*j* fi.uii ii'i'o .ind it is of interest to calculate'how long it will
It*   lof«»n   tut t>tn pive> in the current flowing.
90=100(1—e""otf")
L.
ot	•     r-^»==l— 0-0=0-10
so thai /—about ^ second.
The	by no means instantaneously
aad tliitf	to the lfr	" of the primary current, pro-
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ducing a much less vigorous spark in the secondary than does
t>he tc break." The break is almost instantaneous ; the only
"thing that tends to prevent it being so, is the energy of rush
of the primary current which jumps over the gap in its earlier
stages. The energy stored up in the flowing current is equal
"fco -JLI2, and it is to provide a convenient swamp to absorb
"this suddenly released energy that the condenser is provided.
file_138.wmf


Fio. 87.—Diagram showing mode of working of
high-tension ignition with coil and accumu-
lator. At Accumulator. B, Induction coil
C\ Contact breaker. I), Trembler. Et Com-
mutator on end of cam shaft, for closing
circuit at right moment by bringing metal seg-
ment F against the brush 0. H, Condenser,
to make break of current sudden. Jf, Igni-
tion plug in cylinder. Th© other end of th©
secondary winding is earthed.
161. High-Ten-
sion Coil Ignition.
—-The induction
coil is supplied
*with a low-ten-
sion current ob-
tained from either
"batteries, accumu-
lator cells or a
suitable magneto.
In any case the
principle of work-
ing is the same.
The spark gap (see
Pig. 90) is placed
in the cylinder as
shown in Figs. 87,
88, 89, and 91. A
rotating contact
kept at a speed
proportional to
that of the engine
and called a dis-
tributor distri-
butes the current
to each cylinder just as it is needed. What happens therefore
is this. The trembling blade on the coil—called the trembler
—vibrates very rapidly and produces a shower of sparks in
the secondary (one spark corresponding to each break of cur-
rent in the primary). During each contact about a dozen
sparks or more nifty pass. One good spark would be enough
and therefore a modification of this method is sometimes em-
:\M 'AAL « M.MIU'NTlOX EXGIXE [chap, vm
< - , ;   f ) tn-n;'»ltT actuated by the magnetism of
r     i *Li ««^iL flit t'UiR'iit In the primary circuit is
file_139.wmf



* - T   *  v I .ae lauiAitf Ignition* for a four-cylinder engine, with
,*•*•/       ? « cadi nuadtr.    X, Accumulator.    JB, Coils each with
•'         * *, "T im 1 ei uttiet	JJ, Commutator for distributing
"*!   t *   !  ^ ;,ur.f »*i r;, Inii.lt rs at the right moment.    J, sparking plugs.
ir.J ^ r ,it«n !/y the action of the engine.    A mechanical
,h« l-^Tivi*x 1^	to the half -speed shaft of the engine
T5J
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h.hhh
, except that one trembler
having to adjust each trembler until
»aie fiwqucney.    C is the common contact maker
for	out colls when necessary	maKer>
«o to to	one upark only in the cylinder.    It is possible
to wig He i	an thfc form of ignition so as to produce a
jpmt nai^r	the difima** between them
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are  hardly   fundamental.    Illus-
trations,   reproduced   from   Mr.
Strickland's    useful   book,     are
shown of  several  such methods
(see 87, 88, 89, and 91), and the
letterpress at the  foot  of  each
will suffice to show  their differ-
ences.
163.  The   Lodge   (Sir   Oliver
Lodge) system of ignition is just
the ordinary coil and accumulator
ignition in which the high-tension
current instead of being  passed
direct to the sparking  plugs   is
fig, 90.—High Tension Spark-
ing Plug. A, Metal Rod ;
Bt Porcelain Insulating
Sleeve ; C, Gland ; D, Body
of Plug screwing into cylin-
der ; E9 Sparking Points ;
F, Electric Wires from
H.T. Magneto or Coil.
made   to   charge   up   the  inner
coatings   of   two   Leyden   jars.
When the jars   are   "full"   an
external   spark   gap   placed   in
parallel   with   the    jars    breaks
down and a spark passes.    This
sudden   release   of   the  electric
charges on the inner coats of the Leyden jar causes such a
rush of current from the outer coating of one Leyden jar to
file_143.wmf
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the other, and such a
violent oscillation to and
fro of the current after-
wards that nothing will
stand in its path. It
breaks through oil films,
soot, deposit of all kinds,
water or anything else
that there may be on
the ignition points ; ow-
ing to its Mgh frequency
Fi«. 91. — The arrangement of Figs.   88
and 89, except that the secondary      straight    direct    COUrSOS,
current  is  distributed  directly,   so
enabling only one coil to he used for
and  there  is  little   dis-
all four   cylinders.    The   disadvan-       position    on    its   part   to
tage is that the insulation is more	-,	,      ,        .
seek   any   short    circuit
difficult to ensure.
it    also    tends     to
 iai!
fyj
?4r
ilfi
•< > '*/
' \ ff
'  m
,\; *•', \ \L f OMBCSTIOX ENGINE [chap. vi>r
tt  •,.',., i, Ld -I   \\hirh  may happen   to  be   in   exist-
^   **J *!*«>'*- tluanniiioatieally the arrangements of the
«   x
System,
Fie
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high-tension circuit. The
low-tension circuit is of the
customary form, except) that
the trembler shown in Fig.
93 is of an extra sensitive
form. The distributor is
placed in the high-tension
circuit. The makers of this
ignition system claim that
owing to the adjustments
made no possible error in
the time of firing can arise
which exceeds -^L-gth part
of a second. Also that in
virtue of the nature of the
spark the system is par-
ticularly suitable for use
when the fuel used is one of
the heavier brands of petrol,
_	,_	,
or paraffin or other heavy
oil which may cause carbon-
high tension or low
or cells are wanted.
deposit on the ignition plugs.
168*	igoitioE may be either
Sr»&s Bridge
Brass Sfstefe
Locking Screw
Hammer
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t€n*io».   Xo ct>il is         and no batteries
T lie   low- tension
on the
a
w	it
of
f*t»tfivitm Points
to |L12
ou* to	energy,
fig. 93.—Lodge Sensitive Trembler.
|»ii2}, autl that if L,
the	Is
1,   the  current, as   great   as   con-
**^'"^t,  the	up is  so considerable that  a
0r   *f fat "	is   caused   to  occur   when   the
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circuit is suddenly broken. A low-tension magneto, or
electric generator, is designed so as to cause such a current to
be passing at the moment when ignition is desired to occur
and, at the same instant, the circuit is mechanically broken
in the cylinder and a spark passes. Fig. 94 shows diagram-
matically the wiring for this system and the sparking plug
used. A larger view of such a plug is seen in Fig. 95. A
disadvantage of this system is the introduction of moving
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tappets into the cylinder, and the
necessary provision of means for
operating them from outside.
164. The High-Tension Magneto.—
In this machine the current is generated
by a shuttle armature which rotates
between the poles of strong steel mag-
nets. The rotation of this armature
&	\	in the strong magnetic field results in
I	the induction in   its winding   of   an
-^	-'L	electrical   current   which   is   utilized
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for the purpose of ignition. The
armature is wound in two parts, of
which one is a primary winding,
consisting of a few turns of heavy
wire, and the other a secondary wind-

fig. 95.—Typical Low-Tension Magneto
Spark Plug. It will be noticed that this
system of ignition requires moving con-
tacts in the cylinder, which the high-
tension system does not.
fig. 94.—Low - Tension
Magneto Ignition. X
and 7, magneto
machine shown dia-
grammatieally, A,
Spark plug. C, Contact
point where circuit is
closed and broken. Bt
Lever worked by rod
running on earn J7, E,
Cam on half-time shaft.
At the moment when
the magneto is passing
its maximum current
around the circuit, the
cam causes the circuit
to be broken at O, so
producing a spark at
that point.
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.h-Mintfof many  turns of fine wire.    The   effect   is
higU-teiteion	is given-off  by the armature,
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as the design practically
amounts to the inclusion in
the armature of the windings
of an induction coil. An
outside view of this magneto
is shown in Fig. 96, and its
manner of working is shown
in Fig. 97.
of Bosch H.T.
This system has the advan-
tage that no moving parts
need to be introduced into
the cylinder in order to pro-
duce a spark. The voltage
is so high that a " safety
valve" spark-gap is usually
(A	m&g- fitted in parallel near the
°f   &mmEj Similar    magneto   in   order  to allow
any unduly high voltage cur-
be produced to pass across it.   The spark
in fills gap is, of	of no use except to act as a safety
or
Contact
breaker disc
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§7.	m arranged for 4-cylmdeor Engine.
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165. Dual Ignition.—In a later form of high-tension magneto
Ignition, an accumulator and coil is added. The coil does its
own making-and-breaking, "but the distributor and the sparking
plugs are common to both systems. In normal running the
magneto is switched on; but when starting the Coil is used.
It is easy to tell which is in use, as the coil makes a buzzing
noise. This system has become popular since the accuracy
of manufacture of petrol engines has risen to such a high pitch.
The fit of the piston, piston rings and valves is now so good
that any compressed gas there may be in the engine on stop-
ping will stay compressed for some hours and in most cases
the engine will start from rest by merely switching on the
coil ignition, so saving the labour of turning the engine round
by the starting handle. This system was specially adapted for
the petrol engines used on motor cars, but is giving place to
the self-starter motor.
For gas engines, large or small, the ordinary high-tension or
low-tension magneto is employed. Sometimes the ignition
occurs at one fixed point in the stroke and sometimes it can
be varied by hand or by the action of a governor. Some
engines have two high-tension plugs in series so as to ignite
the gas from more than one point and so produce a more rapid
explosion. The ignition "plug should never be put at the end
of a recess or else a pressure wave may be produced which
will cause detonation and possibly break the cylinder bolts
and so lead to a bad accident.
160. Timing of Ignition.—One of the most careful adjust-
ments of the ignition is its timing. That is to say, the regu-
lation of the moment of sparking in the cylinder. If the spark
is late the piston will have moved part of its outward journey,
with the consequence that the effective working stroke is
lessened and the mean pressure is lower than it need be. If
the spark is too early, so that the gases are still being com-
pressed when the spark comes, there is a knock in the
cylinder when the explosion occurs. Normally the spark
should occur just as the piston is at the top of its stroke,
although since ignition takes a fraction of a second to spread
throughout the mass of the gas it is necessary when the engine
is running fast to "time the spark to occur a little before the
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,u,m 'u thai maximum pressure is reached when the
:, a- juht limning its stroke. Engine speed is, how-
i;ut the only consideration affecting the timing; when
j,;;^ mill weak mixtures the ignition takes longer than
r ii. Lii un - so t hat to use a weak mixture it is necessary
t. • ,i h\nu e " the &park, i.e. make it occur earlier. It follows,
ti «-ivf'm, that hi the ordinary running of a car the ignition
p quirt* as ibiieli attention as the throttle, if the engine is
in yi rk tit higher efficiency. An additional complication
ayi*^	coils having tremblers are used with batteries
*>r cflk ,to the >peed of *'trembling"  being naturally in-
&|*'n*krt of the	of the engine, it follows that at high
ir^tie *|'eed^ the sparking in the cylinder   is   apt to be
erratic, sometimes coming early and sometimes
In a p.iper it ad by W. Watson before the Royal Automobile
f l;j!i an	account was given of certain experiments
to aseertain the character of the spark in relation
t > imwct.   The	used was a two-cylinder one, 3-5 in.
'» 4 in,, with mechanically operated valves.   The sparking
j»i.itf nas scxvwed into the cap used to close the hole over
til- mitt valve, the spark points being well inside a recess in
this iAft    The whole of the experiments were made on one
cylinder oiJy, the other being operated with a trembler coil
battery.   The   speed   was   950/1,000   revolutions   per
It has often been claimed that a  " fat"  spark
the running, and that this was due'either to quicker
of the	or to more regular firing.   Experiments
a	eoil showed that although the weakening of the
to reduce the mean pressure, yet this could
?>r	to its	value by advancing the spark.
1 lie	of	of experiments was to lead Watson
to t!w	conclusions—
1,	Aft far as a petrol engine of the type used is concerned, the
of the	which ignites the charge has no appre-
on the power developed.
2.	\\ ith a	coil the time at which the spark occurs is
to	and on this account the power developed
be
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 3.	The variation in the time of firing obtained with trembler
coils is different for different coils, and hence a multi-cylinder
engine in which a separate coil is used for each cylinder is
unlikely to develop its maximum power, particularly at high
speeds ;  the reason being that although the tremblers of the
coils may possibly be adjusted, for some particular voltage, so
that each cylinder fires at the same point of the stroke, yet
this adjustment will no longer be true if the voltage of the
battery alters, particularly if it falls much below the value
for which the tremblers were adjusted.
 4.	When a single coil is used in combination with a high-
tension distributor, it is of very great importance that the
current in the primary should never be allowed to fall to a
value near the critical value for the particular coil.    In this
connexion  it may be mentioned that, in Watson's experi-
ence, when the trembler is so adjusted for any given voltage
of the battery, i.e. for a given current, that the note produced
is very clear and " pure," then a very slight decrease in current,
due to a small fall in the voltage of the battery, will cause the
timing to be defective, owing to the region of the critical
current being approached.    Hence, with the normal current
passing—i.e. with the battery fully charged—it is advisable
to adjust the trembler so as to give a somewhat harsh and
shrill sound, for then the current may b*e considerably reduced
before the critical value is reached.
 5.	When selecting a coil, regularity in the working of the
trembler for considerable variation in the   current passing
in the primary is of more importance than length or fatness
of spark.    Further, a coil taking a small current is to be
preferred to one taking a large current, since trouble  with
the adjustment of the trembler blade will be decreased, owing
to the reduced sparking at the platinum points with a small
current.
 6.	Except for the fact that the engine cannot be started on
the switch, the plain coil with a rapid break on the two-to-one
shaft seems preferable to a trembler coil, since over a very
large range of current—in fact, whenever the current is large
enough to cause the passage of a spark in the cylinder—the
timing is exactly the same.   The advantage of the trembler
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i t y n^iiu a switch, so that after the engine
r"Mi'\r i an be cut out, allowing the coil to
iVill a Kiond condenser being provided.
The two dia-
p° grams shown in
Fig. 98, obtained
by Watson, illus-
trate the advan-
tage, so far as
economy is con-
cerned, of advanc-
ing the spark more
than usual when
employing a very
weak mixture —
that is, when driv-
ing with the extra
air valve as far
open as possible.
The lower figure is
that obtained when
the spark is as
a> Is advisable when using a full mixture. In
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tl't-	the spark	been considerably further
advAiiwl, ho a> to allow for the slow burning of a weak mix-
m a iwult the I.H.P. showed an increase of nearly
17 jkt cent., the consumption of petrol remaining the same.
Oil Engines.-— A large number of ocean-going
aie	with internal combustion engines using
i'41	Mt^t of these engines work on the Diesel principle.
Hniv	SH> jK»r cent, of ships afloat have machinery
of	5,500 1.H.P., the application of the internal -com-
in not hindered by the  need for very large
p-tmerH*   For	the "Bibby5' liner Somersetshire, of
for 11 knots, has a total power of
I.H.P.,	lietwecn  two  6-cylinder engines — 740
1,150 mitt, stroke.
tine	H.P, per cylinder has been obtained from a
engine o! 30 ins. diameter
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a,nd 36 ins. stroke. This on test* gave I?042 B.H.P. at 141
r-.p.m. It was of the Diesel crosshead type and the fuel
oonsumption was given as 0-40 Ib. per B.H.P. hour.
Apart from any special effort such as this the H.P. per
cylinder has risen f from the year 1912, when it was 100 B.H.P.,
t>o over 300 B.H.P.
EXAMPLES
 1.	An oil engine uses 0*8 Ib. of kerosene per actual H.P.-bour;  one
pound of kerosene gives out 12,000 C.H.IJ. in combustion.   What is
•tlie efficiency of the engine ?	[B. of E., 1911.]
 2.	In the test of an oil engine the analysis of the exhaust gases by
volume gave i   CO2=6-8   per cent. ;   O=ll-l  per  cent. ;   N=82-l
•per cent.    The  oil analysis was H=15 per cent.;   0=80 per cent.
ITind the excess air and the total mass of products per Ib. of oil.
 3.	What weight of 0 is required for the complete combustion of 46
grams of alcohol (C2HCO) ?   What weight of C02 will be formed, and
what weight of water ?
 4.	The following data are taken, from the tost of an oil engine i—
I.H.P.==65.
Oil used per hour ="-45 Ib.
Calorific value of oil=-~ 19,500 B.Th.U.'s per Ib.
Ib. of air per Ib. of oil--70.
Jacket cooling water in Ib. per min.==68.
Temperatxire of cooling water, inlet=62° F.
Temperature of cooling water, outJet=138°F.
Temperature of exhaust gases=430° F.
Temperature of engine room=7Q° F.
Specific heat of exhaust gases=0-24.
HOraw up a table showing, as percentages, how the total heat of com-
1b "nation is distributed.
45. In one pound of petrol there is 0*846 Ib. of carbon and 0*164 Ib. of
Imyclrogen. What is the calorific value of petrol per Ib. given that the
calorific value of carbon is 8,130 C.H.TJ. per Ib. and of H 20,100 C.H.TL
jr>»er Ib ? What weight of 0 is required for complete combustion of 1 Ib.
of* petrol ?	'	[B. of E., 1910.]
0. The area of a petrol engine diagram (using the planimeter which
suffotracts and adds properly) is 442 sq. inches, and its length (parallel
t>o the atmospheric line) is 3-85 in.; what is th© average breadth of the
figure ? If 1 in. pressure represents 70 Ib. per sq. inch, what is the
xnoan effective pressure ? Th© piston is 3' 5 in. in diameter with a
 
 
* J. McKechnie at I.C.E., July, 1921.
t J. Richardson at I.C.E., July, 1921.
 /I
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I ":.    WLjf i' tiie work done in one cycle ?    If there are 800
: 3: ir;: •, v*J.*tt % the horse-power?
< »j I i iV'i* s working on the Otto cycle has a cylinder 4 in.
aiJ W<ztli it btruko is 4 in. The compression space is ^
• '.. \ A;-uiuia^ tie brake thermal efficiency to be 20 per cent.,
4 : " . • '»a\;muui j«» wtr whleh the engine could give, running at 1,000
r * in. i* ,i* i> tT.i ff each suit ion stroke the whole cylinder were filled
n',,1 /n i'Xin. -jve nnxtiTO of petrol vapour and air, having a mean
u'5., '*e	nf 57 C.H.U. per cu. ft.
«, A 4-*yLii«ltT petrol motor develops 60 B.H.P. at 1,500 r.p.m.
\\ !,Jl k f I f 3iuan	effect exerted on the crank shaft ? and what
•,*>!?* t\a rati,> cs! tfte gearing bet-ween the engine and the driving
i,\'i * > t'uit tl o ear ?jx»txl is 40 m.p.h. ? Assuming that the internal
% #1 : iiix t * tL ear machinery is 20 per cent, of the power developed,
vi J at < lbo t 'la! external resistance against which the car is driven ?
Dm:;"* r , i li- rear	is 32 ins.	[B. of B., 1913.]
9, In a, 1 >!• -ei engine tiie tompression ratio is 15-3 and the expansion
'it: f "" r>. The iiidiiAtor cards give a nett I.H.P. of 201 and the oil
t i .Vih'.pioa was D7 Ib. per hour, of calorific value 19,300 B.Th.TJ. per
ih, i i!	the ratio of the actual thermal efficiency to the thermal
*€il>f i" * ^ cl an ideal engine, receiving heat at constant pressure anil
r*v* i**V *t At	Vi^lume, the compre^ion and expansion being
A<t* Jtatir         > = 1-4.*
1** In d ^i',>tcr cycle of 3 I.H.P. the mass of petrol used during a
4 i ^ih	at foil s-pcofl Is 8 Ib. The highest temperature in the
uvr * t ji 11 lor is 2,(MW)- F. and air is drawn in at 60° F. Find the
t..t Ti.il t»Jk\enry and compare it with that theoretically possible.
Tiie t\iL nt*'t value of petrol is 18,500 B.Th.U. per Ib.
It. TK* C* rfWk1 petrol engine develops 50 B.H.P. at 1,200 r.p.m.
Tlj«i^ are 7 cylinders	of bore 110 mm.   The stroke is 120 mm.
»jvh cylinder	once in two revolutions.   Find the average
prtftnire ItjP).
12. Air	an orifice from a reservoir in which the pres-
i* P IK ptr sc|. foot, and temperature T into a region of lower
Lftrtt	neither received nor rejected during the operation.
an exfTO«cm for the maximum discharge in Ib. per sec. in
of Pf T  the effective	of the orifice and the ratio of the
[Mech. So. Tripos, 1904.]
* Of. Ex. 32, on p. 45.
CHAPTER  IX
Petrol Engine  Efficiency  and  Rating
E:«'FicrEKny tk&ts under vabtoits conditions—Eraser of CYLIN-
DER  DIMENSION'S   ON   FOWE-I  AND    K^FI'CIENi'JY"—OrBHATlO^r   OF
Two stroke  enqine—Cowrosrr.o>r   op   exhaust   case*   as
BELATED     TO     KMTCIKNCiY—MoTOll     VEHICLE     TlS'-iTS—IllCABDO
laboratory—Los 4 of PowEit in Aw ho engines at altitude.
167. Efficiency Tests on Petrol Motors.—Some of the most
searching tests that have been carried out on petrol motors
have been those undertaken in the Engineering Laboratory at
Cambridge under Professor Hopkinson.
In one set of such tests * the engine used was a 16/20 H.P.
Daimler four-cylinder engine capable of running at 250 to
1,400 revs, per min. Other particulars were—
Total volume of one cylinder with
3-85
3*56 inches = 90 mm.
6'11 inches = 130 mm,
piston on out centre .        .0-04 cut. ft.
Volume of compression space ,   0-0104 cu. ft.
Compression ratio .
Diameter of cylinder
Length of stroke   .        .
The indicator used was a reflecting one of the piston type.
The tests involved three sets of measurements—(1) engine
losses, (2) B.BLP., and (3) fuel consumption. From (1) and
(2) the I.H.P. could be obtained, and therefore the mechanical
efficiency. The tests were run with the carburettor as fitted
by the engine builders, and it must not therefore be taken that
the engine was of necessity adjusted to give maximum power
or efficiency.
* Engineering, February 8, 1907,
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The	of the tests are .shown in Fig. 99 in which curves
arc4	for the I.H.P., B.H.P., the mean effective pressure
the	on the crankshaft.   The mechanical efficiency
85 to 75 per cent.-—falling slowly as the speed
600	per min.    The petrol used had a thermal
y en the lower stale of  17S000 B.Th.U. per lb.5 and
on	Iba^is flit following table of thermal efficiencies was
valcuUted—

I.tr If 
^'arption (Pounds) 
Thermal Efficiency 
Jlrrr rrr       F rTH.l. 
Pet B.H.P. 
Per 1,000 
On 
On 
Mi-i;.t*>              H ar 
H,>nr 
Revs. 
I.H.P. 
B.H.P. 
400       i       0-78        j 
0-9               0-30 
18*6 
16-1 
400      !      0-75      i 
0-87              0-28 
19-3 
16-6 
6*»0      ;      0-CS5    i 
0-81              0-26 
21 
17-9 
t'lX)             O't»33    i 
0-77              0-24 
22 
18-8 
Si HI              — 
	 
0-24 
— 
— 
ltt^i»)             0'6       ! 
0-75 
0-22 
24-2 
19-3 
1,1 w        o*gi    i 
0-75 
0-208 
24-2 
19-3 
o-r»o    ; 
0-785 
0-202 
24-6 
18-4 
; 
0-94 
0-22 
(22-3) 
15-4 
note.—At	400, 000f and IS000, two tests are given to show
the	of variation.   At 1,225 the indicated horse-power is uncer-
as no	of loss was made at that speed.
efficiency rose considerably with increase of
no	in         to there being less time for the
to cool, but in view of the variability of the
of	by the carburettor (of the usual
Jet         it is not safe to build too much on these measurements.
An	in addition to the above was that
c€ the	in the induction pipe.   With the throttle wide
and a	of	r.p.m. this pressure was about 1J
pressure.   With the speed reduced
to 400 r.p.m. this	was less than f lb./in.2 below atmo-
The	pressure (P) in the cylinder was
nl Ita	of 88 Ib. per s<j. inch when the speed
was MO	; at this	the mechanical efficiency fa)
wins 8ft pet	so that the product tjP was. 75.*   The expres-
m m0i	mm than hOf of fta* obtainable with amodern
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sion rjP is in very common use in estimating the performance
of petrol engines, and it is called the bra'Ice-mean-pressure. It
is used in preference to P, the indicated mean effective pressure,
because indicator diagrams of these engines are seldom taken
(see Ch. V). With more modern engines than the Daimler engine
/400
200
/200
4-00
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SOO	Piston   Spe-ed,
WOO
SOO	800
Reivs, per   Minut®.
fig. 90.—Professor Hopkinson's 1007 tests on 10/20 H.P. Daimler
Engine.
on which the above tests were mad© the value of ??P would
usually be much higher.
167a. Brake Mean Pressures.—A. BL Gibson has shown*
that there is an easily ascertained maximum value for the
mean pressure obtainable in a petrol engine. Taking the net
calorific value of petrol as 18,600 B,Th.U. per lb., and the
calorific value per lb. of mixture having the ideal quantity of
oxygen for combustion (15-3 lb. of air per lb. of petrol) as
** Royal Aeronautical Soc. Trans., No. 3.
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im->  the  net  calorific  value of  the
nt p.) to be 93-5 B.Th.U.   Assuming
umj IJTh.U., L^
i»o k ^  ' . ;'*
a fvJ . \i'^i   . f tli^ ihixtuu   at n.t.p. to be  taken   into
t*\» iyL^di^ ,u,l cuL.i'icUiv burned, the  energy  developed
i!  a t/Uii.I.r   .ariiig .1	efficiency j\ would be 93-5 r\
B.Tii.U. iwr en f4., and tho corresponding value of rjf would be
= 505  jj Ib. per sq. in.
144
This GH^on g^vc« as tie maxirmm possible rjP which, could be
c!t vt»!'   t* i In a ]        t cy iir.iler under the conditions given.  Its
laiUi^ ft-r dlileicnt values of r are given by him as follows :—

r :— 
'      4-0 
4-5 
5-0 
5-5 
6-0 

.     .  '      -431 
•459 
•480 
•501 
•519 

.     .         -364 
•386 
•403 
•420 
•433 
On*  sStaijiiaTu , *0 it> 
al.ow 




fcr mecKnii-'Al t'it% I 
vwv.         -328 
•348 
•364 
•378 
•390 
5Uv pc«'bl, ,,l'    . 
.     . 
176-0 
184-0 
191-0 
197-0 
a volumetric efficiency of 100 per cent,
i^ihr* *»n quotts tlit	of 138*2 as the highest achieved
of t|P of	lie       knowledge.    It was achieved with
air cooled  cylinder with a compression
of 5-3.
In        Rieardo Laboratory tests, however, some of which
are	in the tables attached to par. 179, very high
of t,P	observed.    Thus in column 6
of  tbe	of the above tables figures are given for the
mean effective pressures using
on the highest compression ratios
to	As will be         the figures range from 123 to
lb. per	inch, so that with moderate mechanical
the	by Gibson as the highest value of
fiP of	lie had knowledge would be at least equalled,
if not
of	Dimaisioiis on Power and Effi-
—	been made to produce a work-
*	J«AJE., 1WI nad 1911. *
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ing theory of the effect of cylinder dimensions, particularly
cylinder diameters, on the economy and power of internal
combustion engines. Most of them have owed their origin to
the competitive trials of motor cars in which the various vehi-
cles are classed according to horse-power, and which therefore
require that the figures given should be properly comparable.
For large internal combustion engines the existence of such rules
is not of vital importance, since the comparison of one engine
and another depends upon so many other factors, and, more-
over, organized competitions are unknown.
The first attempt to deal with this matter on a scientific
basis is due to Professor Callendar, who read a paper before
the Institution of Automobile Engineers on "The Effect of
Size on the Thermal Efficiency of Motors.'7 Cylinders as
large as 14 inches were considered which, although common
in gas engine practice, were well outside the range of motor
car cylinders. This made the paper the more valuable in the
general sense, although from the strictly motor car point of
view advantage would have been gained had the theory been
based entirely upon engine trials with cylinders nearer the
customary motor car size. As it was, however, the paper
presented a general theory not only applicable to motor cars
but to larger engines also.
It is well known that the " air standard " of efficiency is
higher than the efficiencies obtained in practice, and that the
ratio of the latter to the former is commonly about 60 per cent.
This means a deficit of 40 per cent, owing to some cause or
other. What is this cause 1 The answer is, first, that the
" air standard " of efficiency is a far higher one than any actual
engine can. ever achieve, owing to the fact that whereas the
value of y assumed in the " air standard " equation is 140, its
average value for the actual cylinder gases at working tem-
peratures, taking the increase of specific heat into account,
would be more nearly 1-3.* This alone accounts for about 20
per cent, of the 40 per cent, apparently lost, and the remaining
20 per cent, is due to various heat losses such as jacket loss,
radiation loss, etc. In general, therefore, it would appear
 ft 1
* Sea par. 06.
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the 40 per         loss is divided about equally between the
in	Calendar's view it would be more correct
to pat the	apparent loss due to the properties of the
as 25 per cent., and the remaining 15 per cent, to
the loss of	owing to heat losses during the operations
of tie	It is clear that, as the volume of gas in a cylinder
be	to the cube of the dimensions, and the
of the	walls proportional only to the square of
the	doubling the size of an engine will halve the
due to surface cooling.   The fact that the larger
will probably not run at so high a speed has little effect
on	as although the time the gases will have to
will	with diminishing speed, yet the diminished
to diminished scrubbing of the cylinder walls
by tie	of the gases, and so leave matters much where
It may therefore be estimated that the loss of
to surface cooling will be oc — where D is the
Some losses, however, such as the radiation
do      follow this law of dimensions, though what law they
do	it is not yet known.   Still, one of the most important
has         shown to be proportional to —, and  as an
at a working theory, there is no harm in grouping the
and putting them proportional to —.    This is
Calendar does with several sets of engine trials.
set is	on Ms own experiments on an engine with a
of 2-36 inches, and the others are drawn from
the	of a Committee of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
the combined results on all four engines as given below,
he	the value of the constant a to be put in the
—
loss of efficiency =~
out as 1*0 when D is measured in inches.   So
lews of efficiency =JL.
B
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Designation of engine     .... 
C 
L 
B 
X 
Diameter of cylinder, inches 
2-36 
5-5 
9-0 
14-0 
Doss of efficiency ^-jj) 
0-42 
0-18 
0-11 
0-07 
Resulting efficiency figure (l — jjj 
0-58 
0-82 
0-89 
0-93 
Observed relative efficiency as com- 




pared with air standard  . 
0-44 
0-61 
0-65 
0-69 
Ilatio of last two lines  .... 
0-76 
0-75 
0-73 
0-74 
It appears that the value of the above constant a, viz. 1-0,
was chosen so as to render consistent the figures in the last
line of the above table.
In this way the relative efficiency of any engine is written
down as 0-75 (l —-^-] and if  the " air standard " efficiency
for the degree of compression under consideration be called
E, then the
thermal efficiency =
Had the " air standard " been a standard really applicable
directly to gas engines, the figure 0-75 would have been unity,
so further simplifying the formula. As it is the above equa-
tion shows that even the largest engines cannot get nearer the
" air standard " than 75 per cent. It is useful to compare this
conclusion with the values found in par. 65. Callendar uses
these results in obtaining his P.O. method of rating, to be
described in par. 170. Before coming to that, however, it
is necessary to consider the simpler R.A.C. rating.
169. R.A.C.   Rating. — The   rating  recommended   by   the
B.A.C., and adopted by the Treasury, is that originally sug-
gested by Dugald Clerk, who proposed
rated H.P. =
where n is the number of cylinders and d the cylinder diameter
in inches. Thus a four-cylinder engine of 4 inch bore would
have a rated H.P. of 25-6.
This rating is tantamount to assuming that for a given mean
pressure in the cylinder the piston speed in feet per minute
•2$'2	1XIEEXAL COMBUSTION ENGINE [chap, is
mill U the .Mine f<'i all types sizes of engine. Experiment
Li> <hi n-n that the mean pressure Is practically independent
of f. 10 ai;! ^r^t-. kit there is uncertainty Iiow far it is safe
t-) ,i-niiie thai the piston speed is the same in all engines.
This uiH-rrt .uniy is due to lack of clearness as to what the rated
1LP. is suppo>td to rtpresc nt. It might be any one of these—
fit Jluxliuim H.P. on the bench when running " all out},5'
\p\ Maximum H.P. on level road when running "all out,"
f 3 j	H.P. when climbing the steepest hill elimbable,
or
(4)	H.P. when running on roads in normal unim-
service.
Now for (1) the B.A.C. rating method is probably the most
correct,	however, a lower constant than 2-5.    For (2)
the engine speed in r.p.m., and not the piston speed, is the
more	factor, and H.P. is therefore roughly
to cylinder volmmes and is approximately=volume
In en.         ~ 100.   For (5) the engine speed is commonly in
the	of 800 or 1,000 r.p.rn., and the volumetric
therefore	here also? and we may roughly say
H.P. = volume in cu. cms. ~ 130.
For (4)	is little data available, but the R.A.C. formula
fits it very nearly with the present constant.   We
therefore	out the  following table:—(0 = total
volume in cu. cms.)
(!)	bench H.R==Jbid2 where Jc is some constant
I (2J	H.P. on road=C-f-100
-! (3) Max. E.P. on Ml =C-M30
I (4)	H.P. normal uninterrupted service on roads=
1         «<?-:-2-5.
170. The	Formula.—The R.A.C. rating assumes
all        of	are equally mechanically efficient when
the	conditions, which is not the case.    If
D1 be	by tie expression (l	\ as proportional
to tit	the result is to obtain the expres-
— 1|	flhotild be used in place of D2 in the
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rating formula. In this way Professor Callendar suggests a
" P.O. rating " (Petrol Consumption rating) of
B.H.P.= —(D—1)
the figure 2 being the suitable constant. The P.O. ratings
and R.A.C. ratings for a number of cylinder diameters are
given in the following table—

D 
K.A.O. Rating
(per cylinder) 
P.O. Rating
(per cylinder) 
Inches 
b.h.p. 
B.H.P. 
1 
040 
nil 
2 
1-6 
1-0 
3 
3-6 
3-0 
4 
6-4 
0-0 
5 
10-0 
10-0 
6 
144 
15-0 
8 
25-6 
28-0 
10 
40-0 
45-0 
.     20 
160 
190 
These two formulae are shown plotted in Fig. 100. The
Callendar formula—(D—1) gives the H.P. per cylinder.
A
The result of using the P.O. rating would be, to quote Pro-
fessor Callendar :—" According to the R.A.C. formula, a four-
cylinder engine with 2 in, bore and stroke (like the F.N.
motor cycle engine) is rated at 6-4 H.P., and is equivalent to
a single-cylinder of 4 in. bore. According to my experi-
ments the four-cylinder of 2 in. bore could not develop much
more than 4 H.P. under ordinary conditions, and would stand
no chance against the single-cylinder of 4 in. bore. A
four-cylinder of 3 in. bore is equivalent to a single-cylinder of
6 in. bore by the A.O. rating, but according to the P.O. rating,
the single-cylinder would have an advantage in point of power
of 25 per cent. A two-cylinder of equal power on the A.C.
rating would have an advantage of about 12 per cent, over
tjbe four-cylinder, and a six-cylinder a disadvantage of about
10 per cent." „Professor Callendar also remarks :—"An obvi-
:M IMF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE   [chap, rx
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ous objection to the P.O. type of formula, is tha,t the B.H.P. of
an engine of 1 in. "bore and stroke would "be zero. According
to the RJLC. rating it should be f H.P. It would no doubt
he possible to get such an engine to run if very delicately made 5
but the effect of ignition, lag would be serious afc the normal
speed of 6,000 revolutions per minute, and I doubt whether
it could be ma,de to giye as much as -^ H.P. on the brake.53
At the present time there axe few motor car engines that
could not yield, "without pressing, an amount of power given
say by such a formula; as : —
H+H
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 where 3ST and D are as before and S is the length of the stroke
in inches. If in a given engine the length of stroke be 10 per
cent, greater than the diameter of the "bore, this f ormuleb would
attribute to the engine a H.P. greater by 5 per cent, than one
in which stroke was equal to the Tbore. Whether the full
engine H.P. can, be utilized when the engine h&s "been fitted to
a motor car depends upon whether the gear-ra/tios have been
suitably chosen.
Wone of these formulae apply to anything but four-stroke
single-acting engines. Some motor cars, however, have two-
strode single-acting engines, and for them the rating is low.
A two-stroke engine can. give, on the bench, about 60 per cent.
more power than a four-stroke engine of the same Tbore, stroke
and number of cylinders. The reason why two-stroke engines
do not give twice as much as four-stroke engines is that the
compression and explosion pressures are usually less, and there
is often a consideia/ble amount of fuel which escapes unburnt.
When a two-stroke engine is fitted to a car a, difficulty arises
owing to its very powerful and noisy exhaust, the effective
silencing of which increases the hack pressure and largely
neutralizes the gain of power there would otherwise be orer
the four-stroke engine.
171. Ratio of Power to Weight.— An interesting point is to
find out what is the "best cylinder diameter for minimum weight
of engine per B.H.P. developed
If the weight oo D2'5 aad the H.P. oo D(D — 1)
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which
ti irn	]?•?!.=;_	_
<»u:i;_'ht~"     D2'3        D1'5
give? the fpbnuiiu; table:—
I):—	l"	2	3	4	5
J-b"!-—   0	0-353        0-385       0-375       0-357
I)10' "
that the greatest H.P. per Ib. weight of motor would
be obtained \ihen D = 3 inches, although D = 4 inches gives
practically as	a result.    The weight will however be
affected also by change in the compression ratio since with in- •
titasing compression the engine parts must be made heavier.
172.	of Two-Stroke Engines.—Although, the two-
lias twice the number of working strokes,
per	r.p.m., that a four-stroke engine has, it suffers much
of power owing to some of the entering charge passing
out of the	before it has been burnt.    Also the exhaust
has to be opened before the end of the working stroke,
the effectiveness of that stroke.
on two-stroke engines have been carried
out by Watson        Fanning.*   The engine tested was a single
Day	rated at 2| H.P. at 900 r.p.m., the cylinder
being 3 J in.   When under test the power was
electrically and the I.H.P. was measured by a reflect-
ing	Tests were made at 600} 900, 1,200 and 1,500
r.p.m.
values of P were obtained when the ratio of air to
by	was 12 to 1, and the following were the
;—
P
r.p.nu	Ib. per sq. ia.
600	63
§00	58
1200	53
1500	48
show how at high speeds there is not time for a
foil	to	the cylinder ; also that rfP would not be
half tto value usual with four-stroke engines.
•	* Pne. IJiJB., 1908 and
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173. Composition of Exhaust Gases.—The efficiency of a
petrol engine naturally depends on the degree to which com-
bustion is complete. The exhaust gases should not, for good
efficiency, contain any CO. All the carbon present should be
burnt to C02. Nor, if the proportion of air is closely adjusted,
will there be any oxygen in the exhaust.
It is difficult to write down the chemical formula in accord-
ance with which the combustion of petrol takes place in an
atmosphere of air, owing to the complex nature of the petrol
molecule, but it is interesting to write down the combustion
equation for C8H18, and to look upon it as representing, approxi-
mately, what occurs with petrol.
C8H18 burns with 02 as follows—
20^ -f 2502 = 16C02 + 18H20
so that 27 volumes of mixture give 34 volumes of products,
or, if the steam be condensed to water, 16 volumes.
In actual working, ordinary air and not pure oxygen is used,
so that there is nitrogen also to be considered.    With 25
volumes of oxygen, 94 volumes of nitrogen would be associated
—making a total of 119 volumes of air.    Each volume of this
petrol therefore requires 60 volumes of air for complete com-
bustion, and the equation can be therefore rewritten as—
i         2C8H18 + 2502 + 94N2 = 16C02 + 18H20 + 94N2.
The right-hand side of this equation is exhaust products, and
the composition by volume will be—if the volume of the water
i fi
be neglected—— or 14*5 per cent, of C02 and 85-5 per cent.
of N2. If too little air were admitted some of the C0a would
be reduced to CO, which being a poisonous gas is a very un-
desirable element in the exhaust; moreover, it would reduce
the thermal value of the gas owing to a part of the carbon not
being completely oxidized—a loss which has already been dealt
with quantitatively in the chapter on suction producer gas.
If too much air is admitted, free oxygen will appear in the
exhaust. We have therefore the following three rules:—
(1)	When oxygen occurs in the exhaust too much air has
been admitted.
(2)	Too little £ir leads to formation of CO,
THE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE [chap.ix
(3)	neither CO nor 02 appear In the exhaust the air
Is in the right proportion.
experiments on the composition of exhaust gases were
by	Hopkinson and L. G. Morse, in the engineer-
ing	at Cambridge, on the Daimler engine already
to.
The	was kept at 700/750 r.p.xn., and a jet carbur-
of the	sort was used.   The throttle was kept open
so	the	never exceeded $ Ib. per sq. inch in the
pipe	to the inlet valves.   Fuel used was Pratt's
0-715 to 0-720;  Calorific value 18,900
B.Th.TL	value).   The exhaust gases were analysed by
the	volumetric methods, the C02 being absorbed by
by pyrogallol, the CO by an acid solution"
of	and the H2 by palladianized asbestos.
The	table shows the results recorded—
made by professor hopkinson and L. G. morse.

Petrol consumption in Ib.
per            revs. .    .     . 
0-181 
0-191 
0-197 
0-217 
0-250 
0-293 
at 43 in. radius 






Ib 
25 
27-5 
29-3 
29-4 
29-3 
27 
efficiency 
0-244 
0-252 
0-261 
0-238 
0-204 
0-162 
coa— 
10-9 
12-8 
13-5 
10-6 
9-6 
6 
€12 
3-6 
1-5 
0-2 
— 
— 
— 
ro 
— 
— 
0-7 
5 
6-25 
11-6 
Hs 
— 
— 
— 
2-1 
2-65 
8-7 
Kg by 
84 
84 
84 
81 
80 
73 
Total Oa, calculated from 






N»     ...... 
224 
22-4 
22-4 
21-5 
21«3 
19-4 
HaO 
15-8 
16-2 
16-8 
16-8 
17-2 
15-2 
it will be seen that when the CO and 02 are at
a	the C0t is 13-5 per cent, and the N2 84 per cent.,
are very close to those calculated above from
the	chemical formula.   Moreover, it will be seen
it Is at this point that the highest thermal efficiency
was recorded.   This is best brought out when the
axe	in a curve, as in Fig. 101.
B	efficiency) shows how quickly the thermal
when 00 t»gtns to be produced.   Ciirve A
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(corresponding to B.H.P.) is of a very different form, as
although it is true that minimum production of CO corresponds
to an output in H.P. very little less than the maximum, yet
that maximum is found when the CO amounts to 0-7 per cent,
and is very nearly maintained even when the proportion of CO
rises to over 6 per cent. The ideal condition of working is
in
' value 18,900
I absorbed by
^id solution1
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t v/hcnthe
f be thermal
t
 obviously the apex of Curve B, but the corresponding point
on Curve A is not a convenient one to work at. In all engineer-
ing work it is customary to work, if possible, near to the
middle of a curve which has a slow hump, such as Curve A,
in order that small variations to right or left may not make
much difference. The ideal working point on Curve A is
u
 IP'
the	of the	on	different
BY  M»,   DtTOAUO	0W   ExHAUVF	18   H.P.   SlDDBItKY   CAB.
analysis by mb. ballanttynb.


(«)
Cor striding ; engine run-
ning at slowly as possible.
No load. 
(6)
Car standing i engine run-
ning at about 600 reva. per
min.    No load. 
Co)
Car running on level about
18 miles ih.t hour.  Throttle
than half open. 
(rf)
Car climbing ft hill ; Migine
running about 1,000 revH.
per min. Throlf lo full open
or over three-quartern oj>tm. 


Apr. 23 
May 7 
July 3 
Apr. 23 
May 7 
July 3 
Apr. 23 
May 7 
July S 
Apr. 23 
May 7 
July 3 
CO   	 
*
0-6
0-2
none
trace
54
11-8
82-1 
*
04
0-1
none
trace
6-0
10-2
83-3 
— 
*
none
none
none
trace
6-3
11-2
82-5 
3-0
1-2
0-3
trace
10-8
2-2
81-9 
1-8
0-6
0-2
trace
5-6
10-6
81-2 
6-9
24
0-9
trace
9-9
0-3
79-6 
4-2
14
0-5
trace
11-6
none
824 
24
0-8
0-3
trace
11-0
2-2
83-3 
3-6
1-2
04
trace
11-7
0-1
83-0 
3-0
1-3
0-3
trace
12-2
none
82-6 
2-2
0-8
0-3
trace
11-8
0-6
84-3 
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Totals .    .    . 
100-0 
100-0 
_ 
100-0 
100-0 
100-0 
100-0 
lOO'O 
100-0 
100-0 
100-0 
100-0 
* Engine had been running for some hours.    Engine in other cases had been jusfc started from all cold,
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therefore by no means the most convenient practical point,
which in this case would correspond to about 5 per cent, of
CO. This temptation has led engine builders to set carburettors
so to give maximum power, instead of aiming at minimum
production of CO and therefore maximum thermal efficiency.
Dugald Clerk has also carried out tests of this kind. He
used for this purpose the engine on a 18 H.P. Siddeley car.
The engine was a 4-cylinder one, bore 4 inches, stroke 4 inches
Samples of the exhaust were taken while—
(a) The car was standing on the level with the engine
running as slowly as possible.
,   (6) The car still standing, but engine running at about
600 r.p.m.
(c)	The car running on a level at about 18 m.p.h., the
throttle less than half open.
(d)	The car climbing a hill, engine running about 1,000
r.p.m., and throttle from three-quarters to full open.
It will be seen from the above table that under circum-
stances which might quite often occur in practice about 4
per cent, of CO is being produced. To meet the difficulties
of designing a carburettor which should mix air and petrol
in constant proportions under all conditions of load and speed
is no easy thing, indeed most builders aim at quite different
mixtures, viz., those that make for ease at starting, for
rapidity of " picking up/' and other features of car manage-
ment that make for ease of manipulation.	*
Dugald Clerk concludes from the results of his experiments
that the following conditions appear to produce imperfect
combustion—
 1.	Too rich mixture with insufficiency of oxygen.
 2.	Too weak mixture with excess of oxygen, but too slow
a rate of ignition and combustion.
3.	Irregular mixture—mixture supplied too rich in com-
position at one part of the stroke, and too weak in
another ;   that is, bad mixture.	:
4.	Engine and carburettor cold.   This tends to cause im-
perfect combustion, due   partly to low temperature
and partly to bad carburetting.
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5.	timing of ignition, and missed ignitions.
6.	in the body of the cylinder, instead of in a
port. ~This is	to produce imperfect combustion at light
loads.
The	of the above conditions is an exceptionally inter-
It	incontestably to be the case that the
of "	" in cylinders leads to loss of efficiency,
*'	"	the name given to any recess in the top of a
has the effect of increasing the clearance volume.
But it is	equally certain that the presence of " pockets "
the running of the engine under working conditions :
and	it, as it is termed, "more flexible."   Pockets
the	as they increase the ratio of surface to
they render ignition more certain, as, even at
the exhaust products left in the clearance
the incoming charge very considerably, there is
the	of the neighbourhood of the sparking plug
is	situated in or near one of these pockets)
in explosive mixture, so ensuring the proper
timing of the ignition.   Too much " pocketing "
on the	hand may lead to detonation of the charge.
174*	on the Road.—Not only are petrol engines for
tested on the bench, but also when fitted
Such tests are kept as closely as possible
to	working conditions.   Measurements of speed and
H.P. mm	also wherever possible tests of acceleration
of hill-climbing ability.   To measure the B.H.P. on the
it is	to know the speed and the resistance to
(B) in pounds per ton.
Then
BHP ~~ Velocity fa m.p.h. X B X weight of car in tons
375
is usualy read on a " speedometer " and the resis-
by an " accelerometer." Such an accelerometer is
in Eg. 102. Its action * is that of weighing the forces
* For •	of €he mediamsm, and of tests made with it, see
«•	16, 1910, and JProo^I.CUB?., Vol.   188 ;   also
tf	10	Transport (Constable & Co )
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which oppose the motion of the car, and the needle points to the
figure on tie scale showing the .number of " pounds per ton "
of resistance at any moment. Such devices are called acceler-
ometers because they were first introduced for the measure-
ment of train acceleration. They can however be used for
other purposes.
175* Fuel Consumption Tests.—It is also usual to measure
the amount of fuel used on a road-test, and to put the result
file_167.wmf


fig. 102.—Accelerometer.
into the form " gross-ton-miles-per-gallon" of fuel, i.e., the
product of miles run per gallon by the total moving weight
in tons. This figure affords a useful comparison of car with
car provided that care is taken to measure during the run the
average amount of tlie resistance overcome by the method
described in the previous paragraph. This is necessary, as
with heavy vehicles the resistance is sometimes twice as high
on winter roads as on summer ones, and the " gross-ton-
miles-per-gallon " figures will he.changed in proportion. It
is best to express the relationship in the form " gross-ton-
miles-per-gallon on. roads of normal road resistance/' and to
i'!*4	COMBUSTION ENGINE [chap. is
70 Ib. per ton as a common standard of resistance.    Thif
all	tests to the same basis of comparison.    No1
the	of the roads affect the resistance, but the
at	the car runs during the trial also affects it con-
At high	the component of the resisting
to air resistance is very greatly increased.    On gooc
the	with the average four-seated touring
ear * Is
E. in Ib. /ton =50 + 0-06V2 where V is in m.p.h.
For a	motor wagon under the same conditions
R = 50 + CHOV2.
but	in either case on the form of the body o:
the vehicle, and experiment is the only safe guide.
178.	Experiments.—S. F. Edge once carried oui
at	to see what effect the raising of a large
would have on the speed of a large Napier cai
H.P. RJLtl rating).    His results were—

cf Win 1 Re 3i*t Alice Screen
in Stuart Ft ct 
Speed in M.P.H. 
30 
47-85 
28 
50-0 
26 
52-9 
14 
56-15 
q*> 
54-0 
20 
55-5   . 
18 
57-0 
16 
57-6 
14 
60-0 
12 
62-5 
JO 
64*2 
8 
66-15 
S 
70-25 
4 
75:0 
2 
73-8 
•   . 0 
79-0 
are shown plotted in Fig. 103.    Students wi
It	to estimate .what the resistance law nxuf
to	results,
»	0/ Pcwer lo Mood Tmwport (Constable & Co.).
«
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the	i.e., so that both show the equivalent tractive
at the rear         wheels.    The two dotted curves parallel
to the	curve are the curves of resistance when
of 1 in 20 or 1 in 12 respectively, since
the result of adding the extra effort necessary
for hill	to         needed to overcome the resistance on
the	Tlie	dotted torque curve is that corresponding
to the	on the next lower gear.
that on a level road the tractive effoit
file_168.wmf


2*0
Speed in M.P.H.
Fie. 104. — Tractive Effort and Resistance at various speeds.
the	will be exactly balanced at 34 m.p.h.   If
the	to ascend, the resistance curve would rise
parallel to itself, and the crossing
of the two curves would move nearer in showing a lower
of	At the crest of the torque curve the motion
the engine will stop unless the " gear "
be	TMs point evidently comes just after the slope
to a	of 1 in. 20,   On the lower gear the point of
after the slope exceeds a 1 in 12 gra-
curves oorrespond   to   the  throttle
H, however^ the vehicle T^ere travelling on
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fig. 103.—Diagram showing effect of -wind resistance on a Napier car
carrying a special wind screen, aaad having itself a projected area of
12 sq. ft.
177. Hill Climbing Tests.—The initial acceleration with
which a, car can start to move on a leTel road is closely con-
nected with the steepness of the hill it can climh, IE a be the
angle of the steepest hill clirnbable, then the eqtdTalent accele-
ration is g sin a. This is obvious, as the same engine effort is
needed to climb a hill of this slope as to give an acceleration
equal to g sin a. Change of gear affects hill climbing ahility
in the manner illustrated in Fig. 104. The lower continuous
curve is the resistance curve, wMlst the continuous
crossing it is th& engine torque curve (on top gear) plotted
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a level road on top gear at 20 m.p.h. and the throttle were
suddenly opened wide, it will be seen that the engine would
then be giving much more than twice the effort necessary to
overcome the road resistance, and the balance would go to
accelerate the motion of the car. In this particular case the
excess effort is about 105 Ib. per ton, and a force of 105 Ib.
acting on a mass weighing a ton would produce an acceleration
105 X 32
of
= 1-5 ft. per sec. per sec., which would, therefore,
2240
l>e the acceleration of the car at this point. It is by drawing
curves of this kind that it is possible to design the best gear
ratios of mechanically propelled vehicles.
178. R.A.C. Tests.—Interesting trials of touring vehicles
and motor wagons have been organized by the Royal Auto-
mobile Club, and from some of their reports the following
tables have been made out—
1907 triads of motor wagons

Net Load carried 
Average provided
H.P. (R.A.C.) per ton of
Gross Moving Load 
Average G-.T.M. per
Gallon of Petrol 
4- ton (5 cars)  . 
7-82 
27-4 
1 ton (4 cars) . 
6-8 
33-26 
1^ tons (5  cars) 
7-24 
30-9 
2 tons (7 cars). 
4-96 
34-93 
3 tons (15  cars) 
5-01 
40-6 
5 tons (1  car) . 
4-87 
33-9 
B.A.C. international touring car trials, 1908

H.P. (R.A.O. rating) 
Miles run per
gallon (average of
best cars) 
Average weight
(loaded) of best
cars.    Tons 
Gross-Ton-Miles
per gallon of petroL
Average for best
cars 
Up to  20 H.P.
20 to 40 H.P.. 
24-2
17-2 
1-30
1-72 
30-7
29-6 
40 to 60 H.P..      . 
15-9 
2-14 
33-9 
Note.—Total distance run in the 1908 trials was 1,977 miles on. the
roads in Scotland and England. Average speed of all cars probably
between 15 a^d 20»miles per hour.
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results,	into consideration with many later ones
the	has collected, suggest the figure of 50 gross ton
per	as a convenient standard of performance
to the common basis of a tractive resistance of
TO lb. per ton.   This subject, however, needs a chapter to itself,
and it is	in	detail than is here possible in " The
of Power to Road Transport."
of Petrol Engines.—The influence of various
on	performance has been closely examined
at the	Laboratory.*   A   leading'  object   of   this
was	to be to 'discover the factors con-
the tendency to detonate determines
the	of	which   may be employed, and
the   power   and   efficiency   of the   engine.
The	are	in Tables I and II.    It was found
the	of  alcohol  and  the   members   of
its	the	obtainable with all fuels appeared to
be the	one half per cent., at the same com-
The fuel therefore which permits the highest
in thermal efficiency.   Ricardo also found
that the	of cooled exhaust gas to a petrol mixture
detonating	when r = 4-85 enabled the compression
to be	to r = 7-5 without detonation.
is	under normal conditions pre-ignition is,
in the        of	petrols containing a substantial propor-
of	of the paraffin series, always brought about
by	and that if detonation be prevented,
will not readily occur, and much higher compression
can be used.	.    •
180.        of Power at Altitude in Aero Engines.—That the
of air density with  altitude  affects the   output   of
gas	working at elevated stations is well
it naturally	still more the performance of
It is manifest that the horse-power must dimin-
ish	the air density falls, since at altitude, the weight, of
air           the	will be less and therefore the weight of
to	with that amount of air will also be
* B, B*	In	Engineer, 1«2L
s. y s a
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TABLE I.

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
)
Fuel 
Specific
gravity
at 15° 0. 
Viscosity
at 20° C.
O.G.S.
Units 
Cal. value
(lower)
B.Th.TJ.
perlb. 
Heat of
Combus-
tion per
cu. in. at
n.t.p. of
mixture
giving
complete
combustion
inft.-lb. 
Specific
volume
after com-
bustion
divided
by that
before
combustion 
Air /fuel
ratio by
weight for
complete
combus-
tion. 
Latent heat
of evapora-
tion (at
const,
atms. press. '
B.Th.U.
per Ib. 
Fall in
temp, (cal-
culated) of
Air fuel
mixture
due to
latent heat
of evapo-
ration in
deg. C. 
Aromatic free petrol     ....
Kerosene 	     	 
0-718
0-813 
0-004
0-010 
19,200
19,100 
46-08
46-14 
1-053
1-06 
15-05
15-0 
133
108 
18-0
14-5 
Pentan©    .           	 
0-624 
0-0025 
19,740 
46-25 
1-051 
15-25 
154 
21-0 
Hexane (80 per cent, pure) 
0-685 
0-003 
19,390 
46-0 
1-051 
15-2 
156 
21-0 
Heptane (97 per cent, pure)   .
Benzene (pure)   *».*.. 
0-691
0-884 
0-004
0-006 
19,420
17,460 
46-06
46-9 
1-056
1-013 
15-1
13-2 
133
172 
18-0
26-0 
Toluene (99 per cent, pure)    . 
0-870 
0-006 
17,660 
46-9 
1-023 
13-4 
151 
22-5 
Xylene (91 per cent, pure) 
0-862 
0-006 
17,930 
46-7 
1-03 
13-6 
145 
21-5 
Cyclohexane {93 per cent, pure) . 
0-786 
0-006 
18^940 
46-08 
1-044 
14-7 
156 
21-5 
JSfllyl Alcohol (98-5 per cent.) 
0-798 
0-012 
11,840 
44-5 
1-065 
8-9 
406 
85-0 
Methyl Alcohol (Wood Naphtha) . 
0-829 
0-006 
10,030 
45-5
(approx.) 
1-06
(approx.) 
6-5 
'   500
(approx.) 
140-0 
. •   •                     1 
2 
II.
•   ! 
4 
s 
6 
Pod 
comprfwsiioH
ratio in
variable romp,
ftigina (observed j 
Comp.
to
ool. 2 (i'al<-ul«f«l)
Ib, pt>r »cj. in.
(Gaugo) 
Comp.
eorre&pt.mditig to
ool. 2 (ralculatad) i
dng. 1', 
Thermal f»ffit,4»
v-tH-y »t
u*«jfiil eiiiiip, riitio
tfiit. 
fr»«l, iin-ttti
efff-wf ivi'- 1 >»»'.-- -^ur<>
at liiKlM-f .i>flul   ^
(Mfinp. ratii»
Ib. p«^r n*(. in, 

4-85 
105-5 
392 
31-4 
138-1 

4«2 
86-0 
369 
22-9 
123-0 

5-85 
138-5 
426 

(willi hf;at) 
3
b  Hexane [80 per cent, pure)    . 
6-1 
113-5 
401 
32-4 
141-2 
Heptane (97 per cent, pure)   .
Benzene (pure)   ....... 
3-75
6-9 
72-0
179-0 
353
450 
26-7
37-2 
125-5
156-0 
Toluene (99 per cent, pure)    . 
>7-0 
>>183-0 
>452 
37-5 
156-3 
Xylene (91 per cent, pure) 
>7-0 
>183-0 
>452 
37-3 
156-1 
"•Cyclohexane (93 per cent, pure) . 
5-9 
140-5 
427 
34-9 
148-0 
Ethyl Alcohol (98-5 per cent.)     ,     . 
>7-5 
>204-0 
>424 
40-4 
165-5 
Methyl Alcohol (Wood Naphtha),    . 
6-2 
116«5 
342 
36-1 
153-9 
?     OS
§ s
I *
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The pressure in the suction stroke is governed by the pressure
in the surrounding atmosphere ; the temperature, however,
is as much affected by the cylinder temperature as by the
atmospheric temperature : hence the power does not fall quite
so rapidly as the pressure but more rapidly than the density.
The rate at which pressure and temperature fall with height
is shown in the following table :—
 
A
O	iQ
I	*
frl	M
A
 
Height
foot 
Pressure
millibars 
Temperature
Deg. Abs. C. 
Density
gm /cu. metre 
0 
1,016 
288-0 
1,229 
5,000 
845 
278-1 
1,059 
10,000 
698 
268-2 
907 
15,000 
573 
258-3 
773 
20,000 
466 
248-4 
655 
25,000 
376 
238-5 
551 
30,000 
301 
228-6 
460 
The question as to the falling ofE of power with altitude in any
given engine resolves itself into finding a connection between
the temperature and pressure inside the engine at the end of
the suction stroke, and the temperature and pressure of the
outside atmosphere. Experiment has shown that pressure
in the engine when compression begins is directly related to
the outside pressure. When the outside pressure for instance
is halved, the pressure at beginning of compression is also
halved. Pressure variations then have their full effect. This
is however not generally the case for temperature variations.
The temperature of the charge at the beginning of compression
under ground level conditions is of the order of 100° C. The
air on its way to the engine will generally lose heat in the car-
burettor, so a considerable amount of heating must take place
in the engine itself. These heat exchanges will naturally tend
to mask, more or less, the effect of outside temperature varia-
tions, provided these are within moderate limits. The exact
relationship between outside and inside temperature thus
depends on carburation and general engine designs-lie^
relationship for different engines run under different conditions'^
of carburation will vary. Cases, however, where the outside
temperature? variation has its full effect are rare. In general
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to one-fourth of the outside temperature
is	in	changes of temperature inside
the	In the case of the atmosphere, a decrease of pres-
is	with a decrease in temperature.
If this	in	is not fully effective inside the
the	will fall off slightly faster than the air density.
this characteristic.    Measurements
are difficult and the results are liable
to be	by	in carburation and mechanical
;  for	special altitude test houses have
the	can be tested on the ground
as to	and pressure corresponding
to
off in power, with height, limits the performance
of an	have therefore been made to design
an	up to a certain height will develop a constant
Two	of procedure are possible.   In the one,
the	method, an " artificial atmosphere " is
by	of a blower or air pump, in the carburettor
although at altitude, is supplied with
air of	level pressure.   The blower may be either geared
to the	or driven by the exhaust through the
of a	turbine*?  or it may  be   driven  by   an
power unit.   The   alternative   method is
to do	all blowers and simply build an " oversize "
At	this engine is kept throttled down.
As the	the throttle is more and more opened.
of power is thus obtained till the throttle is fully
as in the case of the blower, there is' thus a
which the power falls off.
For	up to 20,000 feet, the over dimensioned engine
is	the simpler solution.   It might appear
at	as if the over-dimensioned engine will necessarily
be         heavy.   This is however not so.   Although of larger
the normal engine, it is only called upon
to	the	power.   It can thus be built relatively
Of	to be taken never to run such an
** «fi out"	tho ground.
* to page-
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EXAMPLES
1.	Find the estimates for the B.H.P. of the foOoirizig cars,        on fee
IB.A..C. rating of ~' , secondly	the	il~Jj:L±jk)> D arid
2-5	5
S being the diameter of bore         stroke respectively,	la
(i) '^-cylinder;  5-iach bore by 7-inch
(ii) 4r cylinder;  4-kt.cbi tore by S-inch stroke.
(iii) 4-cylinder; 3^-inch bore by 4|-inch
(iv) 2-cylinder; 80-mm. bore By 280-mm. stroke.
2.	If the B.BLP. of an internal combustion	(four-stroke
aeting» one cylinder) be expressed by the formula — : — HI — i,
5
tli© mean effective pr&sures wMch the formula	for the
ing mean piston speeds : — 1,000V 1,250,	1,500- ft. per	of an
o
engine having a stroke-bore ratio -~ of 1-50,        a
of 0-80.
ESSAY
[The following questicxns are, for	part,	ex-
amination papers.]
1. Explain what is meant by (i) absolute	(ii) a
gas.    State the two chief laws wMch perfect	obey,
PV
tkat for a perfect gss . — is constant.
2.' What is the law connecting tjhe	fib.        aq. ft}*
l&u. ft.) and absolute temperature (centigrade	of 1 Ib. of air ?
[One eu, ft, of air at H.T.P. weiglis 0-08D7 Ib.]	tie
specific heat of a        at constant pressure most he
specific heat at constant voiixme.
3, A gats expands so that PV^^canstant*    Show	If » is
ratio of specific         at c»mtant pr^siire to	«fc
tibe%exp«DBioii is aiiiabatio.	S^x	)
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4  A zi- * \ji?»< tt'xr'«-s oa an Ideal cycle with adiabatic compression
ivi * \}> a -! • \, it • i\ ii.« and rejecting heat only at constant volume.
01? mi ti:   t sprtK-Ieii of its efficiency.     (Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1906.)
& li, \iiui war does tht PV diagram of the ideal cycle for a gas
»nc'ii   iii/. r fn in n allty ?    If it differs greatly, why are such calcula-
,.., **f any ^?        *	(B. of K, 1906.)
0, Dt vrih»> with ^ketches the mode of operation of an Internal Com-
In^tira *!njsine. Fxpliti why, in general, such an engine is more
vfM.ii nt »w a In mi engine than a steam engine of the same power.
<Mt«? mlicw the various losses ol energy occur. A gas engine of 10
B.H.P. coisumcs ISO cu. ft. of gas per hour, the calorific value of
\iH ^h is &W B.Th.U/s pereu. ft. Find the total efficiency, and give a
r^ i^h ftirute cf tin different proportions of energy lost due to the
*.riM\* -Lintuned aDovo.	(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1906.)
7, Describe a ?as engine, and explain how it uses the Otto cycle
of rper.it*en<*. Ski ten the cylinder, showing piston, water-jacket,
Vtilwp, rfiapc of clearance space, and shape of exhaust outside the
tyl'irakr.	(B. of E., 1899.)
' 8. What i» nu unt by ifc scavenging " in relation to gas engines ?
Hrw is it         , and lioiv (or why) does it afiect the efficiency ?
(Meek Sc. Tripos, 1898.)
S. If the	P-V	of a gas engine consists of an area en-
by	of constant -volume intersected by two adiabatic lines,
the efficiency of the cycle represented by the diagram de-
on the compression ratio only, assuming that the specific heats
of the	at constant pressure and also at constant volume,
•are	'	(B. of E., 1912.)
id.	why the efficiency of a gas engine falls short of the
/ 1 \r~1'
bj substituting 7=1-4 in the formula 1—(— j
the relative importance of the different reasons.
(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1913.)
II*	the Otto cycle from the point of -view of (1) efficiency,
(2) relation of power to weight on the part of the engine.    In modern
the tendency is to compress the mixture Mghly before ignition.
How	this affect the paints of your criticism f
12. How are Indicator- Bia^ants taken from a petrol engine going
at, say,	revs, per mia ?   Describe the Indicator.
(B. of E., 1911.)
1$. Sketch         form of Indicator-Diagram you would expect to
from a petrol engine.    Sketch diagrams showing :—
(a) The	too much advanced.
(6) Hie	insufficiemtly advanced.        (B. of E., 1912.)
14.	to be tie composition of the exhaust gases from a
pss	eo*l gas or from a petrol engine I    Why does
thft	from this!	{B. of E., 1910.)
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15.	Make a careful sketch of a petrol motor.    Show a carburettor
to an enlarged scale and explain the principle of its action.	,
(B. of E., 1913.)
 16.	In a gas-engine diagram the expansion curve usually lies above-
the " adiabatic " expansion curve, showing that, if the working sub-
stance be a perfect gas, it must be receiving heat during the expansion ;
yet, in fact, much heat is withdrawn from the cylinder walls by the
cooling water.    What do you regard as the most probable explana-
tion of this ?    Give some account of the arguments and exjfterimental
evidence which lead you to prefer your explanation to others that-
have been suggested.	(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1904.)
 17.	Discuss the reasons that have been given for the so-called " sup-
pression of heat " in the working mixture of a gas engine, and give an
account of recent investigations, conducted for this purpose, into the
properties of the gas used and into the interchange of heat between
the mixture and the iron surface into which it comes in contact during
its working.	(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1911.)
 18.	Describe with sketches how lubrication of the various parts of
an engine (not encased) is usually performed.	(B. of E., 1902.)
 19.	Why do we regulate an engine with both a flywheel and a gover-
nor ?    Explain clearly how each affects the regulation.
(B. of E., 1900.)
20.	Give an account of the different methods used  for governing
gas engines, stating the advantages and the disadvantages of each.
(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1904.)
21.	Sketch a section through tfre gas valve of a gas engine^ show-
ing the hit-and-miss mechanism operated by the governor.
(B. of E., 1907.)
22.	Describe any non-luminous gas-making plant for use with a
gas engine working to, say, 100 I.H.P.    What chemical action takes
place in the gas manufacture ?   What is the composition of the gas ?
(B. of E., 1899.)
 23.	Describe with sketches the manufacture of any kind of producer
gas.    You must show that you have a knowledge of the chemical
changes which occur.	(B. of E., 1911.)
 24.	A petrol engine is run on the brake and the petrol supply is
gradually increased by adjustment of the carburettor, the throttle
being kept fully open and the brake adjusted so as to keep the speed
constant.    It is found that the brake load increases to a maximum
and then keeps nearly constant, in spite of a considerable increase
in the consumption of petrol.    Also the maximum torque so deter-
mined diminishes as the speed is increased.    Explain these observa-
tions.	(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1913.)
 25.	Describe some form of small 2-cycle petrol motor.    Explain
why the small 2-cycle engines do not as a rule give much more power
"than the 4-cycle engines of equal cylinder capacity and are consider?
ably less economical1 of fuel.    What countervailing advantages have
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mhffi they aiv applied to the propulsion of vehicles and boats
ctivrly ?  "	(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1913.)
Whv Is the power of the engine of a motor car so great in com-
on \\lth the power applied to a horse-drawn vehicle ? Give a
i intimate of how the power of a car rated at 38 H.P. is spent—
111 When going at 80 m.p.h. on the level.
i2) When going at slow speed up a hill of 1 in 5.
t is the probable loss attributable to the crankshaft, the gear
the	axle	?
27.	the accelerations of the piston of an engine at the ends
oftho^wkearegivenbywVn-j-y-Wherewisthe angular velocity of
t         I are the lengths of crank and connecting rod.
(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1912.)
28.	following are the results of two comparative tests of the
gas	the only difference between the two being that in
B the gas cock was opened wider than in test A, and the power
correspondingly greater :—
A	B
Vol. of gms	per stroke (cu. ft.)    .        .        .    0-10	O-13
per stroke (per cent, of heat supply)   .       30	27
Heat .given to jacket water (per cent, of heat supply) .       29	34
The	of the gas was complete in both cases.    What is
the	of (I) the greater percentage heat loss in B, and (2)
thermal efficiency in B T
Is the	heat loss adequate to account for the whole of the
ia efficiency, and* if not, haw do you account for the balance ?
(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1913.)
29.	that tli© force required to accelerate the reciprocating
of an	is given approximately by
M»V (cos $+-v cos 2 0L
I
If sas	of reciprocating parts.
a =3=	velocity of crank.
r = crank radius.
I   = length of eonnectrng rod,
i 3=5	angle, measured from line of stroke.
any	method by which the acceleration of the recipro-
cating	may be obtained.	(B. of E., 1912.)
3d	there is no change of temperature when a perfect
through a throttle valve, has. been again brought to
with hydrogen, ha-v© shown" a very slight rise of tern-
wouM you aooount for this ?
(l!ech,*So. JHpos, 1912.)
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Si .    In i\   ssinjjK'-oylintler engine, at ai.y p .:nt <, f tK>- <r   .», -'    '*
How   to  liiicl  the turning moment ^n J:<   crai"--' d , if v,    '" *i
I ndu*iitor H>ia£ram and the sizes and\u ijjrht- u   b * ti*   ! *L   «* *:
11.iui it ^ ^^^jd.    Take the shortness of the tonne-,tii.^ ** ^ 11 * ^ »*- <   u
B   of £., lJi\
32»    ^K't-ii the PVT dii\gram of air altering; in state, "t * »*T d? w^    \ I
i       •         .      '     •   *    * rfH ^
a clin.graTn- showing at every instant -jrp, the rate cf Fu'Cvi ^.^ of 1    *r
oV
If  tlio expansion curve  follows approximately PV* = c r,>t .\ .   .   i
rfH	B. of E., Ln *
33.    Explain how you would proceed to find the	of the
oharg«2 ^ tlie cylinder of a gas engine at a point in the
the closing   of the admission valve.   Having
t-\ire»  liow "would you use it to find the	at
the  expansion stroke ?    State clearly the
rmake   and   the observations you would take to obtain the
clato*.
3£.   Sto^yt" tliat the total quantity of mixture drawn into a gas
per smction. stroke is nearly independent of the	of        gas
left id. fch©  -compressioa space from the previous stroke.
(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1921.)
3S«   Giv^e   some account of the ideas governing the clioice of com-
pression rsttio in tfae diSareat   types of  internal combust mm
Be.
 "1
ANSWERS TO  EXAMPLES
CHAPTER  II
Pages 40-46
L  11^2   C.        2. 74-8 Ib. per sq. inch by gangs* .
3.  ih7i^ C.        4.  ir>02° C.
 5.	L"J     C. : 2^4 Ib. per sq. Inch.
 6.	Iv7 II   ; 3 ""17 cu. ft.
 7.	«n »~8-S Ik f*i>f sq. inch; 70° C.
4    !D4 jb. ptr sq. Inch; 333° C.
8.	114 '' . |)if cq. inch,        9. 66-4 ib. per sq. inch;  109-5° C
10. 33<r F. ;  - 63* F.        11. 500° C.        12. 30° F.
15,	Wcrfc done in acliabatic compression. = 65,400 ft. Ib.
\\\ rtv dent in isi thermal compression = 64,800 ft. Ib.
Work ckae Iy air In final process = 26,500 ft. Ib.
Hi.it mwii to air » 92,000'ft. Ib.
16.	- t>7%»J C. ; 37-5 cu. ft.        17. 406 C.H.U.
18.	F.; 21-85 in, of mercury.
ia (1) 3S047 ft. Ib.    (2) 29(1 ft. Ib. gained.
{3} 3§4° F,; »3S cu. ft.
JO. 645 en. ft.; 440° C. ; 71-5 Ib. per sq. inch.
21. 892° F.   22. 29 B.Th.TJ.
23,       24. 75 Ib. per sq. inch.
25.	(I)    Ib. (ii) 174-2 Ik per sq. inch; 1185° F. abs.
(iii)     F. (iv) 545 Ib. per sq. inch.
(v) 46 Ib. per sq. inch; 1878° F. ate.
(vi)    per cent, (vii) 83-8 per cent.
26.	fi) 1103° F.; 1015° F.
(ii) On	26,980 ft. Ib. of Heat received.
On	11,190 ft. Ib. received.
On	ft. Ib. rejected.
fill)	per cent.
28,  1-70: 1.        28. By compressor; 20 H.P., 7-4&I. per hour.
By	l-8dL per hour.
L S7 ft. IK
 CHAPTER III
72
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CHAPTER  17
Pages 104-106
1. 107  C.H.U.        2. (i) y = 1-37.    (ii) 7-55 en. ft
•00194   (1-37 - *) P   C.H.U. per en. ft. when the pressure is
5,000 lb. per square foot.
 3.	(I)   27° C.    (ii) 177°C.    (iii) 25-4 C.H.U. ; 62.4C.H.U. r« „ iv< J.
 4.	102-5 lb. per sq. inch;   work done, 144,000ft. IK;   It*;] CH.l*
carried away.
CHAPTER   V
Pages 1 OS-172
I.	6"7  H.P.        2. 20 H.P.        3. 94,700 ft. lb.
 4.	81   H.P. ;  68-3 H.P. ; 84-3 per cent.
 5.	666 H.P. ; 81-8 per cent.; 91-9 en. ft  ;   112
cent. ; 21 per cent.
G.	56-6 H.P. ; 45-5 HP. ; 80-4 per cent.
8.	45  H.P. ;  33-3 per cent.        9. 58-3 per cent.
II.	1-3 tons.        12. 155° C.
13.	2»S8  x  105ft.-lb. ; 2-65  x 104 ft.-Ib.
14.	7-96 ft.; 48 tons.        16. 39-2; 9-9 tons wt.
17.	466°C;  1-57;  1-67;  1-81;  2-0 H.P.
 eu»   ft.;   25-7   per
CHAPTER   VI
203-204
 1.	126,000; 41,300; 42,000; 42,700 C.H.U.
 2.	8,346 C.H.U. per lb. ; 11-56 lb. of air.
 3.	25-3 per cent.;   -46 per cent, lost in jacket -cooling water?   70 '2
per cent. lost in. exhaust.
4.	1,002 C.H.U.  per hour indirect leating; 8,200 C.H.U. per
direct heating ;  0*122.
CHAPTER  711
Page 2 IS
1.  35*4 per cent,        2. 6&6 HP. ;  &1*8 per cent.; 9l-9ou.£t. ;  112
cti. ft. ;,25-7»per cent.; 21 per cent.
4
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 ANSWERS TO  EXAMPLES
CHAPTER VIII
Pages 273-274
per cent.       2. Excess air 106-6 per cent. ;  exhaust products
r'lb. of oil, 32-1 Ib.
crams ; CO,, 88 grams ; H2O, 54 grams.
"   " '!	efficiency, IS-9 per cent.
'. per Ib. ; 349 Ib. of 0.
Ib. per sq. Inch ;   240 Ib.-ft. ;   5-8 H.P.
1.
8. 210 lb.-ft. ; 3-57 ; 450 Ibs.
10, 20-5 per cent. ; 78-9 per cent.
sq. inch.
sq.         is the contracted area of the issuing jet,
CHAPTER   IX
Page 303
 1.	ft) 60; 72,    {11} 26; 38.    (ill) 20; 22.    (iv)
 2.	103; 84; 70 ib. per sq. inch.
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